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I NTR(]DUCT I t]N

lf one were to go into any ìibrary in North America and ìook at the

journals which pubì ish articìes in the phiìosophy of the social sciences

they wouìd discover a perhaps unexpected phenomenon. lnterdispersed be-

tween the articles which question the ethics of a particular type of re-

search and those which extol the cognitive and social virtues of the

latest brand of Harxism, Structuraì ism, or System's Theory, one would

find a relatively high percentage of articìes which cal I into question

the very nature of the scientific and philosophicaì enterprises.

The fact that much of contemporary phi ìosophy of the sociaì sciences

(especiaììy as concerns normative political and sociologicaì thought) is

a number of attempts to 'put philosophy and science in their proper

placesr is the resuìt, in no small measure, of the fact that aìmost all

the var i ous streams

sophicalr attenpts to

phy, although it may

search, âs midwife,

of social scientific thought are rooted in phiìo-

expl icate the nature of the human animal. Phi ìoso-

begin in wonder, is quick to conjecture and re-

given facil itating institutionaì arrangements, is

just as quick to heìp del iver into the rworìd of commonplaces' those

very conjectures. So it is with our conjectures on the nature of the hu-

man animaì - some are rsmoothìy del ivered', some are 'i ì l-conceived',

There is no impl icit distinction between science and phi losophy being
drawn here. Recal ì ing the stronger continuity that used to exist be-
tween the natural sciences and philosophy, wê could just as weìl say
that most of thersciences' (asrcommonlyrunderstood) can trace their
roots back to phi ìosophy as we could say the inverse.
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some arerstilì bornr, and yet others arerborn post-humousìyr.

It wouìd, in short, be a near truism to state that the history of so-

ciaì thought is replete with examples of social prescriptions and social

anaìyses which are bound to specific ontic and epistemic commitments.

From Plators Phi ìosopher Kings with their understanding of Universal

Forms, to the motivational psychoìogy of Hobbers, to I'larxrs proletariat

whom, as the embodiment of universal suffering, possesses the abiìity to

escape from false consciousness - nowhere can one find sociaì anaìyses

bereft of ontic and epistemic commitments. From the amorphousness of

Camus'passionate Rebeì and Sartrers'man condemned to freedomr, via the

apparent consistency of Althusserian structural ism and Eastonian systems

theory to the mathematical precision and conceptual cìarity of rational

choice theoryrs depiction of politicaì entrepreneurs - nowhere can one

find models that avoid assumptions about the cognitive or functional

I imi ts of the human animaì.

That much of poì itical thought concerns itseìf with the relation be-

tween science and phiìosophy is also, no doubt, due to Aristotlers mis-

leading dictum thatrman is a political animal'. The ìegacy that politi-

cal philosophers were left with was one that simply assumed, âìong with

P ì ato, that there was some happy med i um bet\^/een ' God-hood I and 'an ima I -

hoodr. And so the tradition, for nearly two thousand years, struggled to

expl icate the fundamental nature of this medium. Apart from the odd con-

tributions by those inspired by the psychoìogizing of Aristotle and

Hobbes, a radicaì change of pace was not noticeable untiì the inspiring,

but brazen, thought of Sade and Nietzsche and the renl ighteningr posi-

tivism of Francis Bacon and John Stuart l'lill threatened to dispel much
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of what the tradition held dearly. However, the possibiìity that the

Enlightenment offered - the scientific study of the human animaì in toto

- was not, and is stiìl not, championed by politicaì theorists en masse.

Perhaps, as Nietzsche aìleges, 'held back by their moral narrowness', or

perhaps guided by what they perceive as insurmountabìe difficulties or

dangers impl icit in the scientific study of the human animal, severaì

phiìosophers of the sociaì sciences stiìl attempt to expound on the na-

ture of Pìato's happy medium and the way in which the being who reigns

supreme therein should be studied. And more often than not, the'toolsl

of traditionaì phiìosophy are lauded as hoìding the key to an under-

standing of ourseìves that science, in aì I its zooìogical democracy, is

unable to provide. Science, as the compìaint goes, wi I I always leave

something out. Phiìosophy, or reflective apprehension, or Thinking, €tS

the solution goes, will reveal that something.

I n the twent i eth century, however, the attempts by ph i ì osophers of

the social sciences to drive a wedge between phiìosophy and other 'modes

of understandingr and science is largely due to the fact that many of

the debates in their discipl ine have been generated by conceptuaì dis-

tinctions drawn from what is perceived as the 'received' phiìosophy of

science. This latter phenomenon is, correlativeìy, often due to the as-

pirations of many sociaì scientists to legitimize their respective dis-

ciplines by'naturaìizing' them and thereby opening the door to research

with 'cash value'. lf, in turn, this meant opening the doors to orthodox

mandates from the phiìosophy of science then the doors were opened.

The interaction, for exampìe, between pol i tical theory and the phi-

losophy of science in the twentieth century is best illustrated by two

examples. The first is the debates that were precipitated by the posi-
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tivists'desire for a unified science. The inner-departmentaì feuding

over the ethics and viability of a behavioristic approach to the study

of political behavior in mid-century, as weìì as the disagreements over

the applicabilty of formaì deductive theory wouìd not have become as in-

tense as they did had it not been for the likes of A.J. Ayer and Otto

Neurath and, ìater, Car ì Hempeì and Ernest Nageì.

The second predominant example is i ì lustrated by

erupted after the publ ication of Thomas Kuhnrs The

the discussions that

Structure of Scien-

tific Revolutions in 1962 and which were rekindìed when Paul Feyera-

bendl s Aga inst i\4ethod came of f the press in book f orm in 1975. Any

glance at the relevant I iterature reveals that these latter discussions,

induced by a phiìosophy of science that has arisen in reaction to posi-

tivism, are stiìl very much alive and that much research is being stimu-

lated by opinions on the sal ient issues. lndeed, one could say that the

intensity of the dialogue between the social sciences and the phiìosophy

of science in the twentieth century has been just as great as the dia-

logue that used to predominant in past centuries between sociaì thought

and moraì (ethical) phiìosophy.'z

Given the number of instances where work in the philosophy of science

has precipitated dramatic changes in the research goals andrseìf-under-

standingr of the sociaì sciences, it is a central contention of this

thesis that sociaì scientists must continue to keep abreast of both de-

velopments in the phiìosophy of science and the corresponding changes in

This change in diaìogue could aìso be representative of the possibili-
ty that moral relativism has triumphed and that now phi losophers of
the socìal sciences are, rightìy so, having to come to terms with the
possible consequences of epistemological relativism.
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Lhe latter's epistemo'ì ogicaì presuppositions.3 Granting the above, this

thesis attempts to substantiate both implicitly and expiicitly, the fol-

lowing:

l. Those people who have something negative to say about science,
what they perceive as the reigning scientism of the twentieth
century, and the proposed scientific study of the human animal,
ìargely presuppose a positivist image of science. Their argu-
ments are also perhaps ìargeìy constitutive of 'theoretical cuì-
ture shock' . I'luch of contemporary ph i ì osophy of the soc i a I sc i-
ences is aìso stí ì ì an indictment of positivism.

Those theorists who, in an effort to defy the mandates of posi-
tivism, have embarked upon attempts to outl ine what an rinterpre-
tationalr social science might look I ike, g be seen as receiv-
ing conceptuaì support from 'post-empiricism' - that phi ìosophy
of science which has ìargely emerged in reaction to the positvist
construal of th i ngs.

The post-empiricist phiìosophy of science is not the finaì word.
lndeed, it can be seen, in many \¡/ays, to have largeìy exhausted
itself in the views of some of its most recent proponents.

lf several of the claims of post-empiricism can be shown to be
either inval id or ìargely incoherent, then those developments in
the phiìosophy of the social sciences and social and political
thought which have reìied on the validity of said claims also be-
come, by proxy, grist for the critic's mi ì l.

Although much ofrpost-empiricism' has beenrgood medicine' (a la
Feyerabend), its continued uncritical use by philosophers of the
sociaì sciences wi I I prevent them from rebui ìding an enterprise
that in many areas has been reduced to the despair brought about
by too much I se I f-ref ì ect i on | .

The central claim of this thesis is that if the phi losophy of the
social sciences (especial ìy in its I interpretational ¡ guises) is
to exterpate itseìf from the confines of post-empiricism it must
seek conceptual support from a phi losphy of science that recog-
nizes the importance of wedding the Appoìonian to the Dionysian -
that recognizes the danger in advocating 'anything goes'. lt is
my belief that the phiìosophy of science that can most adequately
avoid both the conceptual confines of positivism and the

One couìd say, therefore, that I bel ieve there is a danger in too pre-
maturely asserting that "the epi stemological detour is indeed an es-
cape from pol iticaì theoryrr - as Robert Booth Fowler does in ilDoes Po-
I i tical Theory Have a Future?r', i n What Shouìd Pol i tiçaì Theory Be
Now? , ed . John S . Ne l son (R tUany: State un irr"rr ¡ ty of fl"* yort presl
ì983), p.558.

¿.

3.

l+.

5.

6.
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relativism of post-empiricism is Scientif ic Realism. Scientif ic
real ism, conjoined with an evolutionary natural istic epistemoìogy
can also countenance most of the arguments for which post-empiri-
cism is renowed. These incìude: Popperrsrcriticaì rationaì-
ism'; Quines's 'indeterminacy'; Polanyi's 'indweì I ing'; Feyera-
bend's 'against method pìuraì ism'; Rorty's redifying discourse';
and Goodman's 'metaphors as b/or I d-makersr .

ln our first chapter we wilì present a variety of anti-scientism ar-

guments in a reflective, yet demonstrative fashion. 0ur major purpose

here wi lì be to provide a g'l impse of some of the muìtitude of reasons

that lead peopìe to concìude that science in general is a bad thing and

that the scientific study of the human animaì is either dangerous or be-

set with innummerabìe difficulties. Since for many of these critics

science is necessarily isomorphic with technoìogy and rmodernityr we

wí I I also, at times, ìapse into a consideration of some of the anti-

technoìogical I iterature. Some of this ì iterature wi I I be seen as what

it realìy is - broad and largeìy didactic - while the rest wilì be seen

as the crystal I ization of very systematic thought. Although the presen-

tation of the anti-scientism literature wilì be done in an indicting

sort of way, a criticaì anaìysis of its import wilì be saved for the

conclusion wherein, armed with anaìytica'l resources gained throughout

the thesis, we wiìl attempt a more generaì portrayal of why many of the

depicted criticisms of science, technology, and the scientific study of

the human an i ma ì are i I ì -conce i ved .

It is a central contention of this thesis that many of the anti-

scientistic posÌtions advanced by writers have been motivated by respon-

ses to a positivistic interpretation of the natural sciences. In the

nineteenth and the early part of the twentieth century this was ìargeìy

a response to the positivism of Francis Bacon, John Stuart ¡4ill, and Au-

gust Comte, and in the remainder of the twentieth century it has ìargeìy
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been a response to those 'positivistical ly mindedr intel lectuaìs both

formaìly and informaììy associated with the renowned Vienna Circìe.

Twentieth century positivism, simply construed, is representative of

a body of thought which eschews rel igious, metaphysicaì, and moral

statements and which argues that the totaìity of cognitively meaningful

discourse is encapsulated in the language of the most advanced sciences.

It is an interpretation that explains ethical imperatives and values na-

tural istical ly, and that conceives of science as an essentiaì ly vaìue-

free enterprise, governed by a single method, that examines an'objec-

tiver subject domain. The language and methods of science are considered

to be universal and appì icable to any area, including the social scienc-

es and 'humanities', wherein explantion (understanding) is sought. The

search for meaning is largely equated with the search for truth and the

success of such a search is alìeged to be made possible largeìy by the

fact that propositions can be roperational izedr and, correspondingìy,

their meanings identified with their method of verification, confirm-

ability, or testabil ity.

0ur presentation of tv,,entieth century positivism in our second chap-

ter is designed to demonstrate the intricacies of the philosophícal de-

bates that fueìed the development of its philosophy of sciences. lt is

written with the beì ief that those 'post-behaviouraì ist' social scien-

tists who wish to genericaìly invoke the rdemise of positivism' to sub-

stantiate their own views shouid closely consult those specific debates.

Such consultation is necessary in order to dispel any belief that posi-

tivism, as a monol ithic fortress, has been destroyed from without by the
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forces of an equaììy monolithic historicism.a

ln the third chapter, a brief review of the substance of some of the

neqative reactions that social scientists have had to positivism wilì be

presented, with a look at how some of them can be over-ridden by positi-

vist rejoinders. Host of the substantive content of this chapter, how-

ever, wi I I be an attempt to reveal the kind of dialogue that phi ìoso-

phers of the social sciences enter into as a resuìt of their various

efforts to expound how the study of social phenomena should proceed once

the positivistic (scientistic) advocacy of explanation is rejected in

favour of understandinq and the search for meaning.

As a rational reconstruction of some of the main deveìopments in so-

cial thought, especiaìly as concerns the notion of Verstehen, this chap-

ter is susceptible to the interpretation that I am proposing that there

is some sort of necessary continuity running from Wi ìheìm Di lthey's

writings on this notion to the thought of contemporary deconstructional-

ists. However, this continuity should be seen as onìy there for heuris-

tic and structural purposes. lly presentation of severaì positions (for

exampìe, the transcendental phenomenology that stems from the work of

the earìy Husserl) that are rìogical ly self-containedr is a cìear ìndi-

cation that I do not bel ieve that once one embarks on the search for
rsocial meanings'one is destined to become an ethnomethodologist or de-

constructionaì ist.

As is alìeged by many writers in the social sciences. See, for exam-
ple, Eugene F. l4iller, rrPositivism, Historicism, and Political ln-
qui ry", !ca! Pol i t ical Sc ience Review 66 (1972) 2796-817 .
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Some of the thinkers mentioned in the third chapter bel ieve that the

methods of the natural sciences are adequately worked out and applicable

to the study of Inatural' phenomena but argue, ìn turn, that their ap-

pì ication cannot be extended to the study of social phenomena. Others,

however, argue that there is not even a determinate explanatory method

empìoyed in natural scientific research and that, therefore, the latter

can be viewed as essentiaììy governed by the same processes of indeter-

minate interpretation which they al ìege is constitutive of the investi-

gation of sociaì phenomena. Hax Weber i s largeìy representative of the

first group and Hans-Georg Gadamer, âs exempl ified by his pronouncement

of the 'universaì ity of hermeneutics', is ìargely representative of the

latter. 0ur presentation of the kind of debates that rinterpretational'

phiìosophy of the social sciences is engaged in does not, however, have

as one of its goaìs an examination of these schisms. I rather seek only

to prov i de an understand i ng of that genre of thought wh i ch reacts

against a positivist construal of the social sciences and which, to a

very large degree (and usualìy for this very reason) is often seen by

many to receive conceptuaì support from the kind of philosophy of sci-

ence that has emerged over the last thi rty years in reaction to posi tiv-

i sm.

Although, fol ìowing the lead of severaì others, I designate this Iat-

ter phi losophy of science rPost-Empiricism', by no means shouìd it be

assumed that I consider it a monol ithic and generaìly accepted alterna-

tive to positivism (which, âs I have already noted, shouìd also not be

generically construed). lndeed, it is such a construal that has ìed many

sociaì scientists to erroneousìy concìude that their relativistic, his-

toricist, and anti-scientistic views receive conceptual support from
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this 'new' phì losophy of science. l4y emphasis on the work of Popper,

Quine, and Seì lars in this, the forth chapter, is actual ìy intended to

reveaì, once again, the intricacies of any debates in epistemoìogy and

the phiìosophy of science and the danger in assuming that any philosophy

of science comes neatìy prepared for conceptuaì consurnption in the so-

cial sciences.

The chapter on post-empiricism, I ike that on positivism, wi I ì again

be largeìy demonstrative, ìeaving a critical anaìysis of it for a later

chapter on Scientific Real ism. Also reminiscent of the presentation of

positivism wi ì ì be the fact that at times the emphasis is on specific

arguments - almost getting rbogged down' in detai I - and at others the

presentation proceeds by what might be interpreted as crass generaliza-

tions. ln the language of the deconstructionalists, this is the result

of attempting to pay credence to what rconstitutes' the traCition whilst

at the same time being forced to 'get on with the storyr. ln addition,

onìy certain aspects of the thought of various authors are touched upon.

This, of course, can only be expected in such a thesis. However, at the

same time it should be seen as a result of both what I consider the¡r

important contributions to be and the image of post-empiricism that nu-

merous rat i ona I reconstruct i ons have converged towards. Qu i ne's v i ews,

for exampìe, on analyticity and meaning are considered whi lst his shift

from instrumental ism to real ism is not, and Feyerabend comes to be rec-

ognized for his views on incommensurabiìity, rather than for his earìier

inspiring articìes on scientific real ism. What is important to include

in this chapter are those aspects which have been invoked in the phiìos-

ophy of social science I iterature by those who seek conceptual support

in deveìoping sustained attacks against the proposed scientific study of
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the human being. ln reading the chapter on post-empiricism, however, one

must be careful to distinguish between those critics of positivism (tor

exampìe, Popper, Quine, and Seì lars) who sti I I herald the primacy of

scientifíc knowledge and those (for exampìe, Feyerabend and Rorty) who

see the accounts of science as simply another way of describing our-

seìves as human beings.

Nevertheìess, what many commentators, especialìy in the phiìosophy of

the social sciences, consider to be the major ingredients of post-empi-

ricism is the image which this chapter wi I I leave on the reader. Post-

empiricism, oFì such accounts, is seen as a phiìosophy that emphasizes

the reìativistic and pragmatic nature of all scientific knowledge. lt

is considered to be an interpretation that ìargeìy emphasizes the sociaì

preconditions of science and refuses to accept the knowledge so generat-

ed as autonomous or radicaìly distinct from other kinds of beìief. Sci-

ence emerges, under such an interpretation, as a necessari ly value-laden

enterprise, governed by no rational ly discernible singìe method, that to

a ìarge extent constructs its subject domain. lts language and methods

are viewed as far from universal and their appìication to several areas,

especiaìly the social sciences, is seen as ìarge'l y constrained by the

various forms of ì inguistic determination of otherwise vacuous and in-

discernibìe phenomena. The search for meaning, considered reìative to
rconceptuaì scheme', is completeìy separated from the search for truth,

and the success of the ì atter, i f construed apart from one's own

Ischeme', is proved impossible by the fact that the operationaì ization

of propositions is historicaì ìy, culturaì ly, and l inguisticaì ìy rela-

t ive.
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As was impl ied earl ier, in speaking of post-empiricism we could just

as weìì refer, more generally, to the'reaction to positivism'. However,

one major reason why I have chosen to empìoy the former terminoìogy is

because I wi sh to emphasize the reaction to the epistemological compo-

nent of positivism. What wilì be readiìy apparent from the portrayaì of

post-empiricism is that much of it is inextricabìy wedded to a non-foun-

dationaì epistemology. This, of course, is in contradistinction to those

proponents of positivism who sought justificational foundations in ob-

servat i on and exper i ence.

Due to the support that such an epistemology provides to post-empiri-

cism and the ramifications that it can be seen as having on the sociaì

sciences, I feel that it is also deserving of critical refìection. lt

is especiaì ìy so deserving in I ight of the fact that one of the ìeaciing

critics of foundational epistemologies - Richard Rorty - is a phi loso-

pher who, via his advocation of hermeneutical studies and his attempt to

destroy the I ines of demarcation between science, I iterature, and phi-

ìosophy, has received, and wiìl no doubt continue to receive, a very ju-

dicious degree of attention from philosophers of the social sciences.

I t is via the víews of phi losophers I ike Richard Rorty and Neìson

Goodman that the Anglo-American phiìosophical community is being com-

pel led to seriously investigate the claim that the rscientific picturel

is simply one amongst many u/ays of describing ourseìves as beings-in-

the-world. That these investigations wiìì lead to the cìosing of the gap

between rcontinentalr and 'Anglo-Americanr thought has aìready been well

attested to - that ít will have a similar result in the philosophy of

- xvtt -



the social sciences can only be expected.s

Since their thought is very representative of this development, I

have chosen to present the contemporary phi losophicaì perspectives of

Rorty and Goodman. What might initiaì ìy appear strange is my decision

to mediate the presentation of Rortyrs views on traditionaì epistemoìogy

and hermeneutics and Goodman's pìuraì ism with a section depicting some

of the phiìosophicaì literature on metaphor. I have done this for three

major reasons. The first is that I beì ieve metaphor can be seen as pìay-

ing a criticaì role in deveìoping what Rorty has called'edifying'phi-

ìosophy - thought which breaks out of the confines of normal discourse

and provides us with new, perhaps I iberating, ways of describing our-

seìves and approaching the world. The second reason is that it is in-

voked by Goodman, in a simiìar respect, ãS constitutive of one of the

plethora of rways of worldmaking' upon which his phi losophicaì views

hinge. The final reason for considering such literature, and most impor-

tant for our purposes, is that metaphor is just beginning to be seen as

an important subject matter by phi losophers of the sociaì sciences in

general, and by pol iticaì theorists in particuìar.

What is being designated as Continentaì thought here is, of course, a
very diffuse entity. lncluded herein is the phiìosophical tradition
of Kant as it is reflected by German ldealism and crystaìlized in much
of phenomenology, existential ism, and contemporary hermeneutics. !Ë-
tematic attempts (which also often have their roots in Kantian dis-
tinctions) to justify various mandates of empiricism, rationalism, and
pragmatism, often via the establ ishment of truth-conditions, I have
referred to in places as 'analyticr phi ìosophy. For our purposes
here, however, the designation rAnglo-American' is also appropriate.
There can be no doubt that within a decade or so these dichotomies, as
wel I as the reasons for establ ishing them, wi I I become a very impor-
tant subj ect of cu I tura l s tud i es .

- xvttt



After our presentation of Post-Empiricism and non-foundationaì ist ep-

istemoìogy we wilì move on in chapter five to consider the kind of sup-

port that those social and poìitical thinkers in general, who hold anti-

scientific views and those who advocate an rinterpretationaì' sociaì

science bel ieve they have forthcoming from what they tend to genericaìly

construe as this 'alternativer philosophy of science. ln this chapter

we will assess the vaìidity of their various claims and attempt to show

how such support, if it is indeed vaì id, can be further enhancing and,/or

dangerous for the social sciences. Departing from custom somewhat I

will not consider onìy what the proponents of post-empiricism have to

say specificaì ìy about the sociaì sciences. This is soìely due to the

fact that I bel ieve the relevant ì iterature reveals that the influence

that post-empiricism has acheived in the social sciences is not the re-

sult of what it has to say directly about the social science, but rather

is due to its attack on the posítivîst construaì of science.

This latter approach on my part will aìso prove structurally relevant

to the rest of the thesis, for in chapter six a critique of what much of

post-empiricism says about science and epistemoloqy wi I I be presented.

These criticisms wiìl be largely constitutive of that philosophy of sci-

ence prominently known as Scientific Real ism, which, guite unbenounced

to many phi losophers of the social sciences, is beginning to enjoy an

increasingly larger phi losophicaì audience. Since those phi ìosophers of

science who cal ì themselves scientific real ists are a varied lot indeed

the criticism of post-empiricism that will be presented wiìl often be of

an equaììy varied nature. Nevertheless, the image of science that this

chapter wilì leave on the reader is that which I consider the resuìt of

a thoroughgoing real ist construal of things. The major import of scien-
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tific realism for this particuìar thesis will be its attack on the

sentential epistemoìogies of both positivism and post-empiricismi i.e.,

epistemoìogies that consider our knowledge of the world to be proposi-

tional in nature. This sixth chapter, therefore, in caìling into ques-

tion the importance that post-empiricism assigns to language in our un-

derstanding of the world also calls into question those phiìosophies of

the social sciences that reìy on deveìopments within post-empiricism for

thei r theoretical sustenance, and which, in turn, assign a corresponding

importance to language.

ln our seventh and finaì chapter I will also attempt, with the re-

sources gained from our presentation of scientific real ism, to assess

the anti-scientistic arguments from our first chapter and the roìe that

interpretationaì phi ìosophy of the social sciences might assume if so-

cial scientists began Lo perceive scientific real ism as the rreceived'

phi losophy of science. I will aìso speculate on the kind of sociaì and

pol iticaì theory that a thorough-going scientific reaì ism (evolutionary

naturaì istic real ism) can be seen as sponsoring, as well as the ben-

efits that can accrue to the former as a result of heeding the mandates

of the latter.
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Chapter I

INDICTING SCIENTISrd

The claim that the phiìosophical enterprise has become distorted is

certainly not historical ly unique. Early Christian theoìogians indicted

Aristotel ianism, Nietzsche indicted Platonism, and Kierkegaard indicted

Hegeì ianism for aì ìeged distortions. l'larx indicted phiìosophy generaìly

for remaining interpretational, and thereby serving the interests of the

ruìing socio-economic class, and Comte indicted much of it for encroach-

ing on the more progressive stages of history. The twentieth century

itself has seen phiìosophy indicted for being emotivist and Romantic (by

positivism) ; for perpetuating Descartesr, Locke's, and Kantrs 'l'lyth of

the 14ind Apart as l4irror' (by Rorty) ; and f or cont inuing to make i I l-

fated attempts to move beyond lvlarxism (by Sartre) . Why is it, one might

ask, that the indictment of much of contemporary phi losophy ìaunched by

hermeneutics and scores of other intel lectual streams, for paving the

way for the invasion of scientism in alì spheres of politics, society,

and cul ture, shouìd be given extra consideration than the aforementioned

i nd i ctments?

This indictment is deserving of critical examination for at least

three readily apparent reasons. The first reason is that several anti-

scientism arguments are motivated by a generaì attack on the whole no-

tion of 'modernity'- or rather, the entire scientific-technologicaì

worìd as it is presentìy understood. Such arguments, especial ìy as ad-

-l
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vanced by citizens of the rWestern' world, are, therefore, necessari ìy

possessed of a poìitical component - for they calì into question a very

predominant element of our everyday I ife. I would even go so far as to

say that ant i -sc i ent i sm arguments represent a (not so subt I e) form of

pol itical dissent. ln their various efforts to criticìze a particular

'world-view', they are the twentieth century's equivaìent of the argu-

ments that were directed at the Church during the Reformation.r

A second, and correìative, reason for considering a variety of anti-

scientism arguments is that many of them are akin in 'spiritr to the

mu I t i tude of 'BEWARE SC I ENCE ' and 'BEWARE TECHNOLOGY I books that grace

the racks in our supermarkets and selves in our bookstores. Via their

crude distillation by those desirous of a'mass'market, such argumenta-

tion is capable of receiving a not so insubstanial amount of¡wide-ap-

peal'. Here again, phi losophical-cum-socioìogical anti-scientisms are

necessarily politicaì, and hence, worthy of examination. A final rea-

son, and perhaps most important for our purposes, is that these argu-

ments attempt to question, beyond that attempted by the ,critics of po-

sitivism', the motivating factors and feasibility of predicting and

expìaining the behaviour (and thoughts) of the human animal. By criti-

cizing the validity and appìicabiìity of the resources reìied upon by

both government and industry, such criticisms attempt to expose what is

seen as the uniustified vaìue-hegemony operative in educationaì pol icy

and the educat i on process.

I Whether they are
will consider in

as powerful or as vaì
the final chapter.

id will be one of the issues we
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I wouìd be very ill at ease to draw a distinction between those peo-

ple who, after giving careful (or not so careful) consideration to a

phenomenon, are pessimists, optimists, ot' simpìy ambivalent. However,

as a preì iminary sketch of the matters at hand, I wouìd feel safe in hy-

pothesizing that severaì of the people who indict contemporary phi loso-

phy for being scientistic or, more generalìy speaking, who are opposed

to the scientific study of the human being and their socio-pol itical and

cultural worìds, are people who have something negative and pessimistic

to say about science.

1.1 GENERAL ANTI-SCIENCE AND ROMANTICIS[l

For obvious historicaì reasons, negative reactions towards science

have been very prevalent in society at ìarge over the ìast three hundred

years. There has aìways been that group of people, whose arguments ai'e

wedded to fundamentaì ist rel igious convictions, h/ho bel ieve that science

is the craftiest and most maìevoìent l4ephistopheles - it has, in their

view, brought the Faust out in aìl of us. Why have we not, they ask,

listened to the Book of Timothy and realized the grave error inralways

ìearning and never knowing the truth¡. For them, science is evil incar-

nate and a time and place is ìonged for where only the Bible is read.

For many of those who offer rel igious indictments of science, the re-

lationship between science and reìigion is pureìy negative. To some ex-

tent this is easily understood, given t'he fact that the explanations of

contemporary science cìearìy run counter to Western reì igious accounts

of the wor ì d . liluch of modern sc i ence rej ects the Chr i st i an not ion of a

static physicaì universe as well as the notions of creation, Design, and
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teleology. Even the Aristotelianrgreat chain of beingrwith man at the

apex finds no place in modern science; wherein the human being is in-

cluded within nature and, correspondingìy, denied any speciaì attributes

akin to souì. Even man g man is dispensable in the light of contempo-

rary evolutionary theory - at some point in time, so that theory goes,

the species as we now understand it wilì be replaced by a more adaptabìe

creature. 0n this interpretation, our moral and ethical principìes are

no more than eìaborate i nsti ncts to survive. There are no mi racìes and

no transcendentaì purpose and definitely no pìace of grace - we have no

particular pìace to æ. 0n this score, the various reìigious reactions

to science can be weì I understood. Yet, contrary to the arguments of

some, such understanding need not invoìve or imply sympathy.

It might be appropriate to note at this point that there has been,

especiaìly within the ìast couple of decades, numerous attempts to inte-

grate, or at ìeast estabì ish conceptuaì paral lels between, twentieth

century science and various Eastern religions.2 Those religions, for ex-

ample Zen Buddhism, which pìace a greater emphasis on the facticity of

the world, as opposed to the entities of creation, are aììeged to be

qu i te suscept i b I e to such attempts .

It is often unclear, however, exactly what these peopìe intend by

their accounts. A variety of possible interpretations is indeed possi-

ble. One is that they are simpìy playing the role of psychotherapists -

heìping people with reì igious incl inations feel comfortable with the

theoretical innovations of modern science. Another interpretation is

2 See for exampìe,
1976) and Gary
Books, 197Ð ,

F r i tj of Capra, The
Zukav, & Dancinq

Phys i cs (London: Fontana,
iïasters (New York: Bantam

Tao of
Wu Li
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that they are impìying that the history of science, in I ight of what

science now provides us with, has been essentialìy unnecessary - the na-

ture of the universe couìd just as easily have been learned at the feet

of a guru, today or !,000 years ago. 0n this interpretation, science

would be viewed as only now catching up with that rancient wisdomr. 0r

alternativeìy, their accounts could be conceived as suggesting that an-

cient religion somehow required twentieth century science in order that

it be made intelìectually respectable. Whatever their intentions are, it

is obvious that their prescriptions for education poì icy, whether we in

the West couìd just as weì ì be taught modern science or the Tao Te

Chinq, are equal ly uncìear.

It must be remembered of course that the history of science reveals

numerous instances where religious doctrines were invoked to substanti-

ate scientific discoveries and, vice versa, where science was considered

to be providing proof to a faith-laden exercise. Descartes' wiìlingly

suggested notion that God designed the evolutionary process itself, is

perhaps the most renowned and s i ncere attempt to i ntegrate the two

'worìd-views'. ln fact, if the infìuence of Christianity on the species

and the inability of the ìatter to escape the confines of the former has

been as great as Nietzsche insists, then most of the history of Western

science, indeed,

reconci I iation.

Western civiìization, has þeen an attempt at such a

Apart from the negative reaction to science precipitated on a large

social scaìe by those with religious pretensions, there are negative re-

acticns fueled by a general resistance to change. Some peopìe simply

want out. Be they 'nobl e savages' or Solzheni tsyns of the mass, and
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whether they long for a peak in the Himalayas or some mythicaì golden

age of the past, their views on the twentieth century are equaìly c'ìear.

For them, science is more or ìess isomorphic with technology, and the

I ess technoì ogy the better .

ln fact, the identification of science with technoìogy fueìs much of

this century's negative reaction to the former - consult the audiences

of Jacques Ellul, Lewis l'lumford, Rene Dubos, Charìes Reich, and Theodore

Roszak. Technology, for them, has made us a cog in a wheel that rolìs

nowhere, it has destroyed our 'freedom', and reduced us to automata

wi thout i ndependent thoughts. I t has overgrown i ts useful ness (wh í ch was

apparently providing us with bows and arrows or metal pots or paper or

bicycìes or ...) and has taken us away from our originaì 'nature'

(which, for some, is lying beside a stream or buiìding ìog cabins). For

people of this i lk, technology is a force unto itself, often equipped

with intentions and other personified capacities. lt has killed mil-

I ions of us in wars, maimed thousands in industrial accidents, and tra-

gically terminated any further desire to 'Fly Unitedr. lt has made our

food taste ì ike petroìeum products, our bodies smeì I I ike French whores,

and lakes and streams ìook I ike....weì ì, technoìogy simply ruins our

ì ives. And so the story goes. But remain it does.

I n add i t i on to the back-to-the-past movement wh i ch has been sympa-

thetic to the ecological appeaì of the anti-technologists, there are

severaì people in our society moved by a variety of corresponding exis-

tentiaì themes. These criticisms emphasize what are considered to be the

negative psychological and spiritual effects of technology. Loneì iness,

aì ienation, paranoia, emptiness, lack of purpose, containment, et cet-
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era; all have been attributed to life in the modern-technological world.

Feeling a ìack of power? The hegemony of technocracy is to blame. Una-

ble to establ ish a meaningfuì relationship with your co-worker and gro-

cery store clerk? The bureaucratic rationalization of intimacy is re-

sponsibìe. Feel ì ike a number? Waìk aimìessly through large retai l

compìexes buying products from companies only known by their acronyms?

The one-dimensionality of pubìic life in the technological world is the

cause. Serious and sad problems no doubt; but the answers? - mere plati-

tudes from the anti-technologists.

ln arguments of this sort, the paraìleìs to the Romantic l'lovement and

the Rousseaunian equation of vice with science and technoìogy is reada-

bìy discernible. And just as several Romantics argued that the rejection

(or mere questioning) of classical morals and virtue necessari ìy leads

to the barbarism of Sade and the nihilism of Nietzsche,3 so too, the ar-

gument goes, will the tl\,entieth centuryrs infatuation with science and

technology, unless reversed, lead to the destruction of the human spec-

ies in global warfare.a

For a recent interpretation of the options that a'failed' Enìightment
project provides us wi th, see: Aìasdai r Hacl ntyre, After Vi rtue: A
Study in lloral Theory (Notre Dame, lndiana: University of Notre Dame
Press, l98l). lt appears, however, that iïaclntrye aìso considers the
options to be either a return to classical virtues or Nietzschean ni-
hilism.

That the so-called barbarism of Sade and the nihilism of Nietzsche are
often equated with the nature of scientific thought and its rejection
of non-instinctuaì morals can be seen very prominently ín the writÌngs
of many twent i eth century authors . l'1ax Horkhe imer and Theodore Ador-
rlo, in a book wherein Sade and Nietzsche are considered to bertrue to
the heartrpositivists, pFoVide sustenance to the Apocalyptic visions
that science and technology conjure up in some peopìers minds with
their claim that I'science in generaI relates to nature and man only as
the insurance company relates to life and death. Whoever dies ís un-
important: it is a question of ratio between accidents and the compa-
ny's liabilities". For a look at a unique, perhaps obscure, form of
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Also akin to the Romanticrs distrust of the ability of the'rational

intelìectr to reveaì profound truths and their corresponding faith in

the imagination, this brand of twentieth century anti-technologists of-

ten advocate what Harcuse has cal led the rGreat Refusalr - the escape

into the raesthetic dimension'. Herein, it is argued, one experiences

the rrrebirth of the rebel I ious subjectivityrrs and discovers the rrpower

to break the monopoly of established reality".' l,larcuse's words, it must

be recalled, have been received by many of the so-calìed counter-culture

as the insights of profound wisdom. Via his use of religious phraseoìo-

Sy it became clear that a sanctuary was sought; for "in reaì ity it is

eviì which triumphs, and there are onìy islands of good where one can

find refuge for a brief time.? That the past was to provide the resourc-

es for this sanctuary was clearly ref lected in his view that "the au-

thentic utopia is grounded in recolìection".8

So although it is always dangerous to try and estabìish precise par-

aì leìs between one historical period and another, it is quite apparent

that many of the anti-technologists today resort to the same variety of

criticisms that the Romantics ìaunched against the Enì ightment.e What is

twentieth century Romanticism see their co-authored, Diaìectic
I ishtment (New York: The Continuum Publ i.shing Company, 1972) .

above quote is taken from page 84.

s Herbert Harcuse,b Aesthetic Dimension:
Aesthetics (Boston: Beacon Press, 1978),

Toward a Cr it igue of l'larx ist
p.7 .

6

7

lbid., p.9.

lþrd., p.41.

lbid., p.73.

That this reveals that
the Nietzschean attempt
ceived from the outset,

of En-
The

h i story
to move
I will

repeats i tsel f
rbeyond Good
I eave to more

and substant i ates that
and Evil' \^/as ill-con-
sympathetic and patient
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odd amongst many anti-technologists is their integration of Romantic hu-

manism with twentieth century Existential ism. For we do learn from much

of twentieth century existentiaìism that the human being has no unalter-

abìe essence or that, if it does, ít is simpìy the abiìity, that Camus'

Sisyphus recognizes, to go on ìiving in the face of life's centraì ab-

surdity. Yet if we do accept that it is I iving ítself in the face of the

absurd that connotes our central humanity then we are forced to project

the perverse optimism embedded in the Pangìossian retort that'this is

the best of al I possible worìds'. And recognizing that we wi I I never

achieve the Good, the True, or the Free, it is cìear that it is a mere

idiosyncrasy to argue that the 'islands of refugerwhich science and

technology provide us with are any less valuable than the isìands which

art and the i mag i nat i on prov i de us wi th.

The Romantic reaction, however, does not want this kind of under-

stand i ng. We are i nformed by one of i ts I ead i ng proponents, Theodore

Roszak, r 0 that the 'mode of obj ect i ve consc i ousness' that sc i ence both

produces and thrives on does not expand our original sense of wonder

and, further, that I'scientific culture makes no allowance for 'joy',
since that is an experience of intensive personaì involvementrr.rr We

folk to expìore (ponder). What might be interesting to investigate,
if a distinction can be drawn between 'imagination' and trecol-
ìectionr, is the early Romantic emphasis of the former and twentieth
century Romanticism's concern with the latter. Perhaps some twentieth
century authors might argue that these bifurcations are due to the
fact that scientism has so penetrated (destroyed) tfre productive imag-
ination that our sense of poss¡bility no ìonger extends into the fu-
ture - that it can only find sustenance in the past.

r0 See Theodore Roszak, The llaking of a Counter Culture (Garden City,
N. Y. : Doub I eday E Co. , ì 969) .

I t lb id. , p.229.
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here h im rhetor ica ì ly ask, \^/hen contrast ing the va ìues of sc ience with

visionary powers, 'rr^/hat is the vaìue of all the minor exactitudes of all

the experts on earthrr.r2 For him there is obviously no value, for ac-

cording to his interpretation science is no more than a series of 'de-

personal ized' experiments that I'should work for anyone".r. Yet when we

probe who is the legitimate heir to the visionary experience that our

culture subordinates and degrades and thereby "commits the sin of dimin-

ishing our existencerrra we discover that it is someone akin to the an-

cient shaman. lndeed it is Roszak's view that "when we ìook more cìoseìy

at the shaman, w€ discover that the contribution this exotic character

has made to human culture is nearìy inestimabìer'; he might, in fact, be

the I'culture hero pg excel ìance".tu And so it is with much of the

rcounter-cu I ture' s' react i on to modern sc i ence and technoì ogy. We are

initiaììy told that rrwhat is of supreme importance is that each of us

become a person, a whoìe and integrated person"r6 and then we are told

that there is a 'prototyper person who we can emuìate in our attempts to

become 'whole and integrated' - nameìy, someone akin to the Don Juan

whom we hear about via Carlos Castaneda,l? someone who will teach us the

art of 'seeing', apprehending the world ¡without interpretationr - 'pure

wonder i ng perception' . r8

r2 lbid., p.237.

r 3 lb id. , p.2\6.

r4 lbid., p.23\.

rs lbid., p.2\3.

r 6 lb id. , p.235.

r? See especiaìly, Carìos
WgJ. of Knowledqe (¡lew

Castaneda, The Teachinqs of Don Juan: ! Yaqui
York: Ba I I ant i ne Books, I 968) .
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And so it is clear that twentieth century Romanticism enforces the

same dichotomies that earlier Romanticism enforced - that between the

figurative and the ìiteraì; the rational and the emotive; the demonstra-

tíve and the intuitive; et cetera. And the solution offered is more than

often a'journey to the east and beyondr - a journey to mysticism and

the Perenniaì Phi losophy, re a journey beyond the very dichotomies that

engendered the Romantic reaction in the first pìace. lndeed, one could

argue that mysticism emerges as the epistemoìogy of Romanticism.

1.2 ANTI.SCIENCE AND ACADElllE

The Romantic reaction to science and technoìogy in the twentieth cen-

tury has been manifest in a variety of sociological and phi ìosophicaì

treatises. Jacques Eì ìul's The Technoloqicaì Society, aìthough arguabìy

not the work of a Romantic, certainly presents and further cievelops a

majority of perceptions employed by twentieth century Romantics in at-

tempting to substantiate their views. ln an apparent moment of self-con-

For an introduction to the thought and perceptions of a variety of
'gurus' who hel ped shape the 'consc i ousness' of the s i xt i es' counter
culture see, Sam Keen, Voices and Visions (New York: Harper 6 Row
Pubì ishers, 1970). This book is a series of 'conversationsr that
Keen conducts wi th, amongst others, Norman Brown, Carìos Castaneda,
Herbert ltlarcuse, Joseph Campbeì ì , and John L i ì ìy.

Although the mystical thought that often accompanied the Romantic re-
action in the fifties and sixties was certainly not of a uniform na-
ture, there was, shal I we say, ân underlying 'spirit'. For a book
which pays credence to the historical tradition of mysticism see, Al-
dous Huxley, The Perenniaì Phi losophy (Cìeveland and New York: The
World Publishing Company, 1944). For a fusing of mysticism with East-
ern rel igion (often encapsulated in the phraseology of 'cosmic con-
sciousness'), one might consult the writings of Alan Watts and Rich-
ard Alpert (now 'prominentlyr known as Baba Ram Dass). See
especially, Aìan W. Watts, This ls lt (New York: CollÌer Books,
1958) and Baba Ram Dass, Be Here Now (San Cristobal, New f'lexico:
Lama Foundation, 1971) .
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sciousness, Ellul insists that he is '¡neither by

t2

nature, nor

doctr i naì ì y, a pess imi st".20 We are further i nformed that he has no

"pessimistic prejudicesr'. He also categoricalìy states, in what may also

be i nterpreted as an attempt to escape the wrath of opponents of Roman-

ticism, that he makes "no reference to a past period of history in which

men were aììegedly free, happy and independentrr.2l Alì that Ellul claims

to do is describe the i I ls and misfortune of a civilization that is in-

creasingly dominated by what he cal ls 'techniquer.zz

Eì lul, in attempting to distinguish technique in the modern world

from that of technique in the past, argues that in the forrner 'rtechnigue

is the total ity of methods rationally arrived at and having absolute ef-

f iciency (for a given stage of deveìopment) in gy f ieìd of human ac-

tivityrr.23 Throughout most of the book 'technique' could be substituted

f or I rat iona ì izat ion' (i n the sense in wh ich l,lax \,leber spoke of the i n-

creasing rationaì ization of Western society). Deveìoping out of mechan-

ics, indeed, beginninq with the machine, technique, now autonomous,

reigns supreme, governing everything including the machine. lt has, in-

sists Elluì, become the rsubstancer of man.

Confident in rejecting the commonplace view that technique is an ap-

pì ication of science, El lul argues that, historical ly speaking, "tech-

nique preceded science; even primitive man was acquainted with certain

20 Jacques Ellul, The Technological Socìetv (New

ì964), p.xxvi i.

zL lbid., p.xxix.

2' He does, however, argue that he is describing a
and indicating its rprobable evolution'.

23 lbid., p.xxv.

York: Vi ntage Books,

rdevelopment' (p.xxx)
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techniques",24 and further, that "the first techniques of Hel lenistic

civi I ization were 0rientaì; they were not derived from Greek science.

Thus, historical ly speaking, the relationship between science and tech-

nique ought to be reversed".2s However, Eì lul argues, technique needed

science in order to reach fuìì maturity - it had to 'waitr before it

could 'develop', 'progress', and extend itself. Now in the twentieth

century we can "no longer conceive of science without its technicaì out-

come....science has become an instrument of techniqus".r. ln fact, Eì-

ìulrs claim is that almost everything practiced and thought in the tech-

noìogical world is an instrument of technique.

lndeed, his book is a plethora of examples of the areas of life that

technique rules. l,Je are introduced to the accounting technique, the ju-

dicial technique, the music technique, the poì itical doctrine technique,

the advertising technique, the educational technique, the human rela-

tions technique, the pubì ic opinion technique, and the vocationaì gui-

dance technique. We hear of the psychologicaì technigue and the amuse-

ment technique, and are especiaì ìy warned of the economic and financiaì

technique. We aìso learn that time is modified by technique and that

moraìity is not observed by it. And at each stage of his argument one

ponders how radically different his notion of technique is from that of

rat i ona I i zat i on per se.

lbid., p.7.

lbid., p.7,

lbid., pp.9-10.

24

25
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Such is El luìrs view of the modern worìd as governed by technique.

Efficiency is the end of technique; totaì integration of every facet of

existence its robjectr. And yet Eì lul informs us that there is no pessi-

mism or fatal ism invoìved in his thesis. Commenting on his work, he

notes: I'Fatalism is not involved; it is rather a question of probabiìi-

ty, and I have indicated what I think to be its most I ikeìy deveìop-

mentrr.2? This is cìearly not the case. Elìul comes cìose to epitomizing

the standard pessimistic outlook on science, technology, and the twenti-

eth century. His conclusion is both impì icit and expì icit throughout the

entire book - discìaimers in the preface should not convince the reader

otherwise. For ìess than one third of the way into the book Elìul defin-

ìtively states that "every component of civilization is subject to the

law that technique is itself civi ì ization. Civi I ization no longer exists

of itself. Every activity - intelìectual, artistic, moral - is only part

of technique.... The victory of technique has aìready been secured. lt

is too late to set I imits to it or to put it in doubtrr.2s

Contradictions of this sort abound in the work of El lul. Consider the

fol I owi ng paragraph:

A further mistake of Nazism was to dress its techniques in a
demon i c mask des i gned to i nsp i re terror. Because the use of
terror is also technique, the Nazis made it an invariable ac-
companiment of aìl their other techniques, shocking the rest
of the worìd by useless excess. We do better. We dress tech-
nique in the aseptic mask of the surgeon. lmpassivity is an
attribute of the new god, as it u/as an attribute of the oìd.
The true face of modern technique is far more like the Deist's
triangìe than the grimacing mask of Siva.2e

lbid., p.xxx.

lbid., p.i30.

lbid., pp.388-389.

2A

29
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And yet five pages ìater he remains confident in claiming that "in
discussing the human effects of technique, I have made every effort to

avoid passing favourable or unfavourabìe judgments and to shun journaì-

i sti c commonpìacesr'. 3o

Ellul's book, in fact, like the work of several other 'anti-technoìo-

gy socioìogistsr pivots upon such journal istic commonpìaces. We are told

by him that "men now ìive in conditions that are ìess than human"3r and

are asked to rrconsider our publ ic transportation, in which man is less

important than a parcelrr.sz It is argued that I'modern man can think onìy

in terms of figures....he is reduceC, in the process, to a near nulli-

tyrrr: and that rrman has lost all contact with his natural framework...

enclosed within his artificiaì creation, man finds that there is'no

exit'r'.3n And what would come as a bit of a shock to most of us is Eì-

luì's claim that ilin our cities there is no more day or night or heat or

coldrr.3s

Like severaì other anti-scientism sociologists, El lul lauds the vir-

tues aì Iegedly consti tutive of Greek cul ture. He argues that "the

Greeks couìd have deduced the technical consequences of their scientific

activity. But they did not wish to.rr36 0n his account our civi I ization

3I

lb id. , p.393.

lbid., p.4.

lb¡d., p.5.

lbid., p.3O2.

lbid., p.428.

lbid., p.\29.

lb id. , p.29.

30

32

34

35

36
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is the victim of 'technique'because we lack the Greek virtue of 'self-

controì' and have allowed our needs to get the 'upper hand'. The Greek

world, as the well-worn and presumptuous pronouncement goes, was a world

of balance, harmony, and moderation. And in such a world "no one sought

to appìy scientific thought technicalìy, because scientific thought cor-

responded to a conception of life, wisdomrr.3?

E I lu I ' s and l'larcuse¡s thes i s that techn ique has shaped the modern

worìd is aìso refìected quite strongly in the work of Karl Jaspers.3s ln

h is I'lan in the l'lodern Aqe, Jaspers argues that techn ique has f ac i I i tated

the creation of the rmasses' in al ì areas of I ife.3e For him, as for

0rtega y Gasset,40 it is 'mass-ì ifer which tends to destroy al ì that is

valuabìe and honorable in I ife; it is epitomized in the positivism of

the twentieth century. lt is the ìatter which is "the attitude of mind

characteristic of this world of advanced technique" wherein ilthe indi-

lbid., p.28. 0f course not all psychologizing sociologists writing
in the twentieth century feel that we need to return to a Greek Way
of Life in order to overcome the self-alienation which they argue is
impì icit in modern scientific knowìedge and endeavors. David Ries-
mann, for example, in The Lonely Crowd: f Study of the Changinq
Amer i can Character (Garden C i ty, N.Y. : Doub I eday Anchor Books,
lilp .23L , "rgues 

that even the ear ly readers of Sc ient if ic
American were 'inner directedr - something, he implies, they are no
ìonger. Such specuìations, however, seem to indicate that Riesmann
was cut f rom the same journalistic mold as Elìuì. ltlore optimistic
authors, writing from a different, but perhaps equaì ìy obscure angle,
argue that, via relativity and quantum theory, the twentieth century
has seen the "cosmic web come aì ive". See Fritjof Capra, The Turn-
j¡g Point: Science, Society, 3!d the Risinq CUlluIe (New York: Ban-
tam Books, .l983) , p.92.

It is, as alìuded to earlier, aìso similar in tone to the work of
Lewis l'lumford. For a brief introduction to Humfordrs thought see his
articìe, 'rTechniques and the Nature of l'1an", in Philosophy and Tech-
noìogy: Readinqs in the Phi losophicaì Problems of Technology, ed.
Carì l'litcham and Robert I'lackey (New York: The Free Press, 1972),
pp.7l -85.

3 e. Kar I Jaspers, l'lan in the

3A

Hode r n Age, trans. Eden and Cedar Pauì (Gar-



vidual is merged in the function. Being is objectified.

di'uidual consciousness is absorbed into the socialrr.ar

17

. [and] the i n-

It is Jaspers' thesis that the so-called 'crisis of the sciences' is

actuaììy a crisis of the individuaì scientific workers who represent the

rscientific plebianism' engendered by the rise of 'mass-l ife'. No long-

êt, he argues, are these workers inspired or motivated by a'rgenuine and

absoìute wilì to knowrr;+z for them, knowìedge is valued onìy given its

technical uti I ity. And it is this emphasis on technical uti I ity that is

a I ì eged to somehow make the sc i ence of the twent i eth century d i fferent

from the science of the past - for today rrthe naturaI sciences Iack- a

comprehensive triew...they lack the sentiment of a humanist culturer'.43

Jasper's view is representative of the well-known thesis that contempo-

rary science is in a state of crisis because it is no longer connected

to a comprehensive and all-embracing phiìosophy. lt is a thesis that is

aìso reflected in the work of Charles Taylor, who argues that the impor-

tant and anc i ent connect i on between understand i ng and rattunementr has

been broken by modern science. A fatal istic tone is also apparent in

Taylor's r¡iew. For him, "science could only be carried on by a kind of

ascesis, where we discipl ine ourseìves to register the way things are

without regard to the meanings they might have for us".44

den City, N.Y.: Doubìeday t Company,

ao Jose Ortega y Gasset, The Revoli of
W.W. Norton 6 Company, 1957) .

4L Karl Jaspers, llan in the Hodern Aqe,

42 lbid., p.149.

43 lbid., p.145.

+4 Charles Taylor, rrRationaìity", in

7).

f'lasses (New York and London:

195

the

p .\7

Rational i tv and Relativism, ed.
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The fatal istic tone is there in the work of Jaspers, just as it was

there in the work of El lul. Jaspers seems convinced that "technicisation

is a path aìong which we have no choice but to advance".4s He does, how-

ever, apparentìy feel that we can go some distance in restoring to the

knowl edge of the day the r attunement r or ' agape' or 'wonder ' ( , thauma-

zein') tnat is aìleged to have been a vital component in the science of

the Greeks. This wiìl come, he argues, if we take a Socratic turn and

recognize that rrseìfhood is the supreme instrument of knowìedger ãrì in-

strument which indeed suppl ies vision only according to the degree in

which it takes cognizance of the world, but also insofar as it itseìf

remains active".n' 'Seìf-hood in knowìedge' emerges, in the work of Jas-

pers, as the foundation par excellence of 'genuine knowledger - a knowÌ-

edge wherein utility is not accepted as the 'ultimate standard', where

selfhood is refìected in the 'primary wiìì to know' and knowledge is

pursued for its own sake. Such is the essence of JaspersIexistenz phi-

ìosophyr - self-awareness as the outcome of knowledge pursued for its

own sake, âS the outcome of 'genuine knowìedge'which is the foundation

for aì l uti l itarian knowledge. And it is via Jaspersr cìaim that "if

rationa'l Iy cogent knowìedge be rendered absolute, al I being is contem-

plated as ìying within the realm of techniqus"nt that one can see that

rational ity per se is being equated with utiì itarian knowledge which, in

turn, is being equated with technique.

llartin Holìis

Kar ì Jaspers,

lbid., p.201.

lb id.

and Steven

iïan in the

Lukes

llode r n

(0xford: Basi ì Blackwel ì, ì982) , p.97.

Age, p.200.45

+6
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These views on'technique', as weìl as the claim that the Greek no-

t i ons of wi sdom and sel f-knowl edge must be re-emphas i zed i n the modern

world if we are to escape the dangers impìicit in science, take a more

sophisticated turn in the work of Hans-Georg Gadamer. The sophistica-

t i on, however, does not prec l ude one from dech i per i ng strong paraì ì el s

to the thought of those writers we have aìready discussed.

Like Jaspers, Gadamer would I ike to see both a return to the Socratic

conception of philosophy as seìf-knowledge and a re-emphasis of the won-

der and admiration alìegedly constitutive of aìì Greek theoretical en-

deavors. For Gadamer, the'new empirical science'which offers no com-

prehensive knowìedge but instead, "a never-ending process of inguiry

into naturerr,+8 is unable to provide a 'unified image of the worìdr.

What we receive from it is a'partiaì-masteryrover nature that, because

it provides us with a faìse sense of achievement, ìeads to an increase

in domination and dependence and threatens our freedom. ln Gadamerts

opinion, this loss of freedom is not primarily politicaì (aìthough it

can become so) but rather the result oft¡everything that has taken us in

unquestionablytt.+s

ln ì ight of his bel ief that onìy rseìf-knowledger can preserve this

f reedom, Gadamer suggests that v,/e must "join together science and man,s

knowìedge of himself in order to achieve a new self-understanding of hu-

mani ty". s0 Hermeneutics, he argues, wi ì ì serve this purpose of self-un-

Hans-Georg Gadamer,
Lawrence (Cambr i dge,

l b id. , p. 149.

tbid.

Reason48 the Ag of Science, trans. Frederick G.
t'llT Press, l98l) , p. .l45.

49

50

Itlass. :
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derstand i ng by br i ng i ng together the knowl edge that rstreams toward ust

out of the historical tradition and all that which is strange and 'al-

ien'. What he is inevitably saying then is that onìy hermeneutics, by

rde-mythoìogizingr the feigned omnipotence of science, can provide us

with the resources necessary for achieving self-mastery vis a vis the

knowledge and technique indicative of a reigning scientism.

Although Gadamer bel ieves that not even a hermeneutic phi losophy can

provide us with a totalìy unified image of the worìd, he does argue that

it is a 'natural inclination' that we must not forgo. For Gadamer,

s i nce hermeneut i cs i s nour i shed from other sources than those of the

methods of the natural sciences it provides us with an rorientation to

the worìd' that is necessary in restoring the subjective and personaì

component to decision-making; i.e., in restoring that component required

to preclude aìì possibility of decisions being maderobjectiveìy by sci-

encer.sr lndeed, it is Gadamer's belief that only with hermeneuticsl

dialecticaì empìoyment in the service and creation of self-understanding

can we counter the fact that rrthe authority of science and of experts

adds up to relieving the responsibiìity that shouìd be borne by the one

âct ingrr. s z

The beì ief that the rise of scientific knowledge dissolves the re-

sponsible actor from the stage of history was also heìd by Hannah Arendt

- a writer whose work has received some prominence recentìy in pol itical

5t Even in the work of Gadamer,
view that science is somehow
severed from the act i v i ty of
initiaì sustenance.

lbid. , p,1\7.

therefore, w€ encounter the impìicit
an autonomous creature that can become
that entity from which it receives its

52
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theory circles. One is also able to discern in the thought of Arendt

some major similarities to the anti-scientism prevaìent in the critique

of technique that is f ound in the work of E I luì , l'lumf ord, Harcuse, and

.laspers. Representat i ve of an ant i -sc i ent i sm that i s engendered by more

orthodox phenomenoìogicaì concerns, Arendtrs thesis is that the develop-

ment of sc i ence i s governed by cogn i t i on and knowl edge,s search for

truth and progress i veì y underm i nes th i nk i ngrs quest for mean i ng.

Huch of her thesis is determined by responses to an obvious positiv-

istic interpretation of the sciences. This is indicated by her view that
I'what science and the quest for knowìedge are after is irrefutabìe

truth, that is, propositions human beings are not free to reject - they

are compeìì ing. They are of two kinds, as we have known since Leibniz:

truths of reasoning and truths of fact'r. s3 Nevertheless, regardless of

the particuìar image of science she is responding to, her indictment of

science for ignoring the 'intangibìes' which thinkinq provides us with

is aìso due to the fact that she considers such an avoidance to have

some very cìear and negative pol itical consequences.

For Arendt, much of the contemporary scientism in the social sciences

and phi losophy can be traced back to the Hegeì ian ontological identifi-

cation of matter and idea. lt was with Hegeì that the goal of the phi-

Iosopher was interpreted to be "to el iminate the contingent, and al l

particuìars, everything that exists, are contingent by definitionrr.sa

Obviously siding with Heracl itus against Parmenides, Arendt argues that

53 Hannah Arendt, þi¡fijg: The Lif e of the i{ind,
and London: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978),

lbid., p.91.

Vo I ume
p.59.

0ne

54

(New York
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this 'escape into the whoìe' is like a cancer, initially "meanings are

degraded into endsrrand finaìly even all ends "are degraded into

means"ss It is the process, the movement as a whoìe that thereby gains

significance. She contends that ¡'what the concept of process impl ies is

that the concrete and the generaì, the single thing or event and the

un i versa ì mean i ng have parted company" . 5 t

The politicaì ramifications of this, argues Arendt, is that distinc-

tiveness, a prerequisite for the human condition of pìurality is compro-

mised for the sake of continuity, consistency, and homogeneity. Great

words and deeds - the subject matter of history for Arendt - therefore

lose their specif icity. l'lost damaging of all, however, is that in pro-

cess construction, natal i ty, the most important condi tion of humani ty,

is denied. And, as Arendtrs argument goes, it is action that is "the hu-

man answer to the condition of natal ity".s? To act is to begin something

new, "to interrupt what would otherwise have proceeded automatical lyrt.se

For Arendt, the very capacity for beginning is rooted in natal ity; ',men

are equipped for the ìogicalìy paradoxical task of making a new begin-

ning because they themselves are new beginnings and hence beginnersrr.se

55 Hannah Arendt, Between Past and Future (New York: Penguin Books,
i 980) , p.79.

lbid., p.64.

Hannah Arendt, 0n Revolution (New York: Penguin Books, l98l), p.179.

Hannah Arendt, Crisis of the Republ ic (New York and London: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1972) , p.133.

Hannah Arendt, 0n Revo I ut i on p.2 ì I .

56
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58
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Arendt argues that in attempting to discern a process in al I that is
the caser wê forget that the recti I inear course of an individual's I ife

cuts through the circuìar movement of biologicaì I ife. ln fact, it is

her view that "onìy because we are capabìe of acting, of starting pro-

cesses of our own, can we conceive of both nature and history as start-

ing sysiems of processes'¡.øo This very capacity to start new processes

has, however, receded from the publ ic realm and has become potentiaì ìy

dangerous since it is no ìonger control ìed by the common world of ap-

pearances. The capacity for action, Arendt argues, is now used to repì i-

cate naturaì processes and it is our success in such ventures that leads

us to bel ieve that history and/or society are subject to the same ìogic-

al I aws.

The i ì ìs of this century, in Arendt's analysis, can ìargeìy be at-

tributed to our susceptibility to the consistency and continuity impìic-

it in processes. The increase in the bureaucratic rational ization of so-

ciety and its homogenízar.ion of subjectivity; the prevaìence of the

labour activity, its denial of individual ity and inherent repetitiveness

and futiìity, "a futility bound up in the transiency and ephemeraìity

inherent in the very biologicaì processes of life itseìfrr,ør the ìoneli-

ness of seìf-al ienation; and our bel ief that the realm of freedom can

arise out of the realm of necessity - aìl of this Arendt in one way or

another attributes to our tendency to reconstruct the worìd in terms of

processes.

6o Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago:
cago Press, .l958), p.232.

The University of Chi-

6r l'lartin Levin, "0n Animal Laborans and Homo Politicus
endt',, Polirical Theory 7 QglÐ:526.

i n Hannah Ar-
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It is why Arendt argues that rstrict ìogical ity' - what she considers

to be the halìmark of modern poìiticaì theory - is always "liable to be

torn apart by eventsrr.6'? Within this method,rreverything distinct disap-

pears and everything that is new and shocking is (not explained but) ex-

plained away through drawing some ana'l ogies or reducing it to a previ-

ously known chain of causes and influences".63 But since, for Arendt,

freedom is the 'raison d'etre of politics' and acting, the meaning of

al I actions and events wi I I transcend whatever in the eyes of process

reconstruct i on necess i tated í ts occurrence.

Arendt actual ìy traces the incl ination to bring certainty into the

pol iticaì sphere back to the Platonic rejection of Socratic persuasion

and its substitution by the 'compulsion of self-evident truth'. lndica-

tive of this, she argues, is Plators aììegory of the phiìosopher who re-

turns to the cave of human affairs and the resulting division between

rknowingr and 'doing', 'masterr and rslave' that is created when he is

frustrated in his attempts to real ize his ideaìs. The ideals of the phi-

losopher became measures and the notion of an 'expertr entered the pub*

ì ic realm; justification was required and therefore the phi losopherrs

love of beauty was transformed by Plato into a ìove of the good (in Ar-

endtrs interpretation into a ìove of rfitnessr, or applicabiìity).

Although the knowing/¿oing dichotomy with its impl icit means/ends im-

pìication is prevalent in the fabrication process, Arendt alleges it is

in direct contradiction to the contingency that arises in the human ac-

62 l'largaret Canovan, 'rThe Contradictions of Hannah Arendt's Political
Thought'r, Politicaì Theorv 6 (1978):12.

63 Hannah Arendt, "Rejoiner to Eric Voegel in's Review of the 0riqins
Totalitarianism The Review of Politics 1! (195Ð283.

of
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tivity of action. The ensuing ut¡ I itarian mental ity inherently rejects

therwhor in any individual actor by denying "that who somebody is tran-

scends in greatness and importance anything he can do".6n

'ltaterial istic' and positive poì itical theory, Arendt argues, in its

denial of mens' 'disclosures' through speech and action, simpìy contin-

ues the ìong tradition of sìowly eradicating the human condition of plu-

ral ity indicative of the fabrication mentaì ity. ln trying to identify

and gain control of the 'invisible hand' that enabìes individuals to act

in unison (which is simply the mutuaì ity and reciprocìty that is indica-

tive of the power thereby generated) modern man has transformed the

equal ity of recognition into the equaì ity of conformism and action in

the realm of freedom into behaviour in the reaìm of necessity. Explain-

i ng what i s necess i tated wi th i n the process has repì aced understand i ng

the contingency born of the act of natality; predicting what wiìl happen

in the processes that have been reduced to automata has repìaced reaì iz-

ing the various meanings (born of the human condition of pluraì ity) of

what has happened; and, most damaging of al I in Arendt's view, adminis-

tration, by denying the'he'who is forced to strugglerbetween past and

futurer, has gone far indeed in removing from the realm of history and

human affairs its ì ifeblood - the actor.

Arendt's concern is quite clear: just as naturaì science has been

since the seventeenth century, the social sciences have now become pre-

occuppied with processes and how to controì them. A greater fear of hers

is aìso prevaìent; namely, that just as technoìogy now tries and suc-

ceeds in repì icating natural processes, men have it in their power to

6a Hannah Arendt, The Human Condi tion, p.2l I
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demonstrate an rhistorical process' (regardless of its fictional con-

tent) by proceeding to repìicate it as well. Total explanation and pre-

diction via general Iaws, which Arendt bel ieves to be the aim of 'posi-

tiver social sciences, can only be realized, however, within a framework

of complete conditioning. The dream of the social technoìogists wilì be

fulfiììed with the eradication of action and its 'threefold frustra-

tionr: "the unpredictabi I ity of its outcome, the irreversibi I ¡ty of the

process, and the anonym i ty of i ts authors" . 6 s

I t i s Arendtrs convi ct i on "that the modern theor i es of behavi or-

ism.....could become truerr66 that leads her to place such great emphasis

on the capacìty of thinking and the imagination to heìp'save the past'

and provide the facuìty of speech with the possibiìity of restoring lost

meaning. This must not be underemphasized, for to'rforget the meaning of

the past means no less than to forget what we areil and I'without a sense

of ourselves, we fall easy prey to the efforts of behaviouraì scientists

and systems analysts to remake us i n the image of thei r truìy abstract

and meaningless theories".6? Process fabrication, argues Arendt, must be

avoided at aìì costs, lest its implicit denial of contingency and the

human fact of natality leads to a politics where the denial of freedom

has destroyed the pubì ic space of appearances where al ì meaning inevi-

tably has its roots.

65 lbid., p.220,

lbid., p.322.

Stan Spyros Draenos, "Th i nk i ng Wi thout a Ground:
the Contemporary S i tuat i on of Understand i ngrr, i n
Recovery of the Public Worìd, ed. 14. Hilì (New
Press, 197Ð , p.215.

ß6

Hannah Arendt and
Hannah Arendt: The
York: St. llartin's
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lndeed, a thesis that permeates Arendt's work throughout is that'rthe

notion of history as an inevitabìe process contributed materially to the

mentaì ity of the total itarian leadersrr.6s ln I ight of the fact that Ar-

endtrs equation of process fabrication, 'strict logicaì ity', and deduc-

tive theory is veritabìy unconditional, it is argued herein, as it is

elsewhere, that rrshe al ì but expl icitly assimiìates the totaìitarian

mental ity and the scientific mental ity".6e At one point, in a passing

note to Eric Voegeìinrs article, I'The 0rigins of Scienticisms", Arendt

actual ly fulfi I ìs the criterion of expl icitness: '¡total itarianism ap-

pears to be onìy the last stage in a process during which science (has

become) an idol that wi I ì magical ly cure the evi ls of existence and

transform the nature of manrr. ? o

It is at this point that Arendt's entire thesis begins to come to-

gether. lt is the inteìlectrs rguest for truth' that is inevitably tak-

ing the brunt of the argument that Arendt is launching. Due to the fact

that deduction is an instrument of cognition, it is easy to see why Ar-

endt considers it able to coexist aìongside total itarian practices. For

her, it is a non-reflexive act of the mind and therefore can survive

alongside (nay, is one of the conditions for) ìonel iness and the terror

that thrives therein. Since its premises precìude discussion because

they are 'seìf-evident', the world itself is no ìonger needed as a medi-

ator between men. And with the decline of the public space that exists

68 Judith N.
(1977) 287 .

Shk ìar, rrReth ink ing the Pastrr, Social Res ea r ch l+ l+

6e George Kateb, "Freedom and Wor ldl i ness i n
endr'r, Polirical Theory 5 (lgll)2165.

the Thought of Hannah Ar-

7o Hannah Arendt, The 0riqins of Totalitarianism
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 197Ð, p.3\6.

(New York and London:
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the activi ty of speech and i ts

'gift' to the world - the metaphor - that is so important in "bridging

the abyss between inward and invisible mental activities and the world

of appearancesr'.?r The banishment of the actor frorn the pubì ic realm and

of the 'selfr from each individual's inner diaìogue is the inevitable

resuìt. This entire deveìopment, hypothesizes Arendt, can result from

the mind's submission to a process that begins with the'compulsion of

truthr and is fueìed by the 'tyranny of logicr.

0nìy the facuìty of reason, with its concern for the 'unknowabler and

trust in the imagination can, by revealing its activity of thought in

its search for meaning, help the man who has succumbed to the process

mentality. Thinking saves men from the isolation of process mentality

because it I'does not ask what something is or whether or not it exists

at all - its existence is aìways taken for granted - but what it means

f or it to berr. z z

Arendtrs invocation of 'thinking'as an activity which can overcome

the steri ì ity and homogenizing effect of the inteììectrs quest for truth

is very reminescent of the thought of ttartin Heidegger. ln Heidegger's

vi ew, r¡th i nk i ng and speak i ng are not exhausted by theoret i ca l and natu-

ral-scientific representation and statementrr.?3 There is, Heidegger ar-

gues, thinking that is 'non-objectìfyingr - thinking that is relied upon

in our everyday experience of things; thinking which is reveaìed in the

?I Hannah Arendt, Thinking, p.105.

lbid., p.57.

l'lart i n He idegger, E P iety of Th i nk inq, trans. James G. Hart and
John C. Haraìdo (Bloomington and London: lndiana Universi ty Press,
1976) , p.27.

't2
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consideration (or 'enthral ìment') of the eidetic elements of ideal ob-

jects'?a which, due to their lack of spatiaì-temporal properties cannot

be'pìaced-over-against' a representational fieìd susceptible to causal

expl ication.

For Heidegger, humans are an entity "whose being is founded upon

thinkingrr.rs Based upon our non-preiudiced confrontation with the world,

thinking does not aìter that which is revealed and can therefore bring

to bear the roriginal presence¡ of such revealing. Through thinking we

are able to dwell-in-the-gathering of that which is brought forth by Be-

ing.t6 To countenance only the'objectifying' roìe that thinking can be

put to is actually, therefore, to countenance that which Thinking in its

total itv is not. The reduction of Thinking to objectifying thought is

inevitably a reduction of what we fl!, it is, in Heidegger,s view, a di-

minishing of our very existence - our very Being.

It is such a phiìosophical perspectìve that leads Heidegger to warn

us that "today there is a growing danger that the scientific-techno-

logical manner of thinking wíll spread to aìl realms of ìife?? and that

ìanguage wi ì I become rrdeformed into an instrument of reportage and caì-

culable informationrr.?8 ln short, it is Heideggerrs claim that the rise

14 Broadly construed, these
f i el d: f rom the ¡categor
ness' , to the beauty of
statues and pa i nt i ngs.

consti tute, for Heidegger, a very diverse
ical imperative', to the quality of 'red-
the Greek gods which 'show forth' through

?5 lb ¡d. , p.53.

ln Heidegger's phi losophy, it is at this point that his views on
Thinking can be seen as merging with his views on rpoetic dwell ing'.

lbid., pp.28-29.

lbid., p.29.

1ß
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of rscientific thinking' wiìì necessarily lead to the obviation of the

'hiddeness' of Being that provides the 'gatheringr for all that is re-

veaìed. Language in its scientific manifestation wiì.l, therefore, be

precìuded from expressins that founding matrix of the worìd which eìudes

calculable representation and within which we can onìy poeticalìy dweìì.

The omnipresence of scientific thought wi ì I indicate the diminishment of

total Being. Within a world entirely represented by technique and de-

fined by caìculating language one would not find the human being per se.

It might also be noted at this point that Heidegger construes science

as rtheoretical technoìogy' and, I ike the Romantics, draws a distinction

bet\^/een traditionaì and modern technology. lt is his argument that the

meaning of technoìogy (technikon) is rooted in the Greek techne, ,,the

name not only for the activities and ski l ls of the craftsman, but also

for the arts of the mind and the fine artsrr.?e For Heidegger, therefore,

technoìogy is akin to something poetic, it is a mode of 'bringing-

forth'; and it rbrings forthr not via manufacturing, but via 'reveaì-

ing'. lt is in this sense, argues Heidegger, that technoìogy is no

means. lt comes to presence where 'unconceaìmentr - truth - comes to

pass. Heidegger suggests that technology, as -!-*-h-E, 
,'reveals whatever

does not bring itseìf forth and does not yet I ie here before us, what-

ever can look and turn out now one way and now another'¡.80 Aìthough

Heidegger argues that this centraì component of technoìogy is constitu-

tive of both Greek thought and the technique of the handcraftsman, he

Itlart in
says,
p.13.

lbid.

19

80

He i degger, The Quest i on Concern i nq Technoì ogy and 0ther Es-
trans. l,Jilliam Lovitt (New York: Garland Publishing, j977),
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does bel ieve that it is a most inappropriate characterization of modern

tech¡rology, wherein processes are neither dependent upon the earth, nor

i n harmony wi th i t.

We have seen that the extent to which Arendt's indictment of science

for having dangerous poìiticaì consequences inevitably rests on her

broader phi ìosophical views on the nature of Thinking can be made that

much clearer by examining the influence that Heidegger's brand of pheno-

menology had on the development of her thought. Severaì other poìiti-

caì ly inspired indictments of science and the proposed scientific study

of the human animaì also rest upon broader phi ìosophicaì perspectives.

l'lost predominent among these is those react ions wh ich are part and par-

ceì of an expìicit l'larxist interpretation of history and society. Hany

of these latter critics advocate making "a historical-materialist cri-

tique of the natural sciences and their methods, i.e., reveaìing them as

products of capital ist developmentrr.sr This is the tradition, exempl i-

fied by Georg Lukacs and others, which views the development of tech-

nique and science as both rooted in and part of the sociaì reìations be-

tween men in the process of production. There is, of course, another

prominent traditíon, exempl ified by Engels and prevaìent in the work of

Bukharin and Louis Aìthusser,82 that argues that rin the ìast instancel

the deveìopment of science and technique determines the social relations

of production. This difference in interpretation has clearìy fueled much

at See Georg Lukacs, rrTechnology and Sociaì Reìations", in llarxism and
Human Liberation, êd. E. San Juan, Jr. (New York: Delta Books,l973),
pp.59-60 .

a2 For a look at how
that separates the
i c att i tude of the
trans. Ben Brewster

Althusser construes the repistemological break'
Hegel ianism of the 'early Harx' from the scientif-

rmature f'larxr see, Louis Althusser, For I'larx,
(London: Verso Press, 197Ð .
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of the debate i n twent i eth century I'larx i sm; debates over whether or not

technique should be identified with the forces of production; whether

the economic base determines the superstructural components or whether

there is a dialectical relationship between them; et cetera.

Any look at the I iterature wi I I reveaì that the ìatter interpretatíon

(the one that stems from Engels) tends not to be as criticaì of the en-

terprise of science as the latter. This can ìargeìy be seen as a result

of Engeì's desire to conjoin his thesis that "the origin and deveìopment

of the sciences have been determined by productionrr,as with a positive

portrayal of the deveìopment of tools and evolutionary theory in gener-

al. ln fact, what was shocking to severaì llarxists at the time was En-

gel's claim that one day both man and the soìar system would cease to

exist, and his bel ief that apart from dialectic thought, which evoìution

had ordained onìy on humans (for it 'presupposes the investigation of

the nature of concepts'), "all activity of the understanding we have in

common wi th animaìsr'. 8a

However, in attempting to seriousìy countenance the views of modern

science replete wi th i ts rejection of a teleoìogical component operative

in history, Engelrs abiìity was largeìy restrìcted by his broader phiìo-

sophical perspective. His writings are ful I of unfounded hypotheses on

'prehistoric times'8s as wel I as the standard, yet didactic, claim that

83 Frederick Engeìs, Dialectics of Nature,
lnternational Publ ishers, 197Ð, p.2ì4.

trans. C. Dutt (New York:

84 lbid., p.203. Herein he categorical ly incìuded induction, deduction,
synthese, and ana I ys i s .

8s See especiaì ìy, Frederick Engeìs, The 0riqin of the Fami ìy, private
Propertv and the !!a.þ, Fifth lmpression (l'loscow: Foreign Languages
Pub I i sh i ng House , 197 1) .
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"the revolution must comerr.86 Bizarre conjectures, in fact, could be the

only result of his attempt to remain true to iilarxism whiìst at the same

time trying to pay heed to the views of modern science. At one point,

for exampìe, one can find in his writings the claim that nature does not

move in a rrperpetuaììy recurring circìerr8? and at another the declara-

tion that, due to the 'conservation of the attributes of matterr, it is

an riron necessity' that after the death of man the human mind, ',some-

where else and at another time, wiìl again be rproducedr.ss

ln short, one could say that the rScientif ic ltlarxism' which f inds

sustenance in Engelsr writings is both a disgrace to science and to l'lar-

xism. lts ideological refinement at the hands of Staìin or its phiìo-

sophical refinement at the hands of Althusser does not alter this, its

bas i c fate.

The Harxist tradition, however, that stems from Lukacs' investiga-

tions into the Hegelian infìuence on the 'earìy Harx' tends to be more

critical of science. Representative of this tradition is the'New Left'

brand of l'larx i sm. The pos i t ion of these cr i t ics of sc ience is of ten

crystallized in the allegation that ther"value-freedom'claimed by sci-

ence is nothing but a churchy dogma whose function is to disquise the

difference between the special interests of a dominant cìass and the

86 Frederick Engels, The Condi tions of the Workinq
trans. W.0. Henderson and W.H. Chaloner (Oxford:

in England,
ì Bìackwel I,

a1

1971), p.335.

Frederick Engels
Works ot Harxisml
1977) , p.59.

F reder i ck Enge I s,

Class
Bas i

ilSocial ism: Utopian and Scientific'r,
ed. Arthur P. f'lendel (New York:

in Essential
Bantam Books,

Dialectics of Nature, p.2l+.
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general interests of mankind".se Although their efforts to spe'l I out the

'generaì interests of mankindrare, as could have been predicted, large-

1y unsuccessful - usual ly boi I ing down to the cìaim that control is a

bad thing since the human being shouìd be free - their views have re-

ceived, and continue to receive, a relatively substantial acceptance.

Their attacks, often directed at therpretensions'of university aca-

demics, quite frequently are attempts to expose the sociaì sciences as a

dangerous kind of sorcery empìoyed by the powers that be against a vuìn-

erable, gul I ible, and otherwise unsuspecting population. ln their co-

authored book, 0bsoìete Communi sm: The Left-Wi nq Aì ternative, Gabr ieì

and Daniel Cohn-Bendit, quoting sympathetical ìy from a ìeaflet distrib-

uted during the general uprisings in Nanterre, France in Harch, .l968,

argue the foì lowing:

The transformation of academic sociology, a branch of phi loso-
phy, into an independent study with scientific pretensions,
corresponds to the transformation of competitive capitalism
into a state-control led economy. From that point, the new so-
ciaì psychoìogy has increasingly been used by the bourgeoisie
to heìp rational ize society without jeopardizing either prof-
its or stability.eo

This view, that thè scientific study of the human being (or attempts

thereof) faci I itates the rational ization of society and the rise of bur-

eacracy, is very predominant in the views of those opposed to such stud-

ies. We have aìready seen that it is prevalent in the arguments of Ar-

endt, Eì luì, and Jaspers. 0ften, as is shown in the work of Eì luì, the

critique of scientific reason, via a critique of technique, ìeads to a

a9

90

As announced
Left Reader,

Gabr i el and
AIternative,
p.36.

in Carì 0gìesby, "The ldea of the New Left'r, in The New
ed Carl 0glesby (New York: Grove Press, 196Ð, pE -

Daniel Cohn-Bendit, 0bsoìete Communism: The Left-Winq
trans . Arno I d Pomerans (London: Penqu i n Books , 1969) ,
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Keynesianism and the whoìe notion of administra-

the rmanager i a I revol ut i onr .

lndeed, in the work of Herbert I'tarcuse, a prominent representative of

the thought of the New Left, a critique of scientific rationaìity is

conjoined with a critique of modern industrial society in general. ln

such a society, Harcuse argues, science has achieved the redefinition of

values in terms of technicaì tasks, the popuìation is controlìed by the

creation of faìse needs, and "the absorbent power of society depìetes

the artistic dimension by assimi lating its antagonistic contentsrr.el ln

short, rrdomination is transf igured into rnanipulation".',

\,Je have already seen that I'larcuse inevitably, in his advocation of

the rGreat Refusal', opts for the Romantic alternative. What is aìso of

major import in l'larcuse's view, however, is his thesis that in a techno-

logicaì society founded on the epistemic mandates of science the power

of negative thinking - the critical component of Reason - is diminished.

Now l'larcuse has argued, in severa I of h is wr i t i ngs, that rrthe rat ion-

aì ity of pure science is vaìue-free....it is 'neutralr to any extraneous

vaìues that may be imposed upon it".'3 For l'larcuse, this constitutes

the 'positive' character of Reason. However, he bel ieves that ¡t is

dangerous to give free reign to this aspect precisely because scientific

rationaìityrrprojects mere form....which can be bent to practically alì

9l Herbert I'tarcuse,
p.6l .

lbid., p.41.

fbid., p.129.

92

93

0¡e D i¡ens i ona I l'lan (London: Sphere Books, .l968) 
,
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ends".ea The omnipresence of scientific rationality at all levels of so-

ciaì intercourse would thereby preclude one from being aware of the con-

tent of domination of which that rationaìity is put in service.

Empìoying Freudian terminology, llarcuse argues that b/hat science and

technology do to the I ibido is a microcosm of what they do to the rela-

tionship between the individuaì and society at ìarge. By I imiting the

scope of sublimation, the technologicaì reality provides a state of af-

fairs in which, within the individualrs 'mental apparatusr, 'rthe tension

between that which is desired and that which is permitted seems consid-

erably ìowered, and the Real ity Principle no longer seems to require a

sweeping and painful transformation of instinctual needsr'.es lt is l'lar-

cuse's belief that in such a society the world does not appear hostíle

and, as an inextricabìe result, the citizens do not even feel the need

for critical thinking. This is preciseìy why, as we have earl ier seen,

Harcuse suggests that (since all 'norma'l'methods and routes of criti-

cism actuaììy assist in homogenizing the desires of citizens in a tech-

nocratic society) only the aesthetic dimension, with its criticaì repre-

sentation of the worìd, can provide people wi th the necessary resources

for criticaì thinking.

tbid.

lbid., p.70. For an extended discussion of these and related themes
one shouìd consuìt, Herbert iïarcuse, Eros and Civilization: A Philo-
sophical lnguiry into Freud (Boston: Beacon Press, 1966). ln this
work, prefaced on the ral ìying cry that 'the fight for Eros is the
political f ightr, we aìso see further developed the claim that '¡when
I og i c then reduces the un i ts of thought to s i gns and symboì s, the
laws of thought have finaììy become techniques of calculation and ma-
nipulationr' (p.l l2) .

94
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Another representative of the school of Critical Theory from which

Harcuse heralds, one who aìso indicts the role which scientific thinking

comes to pìay in social organization, is Jurgen Habermas. A major com-

ponent of Habermas' thought is his bel ief that psychoanalysis can pro-

vide several resources for the critical seìf-reflection which is so nec-

essary in countering the ìogic of domination. He is, however, also

renowed for his thesis that the reduction of epistemology to the philos-

ophy of sc i ence wh i ch the twent i eth century has wi tnessed e 6 was epi tom-

ized by positivismrs transference of the philosophical emphasis on the

knowing subject to the object of study itself. Such a transference, ar-

gues Habermas, faci I i tated the equation of the methods of science wi th

epistemoìogy and the epistemic products of scientific investigation with

knowledge g se. For Habermas, this manouever on the part of positiv-

ism has proved most unfortunate, since:

Transcendentaì-logicaì investigations into the conditions of
possible knowledge aimed as wel I at expl icating the meaning of
knowìedge as such. Positivism cuts off this inguiry, which ¡t
conceives as having become meaningìess in virtue of the fact
of moder n sc i ence. e ?

Habermas indicts positivism with having created a framework within

which phiìosophy couìd avoid any inquiry into the process of seìf-reìec-

t i on of the knowi ng subj ect, thereby ass i st i ng i n the reduct i on of the

'reaì world' to those facts and observations which can become objects of

scientific investigation. lt is Habermasr view that there are three

'modes of knowledge' that are founded orì, and governed by, three very

e6 For Habermas, the phi losophy of history (in the
al ly mediated the replacement of epistemoìogy
sc i ence.

Comtean sense) actu-
by the ph i I osophy of

trans. Jeremy J. Sha-e1 Jurgen Habermas, Knowledqe and Human lnterests,
pi ro (Boston: Beacon Press , 1972) , p.67.
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different human interests. ln his opinion, the'rempirical-analytic sci-

ences incorporate a technical interestrres that prevents it from respond-

ing to problems (ì ike suffering and al ienation) which can't be answered

via its technoìogicaì appl ication. ee Rather than being governed by the

mandates of controì and manipulation impì icit in the technical interest,

Habermas suggests that the sociaì sciences should proceed with'histori-

ca ì -hermeneut i cr stud i es founded on the human i nterest of understand i ng

and, in order to combat the logic of domination impl icit in empiricaì-

anaìytic studies, suppìant such investigations with'self-refìective

criticalr studies founded on the fundamental human interest of freedom.

.r, .L J, .r, .r, (r¿ .t, .r, .r.

To end our discussion of various anti-scientism arguments with a look

at the views of Habermas is, at this point, the result of a mere idios-

yncracy on my part. For anyone familar with the reìevant literature it

woulC be guite cìear that this presentation of some of the more generic

assaults directed at the virtues of science and technology by poì itical

theorists, phi ìosophers, sociologists, and 'wríters with an audience'

has only, in fact, revealed - to invoke the oìd saying -'the tip of the

icebergr. To treat all of the assaults and indictments we have consid-

ered as a monolithic attack would not, however, be appropriate; for most

critics subscribe to a few, are sympathetic to others, and reject others

as outlandish. Nevertheìess, it would not be difficult to describe the

image of science that is conjured up when such literature is digested.

lbid., p.308.

See Jurgen Habermas,
197Ð , p.26\.

98

99 Theory and Pract i ce (Boston: Beacon Press,
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The underìying assumptions of these seìf procìaimed 'humanistsrwho

wish to defend the species from the dangers of science, its manner of

'thinking', and its appì ication, of course varies from critic to critic.

The common denominator might be said to be that they consider as naive

C.P. Snow's advocacy of attempts to integrate the 'two cuìturesr.loo

They see the inevitable outcome of Jacques lçlonod's desire to reshape

culture in conformity to science as a social stability achieved at the

cost of edifying culturaì products.r0r For them, the reaì danger I ies in

the fact that the values, interests, and methods of the sciences wi ì ì

become so integrated into everyday life that even the possibility of

self-reflective criticism wiìl be precluded. And this, they argue, is

the result of the fact that science only allows us to seìect from exper-

ienece those elements that we can controì - the repetitive, the uniform,

and the predictable.

The image one receives from a reading of the anti-scientistic litera-

ture is multifaceted indeed. Science is indicted for not giving enough

prominence to the human being in its worìd-view; it attempts to anaìyze

nature sub specie aeternitatis. For some critics, this attempt to reach

an Archimedian point is doomed to faiìure, for others, it is onìy possi-

bìe after all vaìues have been eìiminated and the human being - for aìì
rintents' and 'purposes' - has been annihilated. We are told that what

wi I I be left after science, in al I its epistemic-cum-technicaì capaci-

ties, has become omnipresent wiìì be a being that has been irreversibly

r00 See C.P. Snow, The Two Cultures and the
York: Cambr i dge Un i vers i ty Press , 195Ð .

Scientif ic Revolution (New

r0r For a ìook at llonodrs position on these matters see Jacques I'lonod,
Chance and Necessity (New York: Knppf Publ ishing, 1971) .
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'Procrustean i zedr .

What we also hear from these critics is that scientific thinking nec-

essarily brings about the annihil iation of the publ ic sphere and paves

the way for the incipience of a totaì itarian order compìete with all its

'Brave New v/orldr horrors. And this is Sor we are toìd, because the

equation of knowledge with scientific explanation necessari ly plays into

the hands of those forces or peopìe which seek to controì.

The proponents of sc i ence , the echo resounds I ouder, have forgotten

that science is dependent not only upon a Kantian categorical synthesis

'¡but aìso upon an engaged understanding of the world, i.e., upon a cog-

nitive interest that constitutes meaning".to2 science, therefore, espe-

cially when it is extended to the study of social phenomena, does not

provide a rl iveabìe' world-view - it ìeaves something out: God, spirit,

mind, subjectivity, values, rExperíencer, intentionaì ity, et cetera. lt

dispìaces Aristotìers four causes. lt is dry, boring, number-oriented,

and creates speciaì ists who are unaware of the 'total context' of human

experience. And these special ists, whether they work in the tnaturall

cr the rsocial' sciences are naive - unaware of the relation between

science and the state, unaware thai science is a two-edged sword that

can be used against the species.lo3 lf they are not naive then they are

seì f-consc i ous sorcerers who wi sh to

into rbureaucratic treadmi I ìsr . ro4

see the rivory towers' transformed

r02 Karl-0tto Apeì, Towards a Transformation of philosophy, trans. Glyn
Adey and David Frisby (London: Routledge & Kegan paul, l98O), p.5.l.

r03 So argued, especiaììy by Romantics, this claim does not pay credence
to Nietzchers fundamental maxim: rWhat does not ki I I one makes one
stronger. | .
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1.3 PITTING SCIENCE AGAINST SCIENCE

Up to this point we have conducted a general examination of the twen-

tieth century Romantic reaction to science and technoìogy and the views

of those whose anti-scientism employs indepth poì iticaì concerns. ln

chapter three we will consider a variety of positions in the philosophy

of the sociaì sciences which argue that the 'scientific studyr of the

human being and its culturaì entities wi I ì inevitabìy 'leave something

out'. Before we close this opening chapter, however, it might be appro-

priate to mention that there are a number of peopìe who are opposed to

the scientific study of the human being but who, ironicaìly enough, pF€-

fer to go rstraight to science' for the evidence which they feel wi I I

support their varied theses. lt is often the case that these people re-

spect the utility of science as a human enterprise and consider it to be

a ìargely autonomous enterprise with a respectable rationaì kernel. ln-

deed, the mere fact that they consider it as a source of conceptual sup-

port seems to (perhaps unwittingìy) presuppose this outìook. These crit-

ics argue that science has internal ì ¡mits, albeit, I imits which have

been reveaìed þy scientific research. The most prominent exampìes that

have been used in the twentieth century to substantiate this claim are

ones drawn from what have been traditionaììy considered the most presti-

gious and precise cognitive endeavors; nameìy, theoretical physics and

mathemat i cs.

ro4 For this and related
as Sorcery (New York:

cìaims see, Stanislav Andreski, Social Sciences
St. iïartinrs Press, 1972).
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One of the arguments is that l,lerner Heisenberg's 'lndeterminacy Prin-

c i pl e' , and other deveì opments i n quantum mechan i cs, den i es that pure

objectivity and precise measurement are theoretical ly possibìe. ln the

same vei n that the General Reìativi ty Theory i s often i nvoked to sub-

stantiate the argument that the Archimedian point, which the Laplacean

scientist strives to reach, is a dangerous myth, indeterminacy is in-

voked to g i ve credence to the argument that theoret i ca i I aws cannot

specify deterministic or causal relations al ìegedly hoìding within its

subj ect doma i n.

The indeterminacy relation (which holds that the position and momen-

tum of sub-atomic particìes cannot be simultaneously determined) is her-

aìded as a result that wiìl forever suppìant both the world and hopes of

the classicaì mechanistic (Cartesian, Gaì i ìeon, Newtonian) tradition.

The interpretation abided by is of the so-calìed rCopenhagen School'

wherein quantum theoretical ìaws are viewed as dependent on chance and,

moreover, describe a knowable reality which is non-causal and indetermi-

nate in nature. Now some commentators have extended this interpretation

and argue that Heisenbergrs 'Principle', ipso factor precludes the pos-

sibì ity of total explanation and prediction in the social sciences.

Therefore, its proponents conclude, the scientific study of human beings

and social reìations is iìl-conceived from the outset. Some even extend

the argument sì ightìy further and conclude that human beings are poss-

essed of free wi ì ì . ros

r0s For a look at the twists and turns that such argumentation takes see
the severaì appropriate articles in Sidney Hook, €d., Determinism
and Freedom in the Aæ of llodern Science (New York: Collier Books,lEif'
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Phi ìosophers of the social sciences shouìd be wary of this sort of

argumentation. First of aì ì, as noted, this position takes for granted

the Copenhagen interpretation. lt therefore overìooks, or fails to ade-

quateìy consider, alternative perspectives, such as David Bohm's, which

suggest that the indeterminacy principle onìy highl ights temporary theo-

retical and instrumental ìimitations and that its results do not pre-

clude the discovery of rhidden variablesr on a subquantum ìeveì which

are governed by i nvar i ant I aws. r o 6

It is aìso the case that advocates of the Copenhagen interpretation,

when they speak of indeterminacy, are referring to the behaviour of sub-

atomic particles and seìdom argue that the resuìts necessari ìy have ra-

mifications for macro-phenomena. ln fact, those phi ìosophers who do be-

I ieve there are such ramifications presuppose a hard-core reductionism;

i.e., that the laws of human behaviour can be reduced, via transforma-

tion laws, to the laws of the most advanced physics. lt is guite ironic

indeed, that, in arguing against scientistic tendencies in the social

sciences, they employ both scientific findings a¡d a hard-core positiv-

istic interpretation of these findings.ro?

r06 For a discussion of Bohm, see the introduction to Frederick Suppe,
êd., The Structure of Scientific Theories, Second Edition (Urbana,
llì.: University of llìinois Press, lg77), pp.l80-.l91. Herein one
wiìì find both a review of Bohm's interpretation and an illustration
of the various counter-responses which the Copenhagen School can em-
ploy. Suppers discussion also depicts Bohm's Iarger phi ìosophicaì
perspective; i.e., his bel ief that physical ìaws are appl icable onìy
within limited contexts and his assumption that there is a qualita-
tive and quantitative infinity of nature. Also see Bohm's own arti-
cle in Suppe¡s anthology, "Science as Perception-Communication",
pp.37h-391 . For another i nterpretat i on of i ndeterm i nacy that runs
counter tc the Copenhagen's see, Louis De Brogl ie, "Phi losophicaì
Studies on Quantum Physicsr', in llaller and Liqht: The New Physics,
trans. W. H. Johnston (New Y"rk lãver pu¡ I icat io*,T,39f ;
pp.2l5-272.
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What should also be noted at this point is that even if the

indeterminacy laws are fundamentaì ìy correct and reductionism uìtimately

dictates scientific research, then there wi I I be substantial chaos in

most natural sciences (biochemistry, electro-thermodynamics, et cetera -

sciences whose ìaws are not based on indeterminacy) long before scien-

tificaì ly-minded social scientists need to worry about anything.to'

The second development often referred to by those opposed to the sci-

entific study of human beings is used primarily in arguing against the

use of mathematicaì models and formal deductive theory in the sociaì

sciences. This development, which has come to be wideìy known as Godeì's

Proof, was pubìished by Kurt Godeì in l93l and was directed against Rus-

sell's and t^/hìteheadrs attempt, in their co-authored Principia l,lathema-

tica, to prove that all the axioms of arithmetic could be deduced from a

smaì I set of ìogical propositions. The gist of Godel's proof was that

the axiomatic method is unable to encompass in a proof all true state-

r0? For a different argument against those social scientists who bel ieve
that He i senbergrs Pr i nc i pl e has someth i ng to say about humans see
llary Hesse, Revolutions and Reconstructions_ in the Pnj Losop-h_y of
Sc i ence (s looml;?[ã];;;d lonao. lîãlãio un ivers i ty p."== ,--l g6o[
pp.l83-184.

¡'o8 A remark of Heisenberg's is also appropriate here: r'lt is not sur-
prising that our language shouìd be incapabìe of describing the pro-
cesses occuring within the atoms, for....it was invented to describe
the experiences of dai ìy ì ife, and these consist onìy of processes
involving exceedingìy large numbers of atoms. Furthermore, it is
very difficult to modify our ìanguage so that it wilì be able to de-
scribe these atomic processes, for words can only describe things of
which we can form mental pictures, and this abiìity, too, is a re-
suìt of daiìy.experiencerr; see Werner Heisenberg, The Phvsical Prin-
ci pl es of the Quantum Theory, trans. Car I Eckart and Frank C. Hoyt
(New York: Dover Publications, ì930), p.ll. Although his views on
these matters are, of course, appropriate to consider, I personal ìy
do not countenance the ideationaì theory of language implicit in the
second statement. Apropos the first statement, we should aìways be
aware of the evolutionary fìuidity of ìanguage.
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ments of its subject domain. Godel argued that only a contradictory set

of axioms was abìe to account for alì the theorems that couìd be derived

via transformation ruìes from the axiomatic base; if the axioms were

consistent they would be unabìe to account for the whoìe domain of true

propositions.

This proof has been hailed by many philosophers and sociaì scientists

as evidence against both the possibi ì îty of the successful use of the

hypothetico-deductive method and al ì attempts in artificial intel legence

research to replicate human inteìligence using mechanical means. Since

computers' it is argued, can only be given a finite set of directives

(aì legedìy corresponding to an axiomatic base) they wi I I aìways be faced

with problems for which they could not generate proofs (i.e., 'solve').

However, it is cìear that those who argue in this fashion against cyber-

netics and the study of the human animaì as an information processing

machine seem to presuppose that humans @ solve all problems they are

confronted with. The view they invoke is one of the omnipotence of human

inteìligence and a history of science that is essentialìy static (i.e.,

that problem domains do not change over time). Akin to those who invoke

the indeterminacy relation in quantum physics to rprove' the existence

of rfree wi ll', the proponents of this position seem pecul iarly wedded

to a much dated brand of positivism. lndeed their víew is even counter

to what much of contemporary science and philosophy of science now sug-

gests. lt runs counter to much research in cognitive neuro-biology and

evolutionary theory which suggests that the human brain may be more com-

plex than it is smart, and that al I knowledge is survivaì rather than

truth oriented (i.e., that it is conjectural and faì I ible). lt also runs

counter to the view of the history of science provided by Thomas Kuhn



and others, wh i ch suggests that sc i ence

i ncommensurabl e problem domai ns.
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is the history of changing and

ln fact, although Godel's proof can be interpreted as dìminishing the

prospects of discovering an absolute proof of consistency for any given

deductive theory, it certainìy does not demonstrate to any degree that

the incomplete set of ìogically proven propositions are in any way in-

vaì idated. lt simply precìudes the possibi ì ity of formaì ly demonstrating

the logical truth of alì propositions within a given deductive system -

it says nothing about the vaìidity of invoking external axioms to pro-

vide a meta-proof.loe ln short, rather than crippling the deductive

method and the explanations, predictions, and retrodictions that may en-

sue from ìts use, Godelrs Proof has I ittle to say about its more general

success or fai lure. lt is indeed strange that the positive side of the

proofrs possible impl ications has not been more adamantly announced by

sociaì scientists and phí losophers; nameìy, that simpìy because the re-

sources of the human intelìect can not be fully formalized, "rìew princi-

pìes of demonstration forever await invention and discovery.

r0e 0f course, there is much debate on whether the employment of 'meta-proofsr can heìp resolve the paradoxes that Godel's proof isolates.
lntu¡tionists, for example, argue that the'senserof correct mathe-
matical statements can never be given any proof in formal terms and
that the infinetely extendable class of proofs is indicative of the
fact that 'proof is necessarily a vague and intuitive concept. For
a look at the impact and support that Godel's Proof can be seen as
providing to a variety of intuitionist theses, see 11ichael Dummett,
rrThe Phiìosophical Significance of Godel's Theorem'r, in Truth and
0ther Enigmas (Cambridge, l'lass.: Harvard University Press, 1978) ,
pp.186-zol.
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It wiìl be recalled at this point that in the introduction it was im-

pl ied that many anti-scientism arguments are both presupposing and re-

sponding to' a positivistic interpretation of science. ln order to car-

ry our conversation to greater depths we wiì l now turn to an examination

of that very interpretation of science. lt is, in fact, a very compel-

I ing, and provingìy infìuentiaì, interpretation. Hopeful ly a greater

appreciation of how several philosophers and social scientists have con*

strued the relationship between science, society, and explanation wi I l

emerge. r 1 o

1r0 See, Ernest Nagel and James R. Newman,
ledge I Kegan Pauì, 195Ð, p.i0l.

Godelrs Proof (London: Rout-



Chapten Ii
INVESTIGATING THE ARCH-DEhl(]N: A L(]t]K AT L(]GICAL P(]SITIViSM

Between our view and any such traditionaì view there cannot be
i dent i ty - but at most agreement wi th the I og i ca ì components.
For we pursue ìoqicaì analysis, but no philosophy.

Rudol ph Carnap
( I 934)

It ìs often argued in phîìosophical circìes today that it was lmmanu-

el Kant's armchair search, guided by his faith in the Cartesian notion

of priviìeged access, for thera priori contributions brought to bear in

experiencer that legitimized the normative discipline of epistemoìogy as

an adjudicator of knowìedge claims in all other disciplines.l Privileged

access, Kant assumed, wouìd guarantee our knowledge of these 'constitut-

ing activitiesr and transcendentaì psychoìogy wouìd thereby become the

\^/eapon to be used aga i nst the scept ic's d ictum that on ly bel ief and not

certainty was possibìe in matters epistemologicaì. Aìthough epistemicaì-

ly banished from the noumenal world, the human being could, Kant argued,

have knowledge of the phenomenaì - the onìy 'world' they need be con-

cerned with. That the manifold of sense-perception had a necessary order

simply because humans were in-the-world would forever constrain the ef-

forts of specuìative metaphysics to expl icate the nature of that world

fin-itselft .2

See, for example, Richard Rorty, Phi losophy and the Hirror of Nature
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 197Ð, p.l3l. -
Kant developed these now famous themes in c¡itique of Pure Reason,

-48-
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Kant's thesis that antiniomies of reason were the inevitable result

of metaphysicrs failure to recognize that'alì knowledge begins with and

remains within experience' was substantiation that his work remained

within the anti-metaphysicaì tradition of Hume which had woken him from

his rdogmatic slumbersr. There can also be no doubt that Kant's philoso-

phy greatìy contributed to what was perhaps the most unconstrained at-

tack on metaphysics in the twentieth century - that of the ìogicaì posi-

tivists. The onìy historìcal clarification that is perhaps in order is

that:

the original ity of the logicaì positivists lay in their making
the impossibi I ity of metaphysics depend not upon the nature of
what could be known but upon the nature of what could be said.
Their charge against the metaphysician was that he breaks the
rules which any utterance must satisfy ¡f it is to be I iteral-
ly significant.3

Aìthough Kant's phi ìosophy is an important contribution, one would

indeed be safe in assuming that any comprehensive history of Western

thought wouìd reveal innumerable exampìes of developments that couìd be

seen as contributing to the rise of positivism in the earìy part of the

twentieth century. However, for the sake of brevity, and given the pur-

poses at hand, it is only appropriate here to pay credence to one ac-

cepted hi storical reconstruction.

This particuìar body of thought, logicaì positivism, or ìogical empi-

ricism, as it has come to be commonly designated, cìearìy owes substan-

tial debt to the thought of Hume, especiaììy as ¡t is reflected in his

epistemoìogicaì empiricism and distaste for metaphysics. ln its concern

trans. F. Hax l'1u I

s A.J. Ayer, €d.
195Ð , p.1 l.

ler (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubìeday ê

Loqical Positivism (Glencoe, I ll.:

Company, 1966) .

The Free Press,
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for mathematics and logic it is also indebted to much of continental ra-

tionaìism as it stems from the work of Leibniz. lt couìd aìso be argued,

by those so disposed, that ìogical positivism owes much of its'seìf-

consciousnessr to Comters phi ìosophy of history, wherein the thesis is

deveìoped that al I thought passes progressively through three 'stagesr -

the theoìogicaì, the metaphysicaì, and the positive. As we wiìl soon

see' however, it is alì too apparent that the logicaì positivists would

have considered this ìatter thesis quite meaningìess, and proclaimed

with Durkheim that it owed its origins to mere rfiat'.a

Logicaì positivism,

perhaps most renowned

the following theses:

an exclusive twentieth century phenomenon,

i ts advancement (at ì east i n ì ts ear ì y days)

is

of

AS

for

ì

a For a discussion of Comte's positivism and
see, Anthony Giddens, Studies in Social and
Hutch i nson ê Co. , 1977) , pp. 29-4\.

2.

3.

The meaning of a proposition is dependent upon its method of ver-
ification.

The expressions of metaphysics and much of ordinary discourse are
unverifiabìe and hence meaningìess. They must, therefore, be
eì iminated from cognitively meaningfuì discourse.

Phi losophy, as the logical anaìysis of the concepts and state-
ments of science, is unable to reveaì any extra-scientific
truths. Attempts to empìoy phi ìosophy as a tool of introspection
or as a method whereby the nature of a'pre-scientific' awareness
is revealed are ill-conceived.

There is a ì inguistic, nomoìogicaì, and methodoìogical unity of
all the sciences - sociology and psychoìogy included. There is no
methodoìogical distinction between the naturaì and social (cul-
tural) sciences representative of a distinction between explana-
tion and understanding (Verstehen) .

4.

Durkhe i mr s
Political

response to i t
Theory (London:
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As will be seen in our discussion, in the next chapter, of the search

for meaning representative of the interpretational stream in the phi ìos-

ophy of the social sciences, it is cìear that the positivist program

runs counter to those approaches. The anti-positivist streams in the

phi ìosophy of the social sciences react particularìy negatively to the

positivists' conflation of testabi I ity and meaning, their bel ief that

science is the only val id form of knowledge, the thesis that philosophy

is identicaì to the ìogic of science, and the claim that there is a ru-

nity' to the sciences indicative of naturaì science methodology. Posi-

tivism, ãs scientism, is also indicted by some for championing a rela-

tivism with respect to ethical norms and values and for giving primacy

to causaì expìanation over the consideration of reasons and the teleoìo-

gical function aììeged to be constitutive of human action.

The beì ief of the ìogicaì positivists that the nature of cognitively

significant discourse could be expì icated can, in fact, be seen as the

rud i mentary base for the advocat í on of the un i ty of sc i ence proj ect. s

This project' it was argued, is based on the possibl ity of an intersen-

sual and intersubjective unified ìanguage "common to the bì ind and the

seeing, the deaf and the heariñg",t that reveals that "the dualism of
Inaturaì sciences' and 'moral sciences', and the dualism of rphilosophy

of nature' and 'phiìosophy of culture' are, in the last anaìysis, resi-

some commentators, however, argui ng converseìy, suggest that i t was
the positivistsrbelief in the unity of science that provided the im-
petus for the attempts to exp I i cate the nature of mean i ngfu I d i s-
course. see, for exampl e, the i ntroduct i on to Freder i ck Suppe, ed. ,
The structure of scientific Theories, Second Edition (urbana, III.:
University of lìlinois Press, 1977), especiaìly pp.ll-15.

0tto Neurath, "sociology and Physical ismr', in Logicaì positivism, Êd.
A.J. Ayer, p.286.
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dues of !|g]ggy".' Given that it is the denial of these bifurcations

that is argued to be the sine gua non of contemporary scientism, it is

very important to examine the positivistsr theses that lay behind the

unity of science mandate. A portrayaì of these theses is necessary in

contemporary debates in the philosophy of the sociaì sciences for a va-

riety of reasons. Primary amongst these reasons are the fol lowing:

l. Severaì schools in the phi losophy of the social sciences (tor

exampìe, that which finds theoretical sustenance in the hermeneu-

tics of Diìthey) which claim that there is a methodologicaì and

substantive distinction between the natural and sociaì sciences

advance their opposition to the unity of science program from en-

tirely different presuppositions (rtraditionsr) than those em-

pìoyed by oositivists in defending that program. Reveaì ing some

of the presupositions of the latter will assist in undersianding

the kind of conceptual gulf that separates the two approaches.

2. within the social sciences there are several discipl ines (espe-

cial ìy pol itical theory) whose practitioners seem to excel at the

unsystematic borrowing of concepts from other fieìds. To a large

degree this kind of unsystematic borrowing gave rise to the dì-

dactic certitudes that fixed the parameters of interchange in the

debates between'behaviouristicr and Inormative' social science.

lnvestigating some of the epistemoìogicaì presuppositions of that

body of ph i I osoph i ca ì thought from wh i ch many of those cert i tudes

were drawn can only help reveal the error that social scientists

comm i t when they assume that any ph i I osophy of sc i ence comes

? lbid., p,295.
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I ready made' for conceptua I consumpt i on.

The post-empi ricist phi losophy of science that is being increas-

ingìy referred to by those either opposed to the scientific study

of the human animaì or desirous of sponsoring a methodological

plural ism in the social sciences, has drawn much of its momentum

from a critique of the positivist depiction of science. By tak-

ing a look at that depiction we can assess whether or not post-

empiricism is perhaps overstating its case [mRXll,t: Aìthough no

phiìosophy grows out of a conceptuaì vacuum, one should always be

wary of theses whose momentum comes from critique].

Clarifìcation of some of the specificities of the positivist pro-

gram is necessary to prevent the identification of scientific re-

aì ism (deveìoped, in part, in response to the dí lemmas and ex-

cesses encountered in post-empiricism)

of scientism.

with a positivistic brand

5. Positivism is a major source of the variety of repistemoìogicaì

turns' that politicaì theory and other discipìines in the social

sciences have taken in the latter part of the tu/entieth century.

lndeed' one could say that the cards are turning somewhat and

that sociaì scientists now react more strongìy to the epistemoìo-

gicaì views of positivism than to their moral views (which had

earì ier caused so much negative react.ion) .

Logicaì positivism owes much of its development to the truth-func-

tional propositional logic developed by Russell and Whitehead in their

co-authored Principia Hathematica. lt was argued therein that all of

the propositions of pure mathematics are deducible from a small number

1+.



of fundamentaì logical princìpìes. This

the early Wittgenstein, \^/as to provide

logicaì positivist quest to define the

i n terms of mathemat i ca ì I og i c.

5\

thesis, mediated by the views of

the optimism that motivated the

concepts of scientific theories

The tradition of logicaì anaìysis that stems from the Principia draws

a ìogical distinction between elementary (or atomic) propositions and

moìecular propositions. lt ìs argued that the truth-vaìue of the ìatter,

which are constructed out of the elementary propositions by ìogical op-

eratorss (conjunction, disjunction, implication, material equivalence,

negation), is determined by the truth-value of its constituent proposi-

tions.

It is in Wittgenstein's Tractatus Loqico Phi ìosophicus that expl ica-

tion is given to the positivistic thesis that the meaning of a proposi-

tione is dependent upon its havinq a truth-function. l,leaníngfuì proposi-

tions are either true or false. For Wittgenstein, some propositions are

'true in aì I possibìe worlds'; these are the so-cal ìed tautologies -

constitutive of al ì ìogicaì (ana, therefore, mathematical) truths.ro

S i nce tautol og i es say noth i ng about our wor ì d, but rather our use of

Also refered to in the literature as 'proposìtìonal
' truth-funct i ona I ' connect i ves .

operatorsr and

' This is, of course, in contradistinction to the Humean and Lockean
tradition which consìdered the meaningfulness of a proposition or lan-
guage to be determined by the relation between a word and its corre-
sponding idea. For changing views of meaning in this regard see lan
Hack i ng , !l!y Does Language I'latter to Ph i I osophy? (Cambr i dge: Cam-
br i dge Un i vers i ty Press , 197Ð .

ro Ludwig wittgenstein, Tractatus Loqico-Philosophicus, trans. D.F.
Pears t B.F. llcGuinness (London: Routledge E Kegan paul, i963),
proposition 6.i. our references to the Tractatus will not be to the
page number ' but rather, the number of the propos i t i on. Th i s method
pays credence to the structure of the book.
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logical symbols, it is appropriate to assign them an a priori status.rr

lndeed, Wittgenstein argued that it is non-sensical to say that a tau-

toìogy has a truth- condition, "for it admits al t possibìe situ-

ationsrr.l2 The import for philosophicaì anaìysis that is prevalent in

the Tractatus is easi ìy seen; since logicaì truths are tautoìogicaì they

can be employed to transform empiricaì propositions into other empiricaì

propositions without changing their truth-value. This thesis would

prove instrumental in the development of positivist work on the expl icit

definition of the concepts of science as welì as in the thesis of nomo-

ì og i ca ì reduct i on presupposed by the un i ty of sc i ence mandate. Fur ther

conceptual clarification, however, is necessary at this point.

l'leaningful propositions are of two kinds: atomic (often referred to

as'simpler or'elementary') or molecular (also known as'compound'

propositions). Atomic propositions are singuìar; i.e., they are not

possessed of the quantifiers¡all'or'some'; as atomic, these singuìar

propositions do not permit of constituent propositions. l4oìecular propo-

sitions are aìso singular but are constructed by a least two or more at-

omic propositions. Their form is determined by the use of the ìogicaì

operators referred to earì ier.

ln the ìogic of the

tion of itseìf;rs all

Tractatus, an atomic

atomic propositions

1r For Wittgenstein, ìogical (mathematical) truths are a priori due to
their anaìyticity. This is in contradistinction to Kant who painstak-
ingìy argued that they are the result of synthetic a priori judge-

L2

ments.

Ludwig Wittgenstein, @tu:, proposition 4.461.

lbid., proposition f.

proposition is a truth-func-

are logicaIly distinct - "one

L3
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elementary proposi tion cannot be deduced from anotherr'.1a The truth-con-

ditions of atomic propositions are 'given directìy'. 0n the other hand,

moìecular propositions are truth-functions of atomic propositions; i.e.,

their truth-value is dependent upon the truth-values of the constituent

atomic propositions and is arrived at by the meaning of the ìogicaì op-

erators and the use of simpìe logicaì truth-tabìes. A thi rd class of

propositions, universaì propositions, are those which employ the quanti-

fier 'aìl'. For Wittgenstein, universaì propositions must aìso be formu-

lated as the conjunction of constituent singular propositions. Their

truth-value is, therefore, âlso a function of atomic propositions. Due

to the universaì quantifier, however, this value cannot be concìusiveìy

verified. We wi I I soon see how this consideration of universaì proposi-

tions affected the positivistsranalysis of the laws of nature and sci-

entif ic theory formuìation.

It was mentioned above that according to the Tractatus the truth-con-

ditions of atomíc propositions are 'given directly'. How this was inter-

preted by the ìogical positivists was obviousìy very important, espe-

cially in ìight of the empiricist component in their corresponding views

on truth and verification. 0ne standard interpretation in phiìosophical

c.ircìes is that this means that an atomic proposition is true if the ob-

jects refered to by its predicates possess the property or relation so

designated. ln the Tractatus, Wittgenstein comes very close to repre-

senting this view in his argument that t'a proposition can be true or

faìse in virtue of being a picture of real ity".ts For him, "the simplest

14 lbid., proposi tion 5.13\.

lbid., proposition 4.06. See also
propositions are given, the result

t5 proposition \.262 'rlf aìl true
i s a compì ete descr i pt i on of the
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kind of proposition, an eìementary proposition, asserts the existence of

a state of affairs"r6 namely, a 'logical ìy possible' fact. Those propo-

sitions so assertive are, in addition to being meaningfuì, also true if

they correspond to a facti i.e., a state of affairs which is the case.r?

I n a standard attempt to eschew metaphys i ca ì pronouncements wh i I st at

the same time remaing prof ound, l./ittgenstein retorts that "The total ity

of existing states of affairs is the worìd".1' His 'picture-theoryrof

knowìedge, which is both impìicit and expìicit in these statements merg-

es with the scientism so deplored by many in the claim that '¡the total i-

ty of true propositions is the whoìe of natural sciencerr.re

There was no mention in the Tractatus of 'phenomenar, as that term is

understood by the empiricist component in logical positivism, and ¡t is

often argued that the eìementary propositions of the Tractatusrrwere de-

fined by their logical properties and not by any connection with verifi-

cationr'.20 However, it is easy to see the influence of the Tractatus in

the earìy positivist claim thatrrwhen ever we ask about a sentence,

'What does it mean?', what we expect is instruction as to the circum-

stances in which the sentence is to be used; we want a description of

the conditions under which the sentence will form a true proposition,

I?

world".

lbid., proposition \.21.

See proposition \.25: I'lf an eìementary proposition is true, then the
state of affa i rs ex i st.rr .

lbid., proposition 2.0\.

lbid., proposition 4..l l.

I6

!.8

I9

See, for examp I e, 0swa I d Hanf ì i ng ,

Positivism (Oxford: Basi I Blackwel I

ed., Essential Readings in Loqicaì
, l98l), p.ll.

20
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and of those which will make it faìserr;zr in short, that "the meaning of

a proposìtion is the method of its verification,'.22 ln fact, there is

some evidence that this influence was more expl icit than many commenta-

tors have acknowìedged. This evidence is reflected in a variety of

claims that Wittgenstein makes in the Tractatus and which can be seen as

serving as a conceptuaì springboard for the deveìopment of the empiri-

cist conception of meaning and verification. Two of these claims are the

foìlowing:

Empiricaì real ity is ì imited by the totaì ity of objects. The
I imit aìso makes itself manifest in the total ity of elementary
propositions.23

Ia nd]

To understand a propositíon means to
it is true.2a

know what i s the case i f

ln addition to contributing to the logical positivists'views on

meaning and verification, the Tractatus was aìso fundamental in provid-

i ng the optimi sm that guided the posi tivi stsr attempt to construct an

rartificiaìr ìanguage void of the pseudo-propositions of metaphysics,

ethics, and everyday discourse that violated the syntactical ruìes of

cognitively meaningful language. lt was, in fact, the bel ief of ìogical

positivists that such a ìanguage could be constructed which lay at the

root of their unity of science mandate.

ZI l,lor i tz Sch I ick, rrllean ing and Ver if icat ionr', in Read ings i n
icaì Analysis, êd. Herbert Feigl and Wi ìfred Sel lars (New
pleton-Century-Crofts, I nc., .l949) , p..l47.

lbid., p.ì48.

Ludwig Wi ttgenstein, Tractatus, proposi tion 5.5561.

lbid., proposition \.021+.

Ph i I osoph-
York: Ap-

22

24
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i s appropr i ate at

this point to cìarify the distinction between the Verification Principle

and the criterion of verifiabl i lty - a distinction that is usuaì ìy conf-

ìated in criticaì analyses of ìogical positivism. As normal ìy construed,

the Verification Principle is concerned wìth what constitutes, or deter-

mines, the meaning of a proposition whereas the criterion of verifiabil-
ity is used to separate meaningless propositions from meaningful ones.

That this distinction is usual ly confIated is perhaps, in part, due to

the infìuence of A.J. Ayer's phi losophy,2s wherein the criterion of ver-

ifiability is presented as 'the principle of verificationr. Therein,

propositions are considered meaningful if they are anaìytic - true by

virtue of meaning - or empirically verifiabìe, where verifiability in

the rstrong sense' (i.e., a propositionrs truth conclusively established

in experience) is discarded in favour of verifiability in the ,weak

sense' (i.e., if some possible sense-experience is relevant in estab-

I ishing a propositionrs truth). l.Jhat, therefore, is absent in accounts

of meaningfulness is an anaìysis of what constitutes the verification or

meaning of a proposition. Nevertheless, to draw a sharp distinction be-

tween verification as a principìe and verifiabiìity as a criterion is

often both difficult, given that many positivists impl icitly deduce the

latter from the former, and much beyond the scope of this chapter. Our

discussion, therefore, wiìì itself often tend to confIate the two for

reason of exped i ency.

2s As expounded in Lanquage,
t i ons , 1952) .

Truth and Loqic (New York: Dover Pubì ica-
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The logical positivists, true to the empiricist spirit, initial ìy ar-

gued that al ì meaningfuì non-anaìytic propositions must be reduced to

propositions that could be directìy compared with experience. For them,

these latter propositions made up the class of atomic propositions re-

ferred to by Wittgenstein in the Tractatus. lf atomic propositions were

not so constituted then ìanguage, be it ìogicaììy purified or Inaturalt,

would not be connected with reaìity. Empiricism would be thereby invaìi-

dated.

So the positivists took it upon themselves to explicate knowledge and

ìanguage as ìogicaì structures rooted in the certainties of sense-ex-

perience. ln such ventures the empiricist theories of meaning, concepts,

and Þropositions were alì inter-connected. Primary amongst these initial

efforts was Rudolph Carnaprs The Logical Structure of the World, first
published in .l928. Therein, Carnap attempted to expìicate how scientific

concepts and language could be introduced by explicit definitions on a

phenomenal istic basei i.e., on the basis of one's own experience. Such

an exercise was clearly guided by Carnaprs (perhaps overìy optimistic)

reading of the Principia and Tractatus. lndeed, he claims at the outset

of the book that his study is "an attempt to apply the theory of rela-

tions to the task of anaìysing real ity"z6 which wiìl bring into 'clearer

focus' the basis of a constructional system of concepts that wi l l faci l-

i tate the reduct i on of rea I i ty to the g i ven.

2 6 Rudoì f Carnap, The
Phi losophy, trans.
sity of Cal ifornia

Loqical Structure of the World 6 Pseudoproblems in
Rolf A. George (Berkeley and Los Angeìes: Univer-
Press, 1967), p.7.
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For Carnap, the definition of a concept is reveaìed by itsrconstruc-

tionr out of concepts at a more 'basic level'.2? The system of concepts

that results via the transìtivity of reducibi ì ity is a 'constructional

systemr whose basis is formed by the fundamental concepts. lt was Car-

naprs beì i ef that th i s systemat i c construct i on of concepts was the most

decisive phi ìosophicaì endeavor. He was convinced that only "if we suc-

ceed in producing such a unifíed system of aìl concepts wilì it be pos-

sible.to overcome the separation of unified science into unreìated spe-

c ia ì sc iencesrr. 2I

The so-cal led rbasis' of this constructionaì system was characterized

as the rautopsychoìogical domain'; the basic elements were, therefore,

eìementary experiences - 'experiences of the self as units'. ln carnap's

view any ìogicaì construction of the world mustrrproceed from that which

is epistemoìogical ìy primary, that is to say, from the rgivenr, i.e.,
from experiences themselves in their total ity and undivided unity,,.zs

The phi ìosophy of science that emerged was, therefore, one wherein the

statements of a scientific theory were considered reducibìe to an obser-

vational vocabulary possessed of a phenomenaì istic sense-data base;

i.e., reducibìe to a sense-datum 'protocoì' language. since phenomenal

descriptions of sense-data, it was argued, are incorrigible, the problem

of verifying protocol statements so constituted was, ipso facto, soìved.

See, for example, lbid., p.6:
reducible to one or more other
be transformed i nto statements

lbid., p.7.

lbid., p. 108.

rrAn obj ect (or concept) is sa id to be
objects if alì statements about it can
about these other objectsr¡.

2A

29
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Under such a constructional ist approach our knowledge of physicaì ob-

jects was considered secondary and derivative. This thesis, as many com-

mentators have noted, is strikingìy simi lar methodoìogicaì ìy to Rus-

sell's view that 'rwhenever possibìe, ìogical constructions are to be

substÌtuted for inferred entitiesr'.30 0f course, the claim that knowl-

edge of physical entities I ike desks and human bodies is onìy inferred

from sensations has become quite common due to the writings of Hume and

Berkeley. And just as metaphysicaì pronouncements b/ere discarded as

meaningìess by Hume since no sense-experience couìd possibly affirm or

deny them, so too in carnaprs system they found no pìace because, lack-

ing th is base, they r^rere not expressabìe in protocoì statements and

therefore were not susceptible to ìogical construction.

Aìthough a rmethodologicaì soì ipsismr was advocated by Carnap as the

orientating point of the construction system, he also argued that any

such completed system must contain "the domain of the physical, of the

psychoìogical (i.e., of the auto and heteropsychoìogicaì) , and of the

culturalrr.sr lt was the confusion of these very 'categoriesr that, he

argued, had generated many of the pseudo-probìems in attempts to specify

the unity of science.32 ln a variety of pìaces throughout his book, how-

ever' Carnap did suggest that a logical construction of the world could

be achieved via a definition of scientific concepts in terms of a physi-

Bertrand Russell, l'lysticism and Loqic (Garden city, N.y.: Doubleday,
1957), p..l50. Variations of this claim, of course, become pivotaì in
debates between neo-positivists and scientific real ists.

Rudolf Carnap, The Loqical Structure of the World, p.104.

For a discussion of how similar rcategory mistakes' have ìed to pseu-
do-probìems in traditionaì folk-psychology, see Gi lbert Ryìe, The
Concept of llind (New York: Peregrine Books, 196Ð.

30
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calistic base.33 His position was simpìy that rrsince all culturaì ob-

jects are reducible to psychologicaì, and al ì psychological to physical

objects, the basis of the system can be pìaced within the domain of

physicaì objec¡5rt.sa He did maintain, however, that the impl icit meta-

physical aspect of such an approach was, for obvious reasons, less de-

si rabìe than the 'logico-constructional ' (epi stemoìogicaì) aspect of the

phenomenaì istic approach and was unable, in fact, to be rmaintained or

den i edr by construct i on theory.

It is quite clear that Carnap's methodoìogical soì ipsism can be seen

as col lapsing into an epistemologicaì relativism (since the stream of

experience is different for each person) that runs counter to the inter-

subjectivity aì leged to be operative in the achievement of scientific

knowledge and the use of scientific ìanguage. Carnap attempted to over-

come this common criticism by drawing a distinction between the content

(or material) and the structure of experience. For Carnap, the solution

to the problem of intersubjectivity generated by methodoìogical sol ip-

sism I'l ies in the fact that, even though the material of the individual

streams of experience is completely different, or rather altogether in-

comparabìe,....certain structuraì properties are anaìogous for all

streams of exper i encerr. 3 s

Rudolf Carnap, Loqical
t i ons 59 and 62.

Structure of the World, see especial ìy sec-

lbid., p.95. Carnap would later maintain that methodoìogical positiv-
ism (phenomenal ism) and methodological material ism (physical ism) were
not contradictory. See, especial ly Rudoìf Carnap, ,'The 0ld and the
New Logic", in Loqical Positivism, êd. A.J. Ayer, p..l44.

Rudolf Carnap, The Logical Structure of the !|orþ, p.107.

33

35
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Arguing that alì objects of knowledge are not content, but form, Car-

nap insists that it is structural descriptions that are abìe to be,ob-

jectified'and expressed via language; "for science, it is possibìe and

at the same t ime necessary to restr i ct i tsel f to structure st.ate-

mentsr'.36 ln addition, such statements should not be interpreted asrre-

lational descriptionsr, i.e., as descriptions of the interreìations be-

tween objects. For carnap, in a structural description ,'only the

structure of the relation is indicated, i.e., the totaìity of its formal

propert i esrr.3 7 By forma I propert i es of a reì at i on, he meant rrthose that

can be formulated without reference to the meaning of the relation and

the type of objects which it holds".3s rhese properties, argued carnap,

are preciseìy those studied in relationaì ìogic, and include transitivi-

ty, symmetry, and ref l ex i v i ty.

The dîstinction that Carnap ciraws between content and structure was

aìso drawn by other positivists who argued that quaìitative content can-

not be ìinguísticalìy communicated but that structures, relations be-

tween contents in the manifoìd, could be communicated. l'loritz Schìick,

in fact, argued thatrreverything we can possibìy say and - which is more

- everything we can possibly want to say is always said without mention-

i ng contentrr. 3 e l'lean i ng and understand ing had, f or sch l ick, noth i ng

whatsoever to do with the content of experience. lmpl icit in Schl ickrs

argument is the thesis that there is a kind of isomorphism between the

lbid.,

tbid.,

tbid.

I'tor i tz
Loqical

p.30.

p.2l .

36

38

39 Sch I i ck, "Structure and Contentrr,
Positivism, êd. Oswald Hanfling, p.

in Essential Readinqs
r4r.

rn
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structure of a'language and the structure of the world to which it re-

fers; i.e., thatrrthe structure of 'green' shows itseìf in the various

possibilities of using the word 'green', it is aìso revealed by its
grammar". a o

This alleged relation between ìanguage and reality is very important

to consider when one is examining a constructionist approach akin to

Carnap's. For even i f one accepts that structura I descr i pt i ons suff i ce

to over-ride the problem of intersubjectivity, it remains the case that

the system is purported to be'meaningfuì' because it is built upon a

foundation that is immediately verifiable. ln Carnaprs constructional

system those concepts and terms of science whose truth-functions could

be derived from immediately verifiabìe 'basic propositionsrby means of

reìationaì logic I^/ere considered to be meaningful. That there couìd, in

fact, be an entire scientific language so constituted led Carnap to

champion the unity of science project.

ln regards to foundations many positivists subscribed to what is com-

monly known as the correspondence theory of truth. For them, if science

was to be meaningfuì it must be rooted in experience - it must be empir-

icaì. Therefore, it was argued, its statements must correspond to empir-

ical reaìity - if they did not science would be in the same boat as me-

taphysics, and experience wouìd have nothing to say, either way, about

its propositions. For these positivists the empiricaì foundation of sci-

entific (meaningful) discourse were those statements that were absoìute-

ìy certain in their assertions about real ity. They constituted what is

referred to in the literature as protocoì statements.

4o lbid., p.136.
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Carnap was one of the positivists who insisted that verification is

based upon rprotocoì statementsr, arguing that such statements beìonged

to therdirect record'of a person's experience.ar ln order for words to

assume a meaning for Carnap the syntax of the simpìest sentence in which

they occur must be fixed. Then the method of verification for that sen-

tence, i.e., the conditions under which it is true or false, must be

made expl icit. ln Carnap, therefore, the themes of logicaì reducibi ì ity

(deduction) , verif ication, and meaning form a'l ogicaì triad. lt is via

the ìogical deduc¡bility of truth-condit¡ons that rrevery word of the

language is reduced to other words and finally to the words which occur

in the so-called 'observation sentences' or rprotocoì sentencesr. lt is

through this reduction that the word acquires its meaning".az Carnap,s

view is that for any word 'a' and the eìementary sentence 'S (a)' in

which it occurs, the necessary and sufficient conditions for 'a' being

meaningful are the fol lowing:

l. The empirical criteria for 'a' are known.

2. lt has been stipuìated from what protocol sentences 'S(a)' is de-
ducibìe.

The truth-conditions for 'S (a) ' are f ixed.

The method of verification of 'S(a)' is known.a3

ar Rudoìf Carnap, "The Physical Language as the Universal Language of
Science", in Readings in Twentieth-Century Phi ìosophy, êd. Wi ì ì iam p.
Alston and George Nakhnikian (London: The Free Press of Glenoce,
196Ð, p.40ì.

Rudolp Carnap, 'rThe Eliminatíon of Hetaphysics Through Logicaì Anaìy-
sis of Languager', in Loqical Positivism, êd. A.J. Ayer, p.63.

lb¡d., pp.6h-65.

3.

4.

42
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It is easy to see, therefore, how carnap's views on meaningful dis-

course, word-meaning, reducibil ity, and verification are inextricably

connected; indeed, Carnap argues that each of the above formulations I

uìtimateìy say the same thingr. That metaphysics is essentiaìly meaning-

less - that it consists of no more than¡pseudo-statementsr - is attest-

ed to by the fact that no protocol statements (statements whose truth-

conditions can be expìicitìy defined) can be found therein. Philosophy

as ìogical analysis, as the inquiry into logical foundations, therefore

'rpronounces the verdict of meaninglessness on any al ìeged knowledge that

pretends to reach above or behind experiencer'.aa ln fact, this verdict

is also passed on aìl statements of value theory, ethics, aesthetics and

those'metaphysi cal movements' which operate under an epi stemological

guise; namely, real ism, subjective ideaì ism, soì ipsism, phenomenal ism,

49! positivism.nu

I n th i s I i ne of reasoni ng Carnap received much support from Hor i tz

Schlick, another member of the Vienna Circìe. For Schlick, the meaning

of every proposition is ultimately determined by the 'given', the only

domain wherein a verifiable difference is possible. ln Schl ick's words,

ila proposition has a statabìe meaning onìy if it makes a verifiabìe dif-

ference whether it is true or falserr.46 True propositions correspond to

the facts and 'rit is the first step of any phi ìosophizing, and the foun-

dation of all refìection, to see that it is simply impossibìe to give

the meaning of any statement except by describing the fact whích must

lbid., p.76.

lbid. , p.77.

floritz Schlick, rrPositivism and Realismr', in Loqical positivism, êd.
A.J. Ayer, p.88.

44
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ex i st i f the statement i s to be truerr. a ?

The Carnap-Schlick view on meaning and protocol statements did not,

however, receive unanimous support in logical positivist circles. 0tto

Neurath was perhaps the most outspoken in cìaiming that there were no

incorrigible basic statements in the construction of science. Aìthough

Neurath was a leading advocate of the unity of science project, he in-

sisted that "the fictìon of an ideaì language constructed out of pure

atomic sentences is no less metaphysicaì than the fictìon of Laplace's

demonrras for him, the terms of protocol sentences are necessai ly vaque.

Aìthough remaining convinced that every word of ordinary physical ist

language is replaceable by terms of the physical ist language of advanced

science, Neurath's position on these matters is best summed up in the

fol ìowing famous anaìogy:

There is no way of takinq conclusively establ ished pure proto-
col sentences as the starting point of the sciences. No tabu-
la rasa exists. We are I ike sai lors who must rebui ìd their
ship on the open sea, never able to dismantle ìt in dry-dock
and to reconstruct it there out of the best materials. 0nly
the metaphysical eìements can be al lowed to vanish without a
trace. Vague I inguistic conglomerations aìways remain in one
way or another as components of the ship. lf vagueness is di-
minished at one point, it may weìì be increased at another.4e

Neurath was wi I I ing to admit that, for aì I practicaì purposes, there

are protocol sentences in science. But he remained clear in asserting

that there r^/as no primitive (i.e., permanentìy f ixed) protocol language

of which Carnap spoke. For Neurath, the defining characteristic of pro-

lbid., pp.86-8i.

0tto Neurath, rrProtoco 
I

Ayer, p.199.

lb id. , p.201 .

48

49

Sentencesrr, in Logical Positivism, ed. A.J.
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tocol sentences is that they must contain a recurring personal pronoun.

An example of a compìete protocol sentence provided by him is the one

that reads: r"0tto's protocoì at 3:.l7 o'clock: [Rt ]:16 o'cìock 0tto

said to himself: (at 3:ì5 orclock there was a table in the room per-

ceived by 0tto)] rrr.5o ln rejecting such statements as primitive proto-

coìs, Neurath is not necessarily jeoprodizing or abandoning the positi-

vistrs emphasis on empiricism and verification. ln fact, he maintains

that it is carnap who, in suggesting that protocoì sentences speak of

the rimmediateìy given', is the one who is diminishing the importance of

verification. For in arguing that they are certain and primitive he is

inevitabìy claiming that there are empirical propositions that do not

require verification. For Neurath, however, "? defining condition of a

sentence is that it be subiect to verification, that is to say, that it

may be d iscarded". s t Hence, "gy-ry. law and every phys ica I ist sentence of

unified-science or of one of its sub-sciences is subiect to such

g¡Er.æ". "

ln rejecting Carnap¡s notion of primitive protocoìs rooted in the

'given', Neurath is giving credence to the diversity and temporaìity of

experiencei i.e., because of the fact that personal nouns must occur in

protocoìs, since they are necessari ly about someoners experience, "in-
terpretation must aìways already have taken pìacer¡.s. The experience of

the person is about something. And that something is, in Kantian terms,

lbid., p.2O2,

lb¡d., p.20À.

lbid., p.203.

lbid., p.205.
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selected out of the mani fold. I n addi tion,

the protocol the experience must necessari ìy I

col is atemporaì .

7o

the mere formulation of

in the past; no proto-

tn

te

Neurathrs argument is simpìy that if we consider protocols to consti-

tute a stage or part of unified science they must be fit into that sys-

tem. Unified science is best conceived as "a sorting-machine into which

protocoì sentences are throu¡nrr.sa lf contradictions arise one must ei-

ther rebui ld the machine or repìace the protocol responsibìe for the

contradiction. What Neurath is rejecting here is the fundamental assump-

tion of the correspondence theory of truth; namely, that a statement

must be compared with experience in order that its truth-value can be

determined. ln the fol ìowing passage, we can see that Neurath is advo-

cating what is known as the coherence theory of truth, or what is often

ca I ì ed I truth by convent i onr :

ln unified science we try to construct a non-contradictory
system of protocol sentences and non-protocol sentences (in-
cìuding laws). When a new sentence is presented to us we com-
pare it with the system at our disposal, and determine whether
or not it confìicts with that system. lf the sentence does
conf I i ct wi th the system, we may d i scard i t as useì ess (or
false)....One may, on the other hand, accept the sentence and
so change the system that it remains consistent even after the
adjunction of the new sentence. The sentence would then be
called'true'.ss

ln Neurathrs account, even though protocoì statements are perceptuaì

statements, they are considered to be just as hypothetical and corrigi-

ble as other empiricaì statements. Although Carnap, as we will soon see,

began to accept the Iogíc of Neurath's view, Schì ick remained convinced

I b id. , p.207 .

lbid., p.203.
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that although our knowìedge of mathematical truths may be governed

soìely by the mandates of consistency, our knowledge of 'facts'must be

represented by incorrigible and definitive protocol statements. For him,

understanding the meaning of a sentence and knowing its method of veri-

fication were isomorphic; and in the case of protocol statements about

our present experience, the meaning is given immediateìy.

I n Sch I i ck rs account protocoì statementr s (robservat i on statements')

are akin to analytic statements in that ilthe occasion of understanding

them is at the same time that of verifying them: I grasp their meaning

at the same time as I grasp their truthr'.sG ln Schìick's analysis, to

the extent that the meaning of empirical statements is 'simuìtaneousìy'

grasped with their truth, those statements can be said to serve as 'con-

f i rmat i ons' - rKonstat i erunqen¡ .

Although appearing to remain steadfastìy convicted to orthodox man-

dates, Schìick did, however, introduce an interesting twist into the

discussion of protocols. Schìick conceded that due to therhere and now'

nature of protocol statements (he did not fol low Neurath i n demandi ng

that a personal noun be present in protocol statements) they are not

fundamental in the sense of being temporally and spatialìy invariant.

Construed accordingly, they are useìess as an enduring foundation. How-

ever, the i r rc ì oseness' to exper i ence enab ì es them to possess the va l ue

of absolute certainty and ordains them as those statements upon which

al I other synthetic, hypothetical statements are dependent. Schl ick

therefore argued that protocols would be conceived as those statements

s6 I'loritz Schlick,
ed. A.J. Ayer,

"The Foundation of Knowledgerr, in LogicaI
p.225.

Positivism,
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ofwhich come, not at

knowì edge. s 7

the beg i nn i ng of knowl edge, but at the end

ln trying to expl icate his position, however, Schl ick reverted to the

Humean concern with the meaning of the individual words and ostensive

definitions entered his thesis as the component that ordained protocols

incorrigible. Definitions and consistency were fine for determining most

of the meaningfuì concepts and propositions in our language but they

were not able to provide our knowledge with the requisite empirical and

foundationaì component. 0niy ostension, 'pointing to the fact in ques-

t ionr ' \^,as ab le to accompl ish th is. As h i s col ì eage, Fr iedr ich Wa ismann

(who was sympathetic to the views of Schlick on this matter) stated: I'A

definition remains within language. 0stension steps outside ìanguage and

connects s i gns wi th rea I i tyt'. s a

By insisting on this aspect of protocoìs, Schl ick felt that he was

serving the interest of science rather than rsitting in the seat of the

metaphysiciansr.se By insisting on rcorrespondence to the facts' as a

necessary component of scientìfic knowìedge, Schl ick was attempting to

prevent, at the hands of Neurath, the coìlapse of positivism into an ep-

istemoìogical reìativism. That these positions constituted the onìy al-

ternatives for him was expl icit in his bel ief that I'if one is to take

coherence seriousìy as a general criterion of truth, then one must con-

sider arbitrary fairy stories to be as true as hístorical report, or as

5? I b i d. , pp. 226-227 .

Friedrich Waismann, "Verification and Definition", in Essentiaì
inqs in Loqical Postivism, êd. Oswald Hanfl ing, p.29.

se I'toritz schlick, Facts and Propositionsr', in Essential Readings
Looical Posìtivism, ed. Oswald Hanfìing, p.197.

58 Read-

rn
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statements in a textbook of chemistryr proVided the story is constructed

in such a way that no contradiction ever arisest'.60

Schì ick's position on these matters and his insistence that there are

protocol statements rooted in the given actuaìly is the position that is

attributed to the ìogicaì positivists en EES, especially by commenta-

tors in the social sciences, but aìso by many in the phi ìosophy of sci-

ence. ln their attempt to convince Schl ick that his project was miscon-

strued, his positivistic col ìeagues resorted to a variety of arguments,

two of which have emerged most prominentìy in the respective literature.

Some positivists argued, in ìine with Carl Hempeì's much quoted articìe
r'0n the Logical Positivists' Theory of Truth", er that what distinguished

the statements of sc i ence from fa i ryta ì es was an 'h i stor i ca ì factr .

Science, for Hempeì, was simpìy conceived asrrthe system which is actu-

al ly adopted by mankind, and especiaì ly by the scientists of our cul-

turerr.62 This repìy, however, is very much a non sequitur, and the dif-
ficuìties with it are readi ly apparent. By designating science as 'the

system' this argument clearly presupposed a unity to the sciences and

thereby circumvented many of the prominent debates in positivist cir-
cles. This is cìear especially in ìight of the fact that many positi-

vists were driven to champion the unity of science because they bel ieved

l'1or itz Sch I ick, rrThe Foundat ion of Knowledge" , p.215,

ln Analysis 2 (193Ðt\9-59.

lbid., p,57. Hempel is, therefore, arguing, in line with the ìater
carnap and Neurath, that there is an empirical rather than a formal
distinction between the protocol system of science and a 'fairytaìe'.
This thesis of Hempelrs and the various responses it generated actu-
al ìy foreshadows many of the debates in post-empiricìsm phi ìosophy of
sc i ence on i ncommensurab i I i ty and the nature of 'conceptua I schemesl
and thei r historical supplantation.

60

6t

62
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i ts concepts could be reduced to statements whose

verification was determined by correspondence to facts. ln addition,

whether it is appropriate to say that a singìe understanding of science

is accepted by al I scientists (let aìone al I mankind) cìearly runs

counter to the obvious lack of consensus exhibited by debates in any

scientific field. Even so, without clarifying why this particuìar system

has come to be accepted, the argument does not realìy respond to the po-

sition of Schl ick, given that the latter couìd simpìy argue that the

reason it has come to be accepted is because its basic statements have

been proven to correspond to the rfactsr. Given the magnitude of his

cìaim, it appears that Hempeì's argument must be supported by an elabo-

rate portrayal of an evoìutionary epistemoìogy which explains why, in

the process of epistemic adaption, other candidates for theraccepted

system' have been unable to survive.

The most common positivist response to Schlick, however, was that

which drew its sustenance from Carnaprs distinction between the formaì

and material modes of speech. This distinction, in fact, could be seen

as being foreshadowed by Carnaprs and Schl ickrs earl ier distinction be-

tween the structure and content of experience.63 lt is also representa-

tive of therlinguistic turnrthat carnap's philosophy took shortly af-

ter his Logical Structure of the world, and can be seen as providing

support to his revised view on the nature of protocol statements - i.e.,

63 As far as a rational reconstruction of logical positivism goes, it
might be argued that the distinction between the material and formal
modes of speech became prevaìent in debates on methodoloqy and that
the d i st i nct i on between the context and structure of exper i ence man i -
fested itself in debates on epistemoìoqy. However, seeing as how
these debates were Iargeìy conflated by the positivists, one would
run into a variety of d¡fficuìties in trying to expound further on
this thesis.



I n Ph i ìosophy and Loq ica l lynlg, , u Carnap presupposed that the ìan-

guage of science can discover its own syntax, and argued that philosophy

as ìogicaì anaìysis of the language of science would play an indispensa-

ble role in this discovery. Although greatly infìuenced by the principia

in these matters, Carnap nevertheless did not pay heed to Russelìrs ar-

gument that any given language cannot describe its own structure (syn-

tax); for such a description, a metaìanguage was reguired. perhaps guid-

ed by h i s beì i ef that the un i ty of sc i ence project presupposed

(demanded) its possibi I ity, Carnap attempted to demonstrate what such an

'ideal languager would ìook I ike. For carnap, phi losophy as ìogicaì syn-

tax was governed by formation and transformation ruìes; the former elab-

orated conditions for the forming of any sentence in a ìanguage and the

latter establ ished how particuìar sentences are derived from other sen-

tences 6 6

ln his view, therefore, phi ìosophers should confine themselves to

speak i ng of words and statements rather than obj ects or exper i ences. 6 ?

his acceptance of Neurathrs thesis (i

protocoìs) indicated by his view that

always being re-examined with the heìp

sentences¡r . 6 a

Rudolf Carnap, The Loqical Syntax of Lanquage, trans.
(London: Routledge E Kegan Paul, 193Ð, p.-€.

Reprinted in part as rrPhi losophy and Logicaì Syntaxrr,
Twentieth-Cçnturl Phiìosopiry, Bd. William P. Aìston

75

.e., hís rejection of primitive

existing protocol sentences rtare

of the ever-emerging new protocoì

Amethe Smeaton

in Readings in
and George Na-

64

65

66

khnikian, pp.424-460.

Rudol f carnap, "The Phys i cal Language as the universaì Language of
Sc i encer' , p.399 .

This' of course, is in contradistinction to many of the theses devel-61
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From this fol lowed Carnap¡s famous distinction between the material and

forma ì modes of speech; "the f i rst speaks of tobj ectsr , r states of af-

fairs', of the'sense', rcontentr, or tmeaningrof words, while the sec-

ond refers only to linguistic forms".68 What the distinction was actual-

ly characterized to do was to eradicate the'pseudo-problems' that arise

when philosophers are "diverted by the materiaì mode of speech into con-

s i der i ng pseudo-quest i ons concern i ng the essence or rea I i ty of the ob-

jects mentioned in the definition of a ìanguagert.6e For carnap, the de-

bate over the nature of protocoì sentences all too often revolved around

the issue of whether or not such statements describe directly given ex-

perience. ln Carnap's view, the thesis that certain statements must re-

fer to the given in order for a ìanguage to be verified is cast in the

mater i a ì mode of speech, and the pseudo-quest i ons th i s generated can

only be el iminated by speaking in the formal mode, where al ì reference

to experience or phenomena is suspended. Carnap bel ieved that reference

only to I inguistic forms would escape the probìem of sol ipsism (tirat

statements about exper i ence and therefore mean i ngs perta i n to on I y one

person). For him, in the formal mode protocol statements are construed

simply as those statements needing no further justification: "lf, in-

stead of speaking of the rcontent of experience', rsensations of colourl

and the I ike' we refer to rprotocol statementsr or rprotocol statements

involving names of colours! no contradiction arises in connection with

the inferentiaì relation between protocol ìanguage and physical ìan-

oped i n The Log i ca I Structure of the Wor I d, where
and objects was ìargely confìated.

talk of concepts

Rudolf carnap, "The Physical Language as the universal Language of
Science", p.399.

lbid., p.400.

68

69
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guage".?0 Therefore, if someone spoke of protocols as describing direct-

ly given experience they would be speaking outsíde of the formaì mode -

in the material mode. The probìem of verification becomes, therefore,

concerned not wi th the reì at i on of protocol statements to exper i ence

(t¡re 'reaì', the 'given') but rather with the ìogicaì inferentiaì rela-

tions between statements and the logical reìation of said statements to

protocol statements.

The formal/material mode of speech distinction does enabìe one to by-

pass the guestion of the relation between real ity and protocol state-

ments. ln fact, it actuaìly fueled the research program wherein it was

considered thatr¡aìl statements of philosophy which are not nonsense are

syntactical statements and therefore deal with I inguistic formsrr.?r

Under such an account the view of ìogical atomism (tnat eìementary

propositions represent theratomicr facts of the worìd) is rejected and

it is argued that the positions of methodoìogical positivism (phenome-

naì ism) and methodoìogical material ism (physical ism), since they are

formulated in the material mode, are not contradictory as far as phiìos-

ophy as ìogical analysis is concerned.?2 lndeed, as a result of his dis-

tinction, Carnap was ìed to argue that phenomenalism and physicalism are

'in harmorì/rr: and are just aìternate ways of taìking about the same

thing.

7!

lbid., p.4.l6.

lbid., p.399.

Rudol f Carnap,

Rudol f Carnap,
Science", p.\21

72 "The 0ìd and the New Logicr',

. 

rrThe Phys i ca ì Language as

p. 144.

the Un i versa I Language

10

of
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Regardless of the virtues of the material/formaì speech distinction

in discarding a vestige of metaphysics from debates within ìogical posi-

tivism, and assisting in excludinq certain statements from cognitiveìy

meaningfuì discourse, it did not substantiaì ìy assist in determining why

certain statements were incìuded in such discourse or why protocoì

statements should be viewed as self-justified or foundational. ln

short, it did not contribute substantiaì ìy to the positive aspect of the

'turning point in philosophy' which logical positivism was aìlegedly in-

dicative.?a ln fact, Carnap soon recognized that if verification was

construed solely in terms of syntactic concepts, there was no way of

distinguishing between val id or inval id empìrical propositions.?s That

Carnap was soon inspired by *,he arguments of Alfred Tarski to seriously

consider semantics and the role of meta-ìanguages, clearìy indicated the

demise of the pureìy syntactical approach to verification and meaning.',

It was from within the parameters of the debates outlined so far that

the positivist construal of the sociaì sciences slowìy began to emerge.

This fact of the matter, shall we say, must aìways be kept in mind when

one reads the critics of scientism endicting the positivist's image of

man. specifying exactly which products of 'science' could be spoken of

in a cognitively meaningfuì way constituted no smal ì probìem for the

?5

see I'loritz schìick, rrThe Turning point in philosophyr,, in Logicaì po-
sitivism, ed. A.J. Ayer, pp.53-59.

It is surprising that he did not accept Schìick's formulation (cf.
I'The Turning Point in Phi losophy) and leave val iditv to science.

See Rudolf Carnap, "Empiricism, Semantics, and 0ntology',, in l'leaninq
and Necessity (Chicago: University of Chicago press, lg\7),
pp.205-221 .

74
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positivísts. Given the nature and time of their varied debates, the

status of theoretical entities and the question of how to verify univer-

sal propositions and and general laws consituted genuine problems for

the positivists. The magnitude of these probìems was no less than those

encountered in attempting to define psychological states as behavioural

dispositions or propositional attitudes as merely theoreticaì terms.

ln a simiìarìy sympathetic fashion one must attempt to understand the

ìatter day positivist advocacy of the deductive-nomological ('covering-
'law') model of explanation. Regardìess of how much such a model of ex-

pìanation helped to soìve the problems encountered by the i nductivi sts,

its applicability to the sociaì sciences was questioned as much, and of-

ten as deeply, by positivist phiìosophers of science?? as by critics of
rsc i ent i sm' .

It is, nevei'theìess, f rom within the conf ines of such epistemologicaì

debates that what both critics and proponents of the rpositivist turnl

would see as the positivist outlook for the sociaì sciences emerged.

And it is the general import of that outlook that still haunts much of

the phiìosophy of the sociaì sciences to this very day. lt is an image

as intense in its ramifications as it is simpìe in its describabi I ity:

0perational iSÍì,?' verstehen as hypotheses generator, vaìue judgements as

expressions of feelings, rethicalr norms deduced from natural laws of

See, for exampìe, Carl G. Hempeì "The Function of Generaì Laws i n
Historyrr, in Aspects of Scientific Explanation and 0ther Essays in
the Philosophy Science (New York: The Free Press, 196Ð, pp.23l-Zl+3.

For a discussion of operationaìism and its import for the social sci-
ences, see Otto Neurath, rrFoundations of the Sociaì Sciences", in
Foundatíons of the Unity of Science: Toward an lnternational Ency-
cìopeadia of United Science: Voìume 2, ed.0tto Neurath, et al (Cni-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1970), pp.1-51.

't7
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human behaviour, ?e and rvalue-freet behaviourism.

For a succ i nct ì ook at the quest i ons
stance see l'1or i tz Sch I ick, rrWhat i s the
Positivism, ed. A.J. Ayer, pp.2\7-263.

of ethics from a positivist
Aim of Ethics?r', in Loqical

79



Chapter I I I

THE ALTERNATIVE Tt] P[]SITIVISttl: INTERPRETATIONAL sOcIÂL
SC I ENCE

There can be no doubt that the positivist phiìosophy of science pre-

cipitated the most significant state of crisis that the social sciences

have ever faced. ln both its positive and negative reception, it has

permenantìy aìtered both the shape and self-understanding of the various

discipl ines contained therein. Like any significant development, how-

ever' it has been received with an equaì amount of both fervor and dis-

taste. amount of both fervor and distaste.

The primary negative reaction from within the sociaì sciences was di-

rected, at least in the initial stages, at the positivistsr natural istic

and subjectivi st portrayal of moraì atti tudes and evaìuational norns.

Correìativeìy, there was a strong negative reaction to the posi tivístsl

thesis that because value judgements are cognitively meaningless, they

should not enter into empirical research. ln pol itical science, it was

undoubtedìy Leo Strauss who stood at the front of the attack, arguing

that such a research platform sanctioned 'moral nihi ì ismr and underesti-

mated the power of 'evil demonsr.r Behind Strauss,demagogy h,as the ar-

gument that value-judgements are presupposed in the social sciences in a

manner that does not have a paralìel in the naturaì sciences. For exam-

Ple' Strauss argued that if someone is to study the social impl ications

Leo Strauss, rrNatura ì R i ght and the D i st i nct
ues", in Phi ìosophy of the Social Sciences:
tanson (New York: Random House, 196Ð, p.\2

ion
A

o-U.

Between Facts and Vaì-
Reader, êd. I'taur ice Na-

- 8r
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of art they must first decide what rartr is and this decision impl ies

the use of a good/bad dichotomy. Likewise, argued Strauss, the study of

prostitution or crime is conducted because such phenomena are considered

as facts of social evi ì or injustice; any observer, regardless of how

idiosyncratic their vaìue system was, could not alter these social facts

indicative of immoral qualities.

strauss and the positivists, however, were simply talking at cross-

purposes; for viewing the matter from a uti I itarian-natural istíc posi-

tion, for exampìe, cìearly solves the probìem that Strauss saw. Whether

something is good art or bad art or not art at alì, is simply a judge-

ment that has become socially entrenched - it needs no impìicit value in

order to be isolateci or investigated. Likewise, with prostitution and

crime - certain behavior has come to be defined as criminal and social ly

reprehensible and a certain society wi I I therefore commission research-

ers to study such phenomena in order that through a better understanding

something might be done to eradicate it. There is no distinction herein

between the natural and social sciences - something becomes a probìem

and 'we' turn our i nvest i gat i ve resources towards that prob ì em. 2

straussrargument, and others akin, emerged, in short, âS a criticism

that any amateur behaviorist could put to rest.

2 For an examination of science and its history as a series of answers
to important empirical and conceptual probìems see, Larry Laudan,
lroqress and lts Problems: Towards a Theory of Scientific Growth
(Berkeìey and Los Angeìes: University of Calitor¡" pr.rr, lgZT[lF
course, âS Laudan notes, science does much more than simply solve
prob I ems .
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Another prominent critic of the value-freedom championed by the posi-

tivists in the social sciences has been Charles Taylor. For Tayìor, so-

cial scientific theory cannot pay credence to pcsitivistic guidel ines in

these matters since the rframeworkt it provides is required to give

meaning to the data coììected. 'layìor believes that the methods of so-

ciaì scientific investigation are necessariìy value-laden from the out-

set and argues thatrrthe framework gives us as it were the geography of

the range of phenomena in question, it teìls us how they can vary, what

are the major dimensions of valuation". t'But since", he continues, ,'we

are deal ing with matters which are of great importance to human beings,

a given map wiìì have, as it were, its own built-¡n value-sìope".3 Al-

though somewhat more sophisticated than Straussr argument, this criti-

cism is, if construed along positivist I ines, guite susceptible to being

over-ridden - the rnaturalisticr expìanation for such a 'vaìue-slope'

wou ld on ì y run that much 'cieeper ' . And of course the standard positi-
vist response was simply to argue that if the subject field was so nar-

rowed by values then it wouìd become manifest in a lack of predictive

caPacity - a phenomenon to be watched for equaìly as closely in the nat-

ural sciences.

Taylor's criticism, however, can partial ly be seen to reflect another

concern which many sociaì scientists felt when confronted by positivist

mandates; nameìy, the diminishment of their praised notion of Verstehen

to a mere heuristic device that could, at most, broaden existing expla-

natory parameters. And it was in their attempt to rescue this precious

s Charìes Taylor, r¡Neutrality in pol
j t i cs, and Soc i etv, Th i rd Ser i es,
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1967),

itical Science", in Phi ìosophy, Poì-
ed . Peter Las I et t and l./. G . Runc i man
p.40 .
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resource that soc i a I sc i ent i sts refused to countenance the un i ty of

science mandate of the positivists and, hence, the supremacy of scien-

tific knowledge.

We wiìì recall that in our first chapter we ìooked at how the ques-

tion concerning scientific knowìedge has been approached by Romantics,

who place faith in Inon-rational'ways of apprehending profound truths

or the uìtimate meaning of self-hood and existence, and by those critics

concerned with what are perceived to be the dangerous political ramifi-

cations of the epistemic imperiaì ism indicative of a prevai ì ing scien-

tism. lt is, as we had initial ìy noted, also a very important question

in the phi losophy of the social sciences. lndeed, the role of scìentif-

ic knowìedge in understanding ourseìves and the nature of the species is

perhaps the most important question in this academic discipìine. l'lany

of the major probìems explored therein are the resuìts of attempts to

expose the al leged inappropriateness of transferring the methods of the

natural sciences to the study of sociaì scientific phenomena.

The rejection of methodological monisma was, of course, constitutive

of the work of Wilhelm Diìthey and l'lax Weber, two of the most prominent

precursors of sociaì scientific thought in this century. For Dilthey,

the naturaì sciences were, and should be, concerned with the explanation

of the entities and forces operative in the worìd of nature. However,

the study of cultural entities, he argued, must involve the appl ication

of another form of knowing; namely, understandinq. The methods of the

natural sciences, he argued, were appropriate for the study of the world

a flost commentators equate the advocation
per se.

of such monism with scientism
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of nature, and their epistemoìogicaì justification had been adequateìy

worked out by lmmanuel Kant. These methods were, however, unable to ex-

pì icate the realm of value and meaning as constituted by the human be-

ings' institutions, cultures, and social relationships. Dilthey took it
upon himseìf to expìore the prerequisites of knowìedge in the social

sciences, âlbeit without empìoying the ahistorical Kantian self. This

was motivated by his beìief that "an objective handling of cuìtural phe-

nomena must respect thei r relational, 'for usr character and hence must

accept the cuìtural object as existing in a speciaì system which con-

tains as part the historical self for whom the object exists't.s

Di ìthey argued that there is no transcendentaì point from which to

understand human phenomena and that this understanding is only a rcon-

stant approximationr - there was for him, therefore, oñìy finite and

I imited meanings. Nonetheless, Di lthey contended that the process in-

volved in the understanding indicative of social studies was Erlebnis,

'immediate ì ìved experience'. ¡lost apt to reveaì the rconnectedness of

psychic life', Diìthey argued that Erlebnis involved an empathetic pro-

cess of re-enactment - albeit a process that was operative in everyday

life. ln Diìtheyrs own words;

The position which higher understanding assumes towards its
object is determined by its task of discovering a I ife-context
ILebenszusammenhang] in that which is given. This is possible
only when the context, which exists in oners own ì ived experi-
ence and which is experienced in innumerabìe instances, is al-
ways present and standing ready with all ther possibilities
inherent within it. This attitude, which is given in the task
of understanding, we caì I the projection of oneself

s This appears' at any rate, to be the most widely received interpreta-
tion of Di ìthey's position. see, for example, Roy J. Howard, Three
Faces of ïermeneut ics: An I ntroduct ion to current Theor ies of !¡-dg.!]stenCinq (Berkeley and Los Angeìes: Univerlity of Cal'rforn¡a press,
1982), p.t5.
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[sichhineinversetzen], be it into a person or a work.6

Psychologisms are indeed prevalent throughout the work of Di lthey, as

they are aìso prevalent in the work of Friedrich Schleíermacher, who

conceptualized understanding as a 'divinatory act' through which one

pìaced oneself in the mind of another.? Diltheyrs use of terminology

such as rre-creation', 're-experiencing,, and 'fuììy sympathetic reliv-
ing' is indicative of what Gadamer denotes as the'psychologicaì turnr

which hermeneutics and the theory of understanding took in the work of

Schìeiermacher and Dilthey. ln fact, for Diìthey'lived experience',,,an

inner awareness of the entire psychic reality within a given situ-
ation",8 is the vaì idating point for all developments in the human stud-

ies. Shedding aì I attempts at conceptuaì concealment, he succinctìy

stated his bel ief that "there is something irrational in aì l understand-

i ng". '

it is quite clear that in the work of Di lthey, Erìebnis emerges as

the operative principle of the more general notion of Verstehen (under-

standing) that is aìleged to distinguish culturaì studies (Geisteswis-

senschaften) from the naturaì sciences. The notion of Verstehen also

rece ived cr i t ica I attent ion in the work of l'lax l,/eber who, a I though

Wi lhelm Di ìthey, Descriptive Psvcholoqy and Historical Understandinq,
trans. Richard i\. zaner and Kenneth L. Heiges (The Hague: È{ãrtinus
Nijhoff, 1977), p.132.

For a brief portrayal of Schìeiermacher's position by Wi ìhelm Di ìthey,
see the excerpt from the latter, "The Rise of Hermeneutics',, in criti-
cal socioÌoqv, êd. Pauì connerton (New york: penguín Books, 1976),
pp. ì04-l ì6.

0p. Cit., p.137.

lbid.
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stressing the importance of an interpretative social science, did not

consider understanding in the social sciences to be parasitic upon, nor

incompatible with, causaì expìanations in the natural sciences. Weber

did' however' argue that Verstehen was more than an empathetic re-enact-

ment or, for that matter, any psychologicaì process.

For Weber, Verstehen was a question of knowi ng that, by helpi ng to

revea I the subj ect i rre and unobservab I e mean i nqs that agents attach to

their actions, assisted sociaì scientists in their act of'direct obser-

vationai understanding'. Presupposing the commitment of actions to the

future, Verstehen enabìed one to contrast an observed action with an

ideaì-typical rcontext of motivationl I n Weber rs v i ew, the construc-

tion of ideal types (i.e., rational economic man) are important since

they enable a social scientistrrto understand the real action, infìu-

enced as it is by alì sorts of irrational facts (emotional impuìses, er-

rors) ' as a deviation from what might be expected if those performing it
had behaved in a fully rational !^/âyrr.ro ln short, Verstehen was decisive

in enabì ing a social scientist achieve complete explanatory understand-

-Llg. lt was not incompatible with a causal explanation, it simply made

the latter radequate on the level of meaning,.

Although in Weber's analysis Verstehen can sti I I be interpreted as a

strange departure of the ego from itself to a union with other egos, his

stress on the importance of robjectivityr ìn social scientific research

led him to argue that Verstehen must be supplemented by socioìogicaì

laws possessed of a statistical basis. This was a result of his more

r 0 l'lax Weber, "The Nature of Soc ia I Act ionrr,
in Transìation, êd. W.G. Runciman, trans.
Cambr i dge Un i vers i ty Press , 1978) , p.9.

i n Hax Weber: Sel ect i ons
E. ltiatthews (Cambr idge:
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general rule that with all hypothesesrrit is vitaì to have some check on

our interpretation of meaning by reference to what ensues from the ac-

tion - to what the outcome actualìy is".rr One can see, therefore, that

there is operative in Weberrs thesis a strong conviction that inductive

inferences play an essential part in social science, for aìthough his

'motive-explanationsrmust be attained via a grasp of the agent,s sub-

jective meanings, their causaì adeguacy is val idated by establ ished gen-

eral izations from exper ience.

ln a nutsheì l, Weberrs view is that Verstehen helps to reveal the

subjective meanings that a particular agent imputes to their action and

which distinguishes the ìatter from the behavior which positivistic so-

ciaì science attempts to explain. However, in addition to his insistence

that the social sciences uncjerstand the subjective meanings of sociaì

action was his cìaim that

they are governed by the

ter, aì legedìy, reveaì

soc i a I organ izati on and

they can on I y ach i eve

rationaì construction

essences operat Ì ve i n

h i stor i caì cond i t i oni ng

necessary objectivi ty if

of i dea I types. The I at-

history and highl ight the

of the human be i ng.

A common response from Weber's critics has been to laud his efforts

to argue that Verstehen cannot be reduced to an empathetic act but also

to criticize his recommendation that the social sciences be the robjec-

tive study of subjective meaning'. The criticisms are therefore, quite

predictabìy, directed against his views on understanding and/or meaning.

Concerning the former, one major criticism is of l,Jeberrs implicit view

that an interpreter can initially understand an action in the actor's

1r lbid., p..l3.
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terms and then proceed to explain it in their own terms.r2 As far as

criticisms of l'Jeberrs view of meaning are concerned, most prominent is

that which condemns his thesis that meanings emerge only through the

subjective consciousness of actors.r3 ln a more sweeping wâ/, weber

might also be indicted by some for assuming a position that in the final

anaìysis is not so different from the positivist thesis that Verstehen

is simpìy an hypotheses generator, for he does quite cìearly suggest

that Verstehen is 'not enough by itselfr.

The criticism of weberrs advocacy of the objective study of subjec-

tive meaning is based on the perceived implausibility of a thesis that

argues that the use of ideaì-types can i I luminate the subjective mean-

ings brought to bear in social action. Prominent amongst critics of

this position has been Peter Winch. Winch argues that Weberrs thesis

does not take adequate note of the difference between the notion of

mean i nq and that of f unct i on. l.l i nch suggests that \,/eber iladopts the ex-

ternal point of view and forgets to take account of the 'subjectively
intended senser of the behavior he is tatking abouttr.l4 For Winch this

is the natural result of Weberts attempt to divorce the social relations

I inking agents from the ideas which their actions embody. lt is Winch's

thesis that since rrsociaì relations real ly exist only in and through

12 see, for example, David rhomas, Natural ism and Sociaì science: APost-Empiricist Philosophy of Social Science (Cambridge: Carnbridgã
University Press,197Ð. The third chapter of this book is especiaìly
appropriate to our discussion at this point. Thomas notes that the
view impìicit in Weber goes against the hoìistic nature of scientific
theory and explanation.

I3 See, for exampl e, Anthony
Theory (London: Hutch i nson

Peter Winch, The ldea of a
losophy (London: Routledge

Giddons, Studies in Social and Pol iticaì
ê Co. , 1977), pp.l79-182.

Social Science and its Realation to phi-
E Kegan Paul, 1958), p.ll7.

l4



the i deas wh i ch are current

t i ons must be an egua I ì y unsu i

90

in society....it follows that social reìa-

table subject for generalizations". ru

For winch, al I meaningfuì behavior is rule-governed, where ruìe-gov-

erned refers not to the ability of an actor to consciousìy formulate it,
¡'but whether it makes sense to distinguish between a right and a wrong

way of doing things in connection with what he doesrr.r6

ticipatory analogy - it simply

fact, Winch has given much credence to Wittgenstein's claim that human

actions are intersubjectiveìy identifiable because they are conceptual-

ized in terms of a common language. And it is winchts thesis that;

Reaìity is not what gives ìanguage sense. What is real and
what is unreal shows itself in the sense that ìanguage has.r8

His perspective on understanding in the sociaì sciences can, therefore,

be interpreted, as it often is, as com¡ng near to coìlapsing into a

ful l-blown relativism where there are as many real ities as there are

meaning frames. This is perhaps best revealed in his claim that I'the

ln Wi ttgensteinian fashion,

i n forms qf I i fe. Understand i ng

I5

Winch argues that these ruìes are rooted

is therefore best í I ìuminated by a par-

involves 'being able to go onr.1? ln

L6

I7

lbid., p.'|33.

lbid., p.58.

An outstanding critic of Wittgensteinrs and Winchrs position on these
matters has been Ernest Gel lner. ln Gellner's view, rrThe terrible
thing about wittgenstein was the supposition that the fact a concept
was part of a rform of I ife' (or even the perception of just what
part it plays) settles or solves anything....A social order, a rcul-
ture¡, arform of life', is a problem - never a solutionrr. See Er-
nest Gelìner, Thouqht ang¡ chanqe (Lonãont weiããEfã-6 Nichoìson,
I 964) , p. I 84.

I 8 Peter l,J i nch, E th i cs and Act i on
1972) , pp.12-13.

(London: Rout I edge / Kegan Paul,
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theconcepts used by primitive peopìes can only

context of the way of I ife of those peopìes".re

be i nterpreted i n

cate such understand i ng. For exampl e, the Hegeì i an thes i s that

possibility of understanding presupposes the originaì unity

f,Jinch's more general thesis, however, that because of the omnipres-

ence of language, action is necessarily social from the beginning, in-

evitably leads to the concìusion that understanding is much closer to

discourse per se than either Diìthey or Weber recognized. His work has,

therefore, been decisive in wedding the VJ¡ttgensteinian notion of lan-

guage-games to the cìaim launched by contemporary hermeneutics that al ì

social anaìysis cannot at any point free itself from the confines of in-

tersubj ect i ve standards and ach i eve the robj ect i v i ty' des i red by VJeber

and more positivisticaì ly-minded sociaì scientists. We wi I I consider

this very important hermeneutical thesis on the nature of understanding

shortly. However, we will first take a brief look at the notion of mean-

ing as it is reflected in sociaì scientific discourse. ln fact, our

considerations of hermeneutic thought wi I ì necessari ly fol ìow from a

consideration of meaning just as it has followed from our brief portray-

al of Winch's critigue of Weber¡s notion of understanding.

lileber's instructions to social scientists to attempt to understand

the meani ngs impl i ci t i n a subject's actíons has been conjoi ned wi th a

variety of philosophicaì positions on the nature of meaning to produce a

pìethora of efforts in the philosophy of the social sciences to expìi-

the

of

mere

all
things in Spirit, tempered by Kant's speculations on the transcendental

apperception, has resulted in the attempt, by the Husserlian tradition

re lbid., p.28,
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in phenomenoìogy, to refer sociaì phenomena to their intentionaì mean-

i ngs const i tut i ve of the transcendenta I ego.

This perspective, often referred to as'descriptive' phenomenology,

stems from the earìy writings of Edmund Husserl.2o Therein, the search

for the source of meaning leads, via the phenomenoìogicaì epoche, to the

reduct i on of 'psychoì og i ca l sel f-exper ì ence' to the transcendenta I phe-

nomenological ego. The basis for aìì objectivity is thereby sought in a

radicaì subjectivity - a venture that inevitabìy threatens to col lapse

into a ful ì-blown sol ipsism. ln phenomenology so construed, intentionaì

acts are conceived as directed towards some object of consciousness and

the descr i pt i on of ensu i ng mean i ngs i s performed by the transcendent

ego. The meaning, therefore, is considered to be prior to description

(as it largeìy is in Weber's thesis of motivational acts) and, in the

final anaìysis, it is this description which comes to be considered iso-

morphic with interpretation.

We can see, therefore, that in this brand of Husserì ian phenomenology

the object of understanding is the 'ideal' of pure intentional meaning

(noemata) which is 'brought to bear'by text or action. Understanding of

meanings merges with the understanding of essences, and language itself
i s seen as possessed of a pr i or ¡ foundat i ons that are const i tuted by

consciousness itself.

20 see, for exampìe, Edmund Husserl, ldeas: Genera'l þtroduction to
Pure Phenomenology, trans. l.J.R. aoyce e i¡sãi-Tjlew- v*r.r colli*
Books , 1962) and Cartes ian l'led i tat ions: An I ntroduct ion to phenome-
noìosy, trans. Dor ion Cairnã-(rne Ha$re: ¡r".tñãri, lgT
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ln tradit¡onaì sociaì science, a variant of this perspective has re-

ceived wide-spread recognition through the work, in poìitical theory, of

Leo Strauss. strauss has extol led Husserl on many counts; perhaps pri-

mary was h i s conv i ct i on that Husser I :

had real ized more profoundly than anybody else that the scien-
tific understanding of the world, far from being the perfec-
tion of our natural understanding, is derivative from the ìat-
ter in such a u/ay as to make us oblivious of the very
foundations of the scientif ic understanding.rt

It is aìso the case that Straussrsrrpreference for time-less patterns

(synchrony) over historical events (diachrony), and the rejection of a

superficiaì empiricism in favour of 'depth expl ication and hidden cri-

teriarr22 was Iargeìy rooted in his acceptance of the Husserl ian descrip-

tive phenomenoìogy and his reaction against the 'existentiaìr turn that

phenomeno ì ogy took at the hands of He i degger . For Strauss, the wr i t i ngs

of aìl politicaì theorists are possessed of intrinsic and invariant

meanings - the interpretation of the meaning of these texts is not sub-

jected to the vaci I lations of socìal and historical contexts as histori-

cism alìeges.

l^Je have seen that the descriptive phenomenoìogical tradition that

stems from the work of the earìy Husserì seeks to illuminate the invari-

ant meanings constitutive of intentionaì acts of consciousness. Alfred

zr Leo Strauss, Studies in Platonic Pol iticaì Phi losophv (Chicago and
London: Unversity of Chicago Press, .ì983), p.31. Husserlrs primary
initiaì goal, was, of course, to discover a science of 'essential be-
ing' - a science of the a priori. lt is hard not to notice the con-
nection here to our earìy portrayal of critics of scientism, wherein
twentieth century science is ìargeìy seen as having become severed
from our Inatura I understand i ng' .

zz Fred Dalìmayr, Lanquaqe and Politics: Why Does Lanquaqe Hatter to po-
liticaì Philosophy (Notre Dame, lndiana: University of Notre Dame
Pt"ts, I
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Schutz, however, represents a strain in phenomenoìogical thought that

refers meanings to human action constitutive of the ìife-world (Leben-

sweìt) and argues, in wording reminiscent of weber, that ilaìì sociaì

sc i ences are obj ect i ve mean i ng-contexts of subj ect i ve mean i ng-con-

textsr'.23 Schutz is aìso in agreement with Weber that ideaì types are

fundamental in the social sciences. He conditions his agreement, how-

ever' by arguing that their use is based on a scale of increasing ano-

nymíty; from the worìd of consociates to that of contemporaries and from

there to the world of predecessors and then to successors, the use of

i dea I types becomes more and more i mportant. z 4 I dea I types, for Schutz,

become more and more decisive as we distance ourseìves from direct in-

teraction and the actuaì subjective-meani ng complexes;

in the process of ideaì-typicaì constructions, subjective
mean i ng-contexts that can be d i rect ì y exper i enced are succes-
sively replaced by a ser ies of objective meani ng-contextsil.2s

It is Schutzrs thesis that meanings originate when the Ego engages in

an Act of'turning towardrand an experience is thereby'lifted outrof

the stream of consciousness and becomes an entity unto itself. Schutz is

opposed to both the notion of Verstehen as empathy26 and the thesis that

subjective meanings are motivational in content. His thesis is that
ilmeaning is mereìy an operation of intentionaìity, which, oFììy becomes

vìsible to the refìective gìance't.2' Therefore, the agentrs motives,

A I fred Schutz, The
Wa I sh and F reder i ck
Press , 1967) , p.24 I

lb id. , p.2\2.

lbid. , p.2l+1 .

lbid., pp. ll4-1t5.

Phenomenol oqy of the Soc i a I Wor ì d, trans. George

. 
Lehnert (Evanston, I I ì .: Northwestern Univers i ty

z3

24

25

z6
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which seìdom appear as articulated states of consciousness, are not de-

cisive for subjective meaning;

to know the subjective meaning of the product means that we
are abìe to run over in our minds in simultaneity or quasi-si-
multaneity the poìythetic Acts which constituted the experi-
ence of the producer". 2 t

However, even Schutz, ì ike many others who advocate an interpretative

social science rather than a pureìy nomothetic one, argues that the sub-

jective meanings can never be determinately grasped. Schutz's thesis is
that even in direct communication with consociates - the'We-reìation-

sh ip'

The subjective meaning that the interpreter does grasp is at
best an approximation to the sign-user's intended meaning, but
never that meaning itself, for oners knowledge of another per-
son's perspective is always necessari ly ì imited. For exactìy
the same reason, the person who expresses himself in signs is
never qu i te sure of how he i s be i ng r.¡¡¿s¡stood. t'2 e

It is at this point in Schutz¡s anaìysis that we see the view emerge

that meanings are a resuìt of the interpretative enterprise and that the

necessity of understanding is a conditìon of the I ife-worldrs existence.

l ndeed, many phenomeno ì og i sts, so i nsp i red, seek to exp l ore the un i ver-

sal, or as some wouìd have it, g la Husserl, the transcendentaì princi-

ples of the I ife-world (i.e., those conditions which must always be met

for meaning-production to be possibìe at ail) once they acknowledge that

"many an aspect which we uncritical ìy attribute to 'social real itiesl
are in fact organizing principles of our being-in-the-world"."o

lbid.,

lbid.,

lbid.,

Zygmunt

p.52.

p.133.

p.129.

Bauman, Hermeneutics and Social Sciences (New york:

29

30 Columbia
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lauded the ìater Husserlrs
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in fact,

discovery of the descriptive ontoìogy of the ìife-world as an
uìtimate horizon of meaning in which al I persons, âl I natural
thi ngs, and al ì cul tural arti facts are understood i n the per-
ceptua I and common-sens i ca I att i tude of mundane every-day
life, if we mean by attitude (Einsteììung) 'a habitually fixed
styler of orienting the human will and interests to achieve
certain goaìs both theoretical and nontheoreticalil.3r

\rlhat phenomenoìogy so construed attempts to elucidate is, therefore, the

ìife-world constitutive of a pre-scientific awareness, the world which

serves as the funding and the foundinq matrix for alì the sciences. Sci-

entism is herein indicted for commiting an 'empiricider, a conceptuaì

reification, "in which conceptual thought forgets its rootedness in the

d i rect i mmed i acy of everyday exper i encesrr . 3 2

This phenomenoìogical thesis, that alì theoretical knowìedge and ac-

tivity presuppose the rall-encompassing system of meaningsr constitutive

of the pre-conceptual I ife-worìd, has been decisive in providing a

framework for many developments in the socioìogy of knowledge. Host re-

nowned amongst such stud i es has been the work of Peter Berger and Thomas

Luckmann wherein it is considered that common-sense knowledge ilconsti-

tutes the fabric of meanings without which no society could existt'.33

Ab¡ding by Husserlian dictates they argue that their efforts to reveaì

3I

University Press, 1978), p..l83.

Hwa Yoì Jung, The Crisis of Pol itical Understanding: A Phenomenoloqi-
cal Perspective in the conduct of Poì itical lnquiry (pittsourgh- Du-
quesne Unvers i ty Press, l97g) , p.60.

lb id. , p.62.32

33 Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, Ihg Social Construction of Reaì-
itv: A Treatise in the socioloqv of Knowledge (Garden city, NJ.: An-
chor Books, 1967) , p..|5.
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this rnaturaì attituder are purely descriptive and, in light of the

employment of the phenomenoìogicaì epoche, makes no r¡assertions about

the ontological status of the phenomena analysedrr.3a lt is their bel ief

that I'despite the objectivity that marks the sociaì worìd in human ex-

perience, it does not thereby acquire an ontoìogical status apart from

the human activity that produced it'.3s And it is language for them

that, due to its roots in the commonsense real ity of everyday I ife,

possesses the abiì ity to both make tmore realr an individuaì's subjec-

tivity and actuaì ize an entire world at any moment. lt is ìanguage which

imbues an individual's experience with an order of meaning and which is

indispensabìe in the rreciprocal typification of habituaìized actions'.

The study of alì sociaì meanings and institutions cannot, therefore,

avoid a study of the language of everyday I ife.36

I'/e have seen, theref ore, that in the search f or the subj ect ive mean-

ings which are brought to bear in action, notions such as forms of life
(as in Wittgenstein and Winch) and Lebenswelt, oF I ife-worìd (as in the

later Husserl and Schutz) have played a decisive roìe in preventing such

ventures from collapsing into the conceptual incoherencies of solipsis-

tic communication. And we have seen that attempts to elucidate the so-

lbid., p.20.

lbid., pp.60-61.

The thesis that the 'common-sense' language of everyday life is reve-
latory in this sort of way motivates a variety of approaches in con-
temporary socioìogical theory. The methodologicaì common denominator
which they aìì seem to share, however, is perhaps best summed up in
the view that "the scientific rationaìities can be seen onìy as inef-
fective ideals in the actions governed by the presuppositions of
everyday I ifer' (as expressed by Harold Garfinkel in Studies in Ethno-
methodoìoqy (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: prentice-Hall trrc.: @,p.283.

34

35
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cial a priori (as in the early Husserl) have been constrained by the

thesis that the I imits of understanding are the I imits of social experi-

ence and the ì imits of language in generaì.

It is contemporary hermeneutics that has most intensely abided by the

recognition that intersubjectivity is theroriginaì datumrof the life-
world and which from the very beginning prevents its views on under-

standing from collapsing into solipsistic confines. lt is much of con-

temporary hermeneutics, in fact, which most appropriately pays heed to

the view, which we earì ier argued is impl icit in Schutz's thesis on un-

derstanding, that meanings are a resuìt of the interpretative act it-
seìf. understanding is, therein, not considered a phi losopherrs fate, as

in Husserì, but a human fate, as in Heidegger.3? 'psychological self-ex-

perience' is not seen as rooted in the transcendentaì phenomenologicaì

Ego nor in atemporaì essences operative in history, nor in invariant

meaning-contexts indicative of the pretheoretical ì ife-world; rather, it
is seen, ãs it is in Heidegger, âs rooted in the hermenuetic of human

exí stence as Being-i n-the-worìd. Verstehen is not seen as a method to

as it was in Dil-

ontologicaì condi-

It is in the work of Hans-Georg Gadamer that the thesis that Versteh-

en is not a speciaì method but is rather constituted by ìanguage as the

medium of the meaningful organization of social ìife and, therefore, om-

nipresent, is most radical ly developed. Gadamer best represents the

37 This change in the perceived dynamic of understanding is also dis-
cussed in Zygmunt Baumann, Hermenuetics and social science. cf., es-
pecially, pp.llì-193.

be used in the study of sociaì scientific phenomena,

they and Weber, but as a constituting and, therefore,

tion of social ì ife.
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move' by hermeneutics, away from the study of subjective meanings whi le

at the same time remínding us that the claim that we are a historical

species must be reconciled with the fact that we are also partìy tied to

tradition.

ln appìying the notion of the hermenuetic circìe (i.e., that the

whoìe must be understood via an understanding of its parts and the parts

can onìy be understood via a grasping of the whole) to the study of his-

torical texts, Gadamer argues that there is a diaìectical relationship

between the changing expectations of meaning of a text and the unity of

meaning which the text acquires. His brand of hermeneutics is in direct

contrast to the Romantic tradition which supposed that one could locate

invariant meanings within a text or action (and which equated under-

standing with the reproduction of an originaì product). lt is aìso rad-

ical ly opposed to the rpsychoìogical turn' that hermeneutics underwent

at the hands of both Schleiermacher and Diìthey. Such a perspective was

epitomized by Dilthey's view that rrthe f inaì aim of the hermeneutic pro-

cedure is to understand the author better than he has understood him-

seìf: a proposition which is the necessary consequence of the doctrine

of unconsc ious creat ion". 3I l,Je have already seen of , course, that both

of these traditions can pìay into the hands of a descriptive phenomenol-

ogy. Leo Strauss's search for meanings purged of historical limitations

is a most representative example of this aì I iance.

38 l"/ilhelm Dilthey, "The
ed. Paul Connerton, p.

Rise of Hermeneutics",
I t6.

in Critical Socioloqy,
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For Gadamer, the rant i c i patory movement of fore-understand i ngr i s de-

terminate in the understanding of a text. His thesis, however, is not

initiaì ìy formuìated from a radical subjective relativistic bias, since

he argues that this anticípation of meaning is rooted in the communal ity
constitutìve of tradition. Yet at the same time Gadamer is not conceptu-

aìly constrained by the orthodoxy of a generic historicism. This is in-

dicated by his argument that I'tradition is not simpìy a pre-condition

into which we come, but we produce it ourseìves, ìnasmuch as we under-

stand, pât'ticipate in the evolution of tradition and hence further de-

termine it ourselves'r.3e lndeed, this argument is the substantive con-

tent behind his claim that the hermeneuticaì circle is not indicative of

a method that needs further explication but rathertrdescribes an ontolo-

gical structuraì element in understandingr¡.ao

The fact that human beings are both part of a

historical objects dictates that hermeneutics is an

tion of our being-in-the-world; it is, for Gadamer,

that hermeneutics is based on a 'polarity of fami

tradition and unigue

indispensabìe condi-

necessariìy the case

ì i ar i ty and strange-

the paradox i ca I taskness'. Stemming from these very conditions, it is

of hermeneutics to give clarification to them.

The view, which we argued was impì icit in Schutz, that meanings are

in part determined by the interpretative act, is given fuì ì recognition

by Gadamer. lt is his bel ief that the meaning of a text or action is al-
I¡/ays in surplus vis-a-vis the 'intended' meaning of the agent or author.

Hans-Georg Gadamer,
197Ð , p.261 .

lbid.

39

40

Truth and l,lethod (New York: The Seabury Press,
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Yet this surpìus is not the resuìt of a reading, as it is in Strauss, to

discern unconscious or implicit intentions. Due to the mere existence of

the interpreter, the discovery of the'true'meaning is an infinite pro-

cess; it is why I'understanding is not merely a reproductive, but always

a product i ve att i tude as wel I'r. + r

For Gadamer, the h i stor i caì objects that raddress' us are, i n fact,

mere'phantoms'due to the invoìvement, in all historicaì thinking, of a

consciousness itself possessed of historicaì ity. Hermeneutics must

therefore recognize that this consciousness constitutive of the knowl-

edge of oneself is also never complete - "the horizon of the present is

being continual ly formed'¡.ez Aìthough the projection of an historicaì

horizon, like that of the anticipation of meaning in 'fore-understand-

ing', is necessari ly a component of the process of understanding, upon

its very projection ít is 'simuitaneousìy removed'. ln Gadamer, there-

fore, understanding at aìl levels is possessed of a tentativeness and

dialectic not unl ike that of diaìogue itself, wherein agreement concern-

ing an object is often secondary to getting to know therhorizonrof an-

other person. I n fact, for Gadamer, understand i ng i s the ¡fus i ng' of

these hor i zons.

This view is somewhat akin to

meaning, if it is possibìe at all,

I i fe. However, i n Gadamer, these

though constituted by a language

Winch's view that the understanding of

i s the med i at i on of var i ous forms of

forms of life (as rtraditions'), aì-

community, are not possessed of the

4t lbid., p.26\.
attempt to move

lbid., p.273.

So construed,
behind Plato

hermeneut i cs
and return to

i s , as the s tory goes ,

Socratic times.
an
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same internal coherency that they assume in the writings of winch. ln

the work of Gadamer, truth and knowledge are stripped of any transcen-

dentaì foundationsa3- indeed, the former ìs considered, âS ìt is in the

recent work of Richard Rorty, to be no more than the achievement of dia-

logue between projected horizons. This is the reason why Gadamer feeìs

content in positing the universal ity of hermeneutics as a necessary con-

seguence of our be i ng- i n-the-wor ì d.4 4

It is this thesis that is indeed the crystal I ization of the claim of

much of contemporary hermeneutics that the study of socia'l phenomena is

akin to the study of texts and that the alleged 'progressr in social

scientific research is simply constitutive of a series of choices be-

tween various pìausibìe interpretations. Scientism so deplored is the

cìaim that there is one true picture (read representation) of the way

the socìal world is and that that picture is reveaìed by the explanatory

Given that one of the major purposes of this chapteris to reveal the
kind of discourse that interpretationaì phi losophy of the social sci-
ences engages in through an attempt to defy the confines of positi-
vist thought and to get a ìook at some of their rresearch, sugges-
tions, it is not necessary to elaborate on al I suggestions. However,
it shouìd be made cìear that in chosing to mention the work of Gadam-
eF, I am not supposing that he epitomizes contemporary hermeneutic
thought. Now I personaì ly bel ieve that hermeneutics wi I I become in-
creasingly ¡Gadamerianr and that his thought will also become a re-
source base for much work i ndicative of the deconstructionaì i stgenre. Th i s, however, apropos what const i tutes contemporary herme-
neutic thought, is quite beside the point. ln light of this, one
should note that the work of Karì-0tto Apeì represents an element of
hermeneutic thought that is premised upon, and attempts to elucidate,
the transcendent principles of a priori communication. see especial-
1y, Karl-0tto Apel, Towards a Transformation of phi ìosophy, trans.
Glyn Adey and David Frisby (London: Rouiledge E Kegan paur, l98o).

ln ìight of what was said in our previous footnote, it should be not-
ed here that there is also much resistance to Gadamer's construal of
hermeneutics asruniversal'. One leading spokesman of this resistance
is Jurgen Habermas. lt is Habermas' opinion that Gadamer's confìa-
tion of Truth with therunderstandingr that arises from the interac-
tion within and between traditions overlooks the fact that ideoìogi-
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methods of the natural sciences. Scientism is the rejection of the claim

that ther are EglI ways of describing ourselves as beings in the world.

The scenario we have described is therefore one wherein the earì ier

Husserì ian attempt to find meanings purified of historicaì ì imitation,

med i ated by schutzrs efforts to i soì ate the pr i nc i pl es of the ì i fe-

worìd, can be seen as exhausting itself in the claim of Gadamer and oth-

ers that understand i ng can never be anyth i ng but an end ì ess proj ect i on

and reprojection of horizons of anticipated meanings. This latter claim

is implicit in the attempt by ethnomethodology to establish workable re-

search programs. Therein, the problem of truth becomes entireìy divorced

from the probìem of understanding and attention is diverted from at-

tempting to discover true and faìse meanings; "the poì icy is recommended

that any social setting be viewed as self-organizing with respect to the

intelligibìe character of its own appearances as representations of or

as evidences-of-a-social- order". 4.

Such a position also motivates the work of many deconstructionalists

wherein reference to the subjective consciousness and ego are all but

compìeteìy suspended. Under deconstructional ist parameters the very no-

ca I dom i nat i on both br i ngs about and thr i ves upon 'd i storted 'communication. Habermas claims that onlyrcritical theoryrguided by
our emancipatory interest (as opposed to the interest to understand
that guides hermeneutics) can reveal these di stortions and pave the
way for the overcoming of them. ln addition, there is both explicit
and implicit in Habermasr philosophy the view that rempirical-analyt-
icalI studies in the naturaI sciences (which are guided by the inter-
est to predict and control) are largeìy free of the indefinitness of
the interpretationaì process. To this extent, he remains within that
tradition which argues that there is a methodoìogical distinction be-
tween the natural and sociaì sciences. See Jurgen Habermas, Knowl-
edqe and Human I nterests, trans. Jeremy J. Shapi ro (Boston: Beacon
Press, l97l) .

4s See Harold Garfinkel, Studies tn Ethnomethodoloqy, p.33.
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to understand an action

or text is considered to necessarily misunderstand it. At this point the

philosophy of the social sciences has come a long way from the beì ief

that meanings are the result of intentional acts of consciousness, which

need to be phenomenoìogically apprehended and then 'describedr. lndeed

in contemporary deconstructional ism we witness the emergence of the view

that rrconsciousness has never reaì ìy been 'present' to the worìdrr.a6 Un-

derstanding founded on meanings becomes diaìogue ìost in dialogue.

0n one rational reconstruction of the tradi tion of i nterpretational

social science, therefore, it can be seen that the contention of the

Di ltheys and Webers, that social action should be interpreted and 'un-

derstoodr rather than incorporated into law-ì ike general izations, crys-

talì izes into the view of much of contemporary hermeneutics that social

phenomena are akin to texts and that our understanding of them is no

more than the resuìt of a choice between various plausibìe interpreta-

tions. ln short, what we witness within a tradition initialìy fueìed by

a reactìon to positivism is a questioning of the very problematic within

the phi losophy of the social sciences which generates positivist/anti-

positivist debates. As we wilì see in a later chapter that questioning

is also characteristic of much of post-empiricist social and politicaì

theory. lt wilì, therefore, now be appropriate to provide an extensive

look at the developments within post-empiricist phi losophy of science

which those theorists bel ieve are conceptual ly fuel ing their cause. ln

fact, in the next couple of chapters it wilì become increasingly appa-

rant why, given the nature of this thesis, it is so important to expìore

a6 As J.l'1 . Edie construes Derridars early position in, t'Phenomenology in
America, .l984", Research in Phenomenology li+ ('l984) 2\3.
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Chapter IV

Pt]SÏ.EHPIRICIShI

we have seen how the positivists approached the philosophy of sci-

ence' how some of their predominant theses developed, and we have brief-

ly considered the negative reaction that many social scientists had to

their phi ìosophy and conception of the growth of Knowledge. The impact,

both constraining and inspiring, that Positivism has had on academic

thought in the twentieth century can not go under-estimated. lndeed, one

might justifiably employ l^/hiteheadian phraseoìogy at this point and

claim that aìmost all of Angìo-American phììosophy of science and social

science in the ìast forty years has pivoted upon some footnote to posi-

tivism.

Perhaps the most generaì cri ticism of the posi tivist approach has

been that its proponents relied much too heavily on formaì ìogicaì anal-

ysis and 'ideal' languages and were thereby prevented from seeing that

the h i story of sc i ence, the growth of Knowì edge generaì ì y, and the

structure of actuaì scientific theories couìd not be understood by their

methods. To some degree this criticism misses the mark, especially when

it is recal ìed that the positivists largeìy took it for granted that

their phi losophy, as ìogical analysis, was concerned precisely with a

Iogicaì reconstruction, "it was never intended to be an account of the

origin and development of scientific theories".t lndeed, âs one sympa-

r Herbert Feigì, r'The 0rigin and
Leqacy of Loqicaì Positivism,

Spirit of LogicaI Positivism", in
ed. Peter Ach i nstei n and Stephen

ì06 -
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in the distinction that it alìows

and emp i r i ca I quest i ons that may

r iesrr. 2
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review of Logical Positivism, ',the

iciaì loqical reconstruction consists

us to make between ì og i comathemat i ca I

be asked regarding scientific theo-

This counter on behalf of the cognitive virtues of formaì logicaì

analysis is quite in order; however, to the extent that it is used to

defend Logical Positivism per se it does overlook the fact that most

positivists felt so entirely comfortable in their use of ìogicaì tools

that they did apply them to a great number of questions not susceptibìe

to logicomathematical formulation. Excluding a class of proposìtions

from cognitively meaningful discourse because they are empirical ly un-

verifiable is, for example, not the province of ìogical analysis, it is,

more appropriateìy' the domain of semantics and natural science. There-

fore, to the extent that positivists made decìaratìve utterances ôn the

nature of metaphysics and worìd-views, to the extent that they ventured

into questions epistemological in attempts to 'construct' phenomenaì ist

or physical ist rsystemsr, even to the extent that they commented upon

extensionality and theorv-change, in all these and other ventures, they

cannot be excused from criticism by the claim that 'all their anaìysis

ever was a logicaì reconstruction of ideaì ìanguagesr. And, in fact,

the critics of positivism never have been prevented by the argument from

ìogical anaìysis from launching criticísms at most of what the positi-

vists had to say.

Barker (Ba I t i more: The John Hopk i ns

, tbid.

Press,196Ð, p.17.
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Aìthough, ãS our portrayaì of positivism in the last chapter has

indicated, there was constant disagreement between its proponents and a

plethora of changing opinions, the positivists by and ìarge remained

relativeìy confident that their generaì position had accompì ished much

more than any hitherto existing approach to phiìosophicaì probìems. ln-

deed, their rel iance on the tools of formaì ìogic, the analytic/synthet-

ic distinction, the stabi I ity of the phenomenaì worìd and observation

language, and the resources of probabi ì ity analysis and deductive ìogic

to escape the problems associated with inductive inferences led many

phi ìosophers to claim that they had arrived at an integration of "a

theory of meaning, of truth, of explanation, and of equivarencer'.3

The positivistsrgeneral goaì of the unification of the sciences and

the el imination of metaohysical (meaningìess) discourse was, however,

pìagued with difficuìties right from the beginning. The precise cri-

terion of meaningfuìness, for example, was never decisively decided

upon; from strict verifiabi I ity, to verifiabi ì ity in principìe, then to

confirmability and then to testability, and finalìy to incìusion in an

empiricist deductive theory, h/as the rapid journey it travelìed. And at

al I points of change or reformulation, it became increasingly uncìear

how the criterion couìd be prevented from swaì lowing up scientific hy-

potheses, generaì ìaws, theoretical terms, and subjunctive conditional

and counterfactual statements. Carnaprs work on trying to isclate the

uìtimate unit of meaning was aìso indicative of indecisiveness; ini-

tially ìinking it to phenomenal or protocol statements, he later moved

to consider its roìe in the ìogical syntax of the ìanguage of science,

3 As Lawrence Sklar notes in,rrsaving the Noumenarr, philosophical Topics
l3 (t982):90.
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he began to ser i ous I y i nvest i gate the

truth and the use of metalanguages in

ln considering the fol lowing depiction of the rpost-empíricist' phi-

ìosophy of science that has emerged in reaction to positivism, there-

fore, one must not assume that all positivist mandates were suddenly re-

nounced de facto when post-empiricist thought began to receive a ìarge

phi ìosophicaì audience. ln fact, the indecisiveness that permeated pos-

itívist circìes ís the best indicator that its proponents were quite

wi I I íng to reformulate theses which many outside observers would feeì

comfortable in claiming were decisive to the positivist program. I t
should also be noted that there were countless criticisms directed at

certain aspects of the positivist program which its proponents came to

terms with, without, however, abandoning aìl of their phiìosophical

goals.

Representative of such criticisms, for example, would be carì Hem-

pel's critical probing of the positivist cìaim that it was possibìe to

draw a distinction between those statements possessed of purely ìogicaì

or empiricaì significance and those statements possessed of no cognitive

significance at al l.a Also representative would be Nelson Goodmants

cìaim that i t is largely the entrenchment of certain predicates in our

ìanguage that faci I itates or precludes our inductive projection of cer-

tain properties from a sample to a larger population. This claim was

a see, for example, carl Hempeì, "Empiricist criteria of cognitive sig-
nificance: Probìems and changes'r, in Aspects of scientific Explana-
tion And Other:s Essays in the Philosophy of Science (New york: The
Free Press, 196Ð , pp. lOl-i 19.
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refìected in his more general thesis thatr¡the line between valid and

invaì id predictions (or inductions or projections) is drawn upon the ba-

sis of how the world is and has been described and anticipated in

words". s

It should also, therefore, be kept in mind when reading this chapter

that a presentation of the philosophical attack on positivism could have

various points of emphasis quite d¡stinct from the ones which I have de-

cided to pay credence. The views of the latter Wittgenstein and the

rordinary languager school of phi losophy could, for instance, have been

given a predominant roìe in such a presentation, âS could have the more

specific criticisms of a multitude of philosophers writing in the ana-

lytic (Anglo-American) tradition. The authors I have chosen to discuss

in this chapter have been primari ly chosen for the magnitude of their

criticisms, the influence that they have had in stimulating ciebate aìong

radically non-positivistic lines, as well as for the impact which their

views have had, and no doubt will continue to have, on the phiìosophy of

the social sciences.

4.1 KARL POPPER A5 PRODIGAL SON

Although his writings did not receive generaì prominence unti I posi-

tivìsm was well on its way to demise, it is Karl popper who is important

to consider in initialìy reveaìing some of the basic deficiencies of the

positivist program. Even though Popper wrote guite extensiveìy in the

thirties, communicated with those inteì lectuaìs affi I iated with the Vi-

s see Nelson Goodman, Fact, Fiction, and Forecast, Fourth Edition (cam-
bridge, lçlass.: Harvard University press, .l983) , p.l2ì.
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enna Circle and shared several approaches to phi losophicaì probìems with

them, it is quite inappropriate to consider him a positivist, as many

commentators' especiaìly in the social sciences, tend to do (more than

often, simply because Popper writes rseriouslyr about science).6

Argu i ng the i mportance of recognizing that most of our scientific
theories originate in myths, Popper concìudes thatrrit would be inade-

guate to draw the ì ine of demarcation between science and metaphysics so

as to exclude metaphysics as nonsensicaì from a meaningfuì languageil. ?

At one and the same time, therefore, Popper objects to two very impor-

tant positivist theses; nameìy, the criterion of cognitive meaningfuì-

ness that purports to exclude metaphysics and the thesis, which primari-

ly stems from the work of carnap, that claims it is possibìe to
construct one universal language of science - a ìanguage which is both

able to provide the formation ruìes for its own syntax and excìude all
metaphys i caì statements.

It is interesting to note that aìthough he is often branded as a posi-
tivist by those in the philosophy of the social sciences, he is equaì-
ly as often renounced as an irrationu!_:_! by those in the philosophy
of science. For a presentati;;-;f popper as an 'i rrational ist ration-
aìist¡, see I,/.H. Newton-smith, The Ratio¡ali! of science (London:
Routledge and Keagan Paul, .l98ì). roñ-Tõt at the kind of issues
raised in the debate between Popper and rheodore Adorno (as a repre-
sentative of the Frankfurt School's 'Critical Theoristsr) that took
place in the earìy l960rs, see David Frisby, 'rThe popper-Adorno con-
troversy: The I'lethodological Dispute in German Sociology", philosophy
of the sociaì sciences 2 (1972):t05-1t9. By including popper in our
consideration of post-empiricism, I am impl icitty taking sides with
Popper vis a vis Adorno and not regarding him as a positivist.

Karl Popper., Coniectures and Refutations: The Growth of Scientif ic
Knowledqe (New York: Harper Torchbooks, .l968) 

, p.257.
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Although Popper does not wish to pronounce al I metaphysicaì state-

ments as meaningìess he does, however, wish to establish a ,criterion of

demarcationrbetween science and metaphysics. For him, this criterion

wouìd be based on the deqrees of testability of various theories;',there

wi I ì be weì l-testable theories, hardly testabìe theories, and non-testa-

ble theories".s Hetaphysicaì theories, constituting the latter type of

theories, will therefore be of 'no interestr to empiricaì scientists.e

Popper's notion of testabi I i ty , however, shouìd not be confused wi th

the notion of testabiìity empìoyed by Carnap in some of his latter writ-
i ngs. For Carnap, the notion of testabi I i ty i s largely connected wi th

the notion of 'confirming', in a probabi I istic manner, the truth of a

statement by inductive methods. ln contradistinction, the major import

of Popper's philosophy of science is his complete opposition to both the

notion of conclusiveìy verifyinq a proposition (what he calls the'Prin-
cipìe of Naive Verification') and the thesis that hoìds that a proposi-

tion is confirmable because it can be proven probabìe. And popper's op-

position to these notions is a direct resuìt of his belief that the

growth of scientific Knowìedge is non-inductive. Hypotheses, for popper,

may be the resuìt of general izations from experiences but their justifi-

cat i on never proceeds by enumerat i ng conf i rm i ng i nstances - hypotheses

and theories in generaì only enter the storehouse of Knowledge by emerg-

ing safe from attempts to falsify them. A hypothesis that rstands up

weìì' to the severest attempts to falsify it is said by popper to be

lbid.

Not i ce Popper rs rather I oose use of
metaphysicaI theories was certainly
spoke of - rutterances' for them was
pr i ate des i gnator.

the term ' theory ' at th i s po i nt;
not something the positivists

aìways considered a more appro-



wel l-corroborated, but such corroboration, he argues,

i ts degree of probab i I i ty.

li3

does not i ncrease

Popper's thesis of the impossibi ì ity of an inductive probabi I ity is

to a ìarge degree dependent upon his analysis of the nature of universal

propositions. ln Popper's view the prior probabiìity of any universal

proposition is necessari ìy zero.r0 This simply means ',that in an infi-
nite universe (it may be infinite with respect to the number of distin-
guishable things, or of spatio-temporal regions), the probability of any

(non-tautological) universaì law will be Zru", rr before we have gath-

ered any evidence. Given that u/e are confronted with an infinite domain

(t¡re infinity of spatio-temporaì regions best supports popper,s thesis)

the probabi ì ity that we assign to the hypothesis upon receiving support-

ing evidence, regardless of the number of such instances, wilì never ap-

proach beyond zero.

Popper concludes that this very nature of universal statements pre-

cìudes them from ever being verified or confirmed probabi I isticalìy; and

argues that only their falsity can be ínferred from empiricaì evi-

dence.r2 He aìso beì ieves that support for his argument is forthcoming

from the mere fact that if scientists aimed at a high degree of prob-

ability they would aìways 'play safer and advance hypotheses with a very

small content, since such hypotheses would stand a far greater chance of

being confirmed. However, âs Popper argues , "a statement with a high

10

1t

For a look at Popper's perspective on these matters see
&_ Loq ic of Sc ient if ic D iscovery (New york: Harper
rg68), pp.25h-273.

lb id. , p.363.

Cf. especiaì ly, Karl Popper, Coniectures and Refutations,

Kar I Popper,
Torchbooks,

I2 pp.33-65.
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probabiìity wilì be scientifically uninteresting, because it says little
and has no explanatory power".r3 His advice to scientists, therefore, is

that they be bold and advance theories with a high information content -

conjectures which, although more susceptible to falsification, al low the

creative and globaì component of science to come into focus.

Upon considerìng Popper's expose of the notion of faìsifiability one

might initial ly object that he has premissed it upon his anaìysis of

universal statements - statements whose verification is impossibìe (as

most posit¡vists recognized) but whose falsity can be demonstrated by a

singìe confl icting observation. Are not the singular propositions, whose

verifiabi I ity the positivists bui lt their analysis of the growth of sci-

entific knowledge upon, propositions whose truth can be establ ished, if
not in a concìusive way, at least in a probabilistic way? popper's re-

sponse to such a guery is that even statements of the form 'Here is a

gìass of water' are constitutive of universal propositions and are

therefore susceptible to the same analysis. The reason for their univer-

sal nature is that aìl of the observational predicates invoked by scien-

tists are dispositionaì; "by the word 'glass', for exampìe, we denote

physicaì bodies which exhibit a certain law-ìike beþl|qr'.1n Pcpper

argues that the attempt by Carnap and other positivists to reduce dispo-

sitionaì terms by reduction sentences to specific operational tests can-

not avoid an infinite regress. For exampìe, in attempting to reduce the

statement 'x is soìuble in waterr to the operationaì test ,if x is put

into water then x is soluble in water if and only if it dissolves', one

lbid., p.58.

Kar I Popper,

13

TheI4 Loqic of Scientif ic Discovery, p.95.
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does not escape the problem of the dispositionaì nature of all terms.

This is due to the fact thatr¡we stilì have to reducetwatertand'dis-

soìvesr....but in addition, we are forced into circularity; for we in-

troduce rsol ubì er wi th the hel p of a term ('water') wh i ch i n i ts sel f

cannot be operationalìy introduced without 'solubler; and so on, ad in-

ljjj-U".tt ln Popper's opinion, this vicious circìe can never be broken

by any technique of reduction or expl icit definition; indeed, he sug-

gests that there is no reason to think it shouìd be broken. The mere

inescapableness of i t simpìy gives credence to the centraì postuìate of

the doctrine of the growth of scientific Knowledge by conjectures and

refutations: rrour actuaì tests are never conclusive and aìways tenta-

t iver'. r 6

Popper is opposed to the whole notion, which he sees as rampant in

much of positivist phi losophy, that some statements can be justified by

perceptual experience. This notion, the doctrine of psychologism as he

calls it, which is invoked to prevent the infinite regress believed to

ensue from the propositional coherency theory of justification, errs,

however, in its failure to recognize that every statement has a univer-

sal character implicit within it - that every statement is at once theo-

retical and hypotheticaì. ln Popper's view, "we can utter no scientÌfic

statement that does not go far beyond what can known with certainty'on

the basis of immediate experiencerrr.r? He therefore considers Neurath's

argument that protocol statements are not inviolable and can onìy be

l5

I6

Kar I Popper,

tbid.

Kar 1 Popper,

Con i ectures and Refutations, p.278.

r7 The Loqic of Scientific Discoverv, p.94.
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justified vis-a-vis other statements in a scientific theory to be a

'notable advancer over the standard positívist interpretation of the

ear I y Carnap. At the same t i me, however, he rebukes Neurath¡s fa i I ure

to provide rules for deìimiting the arbitrariness of accepting or re-

jecting any given protocoì statement; a faiìure that Popper contends in-

evitabìy "paves the way for any arbitrary system to set itself up as

'emPir ical sciencer rr. r 8

ln Popper's view, the method of deducing and testing concìusions by

the employment of other statements must be used in testing basic state-

ments. The methods of deductive ìogic empìoyed in establishing certain

inferences in matters mathematical must be transferred to the analysis

of empiricaì sciences, supplanting the emphasis on induction character-

istic of early posìtivism. Popper himself states succinctly this change

of perspect i ve:

I do not bel ieve...that the question which epistemology must
ask is, '...on what does our Knowledqe rest?...or rnore exact-
ly, how can I , hav i ng had the exper i ence S. j ust i fy my de-
scription of it, and defend it against doubt?' This wi I ì notdo, even i f we change the term ' exper i ence' i nto r protoco I
sentencer. ln my view, what epistemology has to ask is, rath-
er: how do we test scientific statements by their deductive
consequences? And what kind of conseguences can we select forthis purpose if they in their turn are to be inter-subjective-
ly testable?re

I,Jhat Popper i s suggest i ng here i s that we shou ld make every ef f ort to

criticize our scientific theories rather than diverting our energies to-

ward defending them against epistemic doubt. ln order to do this we

must discern the consequences that any given hypothesis entails. Herein

the importance of deduction merges wi th the notion of falsification to

lbid., p.97.

lb¡d.,p.98.

I8

x.9
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provide the centraì component of Popper's ph i losophy of sc i ence; namely,

the thesis that ilonìy the faìsity of the theory can be inferred from em-

piricaì inference, and this influence is a pureìy deductive oner'.20

Basic statements' therefore, provide no epistemological ground-floor.

As singuìar existential assertions, which I'state (truìy or faìsely) the

existence of observabìe facts (occurrences) within some sufficiently

narrow spatio-temporaì regionrr,zr they are decisive in determining

whether or not a given theory is falsif iabìe (empirical); indeed, ,'the

empirical content of a theory is determined by (and equal to) the class

of those observat i ona l statements, or bas i c statements, wh i ch contrad i ct

the theory"." Scientists are therefore asked by popper to acknowledge a

thecry falsified if they have accepted basic statements which contradict

it, provided, in addition, that those contradictions constitute a repro-

ducibìe effect. This latter qual ification is important for Popper who

real istical ìy acknowledges that "non-reproducible single occurrences are

of no significance to science....a few stray basic statements contra-

cicting a theory wi I I hardly induce us to reject it as falsified'.23

Another promi nent pos i tivi st notion that was ruled unsound by Popper-

was that which championed a universal scientific ìanguage, wherein no

claim of metaphysics would be found. The argument that Popper advances

is relativeìy straight forward and has been put forward by numerous oth-

er scholars, both opposed to, and supportive of, the use of expìanations

zl

Kar I Popper , Con i ectures and Refutat i ons , p.55.

lbid., p.386.

lbid., p.385.

Karl Popper, E Looic of Scientific Discoverv, p.86.

20

22
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generated by a physicaì ist language. ln order to prove the attempt to

construct a universal scientific language as ill-conceived, Popper cites

Kurt Godeìrs reknowned incompìeteness theorems which proved that even

for eìementary number theory no formal ized ìanguage can be constructed

which is able to generate proofs for all true theorems contained there-

in.2n He also cites the work of Aìfred rarski who, in deveìopíng a se-

mantical concept of truth, had proved that the ìogic of any given lan-

guage must I ie outside of that language in a meta-ìanguage. For popper,

who rhetorical ly asked r¡why should not its metaphysics be outside it
too?rr, these developments completely destroyed the hopes of those who

bel ieved that a universal language complete with its own rules of syntax

could be constructed. 2s

Recogn i z i ng the power of these arguments, popper i s, however, ready

to defend his position from a common rebuttal by positivist sympathiz-

ers. The gist of this rebuttal is that Popper, in his criticism of the

attempts to construct a universal scientific language, is unjustifiably

equating such a ìanguage with a fulìy formalized scientific la'nguage. ln

setting out his defense, Popper immediately acknowìedges that he has

made this equation and further concedes that in ìater posi tivist wri t-
ings the expì icitly formaì ized aspect had pretty wel I been dropped.26

Nevertheless, Popper argues, this very weakening of the positivist posi-

tion contributes added proof to his previously discussed thesis; nameìy,

Cf. our earl ier discussion of Godel's Proof.

For Popperrs argument on these points see, Coniectures and Refuta-
t i ons, pp. I 68- I 70.

2 6 He c i tes Neurath's i nvocat i on of
an example of this change.
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the tota I i nadequacy of the doctr i ne of the mean i ng I essness of

metaphysics. Dropping the formaì ized condition from the universal lan-

guage thesis permanently damages this doctrine because (once again aì-

ìowing Popper to speak for himseìf) rrif there are no strict rules of

formation for the universaì sìang, then the assertion that we cannot ex-

press metaphysical statements in it is gratuitous; and it can only lead

back to the naive naturaìistic view of meaninglessness".2?

From this brief consideration of the major criticisms that Popper di-
rected at the positivists, we can see that it would be quite unjustifia-
ble to uncritically designate his philosophy as positivist. Undoubtedly,

the tendency on the part of philosophers of the social sciences to em-

ploy such a designation is a result of the influence that anti-scientism

doctrines have had on that discipline - doctrines wherein anyone who

speaks of the empiricaì basis of knowledge is set up as a positivist
strawman and wherein the indictment of their phiìosophy proceeds accord-

ingly. Granted that Popper's falsifiability criterion can be seen as a

disguised ('invertedr) positivist attempt to exclude consideration of

metaphysicaì statements, the criterion, nevertheìess, is intended to ex-

cìude such statements from empiricaì science (an exclusion founded on a

near truism), not to deny them the status of meaningfuìness. And as b/e

saw in our initial chapter it is the intention of several anti-scientism

authors to pave the way for a variety of meaninqful discourses. 0n this
point. therefore, if they are after Popper they are after the uJrong man.

ln addition, Popper's criticism of a universaì physical ist ìanguage has

more recently mushroomed into a ful l-scale defence of dual ism in the

27 lbid., p.270.
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brai n-mind identi ty debate. z8

For our finaì assessment of how Popper's philosophy stands as a more

generaì criticism of positivism let us back-track just a bit at this

point. From our presentation of positivism, it is clear that if one were

to present a simpìified, yet synoptic view of the earìy positivists'
philosophy of science, one wouìd have to incìude the foìlowing essential

i ngred i ents:

t. The Basic Hethodoloqical Doctrine: Al I scientific hypotheses
must be verified by experience and their acceptance into the
gradual ly growing store-house of scientific knowìedge is depen-
dent upon constructing an adequate ìogic cf inductive inference.

The Doctrine of l'leaning: The class of all cognitiveìy meaningfuì
propositions is exhausted by analytic propositions and those syn-
thetic propositions which are empiricaì ly verifiabìe (verifiable
in principle, probabi I isticaì ly confirmable, testable, et cet-
era.)

3. Reductionism: Al I non-basic empiricaì ìy meaningfuì statements
are logical constructicns out of basic (singuìar, atomic, partic-
uìar, et cetera) statements.

¿.

4. The Doctr i ne of Foundat i ons:
v i de reports of exper i ences
caì projection because their
g i ven.

Basic statements are abìe to pro-
i n a form ent i reì y free of theoret i -
pred i cates refer to the i mmed i ate I y

0ne couìd, of course, further enumerate a variety of positivist thes-

es, but for our present purposes these serve as the lynch-pins for their

phi ìosophy of science. Popper, we have seen, was instrumental in criti-
cizing the first doctrine. Now, aìthough we are ìargely presenting pop-

per's views in a demonstrative manner in order to heìp highlight the de-

28 see, for example, Karl Popper, 0biective Knowledge: An Evolutionarv
Approach (0xford: The clarendon press, l912). This aualism, us con-
strued by Popper, is, however, premised on a 'pìural istic real ism,
thatrris compatible with the view of the evolution of life as a pro-
cess of trial and errorr'. (p.25Ð.
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thereof, it might briefìy be noted

is certainly not fuì ì-proof. This is especial ìy so in that it depicts

scientísts as an overly se'l f-criticaì and irresolute group of peopìe

who, in advancing any hypothesis , are willing (and able) to expìicitly

define a spatio-temporaì event that would conflict with that hypothesis

and who wi I l, when experimental ly confronted by that event, ipso facto,

completely withdraw that hypothesis as weìl as any part (or whole) of

the theoretical matrix within which it finds sustenance. ln addition,

his tendency to concentrate on theories between which an entai lment re-

lation can be discerned prevents Popper form seriously considering what

happens (and has happened historìcal ìy) when a particular theory is fal-

sified but no aìternative theory is 'around', or conjectured, in order

to replace it. Correìatively, aìthough he is constantìy insisting that

scientists avoid empìoying ad hoc hypotheses to account for a theory be-

ing falsified, such insistence is akin to that exhibited by a fundamen-

taì ist moral izer trying to outlaw a weì l-entrenched social practice.

Both the history of science and its contemporary deveìopment reveaì that

theories of both a specific and global nature exhibit an amazing tenaci-

ty in the face of contradictingrevidence'and aìso reveal that scien-

tists can be quite strategical ly conservative in their efforts to pre-

serve those very theor ì es.

Popperrs criticism of induction is also largely dependent upon his

thesis that Bayesian probabi I ity values must be projected over an infi-
nite domain, thereby precluding the probability of any hypothesis ad-

vancing beyond zero. However, that they must be projected over an infi-
nite domain is indeed a question open to debate.
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And final ìy, what has come under increasing attack from several

quarters is Popperrs claim that although theories can onìy bercorrobo-

rated'by continual attempts to faìsify them, the history of science is

a process of increasing versimiìitude; that although no criterion can be

established for claiming that a given hypothesis or theory is true, sci-

ence in generaì moves toward truth.2e ln fact, it is this ambiguity in

Popper's philosophy of science that has led many commentators to call

him an irrationalist, sincer âs construed by them, "a rationalist must

forge a I ink between his articulated goal and the principìes of compari-

son".3o

Given the above, we can see that it is quite possible to subject pop-

perrs phiìosophy to some pretty resounding criticisms.3r His contribu-

tion, rather, I ies in the fact that he helped to reveal that scientific

theories are more creative and all-encompassing devices than the positi-

2e Popper, could, at this point, have taken recourse to a fuì ì-blown
pragmatism in his philosophy of science, but, for a variety of rea-
sons not to be enumerated here, he constantly resists this option.

30 l{.H. Newton-Smith, The Rationality of science, p.65. ln Newton-
Smithrs view, there is no way of establishing a ìink between corrobo-
ration and versimi 1 itude from within the deductive framework. He ad-
vances two major claims in support of this view. Arguing that therdeductive cìosure of postulates' is infinite for any givun theory(i.e., if a theory asserts that a free-fal ì ing object acãelerates at
9.8mlsec , given the infinite number of spatial pãintr, that theory
will make an infinite number of true assertions; namely, at point l.o
object X is accelerating at 9.8m/sec , et cetera, ad infinitum), he
concludes that any interesting scientific theory has the same amount
of content (p.55). He also argues that given an infinite number ofscientific theories the falsification of any particular one (or, for
that matter, any finite number of them) does not raise the probabil i-
ty that any specific unfalsified one is any nearer to the truth
(p.60) .

3r' For some entirely unrestrained criticisms one must take a look at the
work of one of Popper's orn/n students, pauì Feyerabend. see, for exam-ple, Paul Feyerabend, "Popper's Objective Knowìedger', lnquiry l7(lglÐ :t+75'507, and Aqa inst l'lethod: outì ine of an Añarch isilrîhãoru
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vists had believed, and that they are abìe to go on organizing data, no-

mological ly subsuming diverse subject fields, and establ ishing operative

research programs without waiting for inductive ìogicians to assign them

a scientificaì ly val id probabi I ity function. Popper's critical probing,

as we have seen, was also instrumental in reveal ing the error in the

positivists' tendency to resort to variations of psychoìogism when seek-

ing the justification of basic statements and in their construal of the

scientific enterprise as achieving an epistemological rock-bottom in

those basic (protocol) statements.

Although constantìy arguing for the tentativeness of basíc statements

and remaining steadfast in his belief that propositions can only be jus-

tified vis-a-vis other propositions, Popper nevertheless assigned basic

statements an indispensable rcle to play in the faìsification of a sci-

entific theory and hence a corresponding role in that theory's degree of

corroboration. ln addition, âlthough he basicaì ly recognized the theo-

retical nature of aìl predicates (construing the attempt to distinguish

between theoret i ca I terms and non-theoret i ca I or observat i ona ì ones as

i I l-conceived as the attempt to distinguish between dispositional and

non-dispositional predicates,32 he often acknowìedged that he would

"readi ly admit that only observation can give us 'knowledge concerning

of Knowledge (London: Verso,197Ð. The ìatter is a no-hoìds barred
attack on Popperrs 'critical rationalism', rrthe most liberal positiv-
istic methodoìogy in existence todayrr. (p. r7r) l.le wi I I shortly con-
sider Feyerabendrs philosophy of science and what he has to say about
the whole notion of a phi losophy of science.

32 ln a passing comment he notes,'rWhat peopìe have ìearnt before reach-
ing a certain criticaì age, they are incì ined to regard as factual,
or rord i naryr , and what they hear I ater, âs theoret i ca I or perhapsrmerely instrumental rrr, Karl Popper, Ile Logic of Scientific Discov-
€r'y, p,\25.
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and that we can. . . . 'become aware of facts on I y by

observatíon'.33 The impìication that he gave his readers was that he had

not entireìy accepted the t.hesis that purports to demonstrate the theo-

ry-ladenness of experience, i.e, that he had not folìowed through alì of

the ramifications of rejecting the positivist doctrine of foundations.

In con-iectures and Refutations, popper notes, in an obviously hind-

sighted sort of way, that he had been aware for some time (since 1g3\)

that the anaìytic/synthetic distinction, "aìthough extremeìy valuabìe

for a rough survey, turns out to be for many purposes too simpìer.s+

Here again, however, his writings do not substantiate that he has en-

tirely suspended the empìoyment of this distinction; one can find numer*

ous references to anaìytic statements (as apparently distinct from other

kinds of statements) as constitutive of those statements whose truth has

been ¡determined by convention'. Such claims are often ccnjoined with

his reference to expl icit definitions, r¡whereby the concepts of an axiom

system are given a meaning in terms of a system of lower level univer-

salitYtr.ss

I t is, therefore, Fêlatively cìear that popper has not enti reìy es-

caped the subtìe confines of the positivists'doctrines which are prem-

ised on the anaìytic/synthetic distinction and the reducibility of the

meaning of scientific terms. lt might also be noted, in anticipation of

our discussion of those phiìosophers who emphasize the historicist char-

acter and social determinism of scientific knowìedge, that although one

lbid.,p.98.

Kar I Popper, Conj ectures and Refutat i ons , p,7\.

Karì Popper, te Logic of Scientif ic Discoverv, p.83.

33

35
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of Popper's most renowed books is entitìed The Logic of Scientific Dis-

covery, he real ly does not bel ieve that there is any such ìogic and

thereby further entrenches the positivist distinction between the con-

text of discovery and the context of justification.36

4.2 TR0UBLE-hlAKERS FROlt wlTHiN ITE ÂNALYTic TRADiTI0N: 0UINE AND
SELLARS

It can be argued, therefore, that regardìess of popper's very impor-

tant contribution to the critique of positivism, one must seek elsewhere

for a resounding criticism of the anaìytic/synthetic distinction, the

doctrine of reducibility, and the doctrine of foundations. Within ana-

lytical philosophy one finds such criticism in the work of Willard Van

Ormand Quine and l,liìf red Seììars. Now once again someone might guery,

rwhy turn to the writings of Quine and Sel lars in a chapter aì ìegedly

devoted to a presentation of post-empiricism; i.e., why discuss authors

who are product of, and ìargely remain part of, the analytic and empiri-

cist tradition?'. The response, on my part, to this query is simply that

Quine and Seì lars subject the tradi tion, especial ly as manifest in log-

ical positivism, to some very shocking criticisms that can be, and have

been, empìoyed bv those who wish to defend the more radical component of

post-empiricism as represented by Kuhn and Feyerabend. lt is also my

contention that these criticisms wi I I be increasingly so employed, espe-

cialìy by those in the phiìosophy of the social sciences, in I ight of

the narrowing of the gap between the ranalytic' and rcontinental' rmodes

of philosophizing' which appears to loom large on the horizon.3?

See, for exampìe, lbid., p.31.

0f course' philosophers of the social sciences have already been sub-

36
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we will begin our discussion of these críticisms with a

consideration of Quine, ìeaving until later a depiction of how Seì larsr

attack on the llyth of the Given can be seen as providing fueì to the ar-

guments for which post-empiricism is most renowned. A perusal of the

relevant I iterature in the phi losophy of the social sciences wouìd re-

veal that Quine is most often recognized by the practitioners of that

discipline as a philosopher who subscribes to a hoìistic theory of be-

I ief and who argues that 'there is no such things as meanings,. His

thesis of the indeterminacy of translation and the underdetermination of

theory by data are perhaps a ì so runn i ng cand i dates for the const i tut i on

of the criterion of recognition. Quinets views on these matters are, of

course, pêrt and parceì of his attack on the employment, especial ìy as

represented by the Logicaì Positivists, of the anaìytic/synthetic dis-
tinction.

jected to therPrinceton lnterpretation'of Quine and Seìlars via the
wide-spread ci rculation, in thei r discipl ine, of Richard Rortyrs phi-
losophv and the I'tirror of Nature (princeton, N.J.: princeton univer-
sity Press, 197Ð. The truth or falsity of this claim would, of
course, be largely determined by whether or not Rortyrs readers in
the social sciences have onìy seriousìy considered the last part of
the book (on hermeneutics) and ìargely skipped over the earlier sec-
tions on epistemology. That they have done this, and that the two
traditions might continue to sc avoid confrontation with each other
is a very reaì possibi I ity. Nevertheless, other books which repre-
sent' or make possible, to varying degrees, the cìosing of the gap
between the anaìytic and continental traditions are Nelson Goodman,
W?vq ot Worìd llakinq (lndianapot is: Hackett pubt ishing, tgTB) and 0f
l'linds and 0ther f4atters (cambr idge, lla.: Harvard university press,
rþBÐ; H i I *y Putnam, l,lean i ng and the l.lora r sc i ences (London: Rout-
ledge ê Kegan Paul, 1978) and Rgason, Truth and Historv (cambridge:
cambridge university Press, l98l). This possibility of closure is
also discernible in Karì-Otto Appel, Towards a Transformation of phi-
losophv,_trans. Glyn Adey and David Frisby (London: nòutteage -KeganPaul, i980) .
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We have seen, in our discussion of Logical Positivism, that this dis-

tinction plays a very important roìe in their philosophy of science; al-
ìowing a wedge to be driven between those statements of mathematics and

logic, \,úhich are 'true in alì possible worlds,, and those statements

whose truth-vaìue is determined by the court of experience. This 'dog-

rrâr, as Quine construes it, although pìaying a very important role in

western phi ìosophy at ìeast since the time of Leibniz, does, however,

rest upon some very powerful misconceptions. ln his famous articìe, "Two

Dogmas of Empiricismrr,3s Quine sets out to reveaì the inadequacies of

this distinction as well as the inadequacies of another dogma employed

constantly by the posi tivists; nameìy, reductionism: "the bel ief that

each meaningful statement is equivaìent to some Iogicaì construct upon

terms which refer to immediate experience',.3e Actuaìly, on Quiners ac-

count, the two dogmas, med i ated by the ver i f i cat i on theory of mean i ng,

are identicaì; for, "as ìong as it is taken to be sígnificant in general

to speak of the confirmation and infirmation of a statement, it seems

significant to speak also of a Iimiting kind of statement which is vacu-

ously confirmed, ipso facto, come what may; and such a statement is ana-

lytiç¡r.+o lt is Quine's belief that the abandonment of these two dogmas

secures the fate of the positivist program, leading to both a radicaì

reconsidering of the gap between speculative metaphysics and naturaì

science and a move, in the phiìosophy of science, towards pragmatism.

The articìe was first publ ished in j95l in the philosophicaì Review,
but it can also be found, in whole or in part, in â variety ofllaces
in the literature. I wilì be quoting from it as it is found in t^/.v.0.
Quing, From a Logical Point of View (New york: Harper Torchbooks,
196ì), pp.20-46.

lbid., p.20.

lb id. , p.4l .

39
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The phiìosophical ìiterature reveals two slightly different kinds of

anaìytic statements, those which are logically true (for example, ,No

unmarried man is married') and those which can be turned into logical

truths by employing synonyms (for exampìe, 'No bachelor is married,).41

ln Quine's view al I attempts to define the notion of anaìyticity, ãs

constitutíve of those statements which no recalcitrant experience wouìd

compeì us to re-assess their truth-value, are quite easi'l y shown to be

most inadequate. Defining the first cìass of analytic statements as

those statements whose denials are self-contradictory wilì do us no

good' seeing as how this ìatter notion requires the exact kind of expì i-
cation that we seek in the notion of anaìyticity. Likewise, attempts to

define the second class of anaìytic statements via the notion of syno-

nyms run into the exact same k inds of prob lems s ince \^re lack any va I id

cr i ter i on for the not i on of synonym i ty.

Attempts to furnish this ìatter criterion, Quine argues, have proved

I ess than adequate. Those who argue that the second k i nd of ana I yt i c

statements reduce to those of the first variety by definition are forced

to accept a lexicographer's presentation of such definitions and there-

fore presuppose a notion of synonymity rooted in the observation of I in-

guistic behaviour - certainly not something to provide the ground of

necessary truths. Quine also debunks arvariant type of definitionaì ac-

tivityr - explication - in which the purpose is I'not mereìy to paraph-

rase the definiendum into an outright synonym, but actual ìy to improve

upon the definiendum by refining or supplementing its meaning',.n2 The

lbid., p.22-2J.

lb id. , p.25.

4T



critical error commited by this approach,

presupposes pre-existinE synonymies which

therefore, i s a ì so ru I ed out of court by

reason i ng.

129

however, is that it clearly

are then 'supplemented'. lt,

Quine for engaging in circular

After his discussion of the definitionaì strategy Quine considers an-

other approach which some allege hoìds the key to synonymy and anaìytic-

ity and which allows vaqueness of meaning. This approach is founded on

the notion of interchangeability and simply holds that two terms or

statements are synonymous if they are interchangeabìe in all contexts

without their truth-value undergoing alterations. The value of this ap-

proach is that "synonyms so conceived need not even be free from vague-

ness' as ìong as the vaguenesses matchrr.a. Quine, quite simply, but in-
geniously, rebukes this conception as welì with the following argument.

lf the terms'bachelorrand'unmarried mant are synonymous, thenr âc-

cording to this approach they must aìways be interchangeable. However in

the statement rrBachelorr has ìess than ten ìetterst, the substitution

of 'unmarried man' for rbachelor'would resuìt in a blatant faìsehood.

The attempt by the advocates of the interchangeabi ì ity approach to ap-

peaì to an intuitive nature of 'wordhoodr founded on identity of psycho-

ìogicaì associations in order to escape from Quine's challenge overlooks

the fact that what they had initiaììy set out to do was provide a cri-

terion for coqnitive synonymy - and clearìy they have faiìed to do so.

Quine's conclusion is that I'interchangeabi ì ity salva veritate is mean-

ingìess untÎl reìativized to a language whose extent is specified in

relevant respectsrr.44 Such a ìanguage, however , if construed extension-

43 lbid., p.27,
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ally' provides no assurance that agreement exhibited towards word pairs

like'bachelor'and'unmarried mant is founded on meaninqs as opposed to
raccidentaì matters of fact'. And if the ìanguage is construed inten-

sionally then the employment of modal adverbs likernecessariìy'appears

unavoidable, in which case the ìanguage presupposes an understanding of

the notion of analyticity.

Quine retraces his argument up to this point accordingìy:

Anaìytici ty at fi rst seemed most natural ìy definable by appeal
to the realm of meanings. 0n refinement, the appeaì to mean-
ings gave way to an appeal to synonymy or definition. But def-
inition turned out to be a wi ì ì-ro-the-wisp, and synonym
turned out to be best understood onìy by dint of a priori ap-
peal to analyticity itself.4s

Final ly' Quine considers the argument of those who are opposed to the

whoìe notion of estabì ishing a criterion of analyticity for natural lan-

guages and who suggest that onìy in the construction of an ideaì artifi-

ciaì ìanguage that is free frorn ambiguity and vagueness can the notion

of analyticity find precision. Such precision of course, wouìd be estab-

I i shed by the semant i ca ì ru ì es of that ì anguage. Once aga i n, however ,

for Quine this tactic is a rfeu fol ìet par excel lencer since clearly,

such semanticaì rulesrrare of interest only in so far as we aìready un-

derstand the notion of analyticity; they are of no help in gaining this

understandingrr.ae

lbid., p.30.

lb id. , p.32.

lb id. , p.36.
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It is also Quiners view that the verificationist approach to meaning

(and hence synonymy), wherein synonymy is I ikened to sameness of method

of empirical confirmation or infirmation, presupposes the dogma of re-

ductionism, which, in turn, presupposes that the truth of a statement is

analysable into both a factual and a I inguistic component. As an ap-

proach to meaning, therefore, its success is dependent upon the val idity
of drawing a distinction between these two components. The ìatter compo-

nent is, of course, where reductionists have long allowed'truth in aìì

possibìe worldsr to reign. lt is at this very point that the Verifica-

t ion Theory of l'lean ing conf lates wi th reduct ion i sm - i t i s where the

Itwo dogmas of empiricism'meet.

ln Quine's opinion, rrit is nonsense, and the root of much nonsense,

to speak of a ì inguistíc component and a factuaì component in the truth

of any individuaì statement....science has its double dependence upon

language and experience; but this dual ity is not significantly traceable

into the statements of science taken one by onsrr.a: From a Quinean per-

spective, therefore, i t can be seen that a major driving force behind

the positivistsr acceptance of the analytic/synthetic distinction was

their acceptance of the view, impì icit in reductionism, that synthetic

statements confront experience individuaì lv and have their rmeaningst

determined accordingìy and that those statements apparentìy possessed of

only a ì inguistic component must somehow have their meaning imparted to

them 'before experience', 'meanings' which were, therefore, immune from

revision. Thereafter ensued the standard distinctions between the form

andrcontentrof experience, between philosophy as the study of the for-

47 lbid., p.\2.
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mer and sc i ence as the study of the I atter, between ontoì og i ca I

statements and empiricaì statements and between questions external to

the framework and those internal to it.

Foi'Quine, however, "the unit of empiricaì signif icance is the whoìe

of science"; therefore, "reevaluation of some statements entai ls reeval-

uation of others, because of their ìogical inter-connections - the log-

icaì ìaws being in turn simpìy certain further statements of the system,

certain further eìements of the field.r¡48 Here the wel l-known Quinean

thesis of science as a fieìd or force which only touches experience at

the periphery emei-ges. At the periphery are those statements whose mean-

i ngs are di rectly determi ned by thei r connection wi th non-verbal stimu-

ì at i on, a e and further i n are those statements showi ng vary i ng degrees of

sharing of sensory supports whose meanings are, accordingìy, estabì ished

entirely by their rintersententiaì connections'. And at the very center

can be founci those statements (the rtruths' of mathematics and ìogic)

which appear immune from revision. 0n Quine's interpretation, however,

no statement is immune from revision. Even the logical and causal con-

nectives between sentences "must final ly be due to the conditioning of

sentences as responses to sentences as stimul i. lf some of the connec-

tions count more particularìy as ìogicaì or as causal, they do so only

by reference to so-called ìogicaì or causal laws which in turn are sen-

tences within the theory't.so

lbid., p.\2.

For a discussion of this point, see w.V. Quine, word and 0biect (cam-
br i dge, l'la. : ltl lT Press , .l960) , pp.40-46.

lbid.' p.ll. ln order to drive his point further home, Quine notes
that even the revision of the ìaw of the excluded middle has been
proposed in order to account for the ambiguities of quantum mechan-

+a
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It can be seen therefore, that the holistic theory of meaning,

wherein all scientific terms are considered meaningìess and non-refuta-

bìe except reìative to oners theory, which Quine is often ìauded by reì-

ativists for subscribing to, is actuaì ìy rooted in Quiners bel ief that

all meaning is inevitably rooted in a person's confrontation with the

temporal impermanence of sensory stimuìation. 0ne of Quiners foremost

guiding principìes is, in fact, that I'intersentential connections can be

constitutive of meaning onìy insofar as they produce indirect connec-

tions to stimuìation".sr This is also the conjuncture where Quine's

brand of behaviour i sm f i nds conceptual sustenance; where al I tal k of

meaning is rreduced' to talk of I inguistic behaviour - to talk of 'stim-

ulus meaning' as I'a ful I cross-section of the subject's evoìving dispo-

sitions to assent to or dissent from a sentencer'.s2 ln summation, one

could say that, for Quine, "there are no meanings, nor I ikenesses nor

distinctions of meaning, beyond what are impì icit in peopìe's disposi-

tions to overt behaviour".s3 And th;s thesis is what ì ies behind Quine's

attempt, in Word and 0biect, to argue that a purely extensionaì ìanguage

can be constructed for science, where the intensional component omnipre-

sent in our commonsense language of bel ief and desire rtcan be repìaced

5t

i cs; see "Two Dogmas of Emp i r i c i sm" , p.43.

As is noted in Christopher Boorse, I'The 0rigins of the lndeterminacy
Thes i s'r, Journa I of Ph i I osophy 72 (197Ð t37 1 .

W.V. Quine, Word and 0b-iect, p.36. Actualìy, in Quine's earìier writ-
ings one will find more reference to rstimulus meaningr and in his
later writings one will find more reference to 'linguistic behav-
iour'. This could be due to the fact that in the former he was waging
an aìl-out war on phenomenalism and tended to lapse into the termi-
noìogy of phenomenalism when deveìoping his own position.

W.V. Quine, "0ntologicaì Relativityr', in 0ntological Relativity and
0ther Essays (New York: CoIumbia University Press, 196Ð, i.29.
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by extensionaì talk about the naturaì determinants of the behaviour

which we take to be manifestations of bel ief and desire,',sa a task ac-

compl ished therefore by ultimateìy reducing dispositional talk to talk

of underìying structure.

It is Quine's view, however, that "the totality of dispositions to

speech behaviour is compatible with alternative systems of sentence-to-

sentence translation so unl ike one another that translations of a stand-

ing sentence under two such systems can even differ in truth vaìuer'.ss

This' of course, is the root of Quine's famous thesis of the indetermi-

nacy of translation wherein alì attempts to derive the meanings of words

and sentences are considered to lack a 'fact of the matterr. And for

Quine, the indeterminacy that is the inevitabìe result of attempts to

discern what a foreigner real ly rmeansr when he speaks appl ies equaì ly

to homophonic translation and the attempt to understand the meanings of

our own utterances.

Quine also argues, however, that the indeterminacy of transìation
rrcuts across extension and intension alike".s6 ln his famous rGavagair

example the transìator is unable to discern not onìy the meaning of a

foreigner's utterances but (again due to the fact that he possesses no

'given transìation manual' and can only work from behaviouraì disposi-

J.J.C. Smart, rrQuiners Philosophy of Science,,, in \,lords and 0biec-
tions: Essavs on the work of !.y. Quine, ed. Donalolaviasõn and
Jaako Hintikka (Dordrecht, Hol land: D. Reidel publ ishing co., .l969),
p..l2. ln this article Smart criticaìly contrasts what he interprets
to be Quine's instrumental ism in From a Logicaì point of view with
the latter's real ism in word and 0biect. see also Quine's repìy to
Smart in the same volumeJi.Ð-2Ç

W.V. Quí ne, Word and 0b iect, p.207 .

|{.V. Quine, ,'0ntological Relativity", p.35.
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tions to assent to or dissent from certain I inguistic expressions), even

assisted by the use of ostension, is unabìe to discern exactly what the

foreigner is referrinq to. s? Even by poínting to the 'intersubjectiveìy
observabìe' rabbit and at the same time uttering rgavagair, the transìa-

tor does not know for certain whether the foreigner is making reference

to 'rabbithood', rundetached rabbit partr, or 'rabbit stager. Once

again, for Quine, this 'inscrutabi ì ity of reference' aìso appl ies to ho-

mophonic translations. ln short, the beìief that there is some perme-

nantly fixed reìation between words and the world is argued to be simpìy

another 'museum myth'.

As far as his phi losophy of science is concerned, such argumentation

has ìed Quine to champion therunderdetermination of theory by datal

thesis; wherein it is held that "physicaì theories can be at odds with

each other and yet compatible with all possible data even in the broad-

est sense....they can be ìogically incompatibìe and empirically equiva-

lent¡'.s8 The same ìogic also fuels, via the'double indeterminacy of

transìationr, the renowned doctrine of ontological relativity. And it is

the latter which makes the relativistic claim that we can only cl inch

the ontoìogy of an object theory "reìative to the background theory and

to the interpretation or translation imposed on the object theory from

wi th ì n the background theoryrr. s r

s? See W.V. Quine, Word and 0biect, Chapter Two.

s8 W.V. Quine, "0n the Reasons for the lndeterminacy
Journal of Ph i losophy 67 091Ð 2179.

5 e W.V. Quine, r'Ontological Relativity'r, p.65.

of Transìation,
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For Quine, "the scientific system, ontology and aì l, is a conceptuaì

bridge of our own making, I inking sensory stimuìation to sensory stimu-

lation¡r.6o Although we are 'ontological ly commited' to entities through

discourse,6r it is the language of science, although an extension of

common-sense, that ep i stemol og i ca ì I y rgets ahead' of the ì atter by the

systematic positing of entities, thereby proving "more efficacious than

other myths as a device for working a manageable structure into the flux

of experiencerr.62 lt is Quine's conviction that we decide what entities
there are' apropos the reaì worìd, by considerations of simpl icity con-

joined with a rpragmatic guessr. As for the justification for invoking

the epistemic virtue of simpl icity, Quine alìeges that it can be found

in our perceptuaì mechanisms where "there is a subjective seìectivity
that makes us tend to see the simple and miss the complex,r.63 lt is only

in 'degrees of antiquity' that our posits of memory, macroscopic physi-

cal objects, and sub-atomic particles differ epistemoìogical ly. No con-

structionist systems as construed by the phenomenal ist strain in ìogicaì

posi tivism can achieve epistemic certainty and simi ìar physical ist at-

tempt must be conditioned by the fact that it is only because our notion

w.v. Quine, "Things and rheir place in Theories", in Theories and
Thinqs (Cambridge, l'la.: Harvard University press, l98l), p.20.

See w.v. Quine, "0n carnaprs view of Ontoìogy", in The ways of para-
dox and 0ther Essays , Rev i sed and En ì arged Ed i t i on (cambr ídge, l'ia. :
Harvard university Press, 1976), p.205: rrThe entities to which a dis-
course commits us are the entities over which our variabìes of quan-
tification have to range in order that the statements affirmed in
that discourse be truerr.

W.V. Quine, r'Two Dogmas of Empiricism", p.44. 0f course, f or Quine,there are evolutionary constrai nts on what can be successful ìy and
operatively posited.

W.V. Quine, "Theories of a Complex Worldr', in The Ways of paradox,
p.256.
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of macroscop i c obj ects has been "fundamenta I both to the or i g i ns

language and to the continued learning of language, [trrat] - we may

pretty sure that it is here to stayrr.e+

It can be seen, therefore, that Quine, by decimating the positivists'

hopes of providing a logical construction of the world founded on incor-

rigible principles restores ontologicaì questions to phi ìosophy, but

this only after also destroying the positivists'distinction between

philosophy and science by completely naturaìizing the former.6s His ad-

vice to scientists is, once again, purely pragmatic, a variation on 0c-

cam's Razor:rrPad the universe with classes or other supplements if that

wiìl get you a smoother, simpler overa'l I theory; otherwise donrt'.66,

Now although Quine forces us to radically reconsider the positivistsl

distinctions between the analytic and the synthetic and between language

and fact, we can see that his doctrines of the indeterminacy of transla-

tion and ontoìogicaì relativity do not lead him to consider the frame-

work of natural science as simply a framework among many. lndeed, that

he does not conclude this is largely due to the fact that he assumes a

conservative stance vis-a-.vis the notion of observation. This is most

prominently brought out in his cìaim that therrindetermìnacy of transla-

tion has ìittle bearing on observation sentencesrr,6T sentences where

"alI verdicts on it depend on present sensory stimuìation and on no

137
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64 W.V. Quine, "0n l'lental Entities'r, in The Ways of

See W.V. Quine, "Epistemology Natural ized", in
u, pp.69-90.

W.V. Quine, "Huìtiplyìng Entitiesr', in The Ways

l./.V. Quine, "Epistemology Natural izedr', p.89.

65

. Paradox, p.221.

0ntologicaì Reìativi-

of Paradox, p.26\.65
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stored information beyond what goes into understanding the sentencerr6B -

a sentence "on which all speakers of the language give the same rrerdict

when given the same concurrent stimulation".6e

Judging from these remarks, one could concìude with Richard Rorty

that aìthough Quine has largeìy triumphed over the constraining categor-

izations that ensue from the conceptual/enpiricaì distinction, in his

reference to'posits' versus'stimulations' and in his talk of different
people being confronted wi th the 'same concurrent stimulation', he has

not completely renounced the distinction between the given and the pos-

tulated.?o

For our purposes, nevertheless, the contribution of Quine to post-em-

piricism consists of his decimating, beyond popper, the positivist no-

tion of ¡strict logicaì ity', and in his re-emphasizing that when we are

on Neurath's boat at sea we real ìy are at sea - there is no gangplank

running to the mainìand, to sol id epistemic ground, to truths-in-them-

selves.

The work of Quine has, therefore, been indispensable in over-coming

the positivist doctrine of meaning and their reductionism (to the extent

that that reductionism describes scientific knowìedge as based on indi-
vidual statements whose truth vaìue is determined by arconfrontation

withr experience). As far as its positive aspect goes, its contribution

to post-empiricism lies in the conjoining of holism with the indetermi-

lbid., p.86.

lbid., pp.86-81.

Cf. Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the Hirror

68
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nacy of translation - a conjunction which can be seen as providíng a lot

of fuel to the proponents of incommensurabiìity whom we will soon con-

sider. For our exegetical purposes at this point it does not really mat-

ter if Quine arrives at these conclusions by using a behaviouristic cri-

terion of meaning; i.e., if engages in tnaturaìistic phiìosophy''

Granted, the critics of scientism will not excuse us on this - but per-

haps they should exerci se more understandi ng at thi s poi nt, especiaì iy

cons i der i ng that the resul t of thei r pl uraì i sm and pati ence may very

well, in the long run' serve their favour'

ln order to reveal the positivist doctrine of foundations as based

upon a fundamental ,misconception, however' it is necessary to move be-

yond Quine and give some consideration to wiìfred seliars' celebratec

attack on the 'l'lyth of the Given'. lt is Selìars' opinion that if one

does not completely reject the empiricist's misunderstanding of the os-

tensíve element of language ìearning one cannot avoid atrreîfication of

the methodoloqical distinction between theoreticaì and non-theoretical

discourse into a substantive distinction between theoretical and non-

theoret i cal ex i stencerr . 7 r

For Sellars, classical empiricism and positivism are well on their

way to conflating these distinctions due to the fact that they tend to

conflate raw feels, st¡muli, sense datum, et cetera with the act of dîs-

criminating such raw feels. The 'sense-datum'tradition in empiricism'

W. Seiìars argues, must contend with the following inconsistent triad of

propositions:

?r Wilfred Sellars, I'Empiricism and

Perception and Real itY (New York:
the PhilosoPhY of llind'r, in lience'
The Humanities Press, .l963), 

P.174-
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A. X sensgs.red sense content S entaiìs X non-inferentiallv
knows that s is red. B. The abi I ity to sense sense contents
is unacquired. c. The abiìity to know facts of the form x is 0is acquired.?2

As sel lars points out, 'rA and B together entai ì not-c; B and c entai l

not-A; A and c entai l not-Brr.?3 ln short, seì lars, argument is that the

contradictions are a resuìt of the thesis that it is somehow possible to
justify knowìedge ('epistemic facts') via language by appeaì torsome-

thing' that ì ies outside of ìanguage. This thesis is largely rooted in

the view that in the initial stages of acquiring a language we refer di-
rectly to extra-linguistic entities by acts of ostension. Such a view

pìaces a counter-evolutionary faith in the I inguistic categories of com-

mon-sense, since these categories are considered to be based on acts

that from the very beginning 'sl iced the world at its jointsr. lt is a

view of ì inguistic development that plays right into the hands of the

positivistsr treatment of the theoretical terrns of modern science - a

treatment that cons i sted of cons i der i ng them as secondary and der i va-

tive; a treatment that could not avoid attempting to rreducer them to

terms epistemical ly more secure,

'foundationalr.

secure because' less inferentiaì',

0n seìlarsr account, we must "give up the idea that we begin our soj-

ourn in this worìd with any - even a vague, fragmentary, and undiscrimi-

nating - awareness of the logical space of particulars, kinds, facts,

and resembìances, and recognize that even suchrsimpìer concepts as

those of coìors are the fruit of a long process of publ icly reinforced

responses to publ ic objects (incìuding verbal performance) in pubì ic

lbid., p.132.

rbid.
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situation".?a lt is this Wittgensteinian construal which can establ ish

that epistemic facts find their place onìy in the logical space of jus-

tification and thereby avoid characterizing such facts as empirical de-

scriptions of some non-epistemic facts. lt is a construal that avoids

suppos i ng that percept i on must somehow 'ground' knowl edge - a suppos i -

tion that ìeads to the inconsistent triad with which cìassical empiri-

c i sts and sense-datum theor i sts are i nevi tabl y confronted. As Ri chard

Rorty notes, it is a position that allows us,'to view our practices of

justifying assertions as not needing empirical or rontologicall

groundrr. ? s

For Sel lars,

determining role

'essencer of our

the concepts to wh i ch our

i n our understand i ng cf

commun i ty subscr i bes pì ay the

ourselves and consti tute the

the' inner episodes' (impres-theoret i ca I proj ect i on of

sions, sense datum, ei cetera) which the positivists in one way or an-

other incorrectly took as grounding aìì such projections.0n a Sellarian

account, those projections, although'rthe end results of the impingement

of physical objects and processes on various parts of the body, and, in

lbid., p.176.

Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the l'lirror of Nature, p. ì88. ln re-
sponse to the runfair to babies' rebuttal to sel lars' attack on the
notion of a pre-ì inguistic awareness Rorty notes (in keeping wì th
his equation of matters epistemoìogical with matters moral): 'l,le may
balk at the claim that knowledge, awareness, concepts, ìanguage, in-
ference, justification, and the logicaì space of reasons al l descend
on the shou I ders of the br i ght ch i I d somewhere around the age of
four, without having existed in even the most primitive form híther-
to. But we do not balk at the thought that a cìuster of rights and
responsibl ities will descend on him on his eighteenth birthday, with-
out having been present in even the most primitive form hither-
to....in both cases what has happened is a shift in a person's rela-
tions with others, not a shift inside the person which now suits him
to enter i nto such new re I at i onsh i ps" , (p. I 87) .

?5
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way reducible to seìf-authenticat-

4.3 PERSPECTIVISM AND ru RISE f]E CAPTAIN KUHN'S EMPIRE

The positivist account wh¡ch had, by assigning sensory experience ep-

istemoìogicaì and semantical priority, sought security in a phenomenaì-

ist account of perception and in the supposed stabiìity of the observa-

tionaì, has, of course, been subjected to a pìethora of criticism from

the post-empiricists, many of whom take recourse, in their arguments, to

developments in the natural sciences. lt is in the work, for example, of

Norwood Hanson that one finds further developed the thesis that our per-

ceptuaì apparatus selects and fastens onto only certain features of ex*

per i ence.

For Hanson, seeing as an experience must be distinguished from the

photo-chemicaì excitation constitutive of a retinal reaction. The ìat-

ter, Hanson argues, does not invoìve seeing at aì ì, and the former is

best construed as 'seeing asr. This distinction is indicative of Han-

son's claim that even "ordinary seeing is corrigibìerr,z8 is a'theory-

?6 W. Sellars, "Empiricism and the Philosophy of f1ind',, p.l9l.
't 1 For a cr i t ique of Seì ìars' v iew on the 'l4yth of the G iven' wh ich at-

tempts to show how one might argue for a non-epistemic construal of a
'primordiaì awareness' that enables one to explicate a foundational
view, see; l^Jilliam S. Robinson, rtThe Legend of the Givenr', in &.|!g,Knowledge, and Reality: Critical Studies in Honour of Wiìfred Sel-
lars, ed. Hector-Neri Castaneda (lndianapol is: The Bobbs-Herí I I Com*
pany, lnc., 197Ð, pp.83-108. Robinsonrs thesis hinges on his being
able to prove the truth of the cìaim: rrsomething is given to x does
not entai I X has non-inferential knowìedge".

?8 Norwood Hanson, Patterns. of Discovery: An Enquiry into the conceptual
Foundations of science (cambridge: cambridge university press, i96l),
p.22.
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I adenr understak i ng. ? e

Hanson, although insist¡ng that the importance of'tincoming signals

from rthe subject matter"'," o should not be minimized, nevertheìess re-

versed the goaì of the traditional empiricist project in his suggestion

that we shou I d "exam i ne not how observat i on, facts, and data are bu i I t

up i nto genera ì systems of phys i ca I exp I anat i on, but how these systems

are built into our observations, and our appreciation of facts and

datar'.8 r

It is Hansonrs thesìs that the language of science is many-ìevel'led

and that we should resist trying to expì icitìy reduce, by any method,

one ìevel to that of another. The contribution to post-empiricism that

he is most recognized for, however, is his attempt to examine the'spon-

taneous conjectures of instinctive reason' via analogies from gestalt

theory and perception. I,lhat emerges from such attempts is a loosening of

the distinction between psychological processes and reasoning, resulting

in the removaì of the wedge that the positivists had driven between the

contexts of discovery and justification. ln fact, Hanson cìaimed that

there is indeed a'logic'operative in the former context; nameìy, that

of retroduction - the logic that poses the question: trFrom what premises

can this anomaly be shown to fol ìow?r'82

79 lbid., p.19.

Norwood R. Hanson, 0bservation and Explanation: A Guide to phi losophy
of science (New York: Harper Torchbooks, lgjl), p.6. nr Hartson con-
cìudes his section on observation in this book, ,,science does not
make the facts, however much it may shape, colour, and sort them'.
(p .8) .

Norwood. Hanson, Petterns of D i scovery: An Enqu i ry i nto the conceptua ì
Foundations of Science, p.3.

80
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Hansonrs ref I ect i ons on what an i nvest i gat i on of the context of

discovery might look like is a perfect example of the turn that much of

phiìosophy of science took in the l95o's and l960's. ln a short period

of time severaì phi ìosophers began to seriously consider the ramifica-

tions of the Gestaltistsr attack on the tconstancy hypothesis'83 in the
'literature on perception theory. The resuìt was the devotion of increas-

ing amounts of attention to the investigation of the roìe that prior

knowledge, bel iefs, and theories pìayed in determining what the species

perceived. ln what can be seen, in hindsight, as a conjoining of Quiners

emphasis on the network of beìief and meaning and Sellars'claims about

the theoreticaì nature of the'Givenr, phiìosophy of science became very

concerned with the view that the possibiìity of an observation becoming

relevant to our knowledge is dependent upon its aìready being related to

some body of i nformat i on8 a

Such concerns are visible in iïichael Polanyi's anaìysis of the ,ac-

tive'component in perceptionss and in his thesis of the tacit component

that he aììeges constitutes a ìarge component of several cognitive ac-

tivities. For Polanyi the understanding of the world that these activi-

82 See Norwood R. Hanson, Observation and Explanation, p.66.

a3 For a discussion of these matters see: R.L. Gregory, Eye and Brain:
The Psychology of Seeinq, Third Edition (New york: ¡lcGraw Hill goot
cornpany, 1977), pp.l52-160. For a more general ìook at the relation
between percept i on and knowì edge and how our v i ews on th i s reì at i on
have changed throughout history, see: R.L. Gregory, flind in science:
! History of Elp-lanations in psychoìogy and physics (N.w york: per.S-
r i ne Books, I 984) .

8a see Harold l. Brown, Perception, Theory, and commitment: The New phi-
losophv of sc i ence (ch i cago: The un'r ve.r i ty rf ch 

'' ""sr 
press]gzÐ 

,
Chapter Six, especial ly p.87.

8s l'lichael Polanyi, Pgrsonal Knowìedse: Towards a Post-Critical philoso-
p¡J (ch i cago: The un ivers i ty of ftr icago pressl I g6ilFp ¡Fr'oo.
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ties provide us with is an understanding that, in contradistinction to

the positivistsr concepti'on and hopes, resists expìicit formulation.

0f courser positivistical ìy incì ined phi losophers might respond ,yer,

our inabiìity to arrive at an adequate conception of logicaì inference

proves that all knowledge can never be made expìicit due to its probabi-

I istic and tentative naturer. This kind of concession, however, is not

what Polanyi is after in the least. What Poìanyi cìaims is that our re-

I i ance on the rfacts' and robservat i ons¡ of sc i ence i s based on no

strict criteria - including probabi I istic ones. For Poìanyi, the indet-

erminacies that are introduced via the personaì participation constitu-

tive of al ì knowledge even precludes the possibl ity of formulating a

strict criteria for coherency;rtour judgement of it must aìways remain a

quaì itative, nonformal, tacit, personaì judgementil.86

Part and parcel of his thesis cn the personaì invoivement of scien-

tists in the knowing process is Poìanyirs insistence that even in the

intersubjective assessment of experimental resuìts and the feasibi ì ity
of research programmes, intuitive projections of plausibi I ity precede,

and 'l argeìy determine, probabi I ity accounts. And it is the notion of

plausibi l ity that plays a vitaì role in the compulsion that most post-

empiricist phi ìosophers feel to re-examine the positivistsr distinction
between the context of discovery and the context of justification. Such

examinations have, in fact, ìed to the conclusion of many that in the

former context as well as the latter, ',plausibiìity is prior to accept-

abi l ity".t? Poìanyi's claim that pìausibi l ity is also operative in the

86 I'1¡chael Poìanyi and Harry Porsch, lleaninq (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 197Ð, p.100.
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imagination, resuìting in the production of Iideas which contain aspects

of the solution from the start"ss wouìd have, of course, if widely ac-

cepted' some pretty radicaì consequences for a discipìine like the phi-

ìosophy of science so prone, for a variety of reasons, to attempt to es-

tabl ish formaì and expl icit rules for expìaining our logicaì

i nferences. I e

The post-empiricist phi ìosophy of science is ìargeìy saved form col-

ìapsing into a psychologistic enterprise, however, by those who argue

that aìthough the processes by which sensory experience is organized is

context dependent, that context is suppl ied by a ìanguage-community. For

exampìe, we recaì I that it was Wittgensteinrs rel iance on the epistemic

primacy of language communities, as 'forms of life,, that gave him con-

fidence in cìaiming (in his post- Tractatus days) that:

Aìl testing, aìl confirmation and disconfirmation of a hy-
pothesis takes pìace already within a system. And this systemis not a more or Iess arbitrary and doubtfuI point of depar-
ture for aì ì our arguments: Do, it belongs to the essence of
what we call an argument. The system is not so much the point
of departure, as the element in which arguments have thei r
ì i f e. e o

'? see, for example, carl R. Kordig, "Discovery and Justification", phi-
ìosophy of Science 4! (t978) : ì lO-ì ì/.

l'1 ichael Polanyi and Harry Prosch, Heaninq, p.97. contrast this quotewith the claim of the young wittgenstein: ilwhen the answer cannot beput into words, neither can the question be put into words. The rid-
gll-9' does not exist. lf a question can be framed at alì, it is aìsopossible to answer it.,,; Tractatus, proposition 6.!.
One might be reminded at this point that much of polanyi's view onplausibil ity stems from his conception of the ,indwell ing' that al-
legedìy al I our knowledge of comprehensive entities is founded upon;i.e., the rknower' participates in such entities as if their subsidi-
aries were part of the knowerrs body. Also note the extent to whichthis conception begins to merge with the psychologistic conceptions
of Verstehen we discussed earlier in the thesis.

As quoted in R.L. Gregory, llind in Science, p.551 .
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ln addition, when re-considering the emphasis that Sel lars pìaced on

ìanguage in freeing phiìosophy of science from the 'l'lyth of the Given',

some might argue that we are one small step away from seriously investi-

gating the sociaì element of I inguistic communities, âs that eìement is

manifest in shared education, more general ìy construed, and in the sci-

entífic traininger that scientists in different socio-historical matri-

ces undergo. ln fact, it is undoubtìy Thomas Kuhn who, aìthough cìaiming

that I'people do not see stimul i i; our knowìedge of them is highly theo-

reticaì and abstract'r, e2 best conjoins such claims with socio-historicaì

ana I yses of th i s very nature.

The recognized views of Thomas Kuhn, aìthough not deveìoped in direct

response to the work of Quine and Selìars, can be seen as an acceptance

and integrat ion of the g i st of Se I lars' cr i t ique of the rltlyth of the

Given' (supplemented by Hanson's thesis of theory-ìaden seeinq) and

Quiners notions of meaning variance and the indeterminacy of transìa-

tion. Kuhnrs contribution to the philosophy of science, stemming from

h i s own ef f orts to account f or the ì ack of a\^/areness exh ib i ted by work-

ing scientists to their own historicaì tradition, has proved decisive in

making common knowledge severaì inadequacies of the positivist approach.

Even though his work does not proceed via a systematic analysis and

criticism of various positivist pìatformse3 it is clear that almost ai ì

9l 0nce again, the investigations of lv1 ichaeì Polanyi are important here.

Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Second Edition
(Ch i cago: The Un ivers i ty of Cn i cago eresr, D7O) , ¡ I gZ .

A methodologicaì procedure (or lack thereof) that, some would argue,
is indicative of the historical transition that the phiìosophy of
science itseìf has undergone, repìete with an incommensurable change
in guiding presuppositions. see, for example, Harold l. Brown, pei-
ception, Theory, and commitment: The New philosoply of science. Aìso
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of these pìatforms are either impl icitly or expl icitly subjected to a

resounding criticism.

Perhaps somewhat unjustified at this point in our

wilì, nevertheless, not conduct a full-scale examination

di

of

scuss t on, we

the views of

Kuhn; presenting instead a brief, in-a-nutshel I depiction. Three reasons

motivate this decision. The first of these is that Kuhnrs phiìosophy of

science is so well known (it is clearìy the most wideìy read phiìosophy

of science book in the social sciences) that a fuì l-scale demonstrative

presentation of it would not really serve any purpose. Secondìy, given

our purposes herein, what interests us about Kuhn's perspective can be

captured in-a-nutshel l. Trying to discern whether Kuhn succeeds in try-

ing to draw a distinction between his notions of exemplars and discipìi-

nary matrices or whether or not Kuhnrs depiction of a paradigm reaìly

did have twenty-one distinct 'senses', tn et cetera, wi I ì not prove any-

thing nor will it reveaì anything about Kuhn's approach to the philoso-

phy of science, âS a more specif ic analysis of a varier-y of positivist

theses will reveaì something about their approach. The final reason for
presenting Kuhn in this way is that some of the deficiencies of his per-

spective, especial ìy concerning meaning-variance and incommensurabi I ity,

wi ì I be revealed and commented upon in the section on Scientific Real-

see Brown's article, "Probìem changes in science and philosophy", l,le-
taphi losophy 6 (197Ð:177-192.

e a As l'largret l'lasterman argues in, "The Nature of a parad igm'r in cr it i-
qisms and the Growth of Knowledqe, Bd. lmre Lakatos and Alan t4usgrave

l^(cambridge: cambridge university press,197o). That we do not wish to
examine this issue, and rule it out of court in an abrupt fashion,
does not in any way presuppose that we consider that her exercise was
ei ther frui tless or ludicrous. Her article, in fact, sheds much un-
derstanding on both the approach and thought of Kuhn and \^/arns us
against the problems of engaging in the philosophy of science, or any
phiìosophy for that matter, in too generic and sweeping a way.
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I Sm.

Let us say, with Kuhn and his commentators, that Kuhn starts with

science - specificalìy, the history of science. lndividuaì scientists

and groups of scientists, Kuhn observes, seem particuìarly unaware of,

and unconcerned with, the history of their respective discipl ines. This

central ambivalence to matters historical, does not prevent them from

advancing hypotheses in order to heìp them account for certain probìems,

nor from offering solutions to such probìems, nor from advancing general

inferences from observed data, nor does ìt restrict their ability to

construct viable exper iments.

Kuhn concludes from this that'workingr science gives us no evidence

that science as an historical enterprise can in any sense be said to
progress; if progress is construed, as it usual ìy is in matters epistem-

oìogical, as the graduaì, piece-meal accumulation of knowledge over

time. And, accordingly, if science cannot be said to progress in this
fashion, then we must radicaì ly re-examine the entrenched notion that

science provides us with incorrigible and ahistorical truths. Correìa-

tively, therefore, wê must also reject any Piercian ì imit notion of the
rideaì theory' and any positivist dream of a unified and universal sci-

entif¡c ìanguage.

For Kuhn, the history of science has shown that so-caì ìed rprogress'

is actually no more than the result ofrgestalt switches'which ìay the

parameters for new and invigorating scientific research. These parame-

ters, or rparad i gms' , are const i tut i ve of an ent i re way of approach í ng

and ìooking at the world - not unlike the Lebenswelt of the phenomenoìo-

gists. The values indicative of any paradigm ìargely determine the kinds
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of problems that scientists perceive as worthy of investigation and how

the solution given to those probìems fit into a coherent worìd-picture.

The discipl inary rmatrices' of such paradigms determine the kind of sci-

entific training any individual scientist wi ì I receive, the methods of

communication between scientists, the kind of instruments they wi ì I rely

on in any given experiment, as wei ì as the epistemic virtues which they

value. es

It is Kuhn's thesis that most of scientific theorizing and experimen-

tation takes place within these paradigms; we might therefore designate

such paradigms as the domain of 'normaì science'. Normal science does

the 'mop-up work' created by a change ín paradigm - created by a ,ges-

talt switch' that defies formaì ized rationaì explanation. Sooner or lat-
€F, however, certain anomalie's begin to accumulate that normal science

does not have the resources to soìve. When such an accumulation reaches

a critical, near stagnating, point, normal science can be said to be in

a state of rcr i s i s'

Over t i me, however, perhaps the resu I t of young sc i ent i sts not en-

trenched in the oid ways of'ìooking at things', or perhaps the result

of a new insight on the part of someone aìready working within the tra-
dition, an entirely different, revolutionary way of approaching the ano-

mal ies wi I I be put forward. For reasons which again defy expì icit for-
mal ization, that gestalt switch may become accepted by the entire

scientific community resuìting in a switch of aì ìegiances therein. The

es For a look at how Kuhn has reformulated his original, and often mis-
leading, distinction between paradigms and discipì inary matrixes see,
Thomas Kuhn, 'rsecond rhoughts on paradigms,r, in The Essential ren-sion: selected Studies in scientif ic Tradit!on æ ctr"¡1re;ifro
and London: The University of Chicago press, l9l7), pp¿93-319.
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period of 'revoìutionary science'will then be over, a new paradigm wiìl
have been created, and normaì science wi I ì once again resume.

It is Kuhn'. opinion that the meaning of concepts empìoyed in a par-

ticular paradigm are largeìy determined by their place in that para-

digmls governing theories, that there is no fundamental observation/

theory distinction, and that the various paradigms respond to different
probìems. Two different paradigms, therefore, wiìl not be able to assess

the validity of their respective solutions to problems since there is no

neutraì arbitrator - no background theory whose postulates they share.

The proponents of the respective paradigms wi I I forever talk at cross-

purposes; their diaìogue, and hence their theories, wi ì I remain incom-

mensurable. And, Kuhn concìudes, if the paradigms are essential ly in-
commensurable, then one cannot claim that the growth of scientific

knowledge is cumulative.

4.4 TTE VANDALS ElrlBARK: FR[]M ANARCHY TO HERMENEUTTcs IO RELATIVIS|||

4.4.1 PauI Feyerabend p¡ Methodological prunalism ancl philosophical
Dernccracy

The'irrationalistrelement that can be discerned in Kuhn's philoso-

phy of scíence is claimed by many commentators to take the last breath

away from a dying positivism and, along with the latter, ãñy attempt to

describe, in a formaì istic way, both the enterprise of science and the

evolution of its concepts and methods. However, it is clearìy the work

of Pauì Feyerabend, especiaììy as exempl ified by his provocative Aqainst

i\ethod, that is indicative of an attempt at the 'transvaìuation of alì
value'. lndeed, for Feyerabend, rrmadness turns into sanity provided it
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sufficiently rich and sufficiently regular to function as the basis

a new worìd viewr'.e6

I'luch of Feyerabendr s contemporary perspect ive on the ph i losophy of

science stems from his earìy rejection of the positivist and Popperian

notion of a neutral observation language. lt is his belief that rthe in-

terpretation of an observation language is determined by the theories

which we use to explain what we observe, and it changes as soon as those

theories changerr.e? This rejection of a neutral observation ìanguage is

part and parceì of Feyerabend's refusaì to countenance the observation-

alltheoreti cal di sti nct ion.

Aìthough his positive construal of the 'pragmatic theory of observa-

tion'e6 can be seen as a variation of Quine's account of observation

sentences (as occasion sentences ,of a speciaì sortr), ee replete with

reference to a behavioural response mechani sm, Feyerabend wi shes that

that response is of a theory-embedded interpretational nature.

Feyerabend initially thought that the rejection of such a fundamental

distinction as that between observational and theoretical languages was,

nevertheless, compatible with a faìsification methodology, albeit a

e6 Paul K. Feyerabend,
p.270 .

Aga i ns t l4ethod (London : Verso Press , 1975) ,

Pauì Feyerabend, I'An Attempt At a Reaì istic lnterpretation of Experi-
encer', in Realisryr, ß?tionalism and scientif ic l'iethod: phiìosopi-rical
Papers: Volume L Philosophicaì Papers Volume I (cãmbridger cambridge
University Press, l98l), p.31.

see, for exampìe, Paul Feyerabend, "Expranation, Reduction, and Empi-ricism'¡, in Realism, Rationalism and scientif ic l'lethod, esp.
pp.50-54 .

W.V. Quine, "Empirical Contentrr, in Theories and Things, p.25.
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methodol ogy that recogn i zed that the mean i ng of 'observat i onr reports

were necessari ly theory-dependent. roo Feyerabend recognized, however,

that the rejection of this distinction substantiated the inadequacies of

two central assumptions of logicaì empiricism. The first assumption, the

relation of deducibi ì i ty, he presented (quoti ng Nageì) the foì ìowing:

ì aws, orThe objective of the reduction is to show that
the generaì principìes of the secondary science, are simpìy
I og i ca ì consequences of the assumpt i ons of the pr i mary sc i -
ence. 1 o 1

The second assumption, which Feyerabend inevitably argues is a deriva-

tive of the fi rst, "concerns the relation between the meanings of the

primitive descriptive terms of the secondary science and the meanings of

the primitive descriptive terms of the primary science.rrloz Formaììy

presented i t reads:

f'lean ings are i nvar iant
t i on. I 0 3

wi th respect to the process of reduc-

It is Feyerabendrs opinion that these assumptions, taking for granted

as they do the vaì idity of the covering-law modeì of explanation, pres-

uppose that the terms of a scientific theory (T) that is beíng replaced

by a second theory (T') or reduced to another (T") are possessive of

stable meanings that allows the transition of T to T' or from T to Trl

Ìoo ln his later writings,
ties to falsification.

Feyerabend no ìonger attributes such capaci-

r0r Pauì Feyerabend, "ExÞlanation, Reduction, and Empiricismr', p.48.

ro2 lbid.

r03 lbid., These two assumptions are now commonly referred to in the
I iterature as the consistency condition and the condition of meaninginvariance. For a critical assessment of Feyerabend's rejection ofthese conditions see, Dudìey Shapere, ilfleaning and lcientific
change", in Scientific Revo.lutions, êd. lan Hacking (0xford:0xford
University Press, l98t), pp.28-59.

AS
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to proceed smoothly. ln short, the assumptions can only be satisfied if
the meanings of scientific terms remain invariant in cross-theoretical

comparison and inter-theoretic reduction.

As was foreshadowed by his rejection of the notion of neutral obser-

vation ìanguage, however, Feyerabend does not think that there is such a

preservation of meaning across theories. For him ,,the meaning of every

term we use depends upon the theoretical context in which it occurs.

Words do not¡mean'something in isolation; they obtain their meanings

by being part of a theoretical systemrr.lo4

Feyerabend argues that the theory-ladenness of facts and the impossi-

bi ì ity of empìoying a neutral observation language prevents us from as-

sessing the ìocus of positive content that a successor theory provides

us with vis-a-vis the theory it has replaced. Correìativeìy, w€ cannot

determine, using the explanatory resources of the successor theory, the

shortcomings of the replaced theory. The relation of deducibility, and

the consistency condition of reducibil ity that it invokes, that is cham-

pioned b;'those empiricists subscribing to the covering-law model of ex-

planation is most inadequate for arriving at an understanding of sci-
ence. ln addition, Feyerabend argues the excìusion of the simultaneous

employment of contradictory hypotheses from the scientific enterprise by

the consistency conditíon is not onìy based upon a fundamental miscon-

ception, it contradicts the history of science. lf seriously enforced

it wouìd, in fact, cFippìe one of the central ingredients of the cre-

ative component of science and scientific theorizing. To insist that it

r04 Paul Feyerabend, ,'Probìems of Empiricism,,,
Certainty, €d. Robert G. Coìodny (Engìewood
Hal ì, 196Ð , p. ì80.

i n Beyond the Edge of
Cìiffs, N.J.: Prentice-
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must be shown, upon the presentation of new theories and hypotheses, how

those new theor i es and hypotheses are cons i stent wi th wel l -conf i rmed

theories (and to discard them if they are not) is, Feyerabend claims, to
invoke a conservative methodoìogicaì principle that wilì not assist us

in the construction of more efficient nomoìogical explanations, but

wi ì l ' rather, lead to the stagnation of the scientific enterprise. ln

ì ight of this, Feyerabend advocates the use of the rcounter-ruìer, a

principìe "that urges us to introduce hypotheses which are inconsistent

with wel l-estabì ished theoriesil.ros

One can see, therefore, that in his criticism of the standard empiri-

cist approach to the study of scientific theories, Feyerabend argues

from a position that countenances the ideational character of facts,

meaning invariance, and the theory-ladenness of observation. He aìso

radically departs from the standard account in his very generic use of

the term theory, himself admitting that in his writings it 'rwiìl be used

in a wide sense, including ordinary beìiefs....myths....reìigious be-

I iefs' etc. ln short, ãñY sufficientìy general point of view concerning

matter of fact wiìl be termed a 'theoryrt.ro6 From this, many people

might be ìed to bel ieve that his brand of post-empiricism is very much

akin to that of Thomas Kuhn's. This interpretation can, in fact, be seen

as receiving further supPort from Feyerabendrs view that in order for

science to avoid stagnation and overcome conforming anomal ies it ilneeds

people who are adaptable and inventive, not rigid imitators of restab-

r0s Pauì Feyerabend, Against l'lethod, p.35. As far as rbucking the
I i shed trend' goes, not i ce the aff i n i ty here to popper's
presentation of the falsification principle.

r06 Paul Feyerabend, rrProblems of Empiricismil, p.219.

es tab-
inirial
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I ishedr behavioraì pâtternsrr. ror

There are, indeed, llìElrì/ paralìels between the philosophy of science

of Kuhn and the approach of Feyerabend. Feyerabend, however, especial ly

in his most recent work, is being much more radical than Kuhn in his re-
jection of the positivist inspired approach to the philosophy of sci-
ence. For Feyerabend, actual scientific practice is much less suscepti-

bìe to methodologicaì ¡rules of thumb' and much more chaotic than the

interpretation of it we receive through Kuhnrs notions of paradigms and

normaì science. Aìthough acknowledging the occasional act of revoìution-

ary genius, Kuhn's portrayal of actuaì scientists does not depart in es-

sence from the positivist portrayal - he treats them as a basically con-

servat ive 'l ot. They are p ictured as a ì ì operat ing more or Iess wi th in

the confines of a specific world-view, abiding by the dictates of the

governing discipl inary matrix. Their values and epistemic virtues are

pretty wel I ordained for them and the didactic presentation of them is

built into the educationaì and training process. Like workers on a pro-

duction ì ine they carry out the overlord's mandates, maximizing on theo-

reticaì cost-efficiencies unti I insurmountabìe contradictions arise

contradictions which reveal the oppressive nature of institutionaì obe-

dience. Their I iberation is soon made possibìe, however, by young rebels

or creative eccentrics whose daring individual ity has never quite been

suppressed. This ì iberation, nevertheìess, I ike al I l iberation, is short

I íved. The crash course in the tnew wayr soon ends and when the histori-

cal curtain rises again it reveals them back on a new production ìine,
perhaps exchanging the odd smi le indicative of invigoration, but smi les

r0? Paul Feyerabend, Aqainst llethod, p.2lS.
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which one can be assured will soon vanish as the redundancy of Inormal'

work sets in.ro8

I n Feyerabendrs v i ew, however, the over I ords are not as successfu I i n

keeping the rebeìs and eccentrics at bay; at no point in time does some-

thing as monoì ithic as 'normal science' exist. At any conjuncture, r¡sci-

ence needs both the narrow mindedness that puts obstacles in the path of

an unchained curiosity and the isnorance that either disregards the ob-

stacìes, or is incapabìe of perceiving them. Science neecis both the ex-

Pert and the dilettantesrr.roe

It is Feyerabendrs opinion that the individual scientist is initiaììy

confronted with a rbuìk of chaotic and diverse material' which they can-

not make conform to the estabì ished rsimple¡ criteria of order and con-

sistency. A practical loqic is therefore developed which enables results

to be achieved. Since'¡most of the ruìes and standarCs of this practical

Iogic are conceived ad hoc, they serve to remove a particular difficulty

and it is not possible to turn them into an organ of ¡sss¿¡çþ'.rro

A corol I ary of th i s i s Feyerabend's argument that

gies advanced by ¡critical rationalism,, ileven the

all

mos t

the methodo l o-

obvious ones,

r08 One couìd say that it is in Kuhn's work that scientific time paral-
leìs what we know of political time; it ',moves f aster in periods ofcrisis, and stagnates in times of regression: \^re ìearn more in a
week of revolution than in ten years of status g.,'. For a discus-
sion of political time so construed see negis OeUray, prison Writ-
ings, ed. Rosemary sheed (mi¿aresex, Engrand: penguin gõF1ñ,
p.90 .

roe Pauì Feyerabend,
p.89.

rlo lbid., p.199.

Science in g F ree Soc i ety (London: NLB, tg78),
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have their I imits";rrr they are akin to measuring tooìs that are deter-

mined by the process of investigation itseìf. Just as we would not use

any given measuring device under al ì conditions, Feyerabend suggests

that it would be naive for the sciences to pìedge their allegiances to
any rule or standard in aì I research. Science is, in short, an '¡essen-

tial ly anarchistic enterprise".rr2 The scientist, henceforth, must not

pay credence to any mandate from the 'phi ìosophy of sciencer that does

not' in its conditionaì clause, advocate prol iferation - that does not

preclude him from reaì izing that at heart, anything qoes.

Any concerted look at the history of science, Feyerabend informs us,

will reveal that anarchism is a medicine that epistemoìogy and the phi-

losophy of science badìy needs. Although in the same breathe he cautíons

against the over-indulgence in any medicinerr3 and cìaims that he does

I'not show that proliferation should be used,.... [uut only that] t¡re

rational ist cannot exclude jj",tr4 his recent efforts consist of a enu-

merating a pìethora of exampìes of methodological ruìes that have severe

shortcomings. lnductivism, verifiabiìity, and falsification go by the

wayside almost immediateìy. The Popper-Hempel brand of deductivism fal-

ters as a universal principìe in ì ight of the fact that 'rforms of I ife

may be deductiveìy disjoint".lrs The history of science is also invoked

rrr Paul Feyerabend, Aqainst llethod, p.32.

rLz lbid., p.17,

rr3 See Science in a Free Society, p.127: ,'Epistemology
be cured, and the medicine is anarchy. Now medicine
one takes al I the time. One takes it for a certain
and then one stops.¡l

rr4 Paul Feyerabend, Science in a Free Society, p.145.

rls lb¡d., p.208.

is sick, it must
i s not someth i ng
period of time,
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to demonstrate that the pr i nc i pì es of non-contrad i ct i on and cons i stency

are easiìy compromised in scientific research. Content-increase is shown

to to be something that must not be demanded of successor theories and

ad hoc hypotheses are lauded as devices which "give new theories a

breathing space, and indicate the direction of future ¡ssg¿¡6þrr.rre ln

short, Feyerabend's methodoìogical prescription is pure and simpìe:
rrWithout 'chaos' , no knowlodgerr. I I r

ln addition' consistent with his earl ier acceptance of radical mean-

ing variance, Feyerabend, in arguing that "l inguists remind us that a

perfect translation is never possibìe, even if we use complex contextual

definitionsrt,rrs rejects the notion of commensurability - what is con-

sidered by most phi ìosophers of science to be the prerequisite par ex-

cellence for a portrayaì of scientific knowìedge as progressive and con-

vergent. The rejectìon of epistemic convergence in science is not,

however, something that troubìes Feyerabend in the ìeast; for him, "the
debate between science and myth has ceased without having been won by

either siderr.lre lndeed, it is his questioning whether 'truth might be

unimportantr and tundesi rabìe' that leads Feyerabend to reconsider i ts
sociaì relevance, which, in turn, brings his discussion of the phi ìoso-

phy of science into ì ine with a more generaì and unrestrained crit¡que

of sc i ent i sm.

r r 6 Pauì Feyerabend, Aga i nst

11? lbid., p.179.

rr.8 lbid., pp.281-282.

tre lbid., p.l7ì.

l'lethod, p.93.
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ln fact, it is at this point that Feyerabend sets himself up as a

savicr of sorts. He says he wishes to defend society against aìì ideolo-

gies - science incìuded. For Feyerabend there is no criterion of ration-

aì ity or meaningfulness that can separate science from myth, foìklore,

rel igion and al I their varíous manifestations. Science is simply one

cultural tradition amongst many and has no special right to cìaim to be

able to act as some kind of neutral arbitrator between other traditions.

Science has no r ight to become hegemonic. Therefore, argues Feyerabend,

in a democratic society, , a major question is how to separate science

and state.r2o

Given his concìusion that the ¡scientif ic r^Jay' is just one amongst

many' Feyerabend subjects his own career as a Professor of Philosophy at

the University of Caì ifornia in Berkeley to a criticaì examination. lt
is in such hindsight that he decides that his function I'was to carry out

the educational policies of the State of california"; which means, he

concìudes, that he'rhad to teach peopìe what a smaìl group of white in-

telìectuals had decided was knowledgetr.rzr

For Feyerabend, such demagogy is most unacceptable, especial ly at a

university financed by the state. The citizens of a state have a riqht

to I ive as they choose and if this means teaching them voodoo or acu-

puncture at the universities then this is exactìy what educators shouìd

be doing. And this, in turn, means going against'rthe tradition of the

l'lhite l'lan"rzz and the elitism of scientif ic rationality. lt means advo-

r 2 o A quest i on wh i ch he expl ores
t ism, and Sc ient if ic l'lethodrl

rzr PaLll Feyerabend, Science in

most forthrightìy in I'Democracy,
I nqu i ry 23 (ì 980) :3- I 8.

F ree Soc i ety, p. I 1 8.

,

e

Eli-
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catingrdemocratic relativismrand defending the rights of citizens ,to

use the standards of the tradition to which they beìong,.rz. lndeed;

science or rationalism, in this view, are instruments put at
the disposal of the people to be used þy them as they see fit,
they are not necessary conditions of rationality, or citizen-
ship, or I ife. Scientists are salesmen of ideas and gadgets,
they are not judges of rruth and Faìsehood. Nor are they High
Priests of Right Living.rza

Now although Feyerabend has stated, at one point, that he wished ilto

know what it is that makes people who have a rich and complex culture

fal I for dry abstractions and muti late their traditions, their thought,

the i r ì anguage so that they can accommodate the abstract i ons", t, r he

does not provide us with any substantial anshrer. He does not, that is,

explain why scientists are such successful saìesmen and what enabìes the

corporation to grow at the rate it does. He simpìy and didacticaì ly
states that its continued growth, and support by the state, is deomcrat-

icaì ly uniustified.

It is interesting, by way of an overview, to see how Feyerabend ar-

rives at his position. Like Kuhn, he too starts with looking at the his-
tory of science as well as its contemporary development. He notes that

¡f the scientific enterprise is not to be static it must employ a metho-

doìogicaì plural ism. ln fact, he observes, SCience does employ such a

plural ism. Yet this plural ism is not a result of attempts to provide

evaluative standards before experimentation; it is, rather, the result

r22 Paul Feyerabend, "Democracy, E

123 lbid., p.ll.

124 lbid., p.15.

r2s Paul Feyerabend, Science in a

litism, and Scientif ic llethod", p.14.

F ree Society, p.119.
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of the abi I ity of scientists to devise ad hoc pragmatic principles

during and shortly after experimentation. Science, Feyerabend concìudes,

can get on just fine by itself. Phiìosophy of science as a special sub-

ject, which employs the resources of formaì ìogic in attempts to estab-

I ish universal methodoìogical principles which science must abide by,

has, therefore, been proven to be completely unnecessary.

Conjoined with his advocation of a pluraì ism in matters methodoìogi-

cal, however, is aìso Feyerabendrs claim (which he once thought was com-

pletely compatibìe with a real ìst construal of science) that science

must also be wi ì I ing to countenance a variety of incompatible theories

and hypotheses simuìtaneousìy. 0nly such countenancing could enable the

enterprise to remain creative. And it was this kind of argument that

soon led to his view, stilì advanced in the service of science, that ra

science interested in finding truth must....retain all the ideas of man-

k ind f or poss ib le userr. r 2 6

As Feyerabend construes the principle of theoreticaì plural ism, how-

ever, it means that the wide-spread acceptance of a theory is inverseìy

related to the growth of understanding and rationality. The elitism in-
herent in rphiìosophicaì cliquesr must therefore be prevented from es-

tabl íshing itseìf. Democracy must reign in matters inteì ìectual.

However, Feyerabend continues, if alì scientific standards are them-

seìves research imminent, how is it possibìe to judge science per se as

constitutive of all knowledge claims. The answer, he aì'ì eges, is that ¡t
is not possibìe, and the resuìt of this is both lthe end of the phiìoso-

126 Paul Feyerabend, ¡rDemocracy, Elitism, and Scientif ic l,lethod'r, p.5.
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phy of science (and of a very popular idea of reason) as an aid to

scientific prog¡s55ttr2? and the end of science as an adjudicator in mat-

ters epistemoìogicaì. But if science has no justification for assumi ng

this ìatter role, then it also has no justification for assessing the

var iety of cul tural norms and tradi tions from which diverse knowìedge

claims arise. Feyerabend then argues that, ipso facto, in a democratic

society, the enterprise of science has no justification for assuming any

¡ nst i tut i ona I pr i macy.

It is aìso Feyerabend's opinion (an opinion which he thinks receives

'general agreement') "that a free society must not be left at the mercy

of the institutions it contains - it must be able to supervise and con-

troì themrr.r2s He therefore argues, in response to those who ask where

the standards of institutional assessment wilì come from, that the an-

swer is robvious'; "A cit_Þen will use the lra¡dards of the tradit.ion to

which he belongstt.!ze

It is in fact at this point that Feyerabendrs attack on 'el itism¡ in

the phi losophy of science has transformed itself into an attack on al ì

traces of rintel ìectuaì eì itismr in society. lt is inteì lectuaìs who, in

asking how the rcorrectr standards wi I I be found, presuppose that they

are responding to questions that are a probìem for everyone. Their eli_
tist answers are a result of the fact that',they simplv take it for
qranted that their own traditions of standard-construction and standard¡

127 lbid., p.9.

L2a lbid.

L2e lbid.
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reiection are the onlv tradit¡ons that countrt.r3o

ln Feyerabendrs opinion the debates between traditions are inevitably

debates between | ì aymanr ; the sol ut i on to these debates wi ì I therefore

be generated, via the authority of ìaymen, by democratic counciìs. Such

councils form the ultimate politicaì unit of his tdemocratic reìatívisml

- the only alternative a democracy has if it is to avoid the imposition

of standards by a 'gang of radicaì intel lectuaìs'. ln fact, Feyerabend

even has a sìogan for his pol iticaì alternative: "Citizen's initiatives

i nstead of ph i I osophy !rtr s r

This most interesting, perhaps bizarre, and certainly unexpected,

change of pace that Feyerabend's phiìosophy has taken over the years is
a clear representation of how much of post-empiricism's wi ì I ingness to

talk in terms of 'mythsr, rworìd-viewsr, and rvisionsr can lead to ex-

treme concìusions. ln fact, Feyerabend is interesting to consider pri-

marily because of the fact that his attack on positivism becomes an at-

tack on the whole notion of 'critical rationaì ism' in generaì. For in
much of the social sciences, we must recall, an attack on positivism

necessari ìy means an attack on 'criticaì rational ism'; indeed, this
fact is very impl icit in the ral lying cry of many rinterpretational istsr
: 'we must stop explaininq and analvzinq sociaì phenomena, and try to

understand themr .

r'3o lbid., p.12.

r3r lb¡d., p.17.
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Now I can only emphasize once again at this point that throughout

this chapter I have not been assuming that the attacks on positivism

necessari ly cuìminate in the radicaì epistemic and communal relativism

of Feyerabend. One need onìy consuìt the writings of the authors men-

tioned in this chapter to substantiate that they have not fallen victim

to Feyerabendianism. ln fact, the anaìytic phiìosophical literature is

proof positive that severaì criticisms of positivist presuppositions

were carried out, and continue to be carried out, aìong ìargeìyrpositi-
vistr lines. lt would, therefore, given this, even be inappropriate to
generical ly assert that rpositivism has died'.

It must also be pointed out, however, that in looking at the history
of any ideas which have some common denominator, it is very important to

take note of who becomes influential vis a vis other disciplines. For

often' over time, it ís that individual who comes to be seen as repre-

sentative of that 'body of thought' under which a multitude of ideas

have been rudimentally coalesced (often after that individual has gained

some prominence). For example, aìthough I consider that it would be a

most fortunate occurence for al I academic thought if generic reference

to'this'or 'that' 'body of thoughtrwas suspended, it remains the case

that, for a varîety of reasonsr people continue to employ those very

kinds of generic references, and it is an almost inevitable consequence

of this that some individual emerges as epitomizing thatrbody of

thought'. People then make reference to that individual (or individu-

als) when referring to that thought; one couìd say that there is a dia-
lectical relationship between the emergence of a trepresentative, and

the emergence of a 'body of thought'.
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Therefore, those who desi re to investigate the relationship between

the phiìosophy of science and the philosophy of the sociaì sciences must

always consider what the social sciences take to be therreceived'view;

for exampìe, most phi ìosophers of the sociaì sciences seem to consider

that a correspondence theory of truth was an undisputed component of

ìogicaì positivism. Now we have seen that this was certainìy not the

case - nevertheless, it is very important to note that they consider it

accordingìy. lt is at this point that the rationaì reconstruction of

ideas gain a certain autonomy vis a vis their subject domain.

Ther e

sentative

can

of

be no doubt that for some time, Thomas Kuhn has been repre-

post-empiricism for several social sciences. lt is my con-

tention (a contention that almost anyone couìd make after considering

the relevant I iterature) that both Feyerabend and Rorty wi I I increasing-

ìy come to assume that role over the next few years. ln such an exami-

nation, therefore, one must approach their thought accordingìy.

4.4.2 Richard Rorty on Foundationalist Epistem¡logy and Henmeneutics

As we have noted in our conclusion to the ìast section, it wouìd be

outlandishly ludicrous to suppose that there is some sort of logical

continuity between Popperrs falsificationism, Quiners theses of meaning

variance and the indeterminacy of translation, Seì lars¡ attack on the

'l'lyth of the Given', Kunhrs views on paradigms and incommensurability,

and Feyerabendrs advocacy of methodoìogicaì, theoretical, and pol itical
pìural ism. lt does, nevertheless, remain the case that most traditions
developr32 certain people who, whether recognized or not by others as

L32 t Bringforthr, as Heideggarians might choose to say.
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I eg i t i mate spokesmen, attempt to speak for the I recent deve I opments I and

derive profound conclusions therefrom. Given this, one might say that in

matters political B.F. Skinner \^/as to positivism what paul Feyerabend is

to what I have designated post-empiricism. His influence on the social

sciences, as we will see in our next chapter, can be interpreted, as it
often is, in a variety of significant ways. Such an influence definiteìy

comes at the cost of, oF, perhaps more appropriately, will not be con-

joined with, an equal recognition of his more critical essays. This,

however, given his contemporary position, may actual ly be very much to

his liking. All we can say here is that one often gains recognition when

one attempts to be profound, regardless of what constitutes those pro-

fundities.

Feyerabendrs attempt to derive large-scale sociaì consequences from

his attacks on the esoteric element in the phi losophy of science and

other academic discipì ines, is somewhat akin in spirit to a variety of

other attempts by ph i losophers. ltlost prom i nent of these other attempts

and most susceptibìe to conceptual consumption on the part of sociaì

scientists has been the recent work of Richard Rorty.

As Feyerabendrs claims are largeìy the result of the fai ìure on the

part of positivistic phi ìosophers of science to construct an expì icitìy
forma ì a I gor i thm for theory-cho i ce, Rorty's work can be see as ìargely

phi losophers (andthe resuìt of the fai lure

their historical cousins)

it means for a proposition

the part of those same

adequateì y provi de an expì i cat i on of what

r 'theory', or 'idear) to be justified þy

its reference to an extra-linguistic worìd. Feyerabend uses the failure

on

to

(o

of the methodoìogical component of verification as a conceptual spring-
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board, whereas Rorty uses the fai lure of its epistemoìogical component

accordingìy. However, as we have seen in our discussicn on positivism,

the conjunction of these components is the essence of verification.
Therefore, it might be more preciseìy stated that Feyerabend and Rorty

are using the same spring-board. They are only divinq to different
depths.

The substance of Rortyrs wi deì y acc I a imed Ph i I osophy and the Hi rror
of Nature is an unrelenting attack on traditional epistemology. This

discipì ine, in Rorty's view, has been governed by the bel ief in, and

search for, the permanent, runcontaminatedr, neutral framework of the

state of things whose rstructurer it is the task of the phi ìosopher to

elucidate. Phi losophy thus far has aìso worked on the assumption that
there is a Inature of knowìedge'which entails that alì contributions to

a given discourse are ultimately commensurabìe. The notion of'knowìedge

by confrontationr therefore supports the idea that there exist rules

which constrain enquiry and which are common to alì discourse.

Wi th such an arsenal of assumptions in store, phi losophy, Rorty ar_

gues' was (and ìargely sti ì ì is) motivated to assess (,ground') epistem-

ic claims from all of culture. The cultural domain has been divided into
those areas of discourse which represent reality well, those which do it
less weì1, and those which do not represent it at all. 0n the former are

conferred the honourific titles of 'cognitively meaningful' and 'ration-
aì ityr and in the Iatter, the derisory tags of rcognitively meaningìess'

and rsubjectivism'. Commensurability is more than often viewed the haìl-
mark of the first variety, incommensurabi ì ity the fate of the second.
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ln his criticism of the view that the justification of knowìedge

claims is a transaction between the ¡knowing subjectr and rreaì ityr,
Rorty wishes to re-draw this hierarchial cultura'l image. He carries out

this latter project by rejecting the assumptions of traditionaì epistem-

ologyr33 and insisting that the'cuìtural vacuum'created by the demise

of this discipline should never be filled; that our cuìture should be-

come one where the demand for universaì and transhistorical epistemic

constraints is no longer made.

Quite indicative of his Jamesian pragmatism, Rorty is indicting the

epistemoìogicaì tradition with having confused rrcontact with reaìity
with dealing with reaìityr'.rs+ lnevitably this confusion could be traced

back to the misguided attempt on the part of Greek phiìosophy, especiaì-
'I y as exempìif ied by its Platonic component, to draw a distinction be-

tween epistemic and doxa , between knowìedge arrd beì ief. lt was, how-

ever' argues Rorty, Descartesr rinvention of the mind' and his notion of
rprivileged access' (impl icit in his famous ,coqito, erqo sum,) which

prcvided a rfield'within whích epistemic certainty, âs opposed to mere

opinion or beì ief, was possible. And it was Lockers identification of

explanation wi th justification , his conflation of the etiology of our

beliefs with our justification of them - that by ordaining this field as

a subject of study real ly got the tradition roì I ing.

What had emerged by the

pretat i on of knowl edge as

rored nature. The duty of

seventeenth century, therefore, was an inter-

an I assemb I age of representat i ons , that m i r-
ph i I osophy, as a theory of th i s knowì edge,

r33 As some would

r34 Richard Rorty,

have i t, deconstruct i ng the trad i t i on.

Ph i losophv and the llirror of Nature , p.375.
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came to be seen increasingly as the pol ishing of manrs ,gìassy essence'.

It was' nevertheless, onìy with Kant¡s empìoyment of the Cartesian no-

tion of priviìeged access in attempting to ans\^/er the query 'How is

knowìedge possibìe?' that the discipl ine of epistemology, as the study

of our inner representations, received its full legitimization. The

placing of phiìosophy on the 'secure path of science' that Kant heralded

was actual ly premised, given privi leged access, otì the assumption that

the search for the source of apodictic knowìedge would prove successful.

It was, of course, aìso Kant's attempt to forge a 'third way' between

the formidabìe certainties of Cartesianism and the abyss of Humean scep-

ticism that led to the hypostatization of a world both deserving of, and

fit for, human habitation - a worìd partìy constitutedr /et a worìd aìso

determinate. This attempt by Kant led to the ceìebrated division of the

world into the noumenal and the phenomenal as weìl as his claim that we

could have certain knowìedge regarding our ¡constituting activities'. lt
has aìso, Rorty argues, entrenched within the phi losophicaì conscious-

ness the distinctions which much of twentieth century anaìytic philoso-

phy has striven to overcome; that between the analytic and the synthet¡c

(the necessary and contingent) and that between the conceptual and the

emp i r i ca ì (scheme and context) .

By the time the twentieth century had rol led around the notion of

knowledge as a set of representations had become more specificaì ly con-

strued as the reìation between propositions and the world. people's be-

I iefs were viewed as made manifest in such propositions and epistemolo-

9Y, as the study of the relation between them and the world, heralded

knowledge as 'justified true beìiefr. Beìiefs were true îf, as formulat-
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propositions, they corresponded to what was really the case - that

they referred to an extra-ìinguistic component.r3s

l'Je have seen that attempts to explicate this alleged relation consti-

tuted much of positivist epistemology, attempts which were largeìy

fueìed by the beìief that if such a relation couìd not be found then the

scientific enterprise wouìd be forced to abdicate its empirical compo-

nent and would, thereby, be ranked as simply one other myth amongst

many. ln contradistinction, Quinets claim that a thorough-going natural-

ism is compel led to countenance the inscrutabi I ity of reference can be

seen as a strong contributìon to much of post-empiricist phi losophy of

science wherein the al Ieged word/world correspondence is rejected tout

cour t .

Now Rortyrs position is also a rejection of any notion of correspon-

dence between the I inguistic and extra-ì inguistic, and can therefore be

seen as contributing to the thought of post-empiricism which we have

been considering. lt is, in fact, Rortyrs view that once we recognize

the error introduced by Locke, and dispel the assumption that there is
some special non-pragmatic relation between truth and justification,
then we are well on our way to admitting that no sense can be made of

1 3 s For a I ook at how normat i ve ep i stemoì ogy approaches knowl edge asrjustified true belief' or, in light of Gettierrs famous paradox,
'indefeasible justified true bel ief' see Keith Lehrer, Knowledqe(Oxford: clarendon press, j97Ð. Lehrer, it might ¡" mõiionõ
does not subscribe to the correspondence notion of justification
which most of Rorty's attack is directed against, opting instead for
a hybrid of the coherency theory -rdoxastic system of justifica-
tion'. Lehrer's thesis not only rejects the correspondence theory
but a I so by-passes the gate at wh i ch severa ì coherency theor i stsstop; nameìy, the ì inguistic community. ln his cìaim that 'the be-
I iefs a man has make up a self-sufficient epistemic community,', itis hard to see how Lehrer can avoid all the pitfalls of a thorough-
going sol ipsism.
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the notions of representation and correspondence. I n short, we wi I I be

compelled to reject the guiding assumptions of much a twentieth-century

phi losophy; that the 'mind' can provide us with the incorrigible truths,

that truth is an accurate representation of treaìity', and that knowl-

edge, as depicted by the ideaì scientific theory, is a perfectìy poì-

i shed rm i rror of naturer .

For Rorty, rejecting these guiding assumptions is counterpart to re-

jecting the distinctions, in al ì their guises, which the tradition has

bequeathed to us - the analytic/synthetic; necessary /conlingent; ìan-

guage/fact; scheme/content; conceptual,/empirical ; given/postulated; et

cetera. Although he admits that rtanaìytic philosophy cannot.... be

written without one or the other of these distinctionsil,r36 Rorty em-

ploys developments from within that tradition to support his pragmatic

claim that phiìosophy, regardless of how construed, has nothing to do

wi th the quest for certainty. I t i s the Quine-Sel lars-Davidson tradi-
tion, argues Rorty, that (al though nei ther Quine, Sel lars, nor Davidson

have individually rejected aìl of the aforementioned distinctions) aì-
ìows us to see that justification has always been hol istic and beha-

viouristic and that the highest epistemic authority is one,s community -

that justification is a social phenomenon. As the'Good' is just what

the community aìlows you to get away with doing, so too, on Rorty¡s con-

struaì, is the True just what the community al |ows you to get away with

saying. ln short, Truth is what Dewey and other pragmatists have aìways

claimed it was; nameìy, 'warranted assertabi l ityr, and language is what

the ìater wittgenstein claimed it was; namely, a tool for helping us

r3 6 Ri chard Rorty, Ph i losophy and the Hi rror gf Nature , p.172.
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wh i ch cannot be

With Rorty's rejection of taìk of representation and correspondence

aìso comes, of course, a rejection of the notion that scientific theo-

ries are slowìy converging towards the truth and that this progression

can be evaluated, at any stage, by reference to some universal epistemic

virtue. 0n this score his position is again akin to that of Kuhn's and

Feyerabendrs, the only difference being, once again, a thorough-going

appl i cat i on of pragmat i sm. Accord i ng to Rorty:

lnstead of looking for piecemeal word-worìd reìationships be-
tween smalì linguistic or mental items and other bits of theworld, or relations of rgreater adequacy of picturingrbetween
global schemes and Rear i ty, we just say that, by ãnd large,
(and by our own I ights) we do better at coping with the irra-

d i at i ons than our ancestors. r 3 ?

Up to this point, our portrayaì of the tradition that Rorty is react-

ing against may lead one to bel ieve that his attacks are primariìy di-
rected against only those elements of the tradition which speak of Truth

in terms of correspondence and foundations and those which resort to

referential semantics in order to give credence to their position. What

about' one might ask, those epistemoìogists who advocate coherency mod-

els of truth and justification, foundationaì ist models in which basic

propositions are considered epistemical ly prior but not certain and

where probabi I ity accounts are countenanced,

foundation talk is rejected?

or real ist accounts where

13? Richard Rorty, rrRealism and Reference", Èlonist !! (1g76).323.
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lndeed, Rorty does appear to be responding to a specific epistemolo-

gical position when he fuels his attack with Sellars' argument against

the observationaìly given and Quiners critique of the anaìytic/synthetic

and fact/language distinctions. His rmirror of naturer anaìogy which

sets the stage for his critique of the rlogicaì necessity' of the tran-

scendentaì ist and the 'physicaì necessity' of the evoìutionary ¡natural-

izingr epistemoìogistr38 couìd, in short, be seen as one of the most

masterful ìy constructed but, nevertheìess, equaì ly decei tful, phi losoph-

ical strawmen this century has ever seen. As one of his reviewers has

noted, the import of the centraì metaphors on which Rortyrs book hinges

can be seen as "an exampìe of the faììacy logicians caìl extension: as-

suming that what is untrue in the maximum degree is untrue in the moder-

ate degreesrr.rse

The strongest part of such a rebuttal is, of course, that which in-

dicts Rorty for not giving enough consideration to coherency theories of

truth and j ust i f i cat i on. Now Rorty does acknowì edge that the attack on

the observational/theoretical distinction, âs it stems from the work of

Sel ìars, Kuhn, and Feyerabend, has led to a renewed interest in coher-

ence theories. This interest has especially been prevalent in the work

138 Richard Rorty, Phi ìosophy and the Hirror of Nature, p. 376

13e Harry Ruja, rrReview of Philosophy ang[ !þs_t'iirror of Natureil, philos-
ophv and PhenomenoloqicãfÁffihE GalT3oo. oti'er reviewers
who argue that Rortyrs critique is onìy directed at certain posi-
tions and that his thesis is thereby inval idated as a generic attackof al I of epistemology include Robert Schwartz, "Review of phi loso-
e¡I^ e¡q _ 

the lvl i r ror of !g@", Journa I of pf, i I osãìF-Eo
(ì983) :51-67; and victor ff'oy, "iutina-¡oay, neal ism anaTãff s tner-
ãpy", Synthese 52 (ì982) :515-5\1. As Choy sees it, ilRortyrs extreme
concìusion is unconvincing unless one assumes that the onìy phi ìo-
sophical interest in epistemology concerns radical skepticism, foun-
dational ism and privi ìeged representation¡r. (p.5lB).
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of those peopìe who wish to argue that if meanings and justification are

onìy possible within a given theoretical matrix, then we must seriousìy

entertain the possibi I ity that a change in that theoretical matrix would

induce a change in the way íts proponents viewed the world i or, more

radical ly, that different conceptual systems are an indication that peo-

ple are I ivinq in different worlds. To some extent, this construal of

things serves as the rudimentary base for Feyerabendrs advocation of po-

liticaì pìuralism as weìl as for a pìethora of positions in the social

sciences which champion the virtues of accepting a thorough-going reìa-
tivism with respect to aìternate cultures and their corresponding 'sys-
tems' of rationaì ity. lt can also be seen, as Rorty himself notes, âs

implicit Ìn Thomas Kuhn's notion of paradigms from which disengagement

requires a rgestalt switchr.r4o

We have seen that Rorty does consider justífication to be hol istic,
so there is no probìem here between his views and those of coherence

theorists. However, the agreement between the two ceases when the thesis

is introduced that a change in one's concepts necessitates a change in

one's worìd. For Rorty, al I talk of ralternative conceptual frameworksl

is radical ly mis-conceived. The fundamentaì misconception, he argues, is
a result of presupposing the vatidity of Kant's distinctions between

necessary and contingent truth and between concepts and intuitions.r4r

r4o Richard Rorty,

r4r This argument
Los t" , Journa I

Ph i losophy and the ltl irror of Nature,

is best deveìoped in Richard Rorty,
of Ph i I osophy 6g 0972) z6\9-665

p.344.

'rThe Worìd Well
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As far as Rorty is concerned, Quìners attack on anaìyticity and Seì_

ìarsr attack on the notion of givenness have not only been a success

unto themseìves but, in addition, when conjoined they lead to some pret-

ty outstandi ng resul ts. Pr imary amongst these resul ts, Rorty argues, i s

the rdismantl ing' of the Kantian notion of a rconceptual framework, that

somehow rides on top of, yet organizes, the world of experience. For

Rorty, "the suggestion that our concepts shape neutral material no ìong-

er makes sense once there is nothing to serve as this materialil.r42

Hence, to speak of therconstitut¡on of experience'or, correlatively,

of different ways of constituting experience - of alternative conceptuaì

frameworks - once the notions of rthe givenr and 'the a priorir have

been discarded is clearly conceptuaì ly anachronistic.

The other objection which Rorty directs against the

alternative conceptual frameworks which many coherence

entertain is an objection that stems from the work of

son.143

possibility of

theor i sts often

Donald Davíd-

It is Davidson's opinion

which for him constitutes the

eral phi losophers to champion

doxes. The most paradox i ca ì ,

that the duaì ism of scheme and content,

'third dogmar of empiricism, has led sev-

theses founded on some pretty strong para-

of course, is that which I ies at the root

L+2 lbid., p.650.

143 See especial ly, Donald Davidson, "0n the Very Idea of a Conceptual
!ch9me",. Prgçeedings of the American Philosophicaì Association l/(tgll-ltr) zj-20. This ve-y inrluent¡¡ ã¡ïlcte, whil'c¡, ilti-angeìy
enough, given onìy minimaì, if any, consideration in discussions ofrelativism in the social sciences, is also reprinted in full in Don-ald Davidson, llq!.riries into Truth and lnterpretation (0xford: Clar-
endon Press, 1984) , pp..l83-.l98. ot iãlated interest are also David-son's articles, repr i nted i n the same book, enti tled rReaì i ty
wi thout Reference' and "The l nscrutab i I i ty of Reference',.
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of the doctrine of incommensurabi ì ity; nameìy, that peopìe whose lan-

guages are considered radicaì ìy indeterminate are nevertheless consid-

ered to be possess i ve of a I ternate conceptua I frameworks. r 4 4

0n Davidsonrs account, however, there is no possibility that we will

discover "a criterion of ìanguagehood that did not depend on, or entaiì,

translatabi l ity into a fami l iar idiom".r4s As he points out, the major

underlying assumption of relativism is that we can say of an alternative

conceptual scheme that it is 'truer but not transìatabìe. And this as-

sumption inevitably boils down to supposing that we can understand the

notion of linguistic truth independent of the notion of transìationr46-

a supposition that Davidson considers not onìy misconceived but also one

that runs counter to the major driving force of reìativist doctrines.

The unavoidable concìusion is that I'given the underlying methodology of

interpretation, we couìd not be in a position to judge that others had

concepts or bel iefs radicaì ly different from our own',.r4? As Rorty him-

r4+ ln much of Davidsonrs work this paradoxical claim, which I ies im-
pì icit in severaì recent attempts to expound on the latent relativ-
ism of Quine and Feyerabend, is considered to be the result of thebelief that the indeterminacy thesis somehow abets the thesis of in-
commensurabi I ity. For Davidson, this is a fundamentaì misconstrual
since, as he argues, the former thesis, as it stems from the work of
Quine, impl ies that there are innumerabìe translation manuals. lncontradìstinction, the latter thesis, especiaì ly as stemming from
the work of Kuhn and Feyerabend, suggests that there is no such man-
ual avai labìe.

14s Donald Davidson, "0n the Very Idea of a Conceptuaì Scheme", p.14.

146 lb¡d., p.16.

147 lbid., p.20. As Davidson notes, however, this concrusion aìso pre-
ciudes us from saying that all rschemesr are part of a universal
idiom. The relativism countenanced by Kuhn and Co. is reaììy no more
than the cìaim that the truth of sentences is relative to a lan-
guage. Armed with Davidsonrs thesis, ure must reconsider the doc-trines of incommensurability and entertain the possibility that "ln-stead of living in dif ferent wor'lds, Kuhn's scientists may, like



seìf notes, (after hypothesizing about the possibi ì

resuìts of Davidsonrs thesis to a consideration of

a variety of signaìs'), "the purported notion of an

guage is as fanciful as that of an invisible colorr¡.
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i ty of extend i ng the

'anvth i nq that em i ts

untranslatabìe lan-

r48

I n contrad i st í nct i on to severa ì coherence theor i sts, therefore, Rorty

does not view the world as a founding matrix for one or a multiplicity

ofrconceptual schemesr, but rather as the totality of our unquestioned

bel iefs. coherence theorists, to the extent that they do not speak of

the world in this ìatter fashion, are invoking the age-old incoherent

Kantian notion of the noumenal realm - the 'worìd-in-itself '. The de-

bate between coherence theories and correspondence theories therefore

emerge, in Rortyrs view, as 'noncompeting trivialities, since;

It is onìy when we have some form of the nction that the mind
is split between 'simple ideas' or 'passively received intui-
tionsron the one hand and a range of compìex ideas (some sig-
nifying reaì, and some onìy nomina'ì , essences) on the other,
that gi_Lber the coherency theory of truth or the standard ob-jections to it can begin to ìook plausible.r.4e

lle can see, therefore, that any obj ect i on to Rortyrs i nd i ctment of

epistemology which is premised on a perceived avoidance on his part to

adequately consider non-foundationaì ist coherence theories has not ade-

quateìy understood his employment of Davidson¡s attack on the 'third
dogma'. ln addition, the objections which aì lege that Rorty is commit-

ting the faìlacy of extension also seem to miss their mark in a substan-

tial sort of way. They assume, primarily, that the fallacy can be com-

those who need Hebsters's d i ct i onary,

r48 Richard Rorty, 'rThe World Well Lost",
L4e lbid., p.66b.

be onìy words apartrr. (p.lì).

p.653.
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cannot be the case.

Rorty's, someth i ng wh i ch I
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would argue

There are, of course, cases where something that is untrue in the

maximal degree can be true in moderate or minimaì degrees. The empìoy-

ment of diminishing preference scales in sociaì scientific research and

the concepts of critical mass in physics and precipitation points in
chemistry are premised upon this very phenomenon. However, there are

aìso those cases where something being untrue in the maximaì degree pre-

cludes tout court the possibiìity of its being true in either the mini-

mal or moderate degrees. And it is these kinds of cases upon whìch Ror-

tyrs analysis hinges; indeed, they are what enabìe his anaìysis to have

such sweeping breadth and power.

Harry Ruja, who indicts Rorty for commiting the fallacy of extension,

appeals to epistemoìogists to analogously appìy to their discipl ine, in

defence of Rorty, the fact that aìthough "maps are certainly useful and

accurate 'mirrors....they do not dupl icate in fuì I and identical detai I

what they representrr.rso rhe power of this often reveal ing analogy can-

not, however, stand up to Rorty's thesis. Rorty would cìearìy not deny

that maps are usefuì, to the same extent that he would not deny that

scientific theories or language are useful. What he wouìd deny, however,

is that they are useful because they reveal the ,essence,, 'fundamental

naturer, runalterable structure', of some underìying, neutral, 'in-it-
selfrworld which would be'better representedt the sharper we drew the

lines or polished the mirror. The plain and simple response to Ruja and

those who argue in a similar fashion is that if we are precluded from

rs0 Harry Ruja, rrReview of philosophy and the 14irror of @"' P'300.
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talking about an unrepresented world, then we are also precluded from

talking about the'mind'or any other epistemic intermediary as perfect-

ly reflectiñg, mirroring, or mapping that worìd. And if we are precluded

from so talking then, ipso facto, we are aìso precluded from describing

such representation as 'nearìy accurater or taìmost or partial ìy fuì ì,.
ln short, to say that a map or drawing is similar, 'in some respectsr to

that which is mapped or drawn is either to entertain incoherencies or to
state trivial ities. Considering tb/o spatio-temporal objects and stating

that inter-subjective agreement considers them simi lar in certain re-

spects (weight, colour, shape, êt cetera) is to say that and nothing

more. And a map can onìy depict certain features that are aìready inter-

subjectively agreed upon - it does not describe or mirror, pâFtialìy or

fulìy, a priori, 'unconceptuaìized' reality.

So Rorty does seem able tc extricate himself from those critics who

argue that in not devoting ample consideration to probabiìistic, 'non-

certainr accounts of representation he thereby crippìes the major import

of his thesis. What, however, of his positive contribution? l.Jhat major

changes does he consider are in store for epistemoìogy, and phi ìosophy

in general, once we recognize that "even when we have justified true be-

ì ief about everything we want to know, we may have no more than conform-

i ty to the norms of the dayrr . r s r

For Rorty, one resuìt of no

isting common ground and in a pr

faci I itate the discovery of such

ta I assumpt i on upon wh i ch trad i

ìonger having faith in antecedentìy ex-

ivi leged set of descriptions that would

ground is the rejection of a fundamen-

tional epistemology proceeds; namely,

I s r R i chard Rorty, Ph i I osophy and the l'1i rror of Nature, p.367.
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"that al l contributions to a given discourse are commensurabìe,,.1u, 0n

his account, however, both incorrigibi I ity and incommensurabi I ity should

be viewed soleìy as matters of social practice.

His epistemoìogical behaviourism construes the line between discourse

that can be rendered commensurabìe and those which cannot as merely that

between normaì and abnormaì discourse. ln normal discourse everyone

agrees upon the conventions of explanation, relevance, evaluational cri-
teria, et cetera. Abnormaì discourse, on the other hand, either has dif-
ferent standards of what counts as a good argument and/or criticizes the

conventions of normaì discourse.

Under this view'epistemological commensurationr occurs where we have

agreed upon the pract i ces of i nqu i ry, not because we have d i scovered

something about the Inature of human knowìedge¡. The practices have sim-

ply continued long enough to enable us to isolate the conventions which

make consensus possible. These conventions, however, are not neutral aì-
gorithms which determine choice among discourses; they are not an unaìt-

erable discipl inary matrix.

Hermeneutics is the activity Rorty recommends in order to understand

an abnormaì discourse from the point of view of a normaì discourse. Al-
though 'taking a norm for grantedr, it proceeds non-reductiveìy; its aim

is to appreciate a new angle on things via a process of accl imatization

to the unusual. As far as Rorty is concerned, philosophy shouìd begin to
pract i ce hermeneut i cs, to engage i n t'conversat i on wh i ch presupposes no

di scipì inary matr ixrr. 1s3

r's2 lb¡d., p.316.
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Rorty's presentation of hermeneutics is not, therefore, akin to that

of those who suggest that it should constitute our investigations in the

sociaì sciences. Quite to the contrary, Rortyrs suggestion is that nwe

wi I I be epistemoìogical where we understand perfectìy weì I what is hap-

pening.... (¡ut) b/e must be hermeneutical where we do not understand what

is happening but are honest enough to admit it".rs4 His advocation of

hermeneutics is, in fact, closely tied to his own brand of pragmatism;

"onìy needed in the case of incommensurabìe discoursestr,rss it 'ris bet-

ter seen as another way of copingrr.rse

One must, however, see Rorty's comments on hermeneut i cs as med i at i ng

his positive appraisaì of 'edifying phi losophy'. lndeed, it is the exis-

tence of edifying ways of describing ourselves that often precipitates

hermeneutic ventures. lt is a kind of phiìosophy that has its genesis in

the recognition that I'producing commensurabiìity by finding materíai

equivaìences between sentences drawn from different language-games is

onìy one technique among others for coping with our fellow humansil.rs?

For Rorty, I'edi fyi ng di scourse i s supposed to be abnormaì , to take us

out of our old seìves by the power of strangeness, to aid us in becoming

new beingsrr.rse

p.318.

p. 321.

p.541.

p.356.

pp. 355-56.

p. 360 .

1s3 lbid.,

rs4 lbid.,

rss lb¡d.,

rs6 lbid.,

rs? lbid.,

1s8 lbid.,
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Fol ìowing up on Sartrers argument that the search for 'objective
knowledger is simply one project among many, Rorty suggests that we view

the Platonic search for truth as only one form of discourse, as onìy one

way in which human beings strive for edification - for more fruitful and

interesting ways of describing themselves. ln its attempt to try to un-

derstand some part of an exotic or foreign discourse'from the point of

v i ew of an entrenched d i scourse, hermeneut i cs can be seen as ed i fy i ng

unto itself. But since one of the essentiaì ingredients of acts of edi-

fication is offering ranother set of termsrrse in order to send conver-

sation off in different directions, such acts may be constitutive of

"the 'poeticr activity of thinking up such new aims, new words, or new

discipì ines, foì lowed by, so to speak, the inverse of hermeneutics: the

attempt to reinterpret our fami I iar surroundings in the unfami ì iar terms

of our new i nvent i onsrr. r 6 o

what is aìso important to note is that in Rortyrs view edifying phi-

losophy is aìways parasitic upon the culture of the day, that, in fact,

it can onìy be reactive. Rebelìion against the entrenched way of looking

at things is, therefore, optimisticaì ìy encouraged, for only such ,non-

constructiver attempts can heìp create an understanding of culture as a

conversation rather than a structural environment erected upon incorri-
gible moraì or epistemic foundations. Yet aìthough its discourse must be

reactive, proponents of an edifying philosophy must be able to recognize

their own abnormaìity and, in addition, be abìe to'come to termsr, at

some point, with the worìd-view of contemporary science. They must, in

1s e lb id. , p.370.

160 lb¡d., p.360.
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short, walk that fine I ine between potentiaì madness and the fundamental

rejection of the norms of the day. They must strive to be revoìutionar-

ies whi le at the same time avoiding being ,kooksr. As Rorty himself

notes, "we must first see ourselves as en-soi - as described by those

statements which are objectiveìy true in the judgement of our peers -

before there is any point in seeing ourseìves as Þout--soiil.rer

ln I ight of this, we can see that aì though Rorty suggests that we

ìook at phiìosophy as simpìy a, perhaps elaborate, wây of telling sto-

ries and considers rphilosophicalr and 'literaryr texts'as grist for

the same mill'r,tt'he is not championing, as many commentators insist, a

standard deconstructionalist approach to the classical questions of phi-

ìosophy. As he himseìf argues, if we take the position exhibited by the

earìy work of Jacques Derrida and demand that what have aìways been con-

sidered the rimportantr questions of phi losophy must be rdeconstructedl

before b/e move on to consider the rest of culture, then we are stiìì re-

stra i ned by an i nterpretat i on that cons i ders those quest i ons i mportant.

As Rorty sees it, however, we must resist the tendency of both ¡real-

istsr and rideal ists' and others who wish to 'reconstruct' such ques-

tions and the tendency of those who wish to deconstruct them. We must,

in fact, be r¡content to take them ì ightìy, to rde-thematizer them, to

view them as just a few extra tropesrt, to see them as once having "had a

distinguished career and an important historical function but which now

survives largely in the form of self-parodyrr.res

r6r' lbid., p.365.

162 Richard Rorty, rrPragmatism and Literary Theory,', criticaì lnquiry ll(ige¡):\63.

r63 Richard Rorty, rrDeconstruction and Circumvention'r, Critical lnquiry
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4.4"3 Metaphor and the H.ar of Uords

A I though Rortyrs remarks on how ph i I osophy can become ed i fy i ng are

somewhat unique apropos Angìo-American phiìosophy, his suggestion that

"we would do well to see philosophy as just one more Iiterary genrerrl64

is representative of an emerging outìook within that tradition. lndeed,

an attempt to eradicate the barriers which have traditionally been con-

structed between phi ìosophy, science, sociaì studies, and I i terature is

prevaìent in the most recent work of Hiìary Putnaml6s and for some time

has constituted the work of Neìson Goodman.

Both Goodman and Rorty are concerned wi th hel pi ng the ph i I osoph i caì

tradition overcome its unsuccessful search for incorrigibìe epistemic

foundations, and to this extent the work of both of them can be desig-

nated as 'therapeutic'. what emerges from the writings of Goodman, how-

ever, is a sense of overwhelming optimism. where Rorty,s work is per-

meated with talk of 'copingr and 'getting by', Goodmanrs work is

saturated wi th rec i pes for creat i nq. Where much of Rortyrs work ì eaves

off with advocating the proì iferation of different ways of describing

ourselves, Goodman's work begins with suggestions of how such descrip-

tions are, and will be, carried out. Rorty's is stiìl very much a re-

search program whose ìaurels are a result of the failure of foundational

epistemologies, whereas Goodmanrs is forward-looking and progressive.

Rorty is still correcting the errors of the past whilst Goodman esteems

l l (1984) :19.

164 lbid., p.20.

16s See especiaì ly, Hi lary Putnam,
t ion", in l'lean ing and the ltlora I

Paul, 1978), pp.83-94.

rrL i terature, Sc i ence, and Ref I ec-
Sciences (London: Routledge E Kegan



the successes of the present and offers

the future.
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us tooìs with which to confront

A I though the resu l t of many years of effort devoted to try i ng to

overcome the confines of positivism by deveìoping a theory of symboliza-

tion that wi I ì help close the perceived gap between the arts and scienc-

ês, the recent work of Goodman can aìso be seen as part and parcel of a

renewed interest in the powerfuì resources which tropoìogical uses of

ìanguage can provide us with.

It would, of course, be stating the obvious to note that the philo-

sophicaì interest in 'ordinaryr uses of language since the decl ine of
'l ogicaì positivism has been as ubiquitous as the interest, during posi-

tivismrs heyday, in its I iteraì and cognitive aspects. lt does, however,

remain the case that there is a dirth of indepth examinations of the

role of tropes anci other ¡deviant' uses of language.

This dirth could very weìl be attributed to the predominance, in An-

glo-American philosophy, of an empiricist tradition which has, by and

large' considered tropological uses of language as obstacles on the path

towards cìarity and Truth.166 One may even trace this unwillingness or

inabi I ity of Western phi ìosophy to consider the possibìy indispensabìe

t66 Paul de l'lan has recently examined the Lockean attempt to draw a f ine
ì i ne between the 'use' and rabuser of I anguage and has conc I uded
that the impossiblity of making such a distinction is reflected in
inescapabìe contradictions in Locke's epistemological system. For de
l'1an, since rrhetoric cannot be isolated f rom its epistemological
functionr any phi losophical attempt to distinguish between aesthetic
and epistemological categories is doomed to fai lure. His assessment
of the inconsistencies of the classical empiricist tradition is per-
haps best summed up in his claim thatt¡nothing could be more elog-
uent than Locke's denunciation of eloquencetr. See Pauì de I'lan, I'The
Epistemoìogy of liletaphor", h l,letaphor, ed. sheldon sacks (chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1978), pp.ll-28.
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Aristotle.r6?
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aì I the way back to the views of plato and

I n the present century, however, the shortage of i nvest i gat i ons i nto

the tropological nature of language and i ts correspondi ng phi ìosophicaì

ramifìcations (especially within the Anglo-American tradition) can be

attributed to the profound influence of ìogicaì positivism. Armed with a

criterion of meaningfuìness that considered the truth of a proposition

to be its method of verification, the positivists launched an extermina-

tion campaign against the'meaningìessr utterances of traditionaì meta-

physics' rel igion, ethics, and aesthetics. Linguistic tropes were con-

sidered to be aesthetic devices, destined to be el iminated from

phi ìosophy and science. The wedge, therefore, between cogni tive and non-

cognitive enterprises and figurative and I iteral uses of ìanguage (with

all its semantic cum ontologicaÌ ramifications) was driven to its base.

The Nietzschean perversion of Truth and its rContinental' sympathizers

were to be forever prevented from contributing to a purified scientific

ì anguage f ree of amb i gu i ty and vagueness .

However, the decl ine of positivism and the influence of the 'ordinary
ìanguage' school of phiìosophy has led many analytic phiìosophers to ad-

mit that the positivistsr distinctions were themselves ambiguous and

therefore in need of a Iot of further cìarification. ln fact, it has now

reached a point where it is accepted by many that research on the sa-

I ient issues in anaìytic phi ìosophy cannot avoid investigating the im-

r6? Aìthough this does constitute a standard indictment, for a more en-
I ightened look at the intricacies of the Aritotlel ian tradition, via
an analysis largely propeììed by etymologicaI arguments, one might
consult Hannah Arendt, Thinking: The Life of the llind: lofq¡e One
(New York: Harcourt gracã-GGlãv ici', I 97Ð.
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pact of'deviant'uses of language. lndeed, to the extent that anaìytic

phi losophy is rooted in a conception of a purified language, a sympa-

thetic treatment of ìinguistic rdeviance' ray radically alter both its
function and self-understanding. ln addition, it might aìso be safe to

speculate that, due to efforts I ike that of Rorty's and Goodman,s, the

point may be reached where reference to the 'deviationa'ì' use of lan-

guage is largely avoided; since, as lsraeì Scheffler aptìy notes, "the
characterization of such features as deviational is....relative

ìdeal conception that can itself not be taken for grantedil.r.6s

to an

One tropoìogical use of ìanguage which is recently beginning to re-

ceive criticaì attention in the philosophicat literature and which plays

an important role in Goodmanrs advocation and elaboration of rways of

worìdmaking' is that of metaphor. Before we begin an examination of

Goodman's v i ews on these matters, however, i t wi I ì prove necessary to

provide a synopsis of various phi losophical perspectives on metaphor.

An appropriate place to begin a brief examination of various theories

of metaphor is with what has come to be known as the Substitution Theo-

ry. For many commentators, most of the central claims of the substitu-

tion view can be traced back to the distinction between philosophy (read

Truth) and poetry that was generated by Plators attack on the sophists.

Therein 'poetical' language was seen as seductive and misìeading, unable

to achieve the clarity and precision that Truth demanded - that Truth

was.

168 lsraeì Scheffìer, Beyond
Amb i qu i tv, Vagueness and
Kegan Paul, 197Ð , p. ì.

the Letter: A Philosophical lnquiry into
l'letaphor i n Lanouaoe (London: Rout I edge ê
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It was Aristotle, arguably more sympathetic in his consideration of

tropoìogical uses of ìanguage, whose remarks on metaphor laid the frame-

work for the substitution theory and its slightly more developed cousin,

the comparison theory.r6e lmpì icit in Aristotle's view was a distinction
between figurative and ì iterary uses of language - a distinction ìargeìy

rooted in a beìief that onìy the latter had fixed meaning. Although he

contributed a 'picturing functionr to metaphor and argued that it was a

means of achieving rinsight' in artistic endeavours, the capacity to
generate meaning and truth h/as attributed only to ìiteral expressions.

Hence, metaphor was seen as ardeviantt use of language which could

produce, in addition to 'artistic insight', confusion and error.r?o

It was Aristotle's remarks that metaphor was an eììiptical simile

that led to the bel ief that a metaphor couìd be replaced, without loss

of cognitive content, by a ìiteral comparison. The truth-claims of a me-

taphorical expression, if in fact there are any, is therefore considered

by substitution,/comparison theorists to be isomorphic with its literal
paraphrase. Correlatively, for those who subscribe to this rl iteral-
truth paradigm', a definitive statement

the mean i ng of a metaphor i ca I statement.

of simi laríty provides us with

r 6 e Fol lowi ng the approach of l,lax B lack in 'rl'letaphorr,, Hode ls and irleta-phor (tthaca, N.y.: cornerì university press, r962f-i;.zs-t*n t

wi I I impì icityìy consider, throughout this presentation, the compar-
ison view as a subsidiary of the Substitution Theory. I also referto it in places as the 'standard viewt.

1?0 Paul Ricoeur, in several pìaces throughout The Ruìe of l,letaphor,trans. Robert Czerny with Kathìeen flchaughlin ãiã' .loir c"rt;l t.fT.-ronto: university of Toronto press, 1971), attempts to isoìate the
inconsistency in a perspective that can, at one and the same time,attribute rinsightr to metaphor and deny that this rinsight' is aninsight into something with truth conditions. His arguments lead himto concìude that rinsight into' presupposes a referential component.
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Aìthough a metaphor, considered as an ornamental ì iguistic devíce - a

decoration - may give pleasure to the listener or reader, the ìatter, in

order to understand its meaning, must first attempt a I iteral transla-

tion. ln positivist terminology, whose proponents pushed the substitu-

tion view to its confining conclusions, if the result of such a transìa-

tion is a paraphrase with literal truth-conditions then the metaphorical

expression is, by proxy, cognitively meaningfuì. lf the paraphrase does

not provide truth-conditions then the expression remains meaningìess and

is rcondemnedr to providing onìy an emotive function.

Donaìd Davidson has recentìy regenerated debates on the viability of

the substitution view in his article "What f'letaphors Hean".r?r Although

Davidson bel ieves that understanding a metaphor is 'as I ittìe guided by

rulestas making a metaphor, he remains convinced that "metaphors mean

what the words, in their most I iteral interpretation, mean, and nothing

more".1?2 This conviction stems from his beì ief that what distinguishes

a metaphor is exclusively its use and that, therefore, rno theory of me-

taphoricaì meaning or metaphoricaì truth can help explain how metaphors

workr¡. r ? 3

Now Dav i dson does attempt to d i stance

who have also denied that metaphors work

cogn i t i ve content by deny i ng that metaphor

tive, unsuited to serious, scientific, or

himself from other theorists

because they have a speciaì

"is confusing, merely emo-

ph i losoph i caì di scourserr. r? 4

r7r Donald
Sacks,

r12 lbid.,

113 lbid.,

Dav i dson,
(ch i cago:

p. 30.

p.4l .

'rWhat l'letaphors l.lean", 0n
Un ivers i ty of Ch ic,ago Press,

iïetaphor , ed . She ldon
197Ð , pp.29-t+5.
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lndeed, he claims that I'metaphor is a legitimate devíce not onìy in lit-

erature but in science, phi ìosophy, and the lawil.r?s

Strangely enough, however, much of Davidson's article is a denial of

any legitimacy to metaphor beyond what the standard comparison view al-

lows. Davidson bel ieves that he has soìved the tension that is embodied

in the view of those who attribute an extra I iteral meaning to metaphor.

According to him these peopìe insist on claiming that metaphor does

something more than what rplain proser couìd possibìy do. yet at the

same time they attribute this extra something to the cognitive content

that metaphors possess. The rtensionr is produced because cognitive con-

tent is rjust the sort of thing pìain prose is designed to expressr. For

Davidson, the 'simple way out of the impasser is to 'give up the idea

that a metaphor carries a message, that it has a content or meaning (ex-

cept, of course, its literal meaning)".r?6 This is clearly a \^,ay out -

however, not any more simple than denying that pìain prose is designed

to express cognitive content. That the former 'way out' was chosen by

Davidson reflects his nominal ist predispositions and his rejection of

the Fregean notion of Sinn. lt is the Tarskian streak in Davidson that

ìeads him to argue that if you can find a theory of truth for a ìanguage

then you can drop all talk of meaning.r??

r14 lbid., p. 30.

17s lbid.' p.3.l. Although he considers metaphors to be ¡ìegitimate de-
vices', by denying them any extra-l iteral meaning or truth, he does
not escape from - in fact, he presupposes - the standard dichotomies
outìined earlier.

176 lbid., p.43.

r77 lt must be noted that only in this particular context is this an ap-
propriate reading of Davidsonrs larger phi losophical perspective.
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I n Dav i dsonrs v i ew metaphor cannot be paraphrased for more or I ess

the same reason that any use of ìanguage cannot be definitely paraph-

rased - i.e, there is nothing there to be paraphrased, truth or faìsity
is given in the ì iteraì meaning of the words. The reason that we search

for 'hidden meanings' (which cannot be found) is that we have aìready

taken the sentence to be false. However, what reaììy propels us to deny

that metaphors aÌ'e either arpatent faìsehood or an absurd truth' is the

effect which they have on us. Therefore, Davidson argues thatrrthe theo-

rist who tries to explain a metaphor by appeal ing to a hidden mes-

sage.... is fundamental ly confusedrr.r?8

It seems quite apparent that flax Black is correct in assessing David-

son as a proponent of the standard comparison view. Davidsonrs critique

of the elliptical simile theory of metaphor is not much more than an in-

dictment of it for making therhidden meaningrof metaphor¡rall too ob-

vious and accessiblerr.l?e But Davidson is not so radical a prosecutor as

he feigns. From one vantage point he argues that understanding a meta-

phor is much more than solving a simple riddìe, but this argument seems

to be rooted in his belief that in a very real sense there is no end to

any paraPhrase. From another vantage point he is actual ìy attacking the

very search for hidden meanings, for he beì ieves that any meaning of a

metaphoricaì statement is immediately present - embodied in the I iteral

truth conditions of the sentence. ln short, if Davidson has his way, the

search for hidden meanings is compìetely confused and paraphrase is only

necessary for 'the lazy or ignorant readerr. Davidson will only go so

1?8 lbid., p.\5.

!7e lbid., p.37
forefathers i n

Th i s, of course,
light of his own

is an unjustified criticism of his
pretens i ons.
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far as to say that metaphor is a speciaì use of I iteraì meaning that en-

abìes us to notice what might otherwise have been missed, that allows us

"to see what the author of a metaphor wanted us to seerr.r8o A standard

criticism is that his inabiìity to consider either Ìntentional meanings

or Frege's meanings whose reference is fixed in special contexts, pF€-

vents Davidson from adeguately expìoring the guestion of why the author

of a metaphor needs to rely on non-literal uses of ìanguage. His notes

on the reffects' that metaphors have on us, and on metaphor as a rlegit-

imate devicer, do not radical ìy díffer from the emotivism and substi tu-

tion doctrine of the standard view.

The obj ect i ons to the subst i tut i on,/compar i son theory of metaphor be-

yond our remarks on Davidson are certainly not in shortage. As we have

seen, it argues that the governing principìe that makes metaphorical un-

derstanding possibìe is simi larity. lts rel iance on a definitive opera-

tive principìe makes it part and parceì of what lsraeì Scheffler calìs a

'formulaic' approach to metaphor - '¡possibìe simi larities need to be

searched, appropriate ones determined and the rest rejectedrr. r8r The

guiding assumption of this approach is that no extra-ìinguistic knowì-

edge is necessary for the comprehension of a metaphor. lt ignores the

influence of contextual elements and considers the semantic component as

primary vis-a-vis the intentions or beliefs that may also be operative.

ln attempting to expìicate how we recognize metaphorical modifiers,

several advocates of the standard view argue that a I iteraì reading is

r8o lbid., p.45.

r8r lsrael Scheffler, Beyond the Letter, p.93.
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first attempted.rs2 lf this reading reveals an absurdity in the objects

contrasted then the phrase is quite possibly metaphorical. Not onìy does

this theory rely on a notion of some kind or another of fixed meaning

for the subject, it also presupposes that a tacit knowìedge of this

meaning induces the rtensionr that propeìs one to seek a ì iteraì paraph-

rase.r83 lt is clearìy founded on an overly static view of ìanguage, and

overlooks the possibility that \^/hat appears as a metaphor may actuaììy

be enì ightened catachresis; i.e., that the I iteraì inappropriateness

might be the resuìt of an attempt to fi ll in a lexicaì gap.

An investigation of the substitution theory would reveal that it ex-

hibits some major oversights. lts main theses are wedded to a very stat-

ic view of literaì use wherein the possibility of the essential fluidity

of language, that there are no precise I iteraì meanings,rs4 is not given

appropriate credibility. lt is, ipso facto, aìso compelled to argue that

words originalìy had literal meanings and is, therefore, not able to ad-

equateìy define how figurative words ever arose. The theory is aìso un-

182 several writers on this subject have, however, argued that the psy-
choìogical evidence does not support the cìaim that a ,literal¡
read i ng i s f i rst attempted when subj ects are asked to i nterpret
specified statements. see, for example, Al lan paivo, ilpsychoìogicaì
Processes i n the comprehens i on of Hetaphor", i n lletaphor and
Thought' ed. Andrew 0rtony (Cambridge: Cambridge University-."r=,
1979) , pp. l!0-ì/ì.

r83 lt is attempts to expl icate the nature of the ,tension' that both
led to, and constrains, certain 'interactionistr accounts. l,ionroe
Beardsìey's'verbal opposition' theory, wherein the'ordinary refer-
ence'of the two subjects compels us to seek out connotations of the
modifier, is a perfect case in point. see his "The Hetaphorical
Twistrr' in Phiìosophical Perspectives on I'letaphor, ed. l'lark Johnson
(flinneapoì is: University of t1''nnesota pr"ãffi-T), pp.t05-122.

r84 See Timothy Binkìey's article, ¡'0n the Truth and probity of f,leta-phorr', Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 33 O97Ð:l/l-ì80,for a look at how our conception of metaphor changes once we recog-
nize that there is no precise core of literal meanings in language.
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sympathetic to contextual elements, underestimating the perhaps symbol i-
caì ìy irreducible nature of metaphor and avoiding the impl ications of

considering metaphorical utterances as directives with suggestive

force. r 8 s

For John Sear ì e, the compar i son theor i sts are wrong i n equat i ng the

statement of simi ìarity with the truth-condition and meaning of the me-

taphoricaì statement. Although the identification of a simi larity is of-

ten decisive in the understandinq of a metaphor, Searle argues that

since I'metaphoricaì meaning is always speakerrs utterance meaning',ra. it

is clear that the speakerrs intentionsrrrs? must be considered. And it is

the consideration of these intentions when one is trying to comprehend a

metaphor that require assuming that the metaphorical utterance is not

necessari ìy an assertion of simi ìarity. Searle concludes that a l iteral

paraphrase, in a trivial way, may reproduce the truth-conditions of a

metaphorical utterance but that it is unable to reprociuce its meaninq.

Given a consideration of intentional meaning, he argues, in contradis-

tinction to Davidson, that in a metaphorical utterancetrthe truth condi-

tions of the assertion are not determined by the truth conditions of the

r'8s ln addition to the writings of John Searle, one might consult lna
Loewenberg's, rrldentifying Hetaphorsr', in phi losophical perspectives
on l'letaphor, êd. I'tark Johnson, pp.l!4-i8l, for an anaìysis or r^rny we
must understand metaphor as utterances dependent on an extra-l in-guistic context. For Loewenberg, metaphors often possess a speciaì
suggestive i ì locutionary force.

r I6 see John Sear ìe, rrHetaphorrr, in l,letaphor and rhouqht, ed. Andrew 0r-
tony, p.93.

r8? Searìe argues that in 'ì iteral utterancer the speaker means exactly
what he says. He uses the example 'sal ìy is tal lr in i I lustrating
the cìaim. I would suggest that even in ,simple' exampìes such as
this it is erroneous to concìude that the speaker means what the
I iteral utterance means. For exampìe, a consideration of the context
might reveal that the speaker was being sarcastic.
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substance of Searlers ìogic is

the endemic vice of the comparison theories is that they faiì
to distinguish between the claim that the statement of the
comparison is part of the meaninq, and hence the trulh condi-
tions, of the metaphoricaì staiement, and the .lãim--Inilt¡r.
statement of similarity is the principìe of inference, or a
step i n the process of comprehend i ng, on the bas i s of wh i ch
speakers produce and hearers understand metaphors.rse

To a very large degree the difference between Searìe and Davidson on

issues of metaphor stem from theír generaì phi ìosophic concerns. For

Searìe, it is only after one has devised a consistent theory of direct

and indirect speech acts that one can adequately make use of talk of

truth and meaning. Davidson on the other hand, is convinced that onìy

after a Tarskian theory of truth for sentences is properly deveìoped can

one begin to expìoi'e how sentences are said and in what contexts they

are spoken.

The contextual eìements that the substitution and comparison views

fai I to acknowledge in their theory of metaphorical understanding are,

however' more than just the intentions that govern the speakerts utter-
ance mean i ng and the empathet i c qua I i ty thereof. For exampì e, one must

take note of the possibility that some metaphorical utterances are non-

intentional, that intentionaìity is perhaps not a necessary component of

a metaphor. This possibility is often supported by those sympathetic to

a psychoanalytic perspective on the nature of locution, wherein the ,ro-

mantic hermeneutical' attempt to decipher intentions impl icit in conver-

sation and text is suspended. Some metaphors, I ike some perspectives

188 lbid.,

18e lbid.,

Pn.98-99.

pp.99- I 00.
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generated by statements, and ìike some jokes¡ fiãy be unintentionaì. De-

c i pher i ng such metaphors, or even i dent i fy i ng them as metaphors, may

therefore reguire substantial knowìedge of the speaker's bel iefsr pâst¡

and historical-cultural mi l ieu. ln the same vein, the interpretation of

an'unintentionalImetaphor may also telì us something about the inter-

preterrs bel iefs, past, and historicaì-cultural mi I ieu. Sympathy to both

impìicit and expìicit uses of metaphor may, therefore, ìead to what Ga-

damer designates as the'fusing of horizons'. lf this be the case, one

has clearly strayed from the concern of the I iteraì-truth paradigm with

truth-conditions and corresponding meaning. Via the standards of intima-

cy that Ted Cohenre0 argues are both implicit wíthin and refìected by

metaphor, one directly enters what could be caìIed the play of the

wor I d.

It has been efforts to eìaborate on the potentiaì cognitive content

of metaphorrer and substantiate the Nietzschean view that metaphor is

omnipresent in thought as weì ì as language that have provided the

groundwork for what has come to be caìled the interaction view of meta-

phor.

reo Ted Cohen, 'rHetaphor and the CuItivation of Intimacyil,
phor, ed. Sheldon Sacks, pp. l-.l0.

i n 0n l'leta-

rer lt initialìy appears easier to attribute a cognitive content to met-
aphor on the basis of a developed nominal ism. However, âs we wi I I

see in Chapter 6, such cognitive content may also be attributed on
the basis of a real ism that is conjoined with an evolutionary-natu-
ral i sti c epi stemology.

lez Richardsrviews are decisive
phor, especially in ìight
thought of llax B lack. One
wr i t i ng dur i ng the heyday of

to cons i der i n any exam i nat i on of meta-
of the influence that he had on the
should keep in mind that Richards was
positivism and that his ideas on these
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1.4.. Richards,te2 in developing the view that metaphor is a perva-

sive principle of language and thought, argues that as philosophy,'grows

more abstract we think increasingìy by means of metaphors that we pro-

fess not to be relying on. The metaphors we are avoiding steer our

thoughts as much as those we accept....our pretence to do without meta-

phor is never more than a bluff waiting to be calìedil.re3

For Richards, a metaphor is not simply an embellishment of the con-

tents of a principle or object phrase, whose imaginative use contributes

no additional meaning. The interaction view, as expounded by Rich-

ards, rea holds that metaphoricaì expressions cannot be reduced to ì iter-

aì paraphrases because their meaning is a product of a special interac-

tion between two distinct thoughts. The so-calìed rvehicle' as the

modifying term gives to the primary subject, the tenor, ân extended or

surpl us mean i ng.

Sympathetic to Coìeridgers conception of imaginative growth, Richards

argues that rrwhen we use a metaphor we have two thoughts of different

things active together and supported by a single word, or phrase, whose

meaning is a resuìtant of their interaction".res 0ur worìd, for Rich-

ards, i s a metaphor icaì ly projected world, a world whose compìexi ty

and related matters went very much against the vogue.

I e 3 I . A. R ichards, "The Ph i ìosophy of Rhetor ic: Lecture V, f,letaphor',
reprinted in Phiìosophical Perspectives on l-letaphor, ed. I'tark John-
son' p.50. Richards, of course, considers metaphoricaì usage to be
prevalent in disciplines other than phiìosophy.

1e4 Attributing a systematic interaction view to Richards would actual ly
be the result of reading him aftej a consideration of the views of
l4ax Black.

res l.A. Richards, I'The Phiìosophy of Rhetoricil, p.51.
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vehicle and tenor. And it is this

are other re ì at i ons between the veh i -

and simiìarity.

One can immediately see that this perspective rejects the distinc-

tions of the standard view. l'letaphor is not seen as only an ellipticaì

simile (aìthough the interaction may be based on similarities) nor is it

considered as only constituting an ornamental I inguistic device that

gives pìeasure and non-cognitive insight to those that comprehend it. ln

his consideration of metaphor, Richards severely draws into question the

distinctions between I iteral and figurative uses of language, between

deviant and non-deviant uses, and between cognitive and non-cognitive

USES.

What remains decisive in a consideration of Richards position, how-

ever' is his view that metaphor is not a verbal matter. ln Richards own

words metaphor is fundamental ly "a borrowíng between and intercourse of

thouqhts, a transact i on between contexts. Thouqht i s metaphor i c, and

proceeds by compar i son, and the metaphors of I anguage der ive there-

fromr'.re6 What we have here is an ideational theory of meaning, wherein

the metaphoricaì generation of meaning is considered to result from the

i nteract i on between copresent thoughts. r e ?

Ie6 lbid.

re? lt does, of
the not i on

re8 ilax Black,
University

course, remain very unclear how Richards conceptuaì izes
of copresent thoughts.

'rl'letaphor'r, in f'lodels and l'letaphor (lthica, N.y.: Cornell
Press , 1962), pp.25-47 .
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llax Black, in his widely acclaimed articìe l4etaphorles states that he

considers Richards' picture of two ideas ractive togetherr an 'inconve-

nient fictionrand attempts to revise the account to avoid this fiction.

ln Blackrs interaction account a metaphoricaì statement consists of two

subjects, â principal one and a secondary one, somewhat akin to Rich-

ardsr tenor and vehicìe. Black argues that metaphors work by an exchange

of the systems of rassociated commonplacesr ree that the principaì and

subsidiary subjects bring with them, and'the important thing for the

metaphor's effectiveness is not that the commonplaces shalì be true, but

that they shouìd be readi ly evokedt'.2o0 This interaction of associative

commonplaces produces an emergent meaning that is often indispensabìe

for cognitive insight.

lnterpreting a metaphor for Black is is filtering the associated com-

monpìaces of the principaì subject by the associated commonplaces of the

subsidiary to produce or reorganize a view of the principal subject.

Bìack contributes to the comparison view the rinsight' that "every meta-

phor med i ates an ana ì ogy or structura I correspondencerr, z o r but suggests

that it is more illuminating rrin some of these cases to say that the

metaphor creates the similarity than to say that it formulates some sim-

ilarity antecedently existing".zo2 This is in part shown by the fact

that what one takes as therfocusrof the metaphor (which is often the

r'ee lt appears that Bìack's notion of 'associated commonplacesr is
strongly paral leled by Beardsìey's notion of rcredence-propertiesr.
see llonroe Beardsìey, t',iïetaphoricaì senses", Nous l2 (1978) :3-ì6.

2 0 o lrlax B lack, 'rl'letaphorrr, p.40.

20r ¡1ax Bìack, "llore about l'letaphor", in l'letaphor and rhouqht, p.3.l.
2oz ìlrax Black, I'lletaphorr,, p.37.
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secondary subject, but not necessari ly so) more than often undergoes a

change of meaning when its surroundingrframe, is altered.

ln Bìack's revised version the notion of systems of associated com-

monplaces has been replaced by that of impl icative compìex, - a notion

which Bìack feels more adequately accounts for the noveìty impl icit in

metaphor.203 Yet this revision appears intended only for the secondary

subject and therefore seems to come at the cost of his earì ier sugges-

tion that both subjects were ilìuminated in a metaphor. ln addition,

his recent taìk of 'structural correspondence' seems to align his posi-

tion that much closer to the standard version's view that in a metaphor

nothing more than the comparison of two subjects is operative; except

that the subjects are not things or ideas but rather systems. For Black

to over-ride this perhaps unfair assessment he is going to have to ex-

pìicate more precisely how the implicative-compìex of the secondary sub-

ject fitied to the primary subject "reciprocal ly induces paral leì chang-

es in the secondary subjecttr.2o4 Black must also more adequateìy explore

to what extent the notion of initial filtering by the secondary subject

contradicts or I imits the impl ications of an interactionist account.

ln his more recent article2os Black aìso insists that he was refer-

ring, in his earl ier articìe, to Istrong metaphorsr. These, he tel ìs

uS, are metaphors that are both emphatic (its producer will allow no

203 Namely, a notion which places stronger emphasis on what Black had
earl ier cal led 'special ly constructed systems of impl ications, (Hax
Bìack, rrl'tetaphorrr, p.43) , implications which are established ad hoc
by the wr i ter or speaker.

2 0 4 lrlax B I ack, rrllore About f'letaphor" , p.29.

20s lbid.
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variation upon or substitute for the words used) and resonant (prove

rich in background impl ications). ln I ight of this claim it is clear

that he must respond to the same sorts of probìems that were generated

over the notion of intentional ity by our earì ier criticism of the stan-

dard view. And to the extent that strong metaphors arerprofoundtmeta-

phors' Black must heed his own warning about treating the Iatter as par-

adigm cases.zo6

Aìthough extremely sympathetic to, and advocative of, the attempts by

the interaction theorists to dispeì the dichotomy that the substitution

theorists had erected between the cognitively I iteral and non-cognitive

metaphorical, it is Paul Ricoeur who, through his critique of interac-

tionist accounts, offers a full-blown account of the 'rule of metaphorl

in alì aspects of life.2o? Ricoeur claims that interaction theoríes
rrcannot achieve its own goal without including imagining and feeì ing,

that is, without assigníng a semantic function to what seems to be mere

psychol og i cal features and wi thout, therefore, concern i ng i tsel f wi th

some accompanying factors extrinsic to the informative kernel of meta-

Phorrr. z o e

R i coeur cons i ders the i nteract i on theor i es to be extend i ng the meta-

phor of space - "th i ngs or i deas wh i ch were remote now appear as

2o6 ln commenting upon Empson's and Ricoeurrs concentration on 'vital 'metaphors, Bìack warns that "it may weì I be a mistaken strategy to
treat prof ound metaphors as parad igms" . see l,lax B lack, '¡Hore About
l'letaphorrr, p.21.

2o1 see Pauì Ricoeur, "The l'letaphoricaì process as cognition, lmagina-
tion, and Feeling", in gl lletaphor, ed. Sheìdon Sacks, pp.lt+l-157.

2o8 lbid., pp.l4ì-.l42.
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closerr.20e The productive or creative aspect of metaphorical usage Rico-

eur denotes as rpredicative assimi ìation', that is, making rsemantical ly

proximater the subjects of a metaphorical utterance. He, therefore, ar-

gues that imagination is the "abiìity to produce new kinds of assimiìa-

tion and to produce them not above the difference, âS in the concept,

but in spite of and through the difference'.2r0 ro invoke the space met-

aphor again, one couìd say of the metaphoricaì subjects that the remote-

ness of their 'generic kinshipr is rpreserved within proximityr.

Ricoeur also argues that an extended consideration of imagination al-

lows us to incìude in our anaìysis of metaphor not only the schematiza-

tion of a semantic innovation but also its pictorial dimension. The

changing of logical distances which is operative in metaphor can',induce

the reader, who has become'a dreamer rather than a reader, to indulge

himseif in the delusive attempt, described by Sartre as fascination, to

possess magicalìy the absent thing, body, or persorìr.2r-r lt is a consid-

eration of imagination as the schematization of predicative assimi lation

as obtaining on "the border'line between a semantics of productive imagi-

nation and a psychology of reproductive imagination'zr2 that al lows us

to see that the metaphorical meaning, by bluring the Fregeian distinc-

tion between sense and representatíon, ¡rcompeìs us to explore the bor-

derline between the verbal and the non-verbalrr.2l3 Concurring with l'lar-

2oe lbid., p..l45.

2Lo lbid., p..l46.

2LL lbid., p.148.

zrz lbid., p.ltl9.

213 lb¡d.
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metaphor, âkin to poetic language in

merge sense and senses.

Ricoeur then extends his argument to a discussion of the referential

character of metaphor. He contends that rtin the same way as the self-

aboìition of literal sense is the negative condition for the emergence

of the metaphorical sense, the suspension of the reference proper to or-

dinary descriptive ìanguage is the negative condition for the emergence

of a more radical way of looking at things".ttn l'letaphorical expres-

sions, by creating ambiguity in reference, are governed, Ricoeur sug-

gests, by what Jakobson has called 'spl it reference'. The gist of Rico-

eurrs position is that not only does imagination schematìze the

predicative assimi lation between terms and picture the sense, it also

enabìes "the proiection of new possibi ì ities of redescribing the

worldll.2Is

A theory of metaphor equipped with these considerations of the role

of imagination is sti I I incompìete, Ricoeur argues, if it aìso does not

correspondingìy consider the role of feeì ings. The cìosing of ìogical

space which fol lows a successful predicative assimi lation is not only

'seen', it is f eìt as well; rtwe are assimilated, that is, made simiìar,

to what is seen as simi larrr.2r6 Behind this thesis I ies a more fundamen-

tal beì ief of Ricoeur's; namely, that '¡feeì ing is not contrary to

thought. lt is thought made oursrr.2r?

2r4 lbid.,

2rs lbid.,
agining

216 lbid.,

pp.l5t-152.

p.152. lt must
with having a

p. 154.

be remembered that Ricoeur does not equate im-
mental picture.
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ln addition to the abi I ity of feel ings to 'accompany and complete

imagination as picturinq relationships',zre they aìso exhibit a spìit

structure akin to the referentiaì aspect of imagination. For Ricoeur,

poetic feelings "imply a kind of epoche of our bodily emotions',zrr they

"deny the first-order feelings which tie us to the first-order objects

of reference".220 But, positiveìy, feelings aìso,'insert us within the

world in a non-objectifying mannertt,zz I and enable us to be rrrattuned

tor aspects of real ity which cannot be expressed in terms of the objects

referred to in ordinary language'r.zzz

Ricoeur himseìf candidly admits that one of his'presuppositions' is

that rrthe notion of metaphorical sense is not compìete without a de-

scription of the spl it reference which is specific to poetic dis-

courser'.223 Agreeing with Ricoeur on this matter, I would argue that

when considering the role of productive imagination in the'¡the proiect-

ion of new possibil ities of redescribing the worldrt or in attributing to

metaphor a cognitive component (the two are not necessariìv isomorphic),

the nature of reference cannot go unexamined. This is especiaìly so giv-

en the fact that notions akin to Ricoeur's account of the projection of

descriptive possibilities are adhered to by many prominent contributors

211 lbid.

218 lbid.

2Le lbid.,

22o lbid.

22r lbid.

222 lbid.,

223 lbid.

Notice again the

p.155.

emphasis on picturing relationships.

p. 156 .
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to the debates on the nature of metaphor. ln fact, in our next section

and fol lowing chapter we wi ì ì see the kinds of di lemmas that arise in

both assigning a referential component to metaphors and in avoiding a

consideration of that component. To get a look at the parameters of

that di lemma as it arises in post-empiricist thought, we wi I ì conclude

our discussion on non-foundational epistemology with a consíderation of

the phi ìosophy of Neìson Goodman.

4.4.4 Nelson Goodman a¡cl ülorldmaKing

The importance that Ricoeur attributes to metaphor and its ability to

provide different ways of redescribing the worìd by opening up epistem-

ic, emotional, and imaginatory aspects of reality as well as his insis-
tence that the nature of metaphorical reference must be examined has

strong paral ìeìs to the importance that Nelson Goodman attributes to
metaphor.22a

Goodmanrs thes i s that metaphor I'i nvolves wi thdrawi ng a term or rather

a schema of terms from an initial literal appìication and applying it in

a new wâyttzzs leads him to concìude that metaphor ,rparticipates fuìly in

the progress of knowledge: in replacing some stale Inaturaìr kinds with

novel and i I luminating categories, in contriving facts, in revising

theory, and in bringing us new worìdsr.zz6 Although Goodman does tend to

224 The primary difference between the two, however, is that Goodman,s
views are largely the resuìt of a thorough-going nominal ism and donot invoke Ricoeur's use of ¡phenomenological tools for apprehend-ing'nor his talk of the'primacy of the reference of ordinary lan-
guage' .

22s Nelson Goodman, 'rl'letaphor as l'loonlighting,', 0f t'l ind and 0ther Hat-ters (Cambr idge, t'la.: Harvard University press, lgEt*f , p.7- -
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wed all figurative uses of ìanguage to metaphor straight away, it is in

his work that we see most prominentìy metaphor as an intentionaì catego-

ry mistake22? bìend into metaphor as a 'way of worldmaking'.

ln Goodmanrs interpretation, what is important about metaphor is that

it cuts across habitual notions of what refers and what is referred to.

Through its use new kinds are created which, in turn, make associations

between previously disjunctive categories. The new ì inkages are, there-

fore, founded on a diaìectical relationship between our creation and un-

derstand i ng of obj ects.

From this conception of metaphor, Goodman argues that a term can have

two different extensions - a literal and a metaphoricaì one. A sen-

tence, therefore, taken metaphorical ìy, can be a declarative statement

and so be true or false. This, of course, is in radicaì contradistinc-

tion to the thesis developed by Davidson, wherein it is argued that

since there is no metaphoricaì extension, a I iteral ìy false statement

cannot be true when taken metaphor i ca I I y. As we po i nted out ear I i er ,

metaphor, for Davidson, performs the function of inviting comparison,

not the function of referral.

Given Goodmanrs claims, one might ask

of a term when it ceases, through overuse,

man, when a term ì oses i ts metaphor i ca ì

extensions, the change is seen in terms of

what happens to the extens i on

to be metaphorical? For Good-

power and acquires two I iteral

a disconnection in the refer-

226 lbid., p.71.

22? The thesis which views metaphor as
is also deveìoped to some extent by
Hetaphor (Coìumbia, S.C.: University

an intentional category mistake
Col in Turbayne in The l'lyth of

of South Carol ina Press, l97O) .
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ential chain. The initial metaphorical application had received its very

power from its unusuaì referential conjunction with the I iteral exten-

sion. l,/hen its metaphoricaì clout is ìost, however, there ceases to be

this routing of one reference through the other. lnstead, both exten-

sions now unequivocaì ly refer di rectìy.

A second guestion could aìso be raised at this point: what does the

fact that metaphor can be overused say about the rreferential' nature of

metaphor? A Goodmanian response to this query would be that given the

way that metaphor functions as a kind of reference that cuts across tra-

ditionaì categorizations, the death of a metaphor does not necessarily

entai I a drastic alteration of i ts metaphorical routes of reference. I t

entaì ls rather the wearing of these once new routes into ruts. The ref-

erential chain becomes so entrenched by use that we no ìonger acknowì-

edge the radicalness of the associations. And this can only be expected

- for they are no longer radical.

0n Goodmanrs eccount, therefore, metaphor, by decìaring an identifi-

cation' seems initialìy transparent, but its blatent 'faìsityr (its lack

of rfit') forces us to re-examine the symbol itseìf, to work through the

complexity of its referentiaì chains in order to find a new rversion,.

It is this eìement which perhaps most distinguishes met.aphor from other

provocative statements for example, the simi le, which although making

simi ìar referentiaì ì inks, do not make the same strong identification.

They do not demand that we make a radical choice and shift from rl iteraì

fa ì s i ty' to another k i nd of truth.
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With metaphor, precisely because we are forced to make this choice,

we become more aware of, and are forced to examine, the whoìe conven-

tionaìized structure of what we take to be literal or Inormal' refer-
ence. As result, we must consciousìy forego an adherence to ì iteral
truth and, through the non-transparent symbol which forces us to exer-

cise greater freedom and flexibi I ity in our thinking, discover another

version, another way of systematizing the world.

Although Goodman does not deny that metaphor performs the functions

of I'invìting, warning, shocking, enticing, mis.leading, inquiring, in-

forming, and persuading",228 and acknowledges that these functions are

absoìuteìy integral to metaphor's role as a re-maker of reaì ity, he does

not beìieve that they are in any way unigue to metaphor. lndeed, Good-

man's unhes i tat i ng conf I at i on of fact wi th d i scourse, content wi th con-

vention and the emotive with the cognitive leads him to concìude that

these functions can be achieved by a pìethora of descriptive and non-de-

scr i pt i ve systems .

ln addition, and obversely, Goodman argues that al I kinds of access

to objects can contribute to knowledge. For him, ilmuch of knowing aims

at something other than true, or any, belief....[nameìy] an increase in

acuity of insight or in range of comprehensionrr.22e From admissíons like

the following' we can see that he proudìy stands in that tradition stem-

ming from Hanson, Poìanyi 6 co., which wishes to dissolve the still

largeìy entrenched dichotomies between justifying and discovering and

2 2 8 Ne ì son Goodman, 0f t'1 i nd

22e Nelson Goodman, Ways of
i ng, 1978) , p.2 I .

and 0ther l'latters, p.7l+.

Worldmakinq (l ndianapoì is: Hackett Pubì i sh-
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thinking and perceiving;

ln contending that aesthetic experience is cognitive, I am em-phaticaìly not identifying it with the conceptuaì, the discur-
sive, the I inguistic. under 'cognitive' I include aì I aspects
of knowing and understanding, from perceptuaì discrimination
through pattern recognition and emotive insight to logical in-
ference. 2 3 o

Goodman is also representative of much of post-empiricism in his

claim that we cannot sensibìy conceive of the world as fixed and ready-

made, waiting to be found out by thersatisfaction reìations'of a cor-

respondence theory of truth. Èleanings, for Goodman, cannot be resoìved

uniquely; he does not bel ieve that the structure of any systematic de-

scription can mirror 'the world's' structure. Like Rorty, therefore, he

too aì'gues there is no priviìeged system which has epistemic priority in

describing reality. And like most of the post-empiricists this belief is

the ìogical outcome of his rejection of the sense-datum models of the

phenomenalist strain ìn ìogical positivism; for Goodman, rseeing is an

activity and the way we perform it depends in large part upon our train-
ingrr. z I r

True to his nominalist predispositions, Goodman argues that alì
frames of reference are relative to systems of description. As he states

i n the open i ng chapter to l"lays of Wor ldmak i ng:

lf I ask about the worìd, you can offer to tell me how it is
under one or more frames of reference; but if I insist that
you tell me how it is apart from alì frames, what can you say?
we are confined to ways of describing whatever is described.
0ur universe, so to speak, consists of these ways rather than
of a worìd or of worlds.zs2

2 3 o Neì son Goodman,

23r Neìson Goodman,
(lndianapoì is:

0f l'lind and 0ther I'tatters,

rrThe Way the Wor I d I s",
Bobbs-llerri l l, 1972), p.29.

p.84.

i n Prob ì ems and Proj ects
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It is these Ways of describing, depicting, and expressing, which

consti tute the wor ìd-vers ions wi th wh i ch Goodman i s concerned. Goodman

is not interested with defining once and for aìl whether there is one

world of which we have many versions, or many worlds, each answering to

a right version, or any worìds at aìì. These are probìems, he beìieves,

only for the ideal ist or reaì ist. Rather, what he wants to explore is

how these versions fit together and the relationships between them.

ln order to formal ize his centraì ambivalence to the reaì ist-ideaìist

dispute, Goodmam caìls himself an irreaì ist. lt is his main contention

thatrrwe cannot test a version by comparing it with a world undescribed,

undepicted' unperceivedrr.2s3 He is, therefore, in substantial agreement

with Rorty that an 'underìying worldt ist¡perhaps on the whole a world

weì ì lOStil.234

That there is no one true version does not mean, however, that al I

the non-absol ute vers i ons are therefore usel ess and wi thout s i gn i f i -

cance. For Goodman, we cannot do without versions - they are aìì that we

have - yet the richness and complexity of 'the world dispìaced by worlds

that are but versionsr remains because of the different ways we possess

of seeing, describing, emphasizing, ordering, and patterning. Each way

contr i butes a perspect i ve and broadens our range of understand i ng. We

lose the epistemic security ofrone-true-worldrbut we gain the choice

232 Nelson Goodman, Ways of Worldmakinq, pp.2-3.

233 lbid., P.4. 0n these matters and others, Goodman receives much con-
ceptuaì support from the rinternal real ism' championed recently by
Hi ìary Putnam. Putnamrs doctrine, however, receives much of its
sustenance by being expì icitìy anti-metaphysicaì, whereas Goodmanrsis more ambivalent in this regard.

234 lbid.
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of how we put the versions-as-worlds together.

Given these claims, it is, however, important to realize that Good-

man's worlds and versions are not akin to some obtruse Weìtanschauunq.

ln this regard, Goodman's views differ substantiaì ly from those writers,

I ike Thomas Kuhn, who invoke large-scaìe, near monoì i thic structures

possessed of methodoìogical and vaìuational principìes to account for

the apparent consistency and encompassingness of an enterprise ì ike that

of science. For Goodman we are constantly engaged in ways of worìdmaking

to the same extent that we are constantìy confronted and overwheìmed by

logic' experiment, art, music, architecture, emotions, et cetera. And it
is because we are constantìy being confronted in this fashion that
I'worìdmaking as we know it always starts from worlds aìready on hand;

the making is a re-mâkingrr.zrs

l'luch of Goodmanr s recent work is a ref ìect ive presentat ion of some of

the ways of worldmaking as manifest in methods of organizing and inter-
preting. By composition/decomposition, w€ place a categorical grid over

a wcrld(s), giving us a means of estabì ishing identity and repetitions

lvithin and between worlds. And it is repetition and identification that,

aìthough relative to organization, enables us to sort into relevant236

kinds which in turn, provides us with the tool of projectabi l ity so

z3s lbid., p.6.

236 ln explaining his use ofrrelevantr in this regard, Goodman states:
"l say rreìaventr rather than'naturalt for two reasons: first,Inatural' is an inapt term to cover not only bioìogicaì species but
such artificiaì kinds as musical works, psychological experiments,
and types of machinery; and second, rnaturalr suggests some absolute
categoricaì or psychologicaì priority, whi ìe the kinds in question
are rather habitual or traditional or devised for a new purpose,r.
lbid., p.10.
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critical for inductive inference.

weighting or emphasis, founded on the principle that "just as to

stress aì I syì lables is to stress none, so to take al I classes as rele-

vant kinds is to take none as SLlchrr,z:r can also turn rraw data' into

different versions. What may be central or reìevant in one system can be

peripheral or incidental in another. Such emphasis is, in addition, not

always binary, but instead many yei ld hierarchies of important, valuabìe

and/or ut i ì i tar i an el ements.

0rderinq is aìso an important worldmaking tooì. Pervading both per-

ception and practical cognition it posits certain things as primitive,
giving foundational priority and authority to some things and dependent

status to others. Scientific explanation often invokes, or is premised

upon, the procedures of deletion and supplementation. The ruthìess

editing of memory and the perception of motion are aìso clearly respec-

tive examples of cjeletion and suppìementation. And deformation may be

involved in making data more compl iant or in transforming a theme into

numerous var i at i ons.

It is Goodmanrs contention that these different ways by which we cre-

ate and compose our versions do not just apply to the sciences. For him,

\^re must recaìì, the arts and emotions contribute just as signif icantìy

to the domain of human understanding.

This muìtipì icity of acceptable world-versions, some confl icting,
some rscientific', some rartistic' compels, however, those, ìike Good-

man' who countenance them to respond to the standard questions aìI rrel-

z3? lbid., p.ll.
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ativistrpositions must face. Primary amongst these is, of course, that

query which attempts to isolate the paradoxes and inconsistencies of an

ranything goes' phi ìosophy. But Goodman does not say that anything goes;

indeed he claims that as a result of what he is sayingrtstandards dis-
tinguishíng right from wrong versions become, if anything, more rather

than less importantr'.238 However, instead of rightness depending upon,

and impìying the world, the ,worìdr as we know it depends upon the

r i ghtness of our vers i ons.

Now although Goodman insists that the'¡judgment of scientific theo-

r i es i s beset by much the same prob I ems as j udgments of works of

art",23e he aìso argues that onìy a small amount of our knowledge of the

wor I d can be tested f or truth or f a ì sehood. l'luch of what we know cannot

be formulated as 'justified true beì iefr ; i t is consti tuted, rather, by

the acquisition of new ranges of comprehension, more sensitive percep-

tions, and increased awareness of patterns, structures, and nuances. So

the question is, how do we determine whether this rsofter' knowledge ís

right - whether the world it shapes and informs is a right world-ver-

sion?

A fundamentaì thesis of Goodman's phiìosophy is that 'right versions

are those that refer'. However, unlike several philosophers who write on

these matters' Goodman does not conjoin talk of reference with talk of

truth since he bel ieves that talk of truth (as 'justified true bel ief')
perta i ns on I y to verba ì statements. And for Goodman there are other,

non-verba ì , ways of referr i ng.

23a lbid., p.'l07.

23e Nelson Goodman, 0f 14 i nds and 0ther llatters, p. j63.
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ln Goodmanrs phi losophy, Truth becomes subsumed in the more inclusive

standard of rightness of Fit. He uses the word 'fit' to describe the way

r i ght vers i ons i nteract wi th what i s referred to, wí th each other, and

with whole organized systems. And different versions are appropriate for

different purposes and may, therefore, be right for those purposes and

wrong for others. To acquire knowledge then, is to find what fits best

in a particular circumstance - what frame of reference is most enl ight-

en i ng.

Now once aga i n, i n matters

cerned wi th the metaphys i ca ì

w i th how we refer . Apropos

means to make a right version,

of reference, Goodman i s not so much con-

question of what we refer to, but rather

what was sa i d ear ì i er, s i nce tto refer'

a cons i derat i on of ways of referr i ng wi I I

see especialìy, Nelson
54-99 and r¡How Buildings

focus on ways of worìdmaking. For Goodman there are four major varieties

of reference indicative of the different relationships that can be es-

tablished between a symbol and its referent. These he deìimits as deno-

tation, exempl ification, expression, and mediated reference.2ao Whi le

there are ways of referr i ng that are common to symbol s funct i on i ng i n

different symboì systems (i.e., pictorial, verbal, and notationaì sys-

tems) - for example, a story and a picture and a piece of music can all
express - the system itself generaì ly places certain constraints on how

a symboì can refer.

For example, pictures can refer through pictoriaì denotation, but

when we try to take them as declaration statements about the referent we

run into trouble. Pictoriaì symbols work within a syntacticaì ìy and se-

24o For a discussion of reference so construed
Goodman, ql Hinds and Other i\atters, pp.
l'lean'r, Critical tnquiry ll (lgg¡) z6\2-653.
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manticaììy dense system2ar where the symbols remain enmeshed within the

whole and cannot be clearìy segragated, making it impossible to clearly

determine thei r distinct denotations.

Yet apart from the restraints of the symboì systems within which they

work, symbols nevertheless are stiìi abìe to refer in different ways. ln

exempì ification, for example, a symbol does not denote. Rather than

'turning outward', it turns back on itseìf and refers to those proper-

ties or features it possesses. While non-representationaì art does not

refer to anyth i ng beyond i tsel f, i t does refer to i tsel f, to certa i n

textures and plays of form and coìour. ln so doing, it alters our ways

of seeing the world around us. A building, for example, if it exempl i-
fies, rris designed to refer expì icitìy to certain properties of its
structurett.z42 lf the same bui ìdíng, however, referred to properties

possessed me'.aphorically then it may be said to refer via expression.

Churches whose inner sanctums or fascades which are bui lt in the shape

of crucifixes is a perfect exampìe of such expression. ftediated refer-
ence can also be fulfi ì ìed by something as unl ikeìy as an architectual

form when, for instance, it refers to some image or idea that people in

turn assoc i ate w i th i ts funct i on.

The examples of ways of reference abound and an enì ightening under-

standing of them can only be attained by reading Goodman himself. What

Goodman does bel ieve, however, is that referential chains demonstrate

that referring entails organizing reality in a number of ways. Things

closeìy connected in one referentiaì chain may be far apart in another.

24r See Neìson Goodman, 0f l'iinds and 0ther l,latters, p.7.

242 Nelson Goodman, ¡rHow Buildings llean', pp.6\5-6L6.
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These complex forms of reference created by the many kinds of symboì ic

functionings of different, interacting symbol systems i I ìustrates how

such systemization makes and remakes the worìd. By moving through vari-
ous referential levels and creating connections between different sym-

bols and symbol features, symbol ic systems essential ly make and remake

the world. Yet this taìk of making worlds, as we noted earì ier, does not

impìy bui ìding each time from scratch out of nothing; we aìways start
with a worìd aìready categorized and unified by the practices of just
such symboì ic systems. The more complex the referentiaì ì inkages, the

more complex and inter-related the world it denotes, with each aspect of

that world enriched by its association with other features.

Aìthough Goodman discusses a variety of characterizations of rtruth,

or rightness of reference incìuding (in apparentìy increasing impor-

tance) utility, confident belief, credibirity, and coherence, he uìti-
mately opts simply for acceptabi I ity as a standard of rightness of fit
and, correlatively, rightness of reference. Yet he immediateìy notes

that I'since acceptabi l ity involves inductive val idity, which involves

right categorization, which involves entrenchment, habi t must be recog-

nized as an integral ingredient of truthrr.243

ln fact, it is via his deveìopment of the notion of habit that Good-

man is abìe to skirt the criticisms of radical reìativism directed by

opponents of an ranything goes' phi ìosophy. Fit, in Goodman's phi losophy

has a lot to do with practice - with what has already become entrenched

and habitual at the social ìevel because it works. Standards of credi-

bi I ity and rightness, therefore, do not vary with individual opinion or

2 4 3 Ne I son Goodman, 0f H i nds and 0ther l'latters, p.38.
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disbelieve what is crediblerr.244
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bel ieve what is not credible and

We can see, therefore, there is a cìrcular chain between fit which is

based on rightness of categorization which is based on entrenchment

which is based on habit which is based on practice which, in turn, is

based on fit. There is, in short, â diaìectic operative in the evolution

of practice; namely, practice always assesses practice itseìf. Anaìogous

to Lakatosrconcept of the hard core and positive heuristic constitutive

of a scientific research program2as we can see how it is possibìe for a

potentiaìly confìicting practice to exist on the periphery of entrenched

practices - how Practice can be at one and the same time both rigid and

fìexible. And just as for Lakatos some hypotheses are more susceptible

to falsificationr so to for Goodman, dome practices are akin torfash-
ions' in that they change with the most spontaneous of chal lenges.

It must be remembered that Goodman does not deal in ideaì or possibìe

worlds nor epistemic virtues establ ished at an Archimedean point nor in

moral judgements del ivered from a God's eye point of view. Just as we

do not make worìds, but rather remake the ones we live in and thr-ough,

in the same way practice is not arbitrarily created - it is what we

have to work with, it is the way we work. As it is with world-versions,

so to is it with any given practice; on any occasion we start with a

practice rrthat we are stuck wi th unti I we have the determination and

24+ lbid., p.40.

24s See especialìy, lrme Lakatos, "Falsification and the iïethodoìogy of
scientific Research Programmesrr, in criticism and the Growth of
Knowledge, êd. I rme Lakatos and A lan llusgrave (Cambr idge: Carn¡r iAG
Un i vers i ty Press , l97O) , pp. 91-195.
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skill to remake it into a new one".246 what appìies to worlds appìies

also to the practices that remake and solidify and remake those wor'l ds.

For Goodman whether vers i ons wh i ch group e I ements and estab I i shes

connections is right or wrong is something that is ultimately determined

by their afficacy in worìdmaking. He is, therefore, ultimately confront-

ed with another query from the opponents of reìativism; nameìy, ' if fit

with practice determines rightness where is the practice by which we

judge this claim - where is the objective criteria?' Goodman's response

must be that \^/e can on ly hope to def end such a pr inc iple by appea I to

other versions. lt is his claim that rreìativity goes aìl the way up':
rHow then', comes the question, 'can we ever establ ish any-
thing final ìy and completeìy and for sure, even the most obvi-
ous truism and the most cherished credos? And the answer is,
of course, that we can,t, and that is no fault of mine. Nei-
ther by logic nor any other means can we prove something from
noth i ng. we have to start wi th some prem i ses and pr i nc i pl es;
and there are no absoìute and incontrovertible certainties
avai lable. But that does not mean that we start from careless
guesses. we fol ìow our confidence and convictions, which are
subject to strenthening or weakening or even reversal as we
strive to bui ld right versions or worlds on the basis of
these. No starting points or ending points or points aìong the
way are ei ther absolute or arbitrary.zal

So aìthough Goodman acknowìedges that al I searches for a 'ready and

conclusive' test of rightness are radical ly i I l-conceived he offers the

same soìution to the problem of rightness of versions that he offered

several years ago to the problem of the projectability of predicates and

properties involved in inductive inferences;2aB namely, entrenchment.

2 4 6 Ne I son Goodman, !lg¿9. of Wor I dmak i ng, p. 97 .

241 Nelson Goodman, 0f Hind and 0ther l'latters, p.40.

2 4 8 See Ne I son Goodman, Fact, F i ct i on, and Forecast, Four th
(Cambridge, I'la.: Harvard University press, TgEilrr,is book
the subject of much controversy since it was originally pubì

Edition
has been
ished in
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Proudìy acknowìedging an affinity between his víews and Venturi,s remark

that'0rder must exist before ít can be brokenr, Goodman concìudes that

"entrenchment establ ished by habìt is centraì ìy invoìved in the dermina-

tion of rightness and is, indeed, the basis that makes innovation possi-

bleil.24e

We can see, therefore, that in attempting to eìucidate the relation-

ship between practice and versions and by noting the ineffiable fìexi-

biì ity of the former Goodman has attempted to demonstrate how the fact

that we are beings who ì ive through and by a world can be reconci ìed

with the apparent fact that we are also beings who create worlds. By de-

picting the relationship between the projectabi I ity and entrenchment of

versions and the social afficacious aspect of the latter, he has also,

Eo a large extent, skirted the attacks launced by the opponents of rela-

tivism and subjectivism al ike. He has, at one and the same time, ref-

used to countenance the d i st i nct i ons between the necessary and cont i n-

gent, the given and the inferred, and the scheme and its content. He

has moved beyond the genericness of Kuhnrs Weìtanschauunqs, has exempli-

f ied some of the 'methods' which lie behind the l'lethods that Feyerabend

wishes to re'l ativize and proì iferate, and has spel led out some of the

constraints that prevent us from engaging in Rortian edification. ln

short, one might say that Goodman, âi though championing what can be

perceived as a soci aì -h i stor i cal -anthropolog i cal concret i zat ion of epi s-

temology' nevertheless, does not feel the need to pivot his work on the

generic types of claims upon which the work of Kuhn, Feyerabend, and

1954.

2 4 e Ne I son Goodman, rrHow Bu i ld i ngs llean', , p.651
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Chapter V

P[]ST.EMPIRICiStt AND THE PHIL[]S[]PHY (]F THE St]CIAL SCIENCES

Throughout the last chapter, I have tried to indicate how the guiding

assumptions of the ìogical positivistsr conception of science have been

gradual ly chipped away by those thinkers whose work might be classified

under the rubric of post-empiricist thought.r As a coroì lary of this, I

also bel ieve that I have shown how the attractiveness of the qoals of

the former have aìso progressiveìy waned. Although it couìd be argued

that the presentation of what had been del ineated as post-empricism was

accompanied by some rather broad demonstrative sweeps, I would suggest

that such a'technique' was required in order to reveal both the radi-

caììy different image of science that- is now the concern of severaì pro-

fessionaì phi ìosophers and social theorists, as wel I as the kind of

questions that now interest those schoìars.2

AIthough we must aìways be wary of image, talk in such matters, it
is contended herein that such an image must be invoked; for rather than

simply attacking positivist mandates in their varied attempts to demon-

strate that science wi ì I prove unsuccessful in expìaining the human ani-

Post-empricist thinkers, it must be recal ìed, do not al
each other's crit¡cisms and proposaìs. To this extent,
differ from those thinkers classified under the rubric of
sitivism.

I agree wi th
they do not
logical po-

ln simi lar fashion, I would argue that our demonstrative portrayaì of
debates within logicaì positivism helped to reveal the nature of the
probìematic wherein those debates took place. lt is my belief that
such a problematic could not have been revealed by simply ìisting the
epistemic mandates of positivist phi ìosophers.

-222-
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mal and it pol iticaì formations, sociaì theorists are increasingìy gp-

pealinq to this'new image¡of science for support.3 ln an inter-disci-
pì i nary study as th i s, therefore, âl though we wi ì I be concerned wi th

what post-empiricist phi ìosophers have to say about the social sciences,

the prinary emphasis wilì be on how post-empiricist conceptions are be-

i nq, and can þ, i nterpreted I soc i a ] theor i sts .

At the very outset of this thesis it was noted that the presentation

of post-empiricist thinkers would be necessari ìy selective. One notable

absence, for example, is that of lmre Lakatos. Without doubt Lakatos

can be attributed with having stimulated several innovative deveìopments

within mainstream phiìosophy of science. perhaps most important of

these for our purposes wouìd be his examinations of the val idity of the

distinction between the external and internal history of science.a His

It might be noted at this point that social theorists are also invok-
i ng post-empi r i c i st devel opments tô try and demonstrate that a sc i enceof society is possibìe. Arguably enough, however, this has not been
the most pronounced tendency. As we wi I ì learn throughout this chap-ter, however, post-empiricist developments wi ì ì increasingìy undermine
the importance of the question 'how are the social sciences I ike and
un I i ke the natura I sc i ences?r .

see especial ìy, lmre Lakatos, "History of science and I is Rational Re-
constructions", scientific Revolutions, Bd. Ian Hacking (0xford: 0x-
ford university Press, l98l), pp.)07-127. simpìy put, his view on the
matter is the foìlowing: 'rationaììy reconstruct the internaì historyof science from the standpoint of present methodoìogy and then foot-
note external historyr. To some degree, this thesis is given renewed
emphasis in the recent work of Laudan, wherein it is argued that the
sociology of science has something to contribute to our understanding
of science "only when beliefs cannot be expìained in terms of their
rational merits". see Larry Laudan,.progress and lts problems: To-
wards a Theory of Scientific Growth (Berkeìey and tos Rñgeìes: Uni-versity of california Press, 1977), p.202. what Lakatos and Laudan
have to say on this matter is proof positive that not all philosophers
of science who draw into question the positivist problematic fall vic-
tim to Feyerabendianism on the nature of rational ity. An indepth ex-
amination of their views on other matters would also reveal some of
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presentation of the rmethodology of scientific research programmes's and

his attack on the unreaìistic demands of the 'naive falsificationists'

also contain certain original and constructive eìements which have not

gone unnoticed by social theorists.6 | âÍì, nevertheìess, in agreement

with those commentators who argue that his views primarily serve as a

mediator between the confì icting views of popper and Kuhn and, in their

innovativeness, are often ecl ipsed by the views of the latter.? ln

short, I do not beì ieve that much harm has been done, nor the record

distorted, in selectiveìy avoiding a consideration of his phi ìosophy of

sc i ence.

0ther notable phiìosophers who might have been included in a descrip-

tion of post-empiricism include Hary Hesse and Stephen Toulmin.s The

views of Rom Harre might also have been considered if attacks on posi-

tivism were our exclusive concern; reading through what might be consid-

the dangers inherent in presenting post-empiricism as a monoì ithic
body of thought. 0nce again, however, I emphasize that in this thesis
we are very interested in what phiìosophers of the social sciences are
incìined to argue once post-empiricism has been so construed and then
i nterpreted as the I rec i eved ' ph i ì osophv of sc'l ence.

For this presentation see, lmre Lakatos, "Falsifícation and the l4eth-
odoìogy of scìentific Research programmes,', criticism and the Growthgf Knowìedqe, êd. lmre Lakatos and Alan Husgrave (cam¡¡agte: cam-
bridger University Press, 1970), pp.9l-196.

see, for example, Donald J. Hoon, "The Logic of pol itical lnquiry: A
Synthesis of Opposed Perspectives", Handbook of politicaì Science:
Volume I ed. Fred l. Greenstein and Neìson w. pojsny lneaaingll't".s.,
Add i son-Wes ì ey , 197Ð .

It couìd be argued, however, that there is some substance to Feyera-
bendrs claim that Lakatosr phi losophy is real ly ,an anarchism in dis-guiser (Pauì Feyerabend, Against flethod, p. l8l.) . A successful argu-
mentation on this matter, however, wouìd not, for our purposes, offer
any additionaì insight - we have aìready devoted enough attention to
one of post-empi r i c i sm's 'token' anarch i sts.

8 See especialìy llary Hesse, Revolutions and Reconstructions in the phi-
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to dec i pher what

he is actually proposing wouìd be another matter indeed. ln addition,

mention might also have been made of the numerous phi ìosophers writing

within the Angìo-American tradition who have ìaunched a variety of at-

tacks against positivist assumptions on topics as diverse as the impor-

tance of extensionaì logic, the exact locus of the observationaì/theo-

retical language distinction, the (non) necessity of ontologicaì

commitment and the vaìidity and formuìation of universaì laws. ln re-

gards to these absences, however, I sti ll feel that the presentation of

post-empricism has been justifiably parsimonious in its attempt ro re-

veaì an image of science that stands in radical juxtaposition to that of

logicaì positivism.

5.I AN OVERVIEId f]T ITE PROBLEIí

It will be my intention in this chapter to try and distill the rele-
vance, for social and poì itical theorizing, of the sojourn which we have

taken through Post-empiricist thought. As the introduction made cìear,

the necessity for this exercise is due to a most interesting phenomenon

of twentieth century academic thought. Somewhere between the attack on

the notion of protocol statements and Nelson Goodmanrs championing of a

multitude of (projectible) ways of worìd-making, certain fundamental

theoretical deveìopments have been coaìesced into a ,new imagerof sci-
ence which severaì sociaì theorists are increasingìy presupposing in de-

logophv of Science (Bloomington, lndiana: lndiana university press,
1980) and Stephen Toulmin, Human understandinq: volume I (princeton,
N.J.: Princeton university Press, l912), and "conceptuaT Revoìutions
in science", Boslon studies in the phiìosophy of science: Volume I,
ed. R.s. cohen and l'1. wartof sky (Dordrecht, Hoìlana: o. Reiael pub-
I ishins, 1967), pp.33t-355.
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of both the human animal and the aca-

understand that animal's socio-pol i t-

We have seen that in the Anglo-American philosophicaì community ¡t is

in the thought of radical nominaì ists ì ike Goodman that the phi ìosophy

of science merges with the philosophy of art. Now it is my contention

that the positivist influence on al I Angìo-American academic thought has

been so profound that our conception of science can not now merge with

our conception of art without radical ly transforming our conception of

ourseìves. lndeed, it is in the recent attempts at a trestructuringr of

social and pol iticaì thought that the former transformation is being em-

ployed to br i ng i nto effect the latter transformation.

ln the opinion of Habermas the twentieth century has witnessed the

transformation of epistemology into the phi losophy of science. This is

a cìaim which, apart from some minor terminoìogicaì and institutionaì

quaì ifications, I wouìd aìso accept; in fact, it serves as a ìegitiniz-

ing factor of this entire thesis. For Habermas, however, this transfor-

mation has precipitated some negative changes in social scíentific

thought. ln part, he argues that we have been victimized by this trans-

formation, since he bel ives that it has proven a final tour de force in

the severance of pract i ca I and theoret i ca ì thought. Habermas a ì so con-

tends that it is with the mandates of phiìosophy of science in hand that

social theorists now feel rleqitimizedr in the search, initiated by I,lore

and l'lachiavelli, for the rlaws of the civil Iife'. Habermas suggests,

however, that this search bel ies the fact that pol itics has been di-

vorced from ethics - thatrthe structure of domination has been extri-
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cated from its ethicaì context'.e Whilst appealing to mandates from the

phiìosophy of science in order to justify its variedrknowledge' claims,

the social sciences increasingìy become weapons of pol itical oppression.

Now what becomes ironic for us at this point - or at ìeast for those

influenced by Habermas - is that many sociaì and pol iticaì theorists
have argued that the post-empiricist philosophy of science is caìling
into question the vaìidity of the search for determinate laws of civi l

ìife (or determinate ìaws of anything, for that matter). ln many ways

they have invoked post-empiricism to lend justifying support to the im-

plementation of the various brands of hermeneutics which we considered

in our third chapter. Post-empiricism has aiso been cìaimed to be pro-

viding support to those who claim that a wedge cannot be driven between

pract i ca I and theoret i ca ì knowl edge wi thout forsak i ng much of what we

understand to be the rhuman' component of life. ln regards to the lat-
ter construaì, therefore' posi-empíricism can be seen as ìending concep-

tual ìegitimacy to the kind of'Critical Theory'which Habermas t Compa-

ny painstakingìy advocate

For Habermas, however, as for most thinkers influenced by the guiding

assumptions of the Frankfurt School, aì I twentieth century phi losophy of

science is indicative of positivistic (read tscientific') mandates. ro An

examination of the impact of post-empiricism on social and poì itical
thought might, therefore, prove inspiring, both to those incì ined to

shun either positive or negative portrayaìs of the 'epistemoìogical

Jurgen Habermas, Theory and practice,
Beacon Press, 197Ð , p.52.

trans. John Vi ertel (Boston:

One might even say that in this regard Habermas has impl icitly takenguite seriously comtets thesis of the progressive stages of history.
IO
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twentieth century sociaì scientific theor-

to th i nk that the categor i ca I th i nk i ng of

necessari ìy pol itical ly conservative and

The substantive content of this chapter wi l ì be, at once, both demon-

strative and specuìative. 0n the one hand it wiìl attempt to reveal how

certain phi Iosophers of the social sciences and sociaì theorists are in-

terpreting the post-empiricist turn in the phi ìosophy of science, âs

wel I as how they are empìoying such interpretations in their own theo-

retical endeavors. Herein, we wi I I be once again selective, choosing

those thinkers whose work fal ls into one or another of the areas which I

have deemed most susceptibìe to post-empiricist influence. These areas

are akin in content to the 'discipì ines' or 'traditionsr of which I have

spoken throughout this thesis; i.e., they shouìd not be considered as

immutable entities with institutionaì ly and conceptual ly doctrinate

boundaries, but rather as arenas of academic induìgence so delineated

for heur i st i c and conversat i ona I purposes.

The speculative content of this chapter, on the other hand, wi ì I

atempt to show how post-empiricism can be interpreted by philosophers of

the socia'l sciences and how its varied mandates miqht be employed by

theorists in developing new and inspiring images of the sociaì world.

The conceptuaì freedom that we wi I I be al lowi ng ourselves here stems

from the prescriptive component which is, arguabìy enough, impl icit in

most philosophies of science. To some degree, we wilì also be selective

and categorical whi lst fulfi I I ing this speculative componenti i.e., hy-

potheticals wi ì I be tradition-oriented, âlthough, once again, largely
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for heuristic reasons. For exampìe, we might explore to what extent

Rortyrs notion of edifyinE phi ìosophy can be justifiably be seen as

ìending support to the cause of critical Theory, oF how the thesis of

the ì inguistic relativity of value formulation can enhance a Wittgen-

steinian crit¡cism of rational choice theoryrs depiction of the poì iti-
ca I process.

It is hoped that this dual strategy wiìì provide a systematic struc-

ture to the chapter that wilì reveaì how a given imaqe of science can be

employed to deì imit particular subject fields whi lst at the same time

guiding research towards unexpìored vístas. Del imiting social scientif-
ic subject fieìds as weì I as extending research toward unexplored vi-
stas, however, often has some very powerful pol itical consequences.lr

Throughout this chapter, therefore, we will try to keep in mind, by way

of periodic commentary, what socio-pol itical arrangements are either
presupposed or proj ected by those devel opments i n the soc i a I sc i ences

which countenance, or can be enhanced by, post-empiricist themes.

Nowhere in this chapter, however, wilr the claim be made, nor defend-

ed, that the post-empiricist philosophy of science has conceptually suf-

focated, and now stands victorious over, the positivist image of sci-
ence.r2 Although, as stated earl ier, the assumptions have been ¡chipped

away' and the goals have 'progressiveìy waned', the positivist influence

1r rhis fact of the matter, shal I we say, is aìso quite prevalent in thenatural sciences. Pol iticaì considerations often guide, and deter-
mi ne, the parameters of sc i ent i f i c research.

12 As many commentators in the social sciences have
and over-zealousìy presupposed. See, for example,
'lPositivism, Historicism, and poì itical lnquiry",
Sc i ence Revi ew 66 (lglZ) 2796-817 .

often prematurel y
Eugene F. l'1 iller,
American Political
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is sti I I a force with which to contend. lndeed, especiaì ìy in regards

to the philosophy of the social sciences, I concur with Richard Bern_

stein when he argues thatrrit would be naive to underestimate the extent

to which the framework assumptions and categorical distinctions of a

mainstream orientation are sti l l wideìy heìd'.rs rhat I specifícal ìy
note the sociaì sciences in this regard is ìargeìy a reflection of the

impl icit cìaim running throughout this thesis; namely, that in Angìo-A-

merican academic circles the phiìosophy of the sociaì sciences laqs be-

hind (both temporal ly and conceptuaì ly) the phi ìosophy of the naturaì

sciences.ra Nevertheìess, I also wish to give renewed emphasis to Bern-

steinrs further c'l aim thatrrinsofar as the new post-empiricist interpre-

tation of science has altered our understanding of the natural sciences,

it affects any informed appraisaì of the ways in which the sociaì sci-
ences are like and unlike the natural sciencesil.rs

At the same time, however, I see no reason why debates in the phiìos-

ophy of the social sciences must be dominated by the question 'in which

ways are the sccial sciences like and unlike the naturaì sciences?r. ln

fact, I bel ieve that, largely assisted by post-empiricist deveìopments,

the importance of this question is becoming ìess problematic for the

I4

Richard J. Bernstein, The Restructurinq of Social and pol itical Theo-Ly(Phi]adelphia:Uniñ'ityorPennsyìvaniapr.ss,1Ñ2_

speaking Hegeì ianìy, one might say it arrives ìate on the scene,
whi ìst speaking un-Hegeì ianly, one might further claim that it sti I I
has much to say. lt might be noted at this point that unl ike the
Neo-stal inists, who also talk of phi losophicaì lags, I would not de-
fend this cìaim by some idiosyncratic appeal to the'dialectic of na-ture'. Let it simpìy be said at this point that there are several
tool s of understand i ng that once proved successful or i nspi r i nq i n
one area of inguiry and which were then appl ied (sometimei-"iloneou.-
ly, somet i mes prematurel y) i n other areas of i nqu i ry.

lbid. p.xvi.

L3

15
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phi ìosophy of the sociaì sciences. The defenses are no ìonger excìu-

sively for or against science, or for the empìoyment of scientific meth-

odo'l ogy here, against it there. The radical redefinition of the scien-

tific image that post-empiricism offers us shatters the old probìematic

and factionaì izes beyond recognition the previous battlefronts. Even to

compare the post-empiricist philosophy of science with the anti-methodo-

ìogical bias of the 'post-behavioural ist' movement in the social scienc-

es - beyond noting particular influences running from the former to the

I atter - i s perhaps to severeì y overs impl i fy matters.

Thirty-odd years ago the picture was, of course, a lot simpìer. Rad-

icaì behavioural ists on one side of the fence, 'normativer theorists
('ph i I osophers') on the other s i de, wi th the odd imported weber i an

standing on the posts scoìding both of them. The simplicity of the dia-
ì ogue matched that of the p i cture. Construct i ng rpatterns of re i nforce-

mentr, the behaviourists claimed, wouìd solve our major sociaì i l ìs

whi lst at the same time eradicating al I the indeterminacies whose at-
tempted clarification precipitated inteì lectuaì psychosis. The indeter-

minacies, cìaimed the normative side, signal led beyond doubt the lacunae

created by our ignorance of the import of the,cìassics,- by our insis-
tence that one can conflate what ought to be with what is. Description

with the most developed tools of the day should dictate the sociaì sci-
ences' the former feìt, not prescriptions obtained by studying the wis-

dom of the past, as the latter argued. This scenario was, of course,

most clearly reflected in many of the attacks launched by political
theorists against the positivist influence in poì itical science. The

positions of Strauss, Oakeshott and Voegelin are especially recalìable
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in this context.r6

There were those scholars, however, who did not want to get their

hands dirty doing 'empirical researchr but who were also aììergic to the
rmoldrone often encounters when examining books of the ancient past.

Their contribution to the state of the art consisted in either excusing

those with dirty hands or showing that certain mold, if consumed in rea-

sonable amounts, couìd provide one with amazingly new perspectives on

things. Since justif ication is usuaììy the province of the phiìosopher,

the conversation into which these scholars ventured could onìy be appro-

priateìy caìled the phiìosophy of the social sciences. Besides, the

I'Jeberians in their mediating role had been engaged in such an exercise

for some time and, interestingìy enough, their views on things could be

used by those for and against rsciencer. The problematic in which the

behaviourists and cìassicists would inevitably face each other - a pro-

bìematice which had arisen ìargeìy as a result of the positivist influ-

ence in the sociaì sciences - had its boundaries and content defined by

a series of guestions, the responses to which usualìy neatly divided the

r6 An expìanation for the intensity of such debates in pol itical science
could be offered at this point. Pol iticaì science is a discipl ine
wherein the conceptuaì groundwork for arscientific revolution¡had
been effected at least as far back as Hobbes but one wherein the in-frastructural prerequisite for the experiment - the rationaìization
of the politicaì - was not really institutionàìly avaiìable untiì the
twentieth century. wi thout such a laboratory, shal I we say, rancient
wisdomr - in its poì itical manifestations - was not confronted with aviable opposition. ln fact, new fire was breathed into it by theplethora of prescriptive pol itical phi ìosophy that accompanied the
early bourgeois revolutions. ln a social scíence I ike economics, on
the other hand, the availability of the requisíte institutional in-
frastructure coincioeã-iiîI-Eãtir i ts Ricardian and Keynesian concep-tual revolutions. As a result, ancient economic wisdom in the labo-
ratory of the twentÎeth century economist resembles a bulì in a chinashop. ln the laboratory of the political scientist of the twenty-first century, might not Aristitel ians also appear to behave I ike
catt ì e?
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The const i tuent quest i ons

recalì. For clarification

l. ls value-free research possible?

2. ls the notion of social whoìes a coherent one? (ln its more re-fined formulation: should the social sciences be governed by a
methodologi caì hoì i sm?)

3. Are social facts, if indeed there are any, entitíes or processes?

4. Are 'ideal typesr essentiaì ìy designatory or assertoríal in char-

7.

acter ?

Are the social sciences, or rather shouìd they be, idiographic or
nomothet i c?

what is the role of reduction in the social sciences; i.e., canrsociaìr predicates be defined in terms of individual predicates?

Are physical laws formalizable in the social sciences - or are we
destined to contend with probalilistic and rtendency' ones?

shouìd teìeological or functional laws be al lowed in the social
sc i ences?

sould the explanation of action be framed ín the intentionaì idi-
om or one which seek only causal efficacy?

The infìuence of the later-Wittgensteinians on social theorists, how-

ever' helped immensely in paving the way for the introduction into An-

glo-American debates of the various traditions of Continental theorizing

- traditions whose infìuence only the Weberians could have understanda-

bìy predicted in advance. ln the l960's, of course, these various in-

fìuences came to a very forthright fruition. Thetnormativerschooì in

the phi losophy of the sociaì sciences, which had so obedientìy heralded

the importance of the classics were now either regrettabìy or enthusias-

ticalìy coming to terms with everything from phenomenoìogy to existen-

tialism to hermeneutics to a pìethora of tV/estern iïarxisms', in addition

5.

6.

8.

9.
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to all the varied syntheses thereof - syntheses often achieved, and me-

diated, by an equal ìy diverse array of pseudo-psychological conceptions.

At about this time, the proponents of the behaviourist approach were

discovering that they would have to come to terms with the factionaì ism

that was disrupting the nest of rformalr theory. The variants of func-

tionaìism which had enjoyed an insulated calm in the disciplines of an-

thropology and sociology under the respective guidance of llaì inkowski-

ansr? and Parsonians were now seen by many phiìosophers of the sociaì

sciences as somehow competing with variants of Eastonian systems theory

and the schooì of rational choice (whích had recieved a respectabìe im-

petus from the work of Arrow and Downs) for the leading edge in the race

to devise a science of society. That the competition was also enlarged

in order to account for a b¡i zarre array of structural ists that incìuded

everyone from the I inguist Chomsky to the neo-Althussarian poulantzas

was a further ìndication that the original problematic in the phiìosophy

of the social sciences was being perceived with a certain apprehensive-

ness even by those largeìy favorabìe to the search for a science of the

human animaì and its 'civi l, I ife.

Now it \^/as often the case that those social theorists who were favor-

abìe to this search resisted the labeìs bestowed upon them and argued

thatrresearch'was simply being done - quite in spite of how its guid-

ing assumptions were being codified into this or that'body of thought'

by methodoìogists and philosophers of the social sciences who were obvi-

L? For an assessment of the functionaìist vogue in anthropoìogy and how
much of the misunderstanding that surrounds it can be traced back to
the early views of I'talinkowski, see Adam Kuper, Anthropoloqists and
Anthrgpoloqv: The British SS-h_oo.j_ 1922-j972 (l'1iaatesex, england.
Pengru i n BooLs, 1-973) .- '
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Radc I i ffe-

Brown, for exampìe, in rejecting the functionaì ist labeì often used to

describe his views, was quite confident in stating the foìlowing:

There is no place in naturaì science for tschoolsr in this
sense, and I regard social anthropology as a branch of natural
science. Each scientist starts from the work of his predeces-
sors' finds problems which he beì ieves to be significant, and
by observation and reasoning endeavors to make some contribu-
tion to a growing body of theory. cooperation amongst scien-
tists results from the fact that they are working on the same
or related problems. such cooperation does not result in the
formation of schooìs ... There is no pìace for orthodoxies and
heterodoxies in science. Nothing is more pernicious than at-
tempts to estabì ish adherence to doctrines. Al I that a teach-
er can do is to assist the student in ìearning to understand
and use the scientific method.rg

It is quite clear that behind his attack on ìabeììing

sciences, and serving as fundamentaì conceptual support,

Brown's particuìar image of science. lt is, of course,

in the social

I ies Radcl iff

an image that

beìies much of what actuaìly constitutes scientific research. The for-
mation ofrschooìs'within twentieth century quantum theory, arguably no

different in kind than the same formation within pre-Darwinian bioìo-

9Y,re is proof positive that his initial claim is quite off the mark.

His last claim is indicative of a refusal to countenance the possibility

that methodoloqy is not underdetermined Þ-Z quidinq assumptions (or,

'choice of significant problems'), i.e., that there might be at least a

dialectical relationship between the former and the ìatter. This is a

18 A.R. Radcl iffe-Brown, _structure and Function in Primitive Society:
Essayg ?nd Addresses (London: Routledge A ttegan paul, -@,
pp.l88-18!.

1e Although I personally am not sympathetic to the general approach and
conclusions, an interesting book to look at for a portrayaì of appar-
ently confIicting paradigms in pre-Darwinian naturaì history is JohnC. Greene, Sciel_rqe, l4eoìoqy and Worìd View: Essays in the Historygf Evoìutionary ]_d.eas (Berkeley and Los Angeìes: U¡iversity of Cal .r-fornia Press, l98l), esp. ch.3.
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refusal which can only be justified if by'the scientific method' he is
making reference to a particuìar scientific ìoqic, perhaps deduction.

However, a method is much more than a logic - it is a whole storehouse

of received wisdom on how to coìlect data, how to synthesize that data,

how to control independent variables in order to bring about an experi-

mental situation' et cetera. As we have seen, a fundamental contribu-
tion of the post-empiricist phiìosophy of science is the emphasis it
gives to the possibility that the guiding assumptions of research (even

its'probìem selection') often determine the substantive content of

those methodoìogical mandates.

Radcliff Brownrs efforts to ridicuìe the application of tìabels' in

the social sciences can therefore be seen to be ìargely tied to a much

dated brand of positivism.zo ln fact, his unwiì I ingness to explore the

extent to which social factors enter into the scientific e.nterprise

smacks of a twent i eth century Bacon i an i sm. Such arcane understand i ngs

of what constitutes the activity of science were, however, guite wide-

spread throughout the 'behaviouralist movementr in the social scíences -

wherein science was often portrayed as a procedure of careful inductíve

enumeration.2r rn fact, to a certain degree this portraya.l of science

0f course, not all arguments against the'ìabeìling tendencyrneed tobe supported in this fashion. For example, I continue to appreciatethat the invocation of discipì inary labels in order to enhance his-torical-cum-rational reconstructions often serves to blur the specif-ic insights and theoreticaì innovations of individual thinke

For a description of some naive portrayaìs of the scientific enter-prise by social scientists see ¡4.w. Jackson, r'The Application ofllethod in the construction of pol itical science Theory;,, canadianJgurnal of Polirícat Science 5 0972):\02-\tJ. tn spite of fr,ã ra.tthat one of the major goals of Jackson's paper is to indict pol iticaìscientists for holding anachronistic views of science, Jackson him-self appears unsuitable for the role of prosecutor. 0n page 40!, forexample, he argues thus: 'rThough a variety of competiñg anã con-

20

2T
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b/as shared by those opposed to a science of pol itics and society. To

this extent, the interchange between the proponents and opponents of the

behavioural rrevoìution' was conducted within a probìematic that had

much cruder boundaries than the ones which were drawn by twentieth cen-

tury positivism. what is being suggested here is that many sociaì

theorists throughout the twentieth century - whether favorable or unfa-

vorable to a science of of society - have not even been acquainted with

the formulations offered by, or the uncertainties that pìagued, the pos-

itivist philosophy of science. One couìd say, therefore, that I am giv-

ing a certain credence to those who argue that behaviourism was welì on

its way to fruition ìong before the'positivist tendency'congealed into

the mandates of logical positivism and ìogicaì empiricism.2,

z2

fl icting positions exist under the rubric of the phi losophy of sci-ence' rangi ng from sociology of knowìedge, phenomenoìogy, to crudepositivism, nearìy al ì seem agreed on some basic points which bear
most heavil;, on the matter at hand. First amongst these is the ana-
lytic distìnction between contexts of discovery and justification as
made by Hans Reichenbach". The blatant falsity of this statement, of
course, is totaì ìy inexcusabìe, especial ly when it is made by an au-
thor who claims to understand the import of Polanyi's distinction be-
tween impl icit and expl icit knowledge. For more responsible consid-
erations of the vaì idity of Reichenbach's distinction, one might
consult Thomas Nickles, ed., Scientific Discovery, Loqic, and Ration-
ality (Dordrechr, Hotìand: D-ãideì Frbl'""hË l9Eõt:

ln a response to the article by Eugene 14ilìer cited in footnote
twelve (tnis chapter) l,lartin Landau noted the following: 'runless
numbers are eguated with logica'l positivism, the line between it and
behav i our i a I research becomes rather tenuous the Nat i ona I Confer-
ence on the science of Politics in the 1920rs was responding, not to
the Vienna circle, but to the extensive use of rtests and measure-
ments'during l^lorìd l^/ar l; and the upsurge of survey reearch in the
1950's owed more to advances in research design and statistical tech-
nique than it did to schlick, carnap, Feigì and Hempel". see llartin
Landau, rrcomment: 0n Objectivityl', American pol iticaì Science Review
66 (tglz):846.
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What needs re-emphasizing here, however, is the fact that most phi-

losophers of the social sciences became increasingly aware of the spe-

cific formuìations and prescriptions of twentieth century positivism.

The thesis of the phiìosophical laq accounts for the intial arcane un_

derstandinq of science shared by many phiìosophers of the social scienc-

es. lt is not being argued here that behaviourism (or the search for a

science of society) emerged exclusiveìy from epistemic mandates drawn up

by members of the Vienna circle. Rather, what is being argued is that

sociaì theorists increasingìy made reference to those mandates in order

to defend or attack behavioural ism and the search for a science of soci-

ety .

What aìso wants mentioning at this point is that the attack on ìa-

beììing in the social sciences in the fashion of Radcliff-Brown presup-

poses the institutionaì implementation of the unity of science z3 and

bel ies the fact that such label I ing was an initiaì signaì that the pro-

blematic of the phi losophy of the sociaì sciences was being dispìaced.

Now i t is my contention that the dipìacement of the old probìematic -

one largely engendered by the conflicting mandates of posit.ivism and

Verstehen theorists and one which served as the battlegroun for the war

between the behaviourists and the classicists - has been a dispìacement

that has received, and wi ì I continue to receive, impetus from deveìop-

ments within Anglo-American post-empiricist phi ìosophy. lt is, there-

fore, also my belief that, although it once constituted an appicable de-

scription, it is no longer appropriate to argue that in social

2s proiect, Something which, it might be
presupposed; for them it was very much a
t i on. Hence Neurath ,s comments on the
sc i ences, et cetera.

added, ño logicaì positivist
prescr i pt i on, not a descr i p-
þmature state of the soc ia I
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scientific circles rrwhile the ¡positivistic' conception is vigorously

rejected as a model for social science methodologies, it is more or less

taken at face vaìue when it refers to the natura'l and technological sci-

encesrr.2a ln fact, it is the wi I ì ingness on the part of phi losophers of

the soc i al sc i ences to countenance post-empi r i c i st devel opments that has

proven instrumentaì in the recent increase of self-conscious attempts to

further displace the old probìematic.

I would aìso disagree with the view heìd by those who, for example,

argue that rrPost-behaviouraì ists have typified themseìves as hoìding

that some things cannot by known, unì ike behavioural ism's earl ier criti-

cs who held that some things should not be known'.2s Now I grant that an

epistemic exploration into the rreaìm of the intimater was something

that did worry the early critics of a science of society, but I wouìd

condition this construal of things by arguing that the wcrry was realìy

founded on the belief that a state ofrtotal scientific knowìedgerwouìd

signal the fact that something specificaì ly hune¡ had been lost; i.e.,

intentionaì ity, individual unigueness, historicaì consciousness, et cet-

era. ln short, although I would argue that most of the earìy critics of

behavioural ism held a positivist view of science, I would not argue that

they aìso heìd a positivist view of the sociaì sciences and onìy wanted

to direct research down 'different lines of inquiryr.26

24

25

Karin D. Knorr-cetina, "social and Scientific l4ethod or what Do we
l'lake of the Distinction between the Naturaì and the Social Scienc-
es?", Phi losophv of the Social Sciences l l (1981) :335.

l'1.l.l. Jackson, "The Application of liethod in the construction of po-
litical Science Theory", p.407.

This might be presumptuous on my part, as I am assuming that when em-phasis is placed on'shouìd not be known' in this context, it meansthat the early critics bel ieved al I things rcould be knownr - and

26
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0n the other hand, what m i ght be I oose I y refered to as

post-behaviouralism is not so much characterízd by the belief that ,some

things cannot be knowntas it is characterized by a tendency to blur the

I ines that once seperated the notion of understanding from that of ex-

pìanation and to decenter the questions of what it means ,to know'and

what it means for a theory to explain. The image being reacted to is

one wherein it is held that the philosophy of the social sciences should

be engaged lwith the ìogic of any theory construction in sociaì science

and with the ìogic of justification of (any) social scientific theo-

ryt'27 or, more specif ical ly, tht a sociaì scientif ic theory ,'is a sys-

tematical ly related set of statements, including some lawl ike generaì i-
zations, that is empirically testableil.2s

lf anything, post-behaviouraìists would argue - in a manner not en-

tireìy unì ike the early critics of behaviourism - that we can rknowl

much more than what 'science' (under the posi tivi st image) offers us.

l'lhat the major difference is in this regard is that 'post-behaviour-
I ists' are increasingly turninE to post-empiricist developments in order

to support their varied claims. ln terms of their strategy, therefore,

they do not differ from the ear'ly twentieth century behavioural ists and

proponents of a science of society who increasingìy turned to the re-

fined mandates of logical positivism and logical empiricism in order to

support thei r theoretical stance.

that is a signif ier par excellence

R i chard Rudner, Ph i ì osophy of the
N.J.: Prentice-Hal l, 1966) , p.3.

lbid., p.ì0.

27

of crude positivism.

Social Sciences (Engelwood Cl iffs,

za
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It is, of course' a near truism thatrrthe modern era is characterized

not only by advances in the scÎences, but also by the rationaì ization of

their application to societyrr.2e I'lhat this thesìs also defends is that

twentieth century Anglo-American academic thought is characterized not

onìy by advances in the phiìosophy of science, but also by the rational-

ization of their appì ication to the phi ìosophy of the social sciences.

ln addition to post-empiricist developments precipitating a changing im-

age of science, their rational ization to the sociaì sciences wi i I pre-

cipitate a radicaì change in the oìd probìematic wherein we concerned

ourselves with how the sociaì sciences were like or unìike the natural

sc i ences.

It would, however, be overìy misleading to insinuate that there is a

consensus amongst sociaì theorists influenced by post-empiricist devel-

opments about what is the major import of these developmenrs. ln adddi-

tion, most social theorists have only been infìuenced by certain aspects

of post-empiricism, whilst some are onìy aware that positivist mandates

are being subjected to thorough-going questioning. lt is for these

reasons that I would not argue that those social theorists so influenced

are part and parceì of the rpost-behaviouraì istsr or rpost-structural-

i str movements.

Although both construaìs have aìready been attempted, I do not be-

ì ieve that post-empiricism wiì l increasingly be seen as helping to jus-

tify a "renewed interest in traditionaì approaches to pol itical phi loso-

2e Although a near
R i chard Harvey
sc i ousness and
ì978I, pJ x.

tru ism,
Brown and

History

this particular formulation of it comes from
Stanf ord 1"1 . Lyman, eds., Structure, Con-
(Cambr i dge: Cambr i dge Un i v"r. i ty prG,
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phy"t0 nor as ìending support to the proponents of a science of society

by demonstrating that the sociaì sciences can become Inaturalistic' if

natural ism is understood aìong post-empiricist l ines.3r ln fact, al-

though it is cìearly the case that both those for and against a science

of society have turned to post-empiricism for conceptuaì support, there

is no reason to presuppose that its mandates wilì help them achieve ei-

ther their theoreticaì or institutional goals.

lf I was to engage in the art of specuìation, however, I wouìd say

that, more than anything, post-empi ricist developments wi ì I continue to

strengthen the case for a methodological pìuralism in the social scienc-

es. Plural ist tendencies can, of course, be argued to be impì icit in

all of the thinkers (save perhaps Sellars) discussed in the last chap-

ter. Such tendencies, as we have also seen, take a formidabìe form in

the recent views of Feyerabend, Rcrty and Goodman. Especiaì ìy to the

extent that the views oí Goodman wi I I be countenanced by social theo-

rists (something which is yet to happen in a systematic way), the phi-

ìosophy of the sociaì sciences wi I I offer a historicaì paraì ìeì to the

30 As is held to some extent by Eugene 14iìler'rPositivism, Historicism,
and Pol itical lnquiry", p.844. For another example of this sort of
interpretation, see the introduction to Quentin Skinner, êd., The Re-
turn of Grand rheory i n the Human Sc i ences (cambr i dge: cañ6?i age
Un i vers i ty Press, ì 985) .

3r such an interpretation serves as the backdrop for many of the sugges-
tions ìn David rhomas, Naturalism and social s=js_Dç-e: A post-Emóiri-
g i st Ph i ìosgphv ot soc iãl--ffiãeTarur iag";-Gmor iãge un ivers i ty
Press, 197Ð. ln part, I believe Thomas takes post-empiricist devel-
opments too seriousìy, for he seems to presuppose that any philosophy
of science must be Inatural istic'. Under such an interpretation the
cìaim I'social study can modeì itself on natural science, if naturaì
science is understood along post-empiricist ì ines'r (p..l96) can find
comPatibìe company with the claim'the study of God can model itseìf
on natural science, if natural science is understood along reìigious
linesr.
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German I dea I i sm of the n i neteenth century. Kant's rcopern i can

Revoìutionr, we wi I I recal l, stated that the apparent structure of the

worìd resuìted from the structure of the categories of the mind. gnce

the permanence that Kant had seen in those categories, aìong with the

noumenal world to which they gave structure, u/as removed, the gate to

specuìative heaven b/as opened by those ideaì ists who argued that a flu-
idity of categories signaì led a fluidity of worlds. The revolution that

the twentieth century has witnessed in the phi losophy of ìanguage has

very strong paraì leìs. With the early ìogicaì positivists the rl imits

of language' came to be seen as the rlimits of the worldr. For the pos-

itivists, once again, there was a formal and permanent structure to the

I anguage through wh i ch the wor ì d was revea I ed. And s i nce that perma-

nence has been quest i oned by ì ater-day Wi ttgenstei n i ans and post-empi r i -

cist philosophy, one might say that the ground-work has been established

for a revivaì of ideal i sm, aìbei t one tempered by an anthropoìogicaì,

cuìtural, and phiìosophical pragmatism. That the poss¡bility of this
reviva'l has been so tempered is very ìikeìy due to the twentieth centu-

ry's impì ici t acceptance of a fundamental Kantian maxim: any perceived

structure in things bel ies the fact that it is aìready a structure which

is doing the perceiving. A fundamental contribution of much of post-em-

piricism, however, is its insistence that, âìthough the number is non-

infinite, there are many different structures from which that perceiving

can be done.

ln I ight of this possibi I ity, therefore, what might emerge as unique

to post-empiricist phi ìosophy of the sociaì sciences wi I I be the claim

that the dividing I ine between the statements ,there are many ways of

approaching the worìdr and 'there are many worlds to understand (know)



and maker is a line that can no longer be drawn. And

the social sciences wherein this claim is defended,

rlabel I ing' wouìd emerge i ncreas i ngìy tantamount

is the non-tranqui I i tyserves to i nd i cate above

âc

all
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in a phiìosophy of

the importance of

for what ìabellino

of ax i oms.

It is therefore my specuìative contention that the future of the phi-

ìosophv of the social sciences, as wel l as much of social and poìitical

theory, given post-empiricist influences, wi ì I not be so much constitu-

tive of thinkers tfor or against sciencer as it will be constitutive of

thinkers for or against different descriptions and ways of social worìd-

making - and a discipl ine, moreover, wherein the distinction between de-

scription and worìdmaking wi I I prove increasingìy difficuìt to define.

One might say that, as in the discipì ines of engineering, architecture,

and the f ine arts, the line v¡hich separates tdoing something' from ,de-

signing something' (wherein thetdoing somethingrfor the sociaì scienc-

es is constitutive of the acts of description and explanation) wi I I no

ìonger be able to be defended. To the same extent that severaì post-em-

piricists advocate the confìation of phi ìosophy with I iterary and cul-
tural studies, a phiìosophy of the sociaì sciences infìuenced by post-

empiricism might increasingìy view social scientists as artists in their
own right - necessarilysz engaged in ways of social worldmaking and of-
fering us descriptions (maps?) of how we might find our way around those

varied worlds.

32 Necessarily? lntentionaììy? Non- i ntent i ona I I y? Whether or not
these distinctions wi ì I be problematic for rpost-empiricist' socialand pol i ticaì theory is a question that wi I I deepìy concern us
throughout this chapter.
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5.2 HÂTs tlEt lll NÀsÂ: PARADIGII{S, W0RLD vlEu,s aND RELÅTIVITY

Out of al I the post-empiricist phi losophers of science whom we have

considered, Karì Popper has undoubtedly addressed the sociaì sciences in

a direct and expl icit way the most frequently. His contributions have

primari ìy revoìved around his attacks on historicism and general-cum-u-

topian theorizingr and his much re-iterated emphasis on the importance

of deductive theorizing and the criticaì component of reason as counte-

nanced by falsificationism. The uncomfortable confrontation which he

had with members of the Frankfurt School in the ì960's led to increased

clarification on exactly how he interpreted the relevance of his views

to the social sciences, but much of the fruit that couìd have been

reaped from such a dialogue was prevented from ripening due to the pre-

conceptions held by both sides about each other. For the Critical Theo-

rists, Popper was the nexr thing to a dogmatic positivist, whi lst ac-

cording to Popper, they were necessariìy paving the way for some sort of

total itarian worìd order. 2

Since this confrontation, however, the need to seriously contend with

Popper has diminished substantiaì ìy in social scientific circles. lt is

not so much that Popper is non-contentious, but that the debates which

ensue from his views tend not to fly off along unexpected tangents.

There can be no doubt, however, that if the conceptual connection be-

The landmark work here is Karl popper, The poverty of Historicism (New
York: Harper Torchbooks, 1964). The readãFwf,oìomus to tf,is book
after.Çoniectures ?nd Refutations and the Loqic of Scientific Discov-
erv wiìì undoubtedìy be quite surprised at its àTmost unprotessional
didactic qual ity.

For a look at these debates see, Theodore Adorno, et.al., The positi-
y.ist Dispute in German sociology, trans. Glyn Adey and Dãîfa-rr¡r¡y(London: Heinemann Educational Books, 1969).
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tween him and Feyerabend were more readi ly appreciated, th¡s non-conten-

tious element would rapidìy fade. And the methodoìogists who briefly
make reference to the rprincipìe of faìsification' and the need for a

Inulì hypothesis' in research might even cease doing so with such confi-
dence.

Nevertheless, I bel ieve that the reason why popper is no longer at

the centre of some of the real heated debates in contemporary philosophy

of the social sciences is that his own phiìosophy does not center on

what might be cal ìed a 'global' or 'hol isticr notion. whether or not

this absence is to be lauded or not is something I do not wish to ex-

pìore at this point. Let it onìy be said that one of the primary rea-

sons for the powerful influence that post-empiricist phi losophy of sci-
ence has exerted on the social sciences and the humanities is due to the

fact that such notions are widely countenanced.

Perhaps the foremost notion of this sort to have influenced sociaì

sc i ent i sts has been that of Kuhnrs rparad i gm' . To the extent that i t
represents a turn toward 'holistic' analyses of the scientific enter-
prise, it can be seen as closely paralleìing notions deveìoped by other

post-empiricist phi losophers. The rinfluence of hoì ism' is marked by

Quine's presentation of the Duhemian network model of bel ief; by Stephen

Touìmin's rconceptual systemsr ; Lakatosr r research programmes, ; Dudley

Shapere's rscientific domainst3 and Larry Laudanrs rresearch tradi-
tionsr. Rortyrs notion of 'normal discourse' might aìso be considered a

3 For a look at Shapere's views in this regard see Dudley shapere, "sci-entific Theories and Their Domains'r, The Structure of Scientîfic Theo-ries, second Edirion, ed. Fredericr GpiljiËãna,Jlj inffiunlÇ_sity of lllinois Press, tg77), pp.518-5G0.
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close cousin, as might his and Feyerabendts frequent invocation of

Gadamerian 'traditions' and l,Jittgensteinian rforms of Iife¡. Goodmanrs

'world-versions'might also be a candidate for such a classification,

although he tends to use it in a way less sweeping and more refined.

Hany of these notions are used to cover some social factors in a way

simi ìar to Kuhnrs paradigms. These elements, be they values, discipl i-
nary orthodoxies, or vagueìy defined rapproaches to subject matterr,

serve to depict the scientist as a member of a particular community at a

specific point in historical time. The resulting image - the scientist
as enqaqed in a pro.iect, is an image which most positivists would have

feì t i t al ì the wi ser to leave undeveìoped. Nevertheìess, the post-em-

piricist painting has been framed (granted, in a loose and unappeaì ing

sort of way) and it is something which sociaì scientists wi ì I have to

contend with for some time.

Within a short time after the pubì ication of The Structure of Scien-

tific Revolutions in 1962, many social scientists became aware that they

were being offered a whole storehouse of 'new' terminoìogy with \^/hich

they could anaìyse the state of their discipì ines. The infìuence of the

concept of rparad i gmr cannot be underest i mated i n th i s regard. The ex-

tent to which it was not paradoxical that Kuhn's work appeared in the

Encyclopaedia of Unified Science was largely overìooked and social sci-
entists began to read the content of the book as a description of both

what constituted 'science' and how a field of inquiry became 'scientif-
ic' .
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One of the most standard interpretations of Kuhn's notion of a para-

digm that emerged amongst sociaì scientists was that it highì ighted the

consensus required in a discipline in order for scientific inquiry to

ensue. The notion, therefore, so thought many social theorists, would

help to answer the questions'are the social sciencestscientific'?rand
rcan the social sciences become scientific?r. Equipped with the notion

ofrparadigmatic science'to help them solve these guestions, social

scientists turned a glance to the history and present-day status of

their discipì ines

ln pol itical science, aìthough both Truman and Aìmond seemed undecid-

ed about whether or not their discipì ine had paradigm-status in the

past, they both beìieved, in an optimistic sort of way, that it was on

the verge of acquiring one. Truman cìaimed that he was rCisposed to

betr on the possibil ity that rmost of the discipìine may have acquired a

degree of seìf-awareness sufficient to permit it to set the outl ine of

what to do, if not altogether how to proceed..a ln a similar way, Aìmond

was ready to gamble thatrrin the last decade or two, the eìements of a

new' more surely scientific paradigm seem to be manifesting themseìves

rapidìyrr.s The paradigm heralded was that which was centered on the

'core conceptr of the pol iticaì system. The tloosely analogous para-

digm' from which this new paradigm had emerged was presented by both (in

slightly different ways) as something akin to a naive political realism

marked by a 'non-expì icitr theoretîcal emphasis and rconfining commit-

Davi d B.
cipliner',

Gabr i e I A .

Pol iticaì

Truman, "Disi l lusion and Regeneration: The Quest
American Poì itical Science Review !l (ì966):869.

Aìmond, "Poì iticaì Theory and pol iticaì Science,'
Sc i ence Rev i ew 60 (196Ð :869.

for a Dis-

, Amer i can
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ment to concrete descriptions'of constitutionaì components (Aìmond) and

'th i ngs Amer i can' (Truman) .

ln addition, although Truman u/as uncertain whether the 'common qual i-
ties' shared by the work of political scientists (tfrat served'to iden-

tify the nature of the general agreement and the form and character of

the discipl ine") 6 from the l88o's to the l93o,s was worthy of the name

paradigm, he did feel that some'crisisr theorizing was required to ac-

count for the waning of those qualities. yet, in a very non-Kuhnian

fashion, he did not attempt to isolate theoretical anomol ies that arose

in the process of inquiry, but rather innumerated globaì poì itical de-

veìopments to account for this change of pace (most notably, the First
World War and the break-up of the coìonial system). Empìoying the same

kind of socio-pol iticaì analysis, Aìmond accounts for the aì leged scien-

tific revolution by arguing that "we are becoming a science by inference

from changes in the magnitude, structure, âgê distribution and intellec-
tuaì environment of the pol itical science professiont'.? ln short, Truman

points to poì itical events in order to provide reasons for the crisis
and Almond points to a socio-economic one (nameìy, professional ism) as

proof that the scientific revolution has arrived.s Examinations into the

scientific status of one's discipl ine constructed aìong these ì ines are,

of course, only possible after one has defied most of what Kuhn has to

say .

David Truman, rrDissi I ìusion and Regeneration",

Gabrieì Almond, "Pol itical Theory and pol itical
That Truman and Almond defy Kuhnian mandates on
1y illustrated in Richard J. Bernstein, The
and-Pol itical Theory (pni laAelphia: Univerîity
1976) , pp.96,98.

p .866 .

Sc i encer' , p.869 .

these matters is nice-
Restructur i nq of Soc i a I
of Pennsylvania Press,
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0ther reasons are given by Truman and Aìmond to substantiate that

poìitical science has finalìy achieved paradigmatic status. ln this re-

gard Almond mentions "a statisticaì approach to the universe of pol íti-

cal systems' and "the differentiation and specification of variables and

the assumptions of probabiìity and reflexivity in their relationsrt. ln

a sìightly more specific way he aìso refers tor¡a ìogic which wilì en-

able us to relate changes in internal processes and conversion patterns

and to changes in recruitment and social ization patterns,,.e As one com-

mentator guite critical of Almond's approach has argued, alì Almond

"seems to be referring to Iis] an increasing awareness of the need for
carefuì conceptual izationr'. ro

lndeed, what often tends to emerge from such Kuhnian construaìs of

discipl ines within the social sciences is that Kuhnian verbiage is used

to account for the rise of a paradigm and then standard positivistic ex-

planations are employed to expìain what is occurring therein. ln the

phiìosophy of the social sciences those proponents of arscience of so-

ciety'more than often see Kuhn and positivism as comfortable bed-fel-

ìows. Truman and Almond are certainly not alone in arranging this af-
fair. ln a book on 'behavioural archeology' pubìished in 1g76, iïichaeì

Schiffer forthrightìy procìaims that rta period of normal science has

emerged in archeologyrr.rr Like Truman and Aìmond, he also takes ,consen-

sus' (broadlv construed) as the signifier par excel ìence of scientific

' All of these quotes are from Gabriel Aìmond, op. cit., p.976.
r 0 Ph i I ip L. Beards ìey, "Pol it ical Sc ience: The Case of the l'liss ing

Paradigm", Poìitical Theory 2 (197Ð:51+.

rr Hichael B. schiffer, Behavioural Archeoloqv (New york: Academic
Press, 1976), p. I
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research:

As in many normal science periods, basic concepts and princi-
ples are beginning to submerge into the murky inaccessible
depths of the discipìine, where they no longer can be easily
questioned or chaì ìenged unti l, of course, the next major par-
adigm clash.r2

This period of normaì science has al legedìy rl iberated' archeologists
I'from their persistent practice of interpreting' rather than explaining

their data'r.r3 ln a most un-Kuhnian way the author then calls for a

'reintegration'of past developments in the field and even goes so far
as to cite Kuhn for support:

The fact is evident that much of what stood for archeology in
decades preced i ng the ì 960 ' s has yet to be re i ntegrated i nto
the discipìine: such reintegration is an expectabìe conse-
quence of major paradigm change in a science (Kuhn 197O).t+

With this as a starting point the book then introduces us to the views

of Hempeì and Nageì on covering laws and then proceeds with the usual

presentat i on of data col I ect i ng techn i ques, measur i ng i nstruments and

computer simulations. Towards the end of the book, Schiffer, in wishing

to preserve the paradigmatic status of his discipline, has some propo-

sals for the future:

ski I ls in research design, mathematics, statistics, model I ing,
and ìogic need to be acquired at the undergraduate level
graduate courses in anthropology shouìd cease being historiesof thought. r s

lbid., pp.l-2.

lbid., p.2.

lb id. , p,3.

I b id. , p. 193.

I2

I3

14

15
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The fundamenta ì d i fference between Sch i ffer 's and Trumanrs and A I -

mond's interpretation of the period of'normal science' is that the for-
mer - in a manner more akin to Kuhn (and polanyi) - beìieves that the
rbasic concepts and principìesr are submerged in tinaccessible depthsr.

Truman and Aìmond, on the other hand, bel ieve that being scientific
means being expì icit. What is uncìear in al I three, however, is whether

they only mean to say that their discipìines have become more conceptu-

aì ìy defined (because they are 'measuring' more ,thingsr and using more

'ìogic') or whether they realìy do mean that a paradiqm has emerged.

For many psychoì og i sts consensus amongst pract i t i oners has a I so been

seen as determi nate i n the ach i evement of parad i gmat i c status. Such a

view has ìed Robert l^latson to be dubious about whether psychoìogy has a

rdefining' paradigm, since "there is still debate over fundamentaìsr,r.

while Palermo has been led by the same presuppositions to proclaim thai
psychology has had at ìeast two paradigms (Wundt's introspection and

Pavl ov i an behav i our i sm) .

Examples of this sort can, of course, be drawn from every discipì ine

in the social sciences. An interesting (and often amusing) phenomenon

which resuìts fromrparadigm conciousness'on the part of social scien-

tists is the search for already existinq paradigms within their disci_
pl ines. The cìassical works in this regard are Holt and RichardsonrT in

r6 Robert I. Watson, rrPsychology:
Psychot os i st 22 (j967) z\36.

A Prescr i pt i ve Sc i ence,' , Amer i can

r7 Robert T. Holt and John Richardson, Jr., rcompeting paradigms in com-parative Politicsr', The f'lethodoloqv of comparative Research, eds.
Robert T. Hoìt and John E. rurne.ilt¡ew vãrL, '1r," F.eãEE 1g7o),
pp .21-l 1 .
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pol itical science and Ritzer in sociology.rs ln these kinds of studies

it often appears as if the authors feel that an enumeration of research

strategies with¡distinct underlying principìes' requires a Kuhnian phi-

losophy of science. The procedures of deìimitation are not that dis-

tinct from the procedures impì icitly employed by any one throughout his-

tory who has appl ied a proper name to a 'body of thoughtr. certainìy

one does not need to have read a word of Kuhn i n order to say that wi th-
in, for example, the discipl ine of pol itical science there are some

rfunctional ists', some rationaì-choice theorists', and some rsystems'

theorists.Ie

I bel ieve that this search for paradigms is an unruly descendent of

the search for the I ine of demarcation between science and non-science.

Hany of the initiaì searchers in the ì960's eemed to be both under the

asssumption that Kuhn had successful ly dispìaced Carnaprs and popperrs

distinctions and guided by the bel ief that if they could find a paradigm

in their dicipl ine then that discipì ine would be worthy of the name

'science'. lt was in such a context that something as vague as beha-

viouism couìd become, for good or bad, accepted by many as paradigmatic.

At this stage science per se was construed as being uni-paradigmatic.2o

rB George Ritzer, Socioloqy:
lyn E Bacon, 197Ð .

A ltluìtiple Paradiqm Science (Boston: Aì-

0n this point I might make reference to a recent articìe wherein cy-bernetics, structuraì ism, emergenticism, and organicism are al I dis-
cussed quite nicely without any use of Kuhnian-cum-Lakatosian termi-nology. see Archie J. Bahm, 'rFive systems concepts of societyr,
Behavioural Science 28 (lgA¡) :2OI+-218.

I n th i s context even Sheldon woì i n appeared cìose to accepti ng that
"the behavioural movement satisfies most of Kuhn's specificatioÃs fora successful paradigm". see sheldon S. l^/olin, rrparadigms and politi-
cal rheoriesr', Paradigms and Revolutions: Appraisals and Appl ica-tions of Thomas Kuhn' phi ìosophv of Scierrce, ed. eary Guî[înã-(ñãtr"

19
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0nce the diversity of inter-discipl inary 'guiding assumptionsr was

noticed, however, social scientists who sought 'scientific statusl

shifted the emphasis sl ightìy. Epistemic legitimacy, one could say, was

then bestowed on research conducted within a paradigm; in fact, so the

argument often went, in rmulti-paradigm' science the paradigm was not to

be found. The gist of such non-Kuhnian excursions could be seen as un-

derlying a near institutionaì mandate; namely, that the optimism of the

proponents of a uni-paradigmatic social science should be disti I ìed into
the resigned contentment of muìti-paradigmatic researchers. This aì ìeg-

edly necessary predicament for the sociaì sciences was even deemed by

one commentator to be "an inevitabìe result of the impossibility of

thoroughly intergrating al I diverging pol itical viewpointsrr.2r

The varied attempts to invoke Kuhn to support either the cause for
uni-paradigmatic or multi-paradigmatic research actual ly has a simi lar
fìavor to the attempt to invoke the views of Lakatos to serve a demarca-

t i ona I rol e. Assum i ng that r¡those who rej ect the natura I i st model of

social and pol iticaì ínquiry generaì ly focus on the covering law model

of expìanation", Donald iïoon has proposed that pol itical scientists em-

pìoy Lakatosrmore lenient views in determining whether or not they are

Dame, lndiana: university of Notre Dame press, lggo), p.lgl. ltmight be added that woì in was not very happy about this deveìopment.
For a ìook at what one might caìì a ,pre-Kuhnian,perspective on suchmatters, see Robert A. Dahl, "The Behavioural Approach in pol iticalScience: Epitaph for a flonument to a Successful Protest', American
Pol itical Science Review !! (196t) :763-772

2r Philip L. Beardsley, 'tpolitical Science: The Case of the l,lissingParadigm", Pol i tical Theory 2 (197Ð :E\, Beardsìey,s article is
somewhat strange in at least the fol ìowing way: Kuhnian verbiage is
used both to argue against the claim that political science has, oFcan have a paradigm and to defend the proposaì that the discipì ineshould have several of them.
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doing progressive scientific research.rr 0n at ìeast one score, f,loon

countenances research programmes for the same reason that others have

countenanced paradi gms; nameìy, ',that wi thout such frameworks, the re_

suìts of research would be a motìey assemblage of misceììaneous observa-

tions, ât best mereìy a storehouse of rfactsrrr.23 l,1oon's insinuation

seemed to

i n search

be

of

that w i thout such a programme we \^/ou I d be back on the road

an acceptabìe justification of inductive enumeration.

For ltloon, a 'model of manr would specify the negative heuristic of an

acceptable research programme. His own preference for such a heuristic
is I'the conceptual ization of sociaì phenomena in terms of the rational
choices of individual actors responding to the structure of incentives

they facerr,2a namely, the rmodeì of man, projected by rational choice

theory. lt is a little unclear whether Hoon is saying that alì rational
choice theorists must subscribe to Lakatosian nrandates or whether he is
arguing that they al I impl icitly assume the val idity of such mandates.

ln short, ì ike most phi ìosophers of science it is unclear whether |loon

i s be i ng prescr i pt i ve or descr i pt i ve.

l'loon is of the opinion, however, that it can not 'rbe saíd that most

theories in poìitical science are based on clear, well-articulated im-

ages of man"; i.e., that rrcontemporary empirical studies do not develop

out of a wel l-articulated research programme,'.zs what is interesting,

22 Dona ld J . lloon, I'The Log i c of
posed Perspect i ves,' , Handbook
Fred | . Greenstein and Neìson
Wesley, 197Ð, p.153.

lbid., p..|95.

lbid., p.l5l.

Pol itical lnquiry: A Sythesis of 0p-
of Pol iticaì Science: Volume l, eds.
l,/. Po I sby (Ru"d '' ng, maF Ãoa ¡ .on-

23

24
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however, is his view that poìitical philosophy as ,radical, and rdiag-

nostic' rris a source of paradigms or.rmodeìs of man"'.26 So here we have

Kuhn's notion of a paradigm paraì ìel ing that of 'weì l articulated im-

ages' and, by way of a smalì inference, that of Lakatos' rnegative

core'. Political phiìosophy, initially considered an interference in

the search for a 'defining paradigm, in the discipl ine now, at the hands

of l'loon, comes to be viewed as playing a decisive role in the very for-
mulation of its conceptual successor; namely, 'research programmes'. As

another pol itical scientist, who expands on a

aìong lines similar to l'ioon, has concluded:

Lakatos i an perspect i ve

the Inormat i ver theor i es of yesteryear may now be v i ewed as
methodo'l ogicaì prescr iptions ìn Lakatosr sense. For what theyrprescriber or 'recommendt is that we view man and society in
certa in ways and not in others . . . l./hat each of these 'norma-tiver theorists did, in other words, was - firstly - to pro-
pose a research program consisting of a not-directly-criticiz-
able set of basic assumptions about human nature and society,
and - secondly - to construct a crude protective belt of au.r-
iì iary hypothese designed to insulate the hard core from a di-
rect h i t The roughts I of I normat i ve' theory are as much
methodoìogicaì as moral .2?

Yet other soc i a I sc i ent i sts, acknowl edg i ng that Kuhnrs use of the

term'paradigm' is more often than not rather'l oose, have claimed that

the advocacy of both uni-paradigmatic and multi-paradigmatic research is

lbid., p.194.

lb id. , p.2O9.

see Terence Ba I I , rrF rom Parad i gms to Research programs: Toward a
Post-Kuhnian Pol itical Science", American Journal of pol itical Sci-
ence 20 (1976) :173. tt might ¡" lãïffi¡'"t e"Jì, I iL" ¡roor..l, ãË"
considers rational choice theory to be the most logical ly sound re-
search programme. At the same time, however, he also comes to thepartial defense of Èlarxism and tfunctional anaìysisr, arguing that
both have been the victims of 'naive faìsificationistsr who rwent
duck hunti ng wi th antiai rcraft gunsrr (see especial ly, pp. 17l-172) .

25

26
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rconsonanttwith his views.28 l./hat many social scientists have left un-

questioned in the midst of such speculation, however, is the extent to

which one can justifiably say that on g¡y reading of Kuhn that paradig-

matic science is 'brought aboutr by a community of inquirers 'deciding'
which 'generaì set of assumptionsr they wilì share. l'1 ichel Verdon, a

weìcome exception to what was at one point becoming a general trend, has

recently given pointed emphasis to why, on a Kuhnian account, paradigms

must not be seen as'coming to life'once such a decision is made. ln a

review of a book which heralds yet another ,emerging paradigm' in the

social sciences Verdon pointedly notes:

The solution to our conceptual problems wi ì I not come to
us because we beg i n rshar i ng common vi ewsr after havi ng eì uc i -dated the rdeep structurer of our discipl ine. A cñange of
paradigm is not a search for a common denominator, a simple
set of definitions about which everyone would agree para-
digmatic changes are like Gestaìt shifts They rather ex-plode, marking radicaì discontinuities with the past, changing
our representat i on of the wor I d and encounter i ng st i ff res i s-
tance among contemporaries. Their spread is not colìateral,
but pyramidal2e...

llartin Landau, IrObjectivity, Neutrality, and Kuhnrs paradigm", in po-
I i t ica I Theorv and Pol i t ica ì Sc ience: Stud ies in the lïetñodoì ogy;fpolitical rnquirv (N.w y"rk, -Ti,ã-n".¡r.¡ .np""ñ Ëffi p.77.
Landau is, it might be noted, actual ìy quite pessimistic about the
va I ue of empl oy i ng Kuhn on such matters. A I though acknowl edg i ng that
Kuhnrs views can be emp.loyed to equaì success by both tire mãtnàdolo-gical monists and plural ists, Landau also states that ilparadigm is so
ambiguous, so elastic a concept as to permit any cìaimrr (p.75i,

f'lichel Verdon, "iïidwife or Toad? philosophy and the sociaì scienc-es", Phi losophy of the Sociaì Sciences l5 (1985) z6Z-63. For anotherattack on sociaì scientists who suppose that theoretical consensus isbasical ly al I that is needed to bring about paradigmatic science(whether monolithic or pluralistic), =å" paul A. Roth, ilWho NeedsParadigms", l4etaphi ìosophy ì5 (.l984) 2225-238. lnterestingìy enough,after his attack on the errors of the 'Kuhnian turnr in tñe social
sciences Roth then proceeds to invoke the views of Feyerabend in his
cal l for theoretical pluraì ism in the social sciences. The influenceof the phiìosophy of science - even in its Feyerabendian turn!
I ives on.

29
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ln yet another interesting twist of Kuhnian mandates, the advocacy of

multi-paradigmatic social science was often accompanied by the claim

that such discipl inary factional ism wouìd off-set the incipience of a

singìe, monol ithic research confinino paradigm. Beardsìey, for example,

has gone so far as to claim the foì lowing:

Any attempt by poìitical scientists to achieve a uniparadig-
matic condition for their discipi ine would be moral ly indefen-
sible and ultimately seìf-defeating. For such a uniiormity ofperspective couìd be achieved only by arbitrari ìy choosing oneviewpoint and excluding al I others American poì itical sci-
ence would have to become a closed fraternity, stifl ing aca-
demic freedom and cl inging to a viewpoint which would inevi-
tabìy favor one segment of American society or one nation atthe expense of others, and would therefore be unjust.3o

There is indeed a perplexing overtone to Beardsìeyrs central cìaims.

l'Jhen he argues that a single paradigm in pol iticaì scíence may welì wind

up favoring rone nation at the expense of others' it is more than a I it-
tle uncìear exactly what he is getting at. Lacking any empirical sup-

port for such a cìaim one can only guess. He may, of course, be arguing

that something akin to rHarxism', if it was the domineering paradigm,

would precipitate an academic state of affairs wherein social ist states

were 'favored' . correìativeìy, perhaps the 'l iberal democratr paradigm

would ìead to the favoring of capitalist states. His notion of paradigm

would appear to have to necessarily be so broad - for the academics who

chose to say they were workíng within the rfunctionaì istr, rrationar

choicer, or rsystems theoryrparadigm could all just as consistently say

they pol itical ly favored the united states or social ist states.

3o Phiìip Beardsley, rrpol

digm", p.59.
itical Science: The Case of the f,iissing para-
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Such broad construals of what is constitutive of fundamental Kuhnian

notions also underl ines the request for a more tradical' paradigm in ec-

onomics. Robert Hei lbroner, for exampìe, has argued that the 'scientif_
ic' and 'mathematicalr paradigm necessari ly makes economics poì itical ly

conservative.3r Strangeìy enough, even the reaction to such a request

from within mainstream economics often impì ies that the request, âl-
though unwarranted apropos the d i sc i pì i ne of economi cs, neverthel ess can

be seen as based on a correct reading of Kuhn. For exampìe, in atternpt-

ing to answer the rather ìoaded question 'ls economics politicalìy con-

servative?', two economists have responded to the request for a more

'radical' paradigm as foìlows:

Here, in a special sense, economics, I ike most scientific dis-
cípl ines, is conservative. Scientists tend, âs a group, to
cling to established paradigms until they are discreãited, and
the process of advancing a new paradigm, or idea, naturaì ly
involves communication with other scientists. 32

Iand]

Economics can be better or worse science, but it has no otherchoice. Breadth is not the issue either. what Thomas s. Kuhn
remarked about natural science hoìds for sociaì science too:
'... though the scientist's concern with nature may be gìobar
in its extent, the probìems on which he works must be problems
of detaiì'.3.

The general import of these responses is that the reading of Kuhn which

has him claiming both that consensus is required for paradigm formation

and that science is necessariìy 'conservativer is essentiaìly a correct

3r See Robert L. Hei lbroner, r0n the Limi ted ,Relevance' of Economics",
jn rc Econom.ic Approach tq Publ ic Poìicy: Seìected Readinqs, eds.
Ryan c. Amacher, et al (lthaca, N.y.: cornell university press,
1976) , pp.14-66

32 Ryan c. Amacher, et al, rrThe Economic Apprach to social poì icy Ques-tions: Some i'lethodologicaì perspectivesil, in lbid., p.33.

33 Robert I'1 . solow, "science and ldeology in Economics¡', in lbid., p.7g.
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reading. The rphiìosophicaì lag'which I have alìeged defines the

reìationship between the social sciences and the phi losophy of science

is demonstrated here by the fact that Kuhn is ipso facto invoked as the

voice of authority on what constitutes scientific practice.

l'lost important, however, is the f act that such an interchange in the

sociaì sciences stems from a shared probìematic wherein matters epistem-

ic are grossly conflated with matters pol iticaì and ideoìogical. To

some degree' we must grant that such a conflatíon is, in part, a result
of Kuhn's own tendency, especially in his early writings, to be far from

expl icit on the matter. As one observant social theorist has recently

po i nted out:

Kuhn does not heìp to distinguish scientific paradigms from
ideological paradigms - a fundamentaì point ignored by those
who are so eager to see Kuhn's relevance to social and politi-
cal studies.3a

Hany social scientists, however, appeer to be using Kuhn's ìack of

expì icitness as a conceptuaì springboard from which to launch a whole

array of interpretations which even many Kuhnians in the philosophy of

science wouìd consider blatantìy questionable. 0ften such interpreta-

tions can be seen as being fueled by otherwise harmless cìaims. ln eco-

nomics, for example,0ìson and cìague, âìthough critical of the request

for a 'radicalr paradigm, attempt to explain how such a request might be

seen as a coherent one by sociaì scientists by arguing accordingìy:

Kuhn argued that it is the accumulation of anomalies that
ìeads to a revolutionary change in the theory. But in econom-ics, and presumably in social science generaì ly, much of the
impetus for new deveìopments comes from changes in the society

3 4 Ri chard Bernstei n,
p. 105 .

The Restructur i ns of Social and Poìitical Theory,
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and what it wants.3s

As 0lson and Clague conclude:

Someone must, in short, take account of the politics in large
corporations and the sociology behind changing values.36

It is, in fact, from such a moderate perspective that one is able to
get a better gìimpse at the kind of logic which aììegedly fuels Sheìdon

Wol inrs debatabìe extrapolation of Kuhn's views on the nature of sci-
ence. lt is l'Jolin's beìief that the Kuhnian conceptuaì package can be

employed as a tool for analyzing pol itical society itself. lndeed, for
wol in, pol iticaì society is a kind of paradigm. He introduces his the-

sis as fol lows:

lly proposaì is that we conceive of pol itical society itseìf as
a paradigm of an operative kind. From this viewpoint society
would be envisaged as a coherent whole in the sense of its
customary poltical practices, insti tutions, laws, structures
of authority and citizenship, and operative beliefs being or-
ganised and interrelated rhis ensembìe of practices and
bel iefs may be said to form " puradffi in-the sense that the
society tries to carry on its pol itícal ì ife in accordance
wi th them.3 ?

ln fact, in Wolin's account one finds all the standard Kuhnian no-

tions applied to society and politics. So tight are his analogies that

one cannot help thinking that if Kuhn's phiìosophy of science proved en-

tirely inadequate then so too wouìd l.Joì inrs account of politics. Within

'normaì politicsr, wolin alleges pubìic policy is validated by the,rul-

ing paradigm', here too anomolies are destined to arise; namely, ¡polit-

35 see Hancur 0lson and christopher K. clague, ',Dissent in Economics:
The convergence of Extremesrr, in The Economic Approach to publ ic pol-
icy: Seìected Readings, eds. Ryan C. Amacirer, et al, p.98.

lbid.,p.99.

sheldon wolin, rrParadigms and political rheories", pp.lg3-.lg4.

36
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cally disaffiliated'classes. so too are ,crises situations, and

'revoì ut i onsr bound to occur when soc i ety cannot so lve i ts 'puzzl es' .

Revoìutions, however, will not be the order of the day; since, as Woìin

agues, "a political society wiìì seek to adapt its system to the new de-

ve I opments brought about by changet' . e a

Now there is good reason to believe that Kuhn's philosophy of science

has become as influentiaì as it has because he empìoyed poì itical con-

cepts to anaìyze and describe matters of epistemic importance. lt is

markedly interesting to see a pol iticaì scientist l ike wol in applying

those concepts back to the study of society and apparantly beì ieving

that such an application borders on the innovative. ln reading Wolin's

articìe one cannot help but get the feeì ing that some pol iticaì scien-

t i sts have been so i nf ì uenced by the ph i I osophy of sc i ence that they

have forgotten about l'larx. wolin does, however, aìso wish to appìy the

Kuhnian problematic to an understanding of poìiticaI theories. As he

argues:

Throughout the history of western poì itical theories we findthat most of the major theories have been produced during
times of crises, rarely during times of normalcy. This phe-
nomenon suggests that the major theories resembìe'extraordi-
nary science'.3e

The responses provided by this further Kuhnian analogy are then used by

Woì in to indict behavioural research for its tacceptance of the prevaiì-

ing pol itical paradigm'. 'Traditional' poì iticaì theory, wol in appar-

entìy alìeges, iS, on the other hand, not fueled by such an acceptance.

This distinction is depicted by him as follows:

lbid., p.i8l+.

lbid., p.186.39
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the contrast between behav i oura ì theory and trad i t i ona l theory
comes to resemble the difference between normal and extraordi-
nary science. Traditionaì theory, ìike extraordinary science,
is preoccupied by possibìe rather than actual worìds and, as a
consequence, i t jeopard i zes rather than repa i rs the regnant
paradigm."o

Apart from not providing any concrete exampìes of how traditional pol it-
icaì theory is necessari ìy radical, what Hoì in unjustifiably underempha-

sizes is the extent to which the 'preoccupation with possible worldsl

may weìì have its parameters set by theractuaì political world'.

\'Je have earlier seen how wide spread the acceptance in the social

sciences is of the view that concesus is aiì that is required in order

for a field of study to become scientific. lt is the popuìarity of this
view, coupled with the emphasis on the social components of knowledge

even by sociaì scientists I ike Wol in, that serves as a good indication

of the influence that the socioìogy of knowledge wilI have on post-empi-

ricist sociaì and pol itical theory. lndeed, two ìeading proponents of

the strong programme in the socioìogy cf science have recently admitted

that they rrrefer to any col I ect ivel y accepted system of bel i efs as

knowlÊdgerr. a r

It is, in fact, in the sociology of knowledge that the positivist

distinction between the context of discovery and justification is re-
jected tout court and where, through the championing of therprincípìe

of symmetryr, no distinction is drawn between true and false beliefs.

It is the beìief of the socioìogists of knowledge that the study of sci-

40 lbid., p..l87.

Barry Barnes and David Bloor, "Reìativism, Rationaì ism,
oìogy of Knowledger,, in Rationaì ity and Relativism, êd.
and Steven Lukes (Cambr idge, l'lass.: f4lf press, lgBZ) ,

and the Soc i -
lvlartin Hollis

P.22.
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ence must increasingly become the study of the social causes of belief.
ln a book "which takes Kuhn's work as its point of departure',az Barry

Barnes has argued that such investigations are necessitated by the fact

thatrrtexts incode messages about sociaì reìations in statements about

naturer¡. a 3

Given that for the sociologists of knowledge aì ì of scientific con-

cepts and categorical distinctions are rooted in our habits, conven-

tions, and pracitices (more precisely, that there is a dialectical rela-

tionship between) the rising importance of such examinations wi I I

necessarily lead to the exponential proliferation of debate wherein
rforms of I ifer relativism is championed on the one hand and the desper-

ate search for rational bridgeheads of translation is conducted on the

other. The respective proponents of Rational ity and Relativism wi I I de-

finately have fire thrown into their debates by the ,sociological

turnr 4 4 in post-emp i r ic i st ph i ìosophy of sc ience. l,Jhat rema ins to be

seen' however, is whether a strong programme of the sociology of knowl-

edge that emerges within the confines of the I inguistic turn that phi-

losophy has taken this century can avoid the quagmire of linguistic

i deal i sm.

42

43

Barry Barnes,
ver s i ty Press ,

lbid., p.21 .

T.S.-t582) Kuhn and Social Science (New York: Columbia Uni-
, ix.

See James Robert Brown,
caI Turn (Dordrecht, Hol

ed., Scientific Rational ity:
land: D. Reídel Publ ishing,

The Socioloqi-
1984).
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iT's 0NLY TALK: CI]NVERSÂTiONs aND 0THER ACADEMIC HAppENiNGs

Even though he does not desire to be thrown in with the Verstehen

crowd, Rortyrs views on hermeneutics wiìl undoubtedly continue to influ-
ence those social and poì itical theorists who are at ìeast in part sym-

pathetic to an rinterpretationalr social science. Cìearly indicative of

the importance of the theory of knowìedge for the social sciences, how-

ever' has been the attention which social and poìitical theorists have

paid to hi s attack on tradi tional epi stemology.

Rorty's views, for exampìe, have been invoked by at least one politi_

cal theorist in an attempt to substantiate that "traditional epistemolo-

sy is ìargely a bankrupt enterprise with no intrinsic ìegitimacy, let
alone the abi I ity to lend ìegitimacy to other activities".as So em-

ployed, Rorty's attack on epistemology is read in support of the claim

that the conjoining of epistemology and poì iticaì theory is indicative
of some sort of inteì lectual pathology which, in addition to distorting
the pol iticaì object, mostìy "directs attention away from it,,.46

Now as I see it, this is a very poor reading of Rorty. Rorty does

not so much say that epistemoìogy distorts objects as he says it pro-

vides us with an unjustifiably overwhelming sense of epistemic certainty
about these objects.

45 John G. Gunneì ì, "ln Search of
o I ogy and Transcendenta I i smt' ,ed. John S. Nelson (Albany:
1983) , p.3t.

lbid., p.33.

the Po ì i t i ca I Obj ect: Beyond llethod-
L.lhat Should Politicaì Theorv Be Now?
State University of New york press,

46
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When, for example, Kant set out to determine, via Cartesian intro-
spection, the a priori constituting principìes of mind, he was not 'dis-
tortingr an object but rather was providing a doxastic certainty about

an robjectr which, S Rortyrs construal of thinqs, did not, and does

not, exist. Epistemoìogy fools us into thinking that there are stan-

dards apart from mere opinion to which an inquirer can appeal. Epistem-

ology does not direct attention away from the object of inquiry, it at-
tempts to permanentìy fix it, thereby seaì ing that object off from

future sceptical inquiry. And by seeking to preclude the possibility of

future doubt, âS welì as new suggestions on the matter, it winds up

steriìizing the theoretical womb. lt is on this matter that Rortyrs

concerns are ak i n to those of Feyerabend - both are worr i ed about the

premature blockade that epistemoìogy (and l'lethod) erect against f uture

ì ines of research.

Epistemology, for Rorty, is real ìy no more than what we do when we

attempt to systematize a field of inquiry whose discursive parameters

our community is more or less agreed upon. ln the study of pol itics,
therefore, its impact would be to bring into confining focus the politi-
cal object(s). lt is edifying philosophy which Rorty argues wouìd di-
rect our attention away from such an object. pol itical theory governed

by immutable epistemoìogical dictates would not be pathoìogicaì so much

as i t would be immunized from al I future ,vi ruses, .

For much of post-empiricist phiìosophy it is these viruses that are

potentiaì ly very important. For Rorty, they can serve as the basis of

edifying philosophy; for Kuhn they couìd foreshadow the revolutionary

incipience of a new paradigm of scientific research; for Feyerabend they

may signaì the presence of alternative tforms of lifer whose standards
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must be alìowed a place in a pluraìistic democracy; and for Goodman they

are quite possibìy aspects of different ways of worìdmaking. 0n the

other hand, the eradication of such viruses was a scenario envisioned by

the early positivists - a group of thinkers perhaps unparal leìed in

their awareness that with an adequate epistemoìogy in store it would

on'ì y be a matter of time before inquiry wouìd reveaì aìì the constitu-

tive variables of any phenomenaì object.

What those social and poìiticaì theorists who argue against their
discipìine's 'epistemological turnr usualìy wish to object to is the

overly 'self-conscious' state of the art. They are baffìed by the

amount of doubt which has entered the discipì ine and by the whole circus

of 'what do you realìy mean?', 'what does it mean to mean?r, rhow do you

know that I mean?'styìe of questioning. This reaction is quite under-

standable. However, if they are speaking in, or choose to speak in,

Rortian terms, they should be reacting against the kind of phiìosophy

which paves the way for edification - against thought which is attempt-

ing to break out of normal ways of ìooking at things. For tnormalr dis-
course is a sign that epistemoìogy has won the day and that business

wi I I continue to proceed as usual.

I t was wi th such an 'epistemology' in hand that Neurath and other

positivists turned to rsubstantive' pol itical probìems. A rfascinationl

wi th epi stemology need not turn one away from Inormal I pol i tical dis-
course and 'substantive' probìems.4? ln fact, it is the reiection of al l

epistemologies (of theories, rnatural izedr or otherwise, about how one

47 As is alleged
ing", Journa I

by
of

Paul Kress in'rAgainst Epistemology:
Po ì i t i cs l+2 (tglÐ .526-5\2 .

Apos ta te I'lus -
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can justify knowledge claims and thereby move beyond ,mere beì ief,) that

precipitates the chaos signaììed by the demand to look at things in dif-
ferent ways. Hany of the social and pol itical theorists who read Rorty

in the topsy-turvey sort of way outì ined above and bel ieve that he can

be used in defence of their goaìs are thereby err ing on a fundamental

'philoìogicaì' point. ln addition, they forget, or appear ìargeìy igno-

rant of the fact, that their sense of security stems from the epistemoì-

ogy that their position presupposes. ln concìusion, therefore, one

couìd say that Rortyrs attack on traditional epistemology does not pro-

vide any support to those poì itical theorists who wish to get on with

expìoring the rsubstantive problems' and ,gut ìssuesr of pol itics. ln

fact, as we will see ìater in this section, Rorty's predominate contri-
bution to the social sciences result from his attempt to draw into fur-
ther question the lines of demarcation which presentìy separate the

study of poì i tics from that of ì i teraryr cuì turaì and phi losophicaì

studies. Reaì chaos can reign, one might say, when we stop¡doing epis-

temoìogyr and introduce Foucault to Easton.

A more common construal of Rortyrs

sciences is that which depicts him as

pl e' that iltheor i es hel p to establ ¡ sh

they are to eva I uatedr' . a 8 Here i n, the

especially when it is considered that

'loose and faddish talkr of rmultiple

position by those in the social

prov i d i ng support to the 'pr i nc i -

the very epistemoìogy by which

construaì is not always positive,

such e 'principle' ìeads to the

method researchr.ae Rorty's per-

John S.
liticaì
John S.

lbid.,

Nelson, rrEducation For
Social ization", What
Ne l son, p.439.

p.44I .

Pol i t i cs: Reth i nk i ng Research on po-
Should Political Theory Be Now?, ed.

49
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ceived contribution to tcontextualism' and his perpetuation of the

paradoxes that aì ìegedly ensue therefrom is, in fact, now being present-

ed to those just venturing into the philosophy of the sociaì sciences by

way of introductory texts. To provide a look at how such perceptions

are presented and where the worries that Rorty seems to be precipitating

are rooted, it might be appropriate to quote the author of one such text
at length. Here, for example, is how Roger Trigg has framed things:

Rorty arrived at his position through repudiating empiricist
views of knowìedge. Yet phi losophy seems cut adrift without
the security of a foundational ist epistemology. part of the
trouble is that empriricism rel ied heavi ly on the notion of
experience of the worìd to the detriment of any emphasis on
the wor'l d as such. consequent I y, once the theoret i ca ì or even
cu ì tura ì i nf I uences on what seemed ' raw' exper i ence are ex-posed, it is difficult to recover any conception of the worìdor real ity which does not itself seem to be merely a theoreti-cal or culturaì construct. yet without such a conception the
hopeìessness which leads some ethnomethodoìogists to give up
ethnomethodology can soon set in. vJhat is needed is a conceptof objective real ity which is divorced from the presupposi-
tions of empiricism and which, as a consequence, is not tied
too closeìy to the methocis and findings of empiricaì science.
The latter may be a source of knowledge, but its claim to be
the onìy source has undoubtedìy ìed many to intemperate oppo-
s i t i on to the i dea of knowl edge or obj ect i ve truth. s o

ln quoting Trigg in this regard I am not seeking to prey on the kinds

of generaì izations that abound within, and give an apparent coherency

to, introductory texts. ln many ways, and for obvious reasons, intro-
ductory texts are a good source to turn to in order to discover whether

or not the views of an'outsiderr are being deemed worthy of respect by

the practitioners of that discipl ine. Such texts aìso provide a good

gì impse of how recent views are being molded (framed) to fit into an_

tecedentìy existing categories.

s o Roger Tr igg, UnÇef sta¡:rd inq Sqc ia I Sc ience: A Ph i losoph ica I I ntroduc-tion to the social sciences (London: aasil elããk*"11, î98 );8.
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As might have been expected from the above quote, oñ Triggrs account

Rorty is furthering the irrational ist cause and reducing al ì phi losophy

"to the ìeveì of the idìe chatter of a cocktai ì partyil.sr lt is there-

fore argued that, if Rorty "is not attempting to provìde rational ac-

counts, it is difficult to see what he is writing forr'.s2

It is, in fact, quite interesting that when Rorty empìoys the conver-

sationaì metaphor he is interpreted as wanting to view al ì intel ìectual

endeavors as simply rloose and faddish talkr or as the 'idle chatter of

a cocktail party'. l{e might well ask why he is not interpreted as re-

ferring to the sombre conversations that ensue after someoners death, or

to the'secretive conversations that precede a criminal actr, or to'the
dramatic conversations that result in a declaration of war'. For as we

alì know, there are numerous kinds of conversations wherein 'faddish
talkr andrchatter'neither find a pìace nor are permitt.ed.

I,Jhat is h inted at by the f ormer interpretat ions

when he suggests that innumerable benefits could be

to view phi losophy and sociaì scientific endeavors

I ines is that he has over-reacted to the fai lures

of what Rorty means

reaped if we started

along conversationaì

of empiricism and is

now engaged in rintemperate opposition'. when Rorty claims that he re-
jects, âlong with Nietzsche, the 'ìongest I ie',s: he is interpreted as

51 lbid., p.88.

tbid.

Therlongest lie¡: rrthe notion that outside the haphazard and peril-
ous experiments we perform there I ies something (God, Science, Knowl-
edge, Rationaìity, or Truth) which wi'lì, if we only perform the cor-rect rituaìs, step in and save usr'. see Richard Rorty, rflethod,
Sociaì science, Sociaì Hoper', consegugnces of praomatism (Hinneapo-
ìis: University of l'iinnesora press, 198r)-p-OB.
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rej ect i ng attempts at ' rat i ona ì argument' .

he does not give up in the face of futi I i

wr i te.

27t

i s therefore wondered why

and why he cont i nues to

Yet at the same time, commentators ìike Trigg are wiììing to accept

much of Rorty's attack on empiricist epistemologies; they long, however,

for a 'concept of objective real ity' that is Inot tied too closely to

the methods and findings of empirical science,. what is overrooked,

however, is that for Rorty, the reason that empiricisit epistemologies

are unabìe to give us a concept of objective real ity is the same reason

that aì I foundationaì epistemologies are unabìe to give us such a con-

cept. The pivotal notion here, it might be added, is not so much that
of robjective real ityr as it is that of representation. For Rortyr âS

for any respectabìe pragmatist, the incoherency of the notion of repre-

sentation plagues rrational ist', rintuitionistr, and 'revelationist, ac-

counts of knowìedge as much as it plagues empiricist accounts. Russeì l,
as Rorty has often pointed out, suffers the same fate as Husserl.sa

The spectre that haunts Rortian-type accounts ís not that of Relativ-
ism or lrrational ism. Rortian mandates do not teì I the social scíentist
that his attempts to communicate with, or understand, other cuìtures are

doomed to fai lure because Ieverything is cultural ly relative'. Neither

do they teì I us that attempts to communicate amongst ourselves are

doomed to be reduced to the insincerity of idle chatter because ,aì 
I

that we say is theory-ladenr.

It

ty

sa He had onìy the good fortune to I ive longer.
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What Rortian mandates do tell us is doomed to failure is the search

for an objective, atempoì-aì Standard of Rational i ty whose formuìation

wi ì I be unconditioned by human interests, culturaì biases, and ¡epistem-

ic virtuesr . No such standard can be i nvoked to fac i I i tate trans I at i on

However, the fact that we wi I I not

not mean that soc i a I sc i ent i sts are

incommensurabi I ity. lndeed, Rorty

and adj ud i cate knowl edge c ì a i ms.

find such a rational bridgehead does

doomed to suffer the consequences of

believes that the social sciences can play an indespensable roìe in en-

abl ing us "to see any exotic specimen of humanity as aìso 'one of

us"'.5s lt is a bel ief that enables him to cìaim that what we can 'rhope

for from social scientists is that they wi I I act as interpreters for
those with whom we are not sure how to taìkr.s6 And this is clearly not

a hope akin torthe hopelessness which leads ethnomethodoìogists to give

up ethnomethodoìogy'. l^Jhat the critics of Rorty forget, especiaì ly

those in the social sciences, is that Rorty is a pragmatist. They for-
get that a pragmatist can quite easiìy claim that there will be lots of

ways of communicating with others that we wiìl find do work - and with

which we will be quite comfortabìe. But we wilì only rfind these ways

þy commun i cat i ng.

That Rorty possesses such hope and looks upon the state of things so

optimisticaìly perhaps comes as a bit of a shock to those who wish to
brand him as a reìativist and an irrational ist. Their shock, however,

and their inabi ì ity to understand why he and others I ike him tcontinue

to writer is a reaction that may clearly reflect their own bias. As the

Richard Rorty. "ltlethod, Social Science, Sociaì Hope',, p.203.

lb id. , p.202.
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old adage goes, I it is onìy those who have been intensely shaped by

bel ief that view unbel ief as the end of the worldr.

The optimism to which Rorty subscribes in the face of his attack on

foundational epistemologies can be seen as a quieter cousín to the Dion-

ysian ful lness that carried Nietzsche beyond the I imits of nihi ì ism. lt
is a condition, however, that is not unique amongst the post-empi ricist
phi ìosophers whose views we have considered. As far as Feyerabend is

concerned, for example, science can get on just fine without iïethod;

only the philosophers ('moraìizers') of science who try and force it to

obey the commandments of Reason would think otherwise. ln a simi lar
fashion, Goodman also subscribes to optimism; he beì ieves that simply

because the world is not tready-madet there must exist a multitude of

ways i n wh i ch we can make and remake i t.

We have seen that for Rorty alì philosophy, incìuding social philoso-
phy' should cease being driven by the mandates of the Cartesian tradi-
tion in epistemology. lt should become hermeneuticaì and, moreover, êd_

ifying, rather than systemic. what we might caì I his poì itical
prescription is one that is flavored with a tone reminiscent of 0akesh-

ott; nameìy, 'to keep the conversation of mankind going, . And within
that conversation, we are toìd, many voices wi I I be heard - not ìeast

the voice of poetry, which 0akeshott claimedrrbrings to the conversation

a unique utterance, not to be assimi lated to any otheril.s?

l'1i chae I 0akeshott, I'The Vo i ce
kindr', Rationalism in politics
1962) , p.2t+6.

of Poetry in the Conversat ion of i\tan-
(London and New Yor k : l'lethuen E Co . ,

5?
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I t must be noted, however, that Rortyrs advocat i on of hermeneut i cs

fol Iowed in the wake of his description of the repistemologicaì break-

down' - a breakdown whose inevitability was foreshadowed by Lockers

conflation of the etioìogy and justification of bel ief. Rorty's argu-

ments, however' are explicitly not presented in support of the Verstehen

tradition that permeates much of the philosophy of the social sciences.

And his brand of hermeneutics is cìearìy not the kind which can be

tacked onto 'naturalr scientific accounts in order to produce a synthe-

sis capabìe of providing both a 'meaningfu'l , and ,causal' explanation of

human behav i our.

ln severaì contexts, in fact, Rorty has voiced his opposition to the

views of Charìes Taylor and others who claim that scientific accounts of

the human animaì will necessariìyrleave something outr, albeit arsome-

thing' which can be grasped by rother means,. That the starting point

for Rortyrs views on the matter radically differs from that of these

wr i ters can be seen from h i s fol I owi ng statement:

From the point of view I wish to suggest, the whoìe idea of
'being scientific' or of choosing between 'methods, is con-fused. conseguent ì y, the quest i on about whether soc i a l sc i en-tists shouìd seek value-neutra'lity aìong Gaìilean lines, oFrather should try for something more cozy, Aristotel ian andrsofter' - a distinctive'method of the human sciencesr -
seems to me misguided.ss

ln Rorty's opinion, the r'l ine that Taylor is describing is not the l ine

between the human and the nonhuman but between that portion of the field
of inquiry where we feel rather uncertain that we have the right vocabu-

lary at hand and that portion where we feeì rather certain that we

do".se For him it is likeìy only armere coincidence' that this line now

s8 Richard Rorty, rrl'lethod, Social Science, Social Hoper', p..I95.
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corresponds to that I i ne wh i ch, on standard construa I s, now separates

the natural from the sociaì sciences.6o Rortiasn hermeneutics is simply

that activity which attempts to find new vocabularies that will heìp us

better cope with that which is unfamiliar; it isrrnot ranother way of

knowi ngr - runderstand i ngr as opposed to (pred i ct i ve) rexpl anat i on, r. 6 1

It is "the study of an abnormaì discourse from the point of view of some

normal discourse"..,

One would be safe in assuming, therefore, that aìthough the attention
which Rorty pays to hermeneutics wilì increasingìy attract the curiosity
of those proponents of an 'interpretationa.lr sociaì science, the subs-

tantive content of his views on the matter will disappoint many of them.

And this disappointment Iargely stems from the fact that Rorty quite

readi ly countenances naturaì ism and does not consider hermeneutics as a

method which will iìluminate those aspects of the human animal and soci-
ety that necessari ly evade the explanatory techniques of science.

59

60

Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the l'lirror of Nature, p.352.

Although I am largely sympathetic with Rorty on this matter, I do not
bel ieve that one is compelled to deem this state of affairs as a ,co-
i nc i dencer of any sort. wi thout i nvok i ng any rstate of nature, hy-pothesis, I would be quite content in arguing that the reason forthis paralìeìed hiatus resuìts from the fact ihat what is mutualìy
recognized as a problem evolves along with the human anìmaì and its
socio-poì i tical formations. science i t might be said, in non-Baconi-
an fashion, is very much a social institution, andrnaturer posed thefirst major threat to its members. perhaps a ìoose conjecture here:lf sade had taken Plato's place in history, the 'social' scientist oftoday wouìd probabìy not be ìooking for a ìaboratory - he would al-ready have one. 0nly a rlast ditch effort' I ike the hypostitizationof another world (in the non-Goodmanian sense, of course) could haveprevented the dictates of rdenotationaì refinementt from skirtingthis rhiatusr.

Richard Rorty, Phi losophy and the llirror of Nature, p.356.

lb¡d. , p,320.

6I
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of course, be

seen as forthcomi ng from post-empi r ici sts other than Rorty. gne commen-

tator' perhaps overstating his case in atmomentrof optimism, has even

suggested that post-empiricist phi losophy of science in generaì has 're-
covered the hermeneutical dimension of science¡.63 Kuhn, it will be ac-

knowìedged, has recently admitted that thetmost immediate and decisive

affectr of his discovery of hermeneutics was on his view of science.6a

l'lary Hesse has a lso devoted some attent ion to expìor ing the I hermeneut ic
principlerof charitable translation and admits to be paying it some

credence in cìaiming that "the ìogic of science is circular ¡nterpreta-

tion, reinterpretation, and self-correction of data in terms of theory,

theory in terms of datarr.6s ln addition, Feyerabend has praised'some

students of the soc i al sc i encesil for not i c i ng ,'that understand i ng a

practice is impossíble without participation',.6. Even Hi ìary putnam ís

presently claiming that we must face up to the fact that t'Verstehen is a

source of pr i or probab i I ty". e '

63 I am referring here to the views of Richard Bernstein, especiaììy as
deveìoped in Beyon4 0biectivism and RelativisE: Science, Hermeneu-
!ig.: and praxr's (ph'' ì"deìph''ar- Unl"".rîjt ot ee.r,ns¡,r"nf" press,
I 983) .

6a See Thomas Kuhn, The Essential Tension, p.xi i i.
sEry, however, that ,'the term rhermeneutic' was
cabulary as recentìy as five years ago" (p.xv).
written in 1977.

He does go on to
no part of my vo-
These words were

6 s ltlary Hesse, Revoì ut ions and Reconstruct ions the Ph i I osophy of Sc i -

66

ence, p.173.

Paul Feyerabend, Phi losophical
cism, p.130.

H i ì ary Putnam, f'lean i ng and the

Problems of Empiri-

rn

Papers: Vol ume

Itlora I Sc iences,

').

6l p.75.
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It is my beì ief, however, that in the future the impact of what Rorty

has to say about hermeneutics wi I I predominate over the impact of what

any other post-empiricist has to say. we are certainly going to have to

wait for something more substantial and to the point from Kuhn in order

to determine where he personaì ìy stands on the matter. ln addition, it
is questionable indeed whether those sociaì scientists inclined towards

hermeneutics, who wish to argue that hermeneutics is an alternative
method that can help us reveal the irreducible'constitutive meanings,

behind action' are going to receive conceptual support from the other

post-empi r ici st ph i losophers.

Hesse, for exampìe, has cìearìy shown some opposition to the Versteh-

en tradition in the social sciences6s and Feyerabend, right after laud-

ing those students of the social sciences who recognized that participa-
tion is decisive in achieving an understanding of a practice, notes that

they have rmisdescribed' the phenomenon because of attachment to a Ver-

stehen conception of things. And when Putnam talks about Verstehen it
is usuaìly to clarify what he has to say about impìicit, non-formaliza-

ble, 'practical' knowledge. unl ike Rorty, putnam invokes rimpl icit'
knowledge to account for necessary epistemological I imitations, but un-

ìike the classical Verstehen theorists, not to account for necessary on-

tologicaì differences. Actuaì ly, both Feyerabend and Putnam are closer

to Verstehen theorists than Rorty for both wish to speak of ralternative

forms of knowing' For Putnam these are alternatives to rexplicit-sci-

68 For some of Hesse's critical reaction to the Verstehen tradition, seeher article, I'Theory and Value in the Sociaì.ffiGs", Action andlntefprgtation: Sludies in !hç phiìosophy of rhe So.i"lþõ"$
ed. Chr istopher Hookway and prr i lTp pett ¡ t (c"ñ'Ër@"r-Gur iag" Un i-
versi ty Press, 1978) .
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ent i f i cr knowì edge and for Feyerabend they are a I ternat i ves to

'western-white-Han- Rational ismr.6e Rorty, on the other hand, is quite

comfortable with arguing that it "would make for phi losophical clarity
if we just qave the notion of 'cognition' to predictive science, and

stopped worrying about 'alternative cognitive methodsr'.?o By so argu-

ing, he substantiates that his concerns are exclusively directed at cul-
ture and edificationi he wishes that we wiìì continue to view ourselves

as poìr-soi in addition to en-soi.

A sociaì science influenced by a Rortian account of hermeneutics

wouìd have to drop the Husserl ian and Weberian emphasis on intentional i-
ty. Explanations framed in the intentionaì idiom - whether they be so

framed by the agent of by the radical ethnomethodologist - would be

viewed as onìy one of may rudimentary bases from which we might come to

understand exotic discourse and cultural lives. As Rorty himself

states:

The reìation, on my view, between actions and movements, nois-
es and assertions, is that each is the other described in an
aìternative jargon The only generaì hermeneutical rule is
that itrs aìways wise to ask what the subject thinks itrs up

69 The difference between all three might not be as great as they ap-pear' however. Apart from possible differences in terminology (and
the fact that Putnam has always been a stickler) the reason ior the
apparent differences might be that on the one hand we have a verycareful and refined pragmatist and on the other hand two thinkers whoare still mesmerized by the practical/theoretical knowledge distinc-tion. And given that the latter two, especial ly putnam, tend toconflate th¡s distinction with the impl icitlexpl icit knowledge dis_tinction, one can see how these disagreements might have ocðurred.
Further confusion is aìso precipitated by Putnam's more recent claimthat practical knowledge is moral knowìedge.

Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the lvlirror of Nature, p.356. As he
cont i nlres, rrThe word knowìedqe wou ld notl.em worth f ight ing over
were it not for the Kantian tradition that to be a philosópher is to
have a 'theory of knowledger, and the Platonic tradition that action
based not on Knowledge of the truth of a proposition is 'irrational'.

70
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to before formuìating our own hypotheses. But this is an ef-fort at saving time, not a search for the ,true meaningr of
the behaviour.?r

ln de-emphasizing the importance of the actorrs intentions and ¡sub-

jective meanings', Rortian hermeneutics is aìso critical of the methods

employed by cìassical Verstehen theorists in their attempts to access

them; nameìy, the psychologicaì procedures of intui tion and empathy.

The Rortian hermeneuticist may wel ì agree with Hyppol ite's cìaim that

"the growth of'human culture is the growth of human sensibili ty",rz but

they wi I ì resist the temptation to try and provide a psychoìogistic

theory and methodology that wi I I both account for the phenomenon and

show how we can more readiìy achieve it. To the extent that tincreased

sensibi I ityr heìps to describe the process whereby peoples from raì ienl

traditions are drawn into our discourse, its own value is at most edify-
ing. lt simply is another way of describing ourselves as beings who are

becoming more familiar with their surroundings.

With this attack on the methodological validity of empathy and intui-
tion comes an equalìy sustained attack in the notion of'spontaneous un-

derstandingr whose aì ìeged possibi ì ity has given much credence to the

psychologistic methodologies that mark the history of the phiìosophy of

the sociaì sciences. Haking familiar that which is unfamiliar is a ìong

and painstaking process, often involving graduaì changes to the parame-

ters of what we have become accustomed to as 'normal discourser. An in-

tense rbe-inr with those we consider exotic wi I ì reveal no ghost in

?I Richard Rorty,rrHethod, Sociaì Science, Social Hopeil

Jean Hyppol ite, Stud ieq on içlarx and Heqel , trans.
York: Basic Books, 196Ð, p.xvi.

, p.200.

John 0rNeill (t'lew
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their machine; nor wilì a caref ul Althusserian re-reading sudden'l y

prec i pi tate a ghost between the ì i nes. ? 3

0n a Rortian constural of hermeneutics yet another ìong-honored con-

cept for many phi losophers of the sociaì sciences wi ì ì be consigned to a

pìace in the conceptuaì museum. The 'a priori social ization of individ-
uaì consciousness' through the subtle mandates of the Lebenswe'lt, which

so may phenomenoìogists argue make the entire hermeneuticaì enterprise

possible, is seen as yet another epistemic security-blanket empìoyed by

those who demand that their discourse have foundations other than 'mere

opinion'. ln demanding that aì I discourse be somehow (,unformaì izably,)

normal, and arguing that without it hermeneutics is impossibìe, the de-

fenders of this notion are forgetting that hermeneutics is necessary

simpìy because some discourse is cornpleteìy abnormal. The invocation of

the Lebensweìt is, of course, an attempt to provide twentieth century

substantive content to the oìd Hegel ian claim that understanding is im-

possible "without the original unity and likeness of aìì spiritual con-

tent and without the original unity of all things in the Spiritu.r+ 0n a

Rortian account, however, the hypothesis of the runitary spiritr, and

that of al I its historical descendents, is seen as just something we

might do in order to help us cope as translators of the abnormaì. lt is

the result of an over-blown and enthusiastic rbenefit of the doubtr.

¡Ghost between the
i ts sarcast i c tone

As phrased by Wi I I

Routìedge ê Kegan

I i ne' i s a phrase borrowed from Rorty;
has been around for a whi le.

iam 0uthwaite, Understanding Social Life
Paul, 197Ð, p.19.

a ì though

(London:
')a
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ln a simi lar fashion, Rortian hermeneutics does not signaì a move

from the study of subjective meanings torobjective'Verstehen - wherein

we attempt to understand the context of culturaì meanings against which

an action is produced. For Rorty, invocations of'cuìtural contexts'

and 'sociaì webe of bel ief' embody no more than the old wisdom that in

order to say something about one thing we need to know aìot about other,
I rel ated' th i ngs and presuppose even more about other, ,unrel ated'

things. As he states it, "Anythinq is, for purposes of being inquired

into, rconstitutedrby a web of meanings".?s rhe fundamental claim of

therobjective Verstehenr theorists therefore emerges as a near truism,

aìbeit one that is unable to del ineate rculturalt from ,physicalr in-
quiries.

That the standard streams of hermeneutic thought in the social sci-
ences are not going to receive much support from the'post-episternology'

brand of hermeneutics advocated by Rorty is quite obviousìy due to Ror-

ty's refusaì to accept that we require an ontology of ,social' being

that is radicaì ìy distinct from an ontology of Inaturalr being. Al-
though it could be said that in rejecting the Cartesian-Kantian concep-

t i on of certa i n knowl edge Rorty has opted for a ,knowl edge wi th i n be-

ing', it is very important to remember that he does not seek

epistemological grounds for that knowìedge. There is no First philoso-

phy' no rdialectic of naturer, and no special ontoìogy of social being

that is the province of the social sciences.

?5 Richard Rorty, rrllethod, Social Science, Social Hope,,, p.lgg.
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0n a Rortian account there is at least a haìf truth in the much worn

claim that 'the historicity of the poì itical theorizer suggests the idea

that politicaì theory as a human activity is a hermeneutic eventr. But

instead of impì icitly invoking the epistemic vei I that is in part be-

stowed on us by the specificities of history, it would be more appropri-

ate to say that the necessity for poì itical theory to be hermeneutical

simply stems from the fact thatrrconversation generates abnormal dis-
course as the sparks fìy upwardtr.zs

Herein, it wouìd be inappropriate to argue

Weberian basis of the theory of understanding

torical understanding. Weberrs claim that we

that Rorty transforms the

into a vague sort of his-

must ¡understandt act i ons

adequate' exp l anat i on ofin addition to being able to give a 'casuaììy

them is, of course' transformed into the caution that we must not pres-

uppose that: "our own spirit has now got hold of the best vocabuìary

for formulating hypotheses which wilì explain and pred¡ct aìì the other

spirits (or, perhaps, the other bodies)il.7? This caution, however, is
something whích the most thorough-going natural ist couìd subscribe to;
indeed, Rorty himseìf is no foreigner to the natural ist schooì. 0n this
score' what phi ìosophers of the social sciences might have to come to

terms with is that a Rortian construaì of hermeneutics can be empìoyed

in the same way as a positivistic construal of empathy. lt must be re-
cal led at this point that Rorty says that hermeneutics attempts to rein-
terpret abnormal discourse in the terms of our normal discours. Those

defenders of the present state of normal discourse (the orthodox, non-

Richard Rorty, Phi ìosophy and the lli rror of Nature, p.399.

lbid., p.350.
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revolutionary eìements in Kuhn's paradigms) can, therefore, view

hermeneutics as an epistmeic paraì lel to the mercenaries who preceded

the imperialists' armies. The ground which Rorty has cleared for this
very possibi I i ty cannot go underestimated. Ts

There is also no reason to think that those influenced by Rortyrs

brand of hermeneutics wi ì I spend their energies trying to discern how

the'spirit of our age'can be distilìed from the content of our various

conversations. By making commensurate the voices of rabnormalrdis-

course' they will aìlow us to hear the diversíty of our times. The'ho-

rizon of expectations' (as Gadamer would have it) which that diversity
consti tutes, however, ìs something which could just as wel I be left to

the thinkers of tomorrow to rational ìy reconstruct off the pages of his-

tory. The rbrokeness of i ntersubjectivi tyr which hermeneutics attempts

to resolve may well be of a historicist nature (because of its contin-

gency) but this does not mean that we will never be confronted with the

brutaì ity of its presence. Reading and rereading the Great Books of the

Past may well constitute the activity of those hermeneuticists infìu-
enced by the tradition of phi lology, but there is no reason to assume

that those influenced by Rortyrs conception of a post-Phi ìosophical cuì-

ture must spend the i r t i me do i ng the same th i ng . Rortians recognize

that the result is always history, but appreciate that the process is

marked by the development of techniques which help us to cope. Herme-

neutics, on their score, is neither an epistemoìogical theory of under-

78 And conscious, stategic scientific real ists - those who do not mind
travel ì ing a conceptual highway paved by good ol' American pragma-
tists - \^/ould be welì-advised to explore this ground. The ground, ofcourse, is not necessariìy reserved for those orthodox defenders of
present-day science, but the foot-working required to find a place onit might be a little tricky for those not so inclined.
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standing nor a tool which we use exclusively for conversing with past.

Conversing with the present, however, does confront one with at least

some smal l scale sociaì and poì itical considerations. And indeed, Rorty

does believe that the decìining importance of epistemology and of our

responses to the Great Questions of the past? e wi I ì precipi tate some

dramatic cultural changes. lt might, therefore, be beneficial to take a

look at some of the changes that are alìeged to be possibìe as well as

how his views on such matters mesh with other work in sociaì and politi-

ca I thought.

Rorty's views on hermeneutics and edifying phi losophy could be used

by sociaì and pol itical theorists in a variety of ways. They help to

bring into sharp reì ief Arendtrs emphasis on judging rather than truth,

as well as the importance she assigns to examinations of the nature of

the 'subjectivi ty' that i s overcome when one ventures i nto the poì i ty.
They also provide a backdrop against which one can view her claim that

the act of courage which makes possible an individualrs ,seìf-disclo-

sure' does not guarantee that the individual wi I I be judged by his or

her community as a hero and bringer of new worlds.so

79 For a look at how Rorty views these questions, their rational andhistorical reconstructions, and the impact that they have on our con-
temporary disciplinary demarcations see Richard Rorty, ',The Histori-
ography of Philosophy: Four Genres", philosophy in History: Essays
on the Historioqraphy of Philosophy, Êd. Richard Rorty-.1.9. sèheew-
eend, Quentin skinner (cambridge: cambridge university press, l9B4),
pp .t+9-7 5 .

For an interesting side-by-side look at Rorty and Arendt with Gadamer
and Habermas employed as various mediators see Richard J. Bernstein,
Bevond 0biectivism and Relativism, eSp. pp.1gl-223.

80
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Anaìyses of what is involved in breaking out of, and being confíned

by, conceptuaì confines are, of course, prevaìent throughout the work of

many post-empiricists. ln a fashion not unl ike that of Kuhn, Rorty has

argued that those who disembark from the confínes of normal discourse

through attempts at edification wi I I either be proclaimed as kooks or

revoìutionaries. The desire to see ourselves as pour-soi as he argues,

is in ìarge part conditioned by how we see ourseìves as en-soi. Feyera-

bend has also argued that science requires both the'expert and the,di-
lettanter and Goodman, in the style of phi losophical Gombrich, has shown

how the projectibility of alternative worlds is determined by the fìexi-
b i ì i ty of our hab i tua l standards.

Al ì of this, of course, has major import for thos interestecj in cuì-
turaì criticism. 0ur criticism of the reígning powers and standards

that be, in addition to being well-timed, must be sensitive to the pa-

rameters of those standards. l'luch of Cr i t ica I Theory, 8 r in argu i ng that

such criticisms must serve the interests of the revoìutionary class -
the future judges of normal discourse - has countenanced this very

point. Therein, criticism was seen as possessing the seeds of the fu-
ture world, and demanding that it serve particular interests (a demand

fundamentaì to Hachiavelìi, llarx and Lenin) ì^/as a way of justifying its
proj ect ib i ì i ty. 8,

I am thinking here of the times when it still appreciated the ortho-
dox llarx ist reasons f or cr i t ique and i ts 'l ater l,larcus ian days. Ha-
bermas, of course, is caìling the shots now. lt will be interestingto see whether he continues in his early-Benjamin 'wi I I to the fu-turer styìe of theorizing. see Jurgen Habermas, The Theorv 0f commu-nicative Action: volume l: Rqason and the Ration¡ iãñî of s..i"-
f-y,' trans. Thomas l'lccarthy (Boston: Beacon preÀs, lggT),- esp.
pp.273-337.

All apologies, of course, to Goodman for this rather sr^Jeeping termi-

8L

a2
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Rortyrs not i on of ed i fv i nq ph i I osophy does, however, seem to

countenance aì I kinds of culturaì criticism - al I those I ittle 'sparks'

that fìy from the fiery conversations of mankind. This, of course, is

no smal I baggage, and quite a mixed one at that. Even on a superficiaì
(supermarket) leveì we find here everything from Learyrs championing of

a 'pol itics of ecstasy'a: to Laschrs sniffì ing about a rculture of nar-

cissisrll',"a and between them everyone from the Riessmans to the Tof-

flers. And this is not to mention countless culture critics who attempt

to shatter our imaoes of the presentss and of the past,86 and the cul-

tural-cum-poìitical indictments f rom the anarcho-l'larxists to the William

Buckleys - some of which include direct assaults on the whole notion of
rprofessionaì ized' phi losophy and cuìturaì criticism.s? Rorty may weì I

be serving up a dish he himself may not choose to taste.

The83

nology.

Timothy Leary,
I 970) .

Cr i stopher Lasch,
Co., 197Ð .

Pol it ics of

The Cuìture of

Ecstasy (London: pantheon Books,

Narc i ss i sm (New York: W.W. Norton E

85 See, for a smaìl example, Stuart Ewen,
Advert i s i ng and the Soc i a ì Roots of the
¡1cgr"w-H'' ì ì , lgll 

"nO 
Stuãrt ftu"" 

""dDes i re: l'lass lmaqe and the Shap i nq of
York: l'lcgraw-Hi I l, 1982) .

Capta i ns of Consc i ousness:
Consumer Cu I ture (New York:
Elizabeth Ewen, Channeìs of
Amer ican consc ioGãJ¡1il

86 And often in some very specific ways; see, for exampìe, David Dary,
Cowbgv Cu l ture: A Sasa of F i ve Centur i es (New york: Avon Books,l98l). Being a journal ist ãnA latchrng "n to a topic I ike this might
gain Dary the status of a Rortian redifier¡! But this, of course,
depends on whether, when Rorty says tculturer, he means al I of cul-
ture.

a1 For a classic exampìe, see Paul Nizan,
and the Estabì ished Order (New york
1971) .

The Watchdogs:
and London:

Ph i I osophers
l4onth ìy Rev iew,
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The recent work of both Rorty and Feyerabend is also presented in

such a way as to make us question the pìace of both science and philoso-

phy in our culture. Feyerabend, of course, is going out on aì imb in his

recent demand that voodoo be taught in our universities ,if thatrs what

the people wantr. Rorty is more reserved on the matter - primarily be-

cause he does not think that a culture which induìges science cannot at

the same tíme indulge itseìf in edification. Both, however, appear

quite unequivocal in their request for at ìeast an increase in interdis-
cipì inary studies within the university.

The roìe of literature is apparen+-ìy to become guite important in
this context. Rorty, Feyerabend and Putnam al ì seem to bel ieve that

with the decì ining influence of positiv¡sm on academic thought, the

question rhow to I ive?' regains some of its old credibi I ity. Apparentìy

I iterature helps us in answering tnis question. Putnam puts the matter

thus:

I want to suggest that if moraì reasoning, at the refìective
ìevel, is the conscious criticism of ways of life, then the
sensitive appreciation in the imagination of predicaments andperplexities must be essential to sensitive moral reasoning.
Novels and plays do something for us that must be done for
us if we are to gain any moraì knowìedge.88

Now as we mentioned somewhat earl ier, Rorty is not incl ined to

word rknowl edge' i n such a generous fash i on. putnam actua I I y

reservations about its use as well, for he goes on to say that:

No matter how profound the psychoìogical insights of a novel-ist may seem to be, they cannot be cal led knowìedqe if they
have not been tested.se

use the

has some

88 Hi ìary Putnam,
l'loral Sciences

lbid., p.89.

"L i terature, Sc i ence,
(London: Routìedge 6

and Ref ìect ionrr, flean inq and the
Kegan Paul, 1978), p.82.)

89
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A Feyerabendian, of course, would not be very happer with this construal

of things. For them, different traditions test their 'insights' in dif-
ferent ways; the Don Juans of our planet appeaì to the yacqui rway of

knowledge', et cetera. Putnam also flexes on the matter here:

Yet it is not correct to say that [a ì iterary image] is not
knowìedge at al i lt is a knowìedge of a possiuitit¡r. lt
is conceptuaì knowledge. eo

So although much terminological clarification is required it would be

appropriate to say that Rorty, Feyerabend and Putnam all agree that be-

cause literature provides us with variousrways of lookingrat things it
is indispensabìe to the question ,how to I ive?r Herein, they also re-

ceive support from Goodman. Putnamrs i nconsi stencies on the matter only

stem f rom the fact that he also wants to lvloralize in a Kantian-style

that is largeìy foreign to Feyerabend and Rorty.

ln a recent article by Edward Davenport, a professor of Engìish who,

ì ike Goodman, bel ieves that post-empiricist deveìopments draw into ques-

tion the classicaì tscience as cognitiver/,ar1 as non-cognitive' dis-
tinction, we are asked to view ìiterature as a rthought-experimentr.

Davenport bel ieves that the val idi ty of this view finds particular cre-

dence in the sociaì sciences:

sociaì scientist routinely report that they find in literature
evidence which they take to confirm, refute or criticize so-
c i a I sc i ence theor i es, or wh i ch they take to suggest better
ways of formulating social science problems.el

90 lbid., p.90.

Edward A. Davenport,
Abett ing the l'luse) ',,

I'L i terature as Thought Exper iment (On R i d i ng and
Phi losophy of the Social Sciences lJ (.l983):2g1.

9t
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For Davenport, there is no good reason not to consider literature as a

social science and, \ria a short journey through the history of poì itical
thought' he implicitly demonstrates what that discipline wouìd ìook like
if the use of ì iterary images and devices was precìudec. At this point

the paraì leì to Goodman i s most promi nent:

when a psychologist constructs a model of a person, or when asociologist constructs a model of society, or when an econo-
mist constructs a modeì of the economy - and then draws impì i-cations from the model - they are al I performing thought ex-
periments.e2

Rorty, therefore, as couìd onìy have been expected, is not alone in
requesting interdiscipl inary studies with an importance assigned to the

fields of culturaì cri ticism and I iterature. Several post-empiricist

developments will continue to provide fuel for such requests in the so-

ciaì sciences. But the request, of course, is certainly not new and ít
wilì continue to be confronted with the same institutional and políticaì
opposition that it always has been. e3

lnterdisciplinary studies may well be reguired in a smoothly func-

tioning ¡plural istic democracy' as Rorty and Feyerabend al lege, but upon

hearing their requests we are back to the well-worn and basic questions:
rdo we have a pluralist democracy?,; ,is such a democracy, as well as

the interdisciplinary studies it sponsors, possible or desirable in a

technocratic socio-economic system?r. ln short, as Rorty and Feyerabend

fall out of Philosophy they must pass through the land where Dahì, llac-

lb id. , p.283.

For a ìucid desription of some of the probìems encountered in ful-fi I I ing such a request, albeit from a rather optimistic stance, seecyri I s. Belshaw, Towers Beseiqed: The Di lemma of the lteative uni-
vers i ty (Toronto; l'lcC le l Iana anA StewartlT+¡

92
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Pherson and Habermas have roamed for some time. And there they might be

new-comers but they certainly u/on,t be ìauded as revoìutionaries.

Arendt's emphasis on the distinction between pluraì ity and inter-
changeabiì ity and her posítive portrayaì of the former is also refìected

in the pluralism countenanced by many post-empiricist phiìosophers.

Feyerabend's phi losophical pìural ism bìends straight-away into his po-

I iticaì pluraì ism. Rortyrs pìuraì ism, although it can be seen as a

strategy initialìy deveìoped to enable naturaì ism to continue as a pro-

gressive research programme that ìater was brought in to protect aesth-

etic-cum-culturaì enhancement, has also recently become quite poì itical.
ln fact, Rorty believes that his brand of philosophical pluralism can be

used to help rrcelebrate bourgeois capital ist society as the best pol ¡ty
actual ized so farrr. ea And although the ractuaì worlds' that Goodman

claims he is talking about tend to be cognitive-cum-aesthetic ones,

rather than the kinds one encounters on the streets of Hanhattan or in

the jungles of South America, his pluralism can aìso be seen as having

substantial poì i ticaì overtones. For even the worlds that jump off the

streets of llanhattan are worlds viewed, and hence framed, by our habitu-
a I i zed standards of percept i on.

Rortyrs construaì of phiìosophy along conversational lines can be

seen as ìending conceptual support to thinkers as diverse in orientation
as Foucault, Gadamer and Oakeshott. The pìuralism countenanced by him -

his desire to hear a multitude of voices - would appear to have at ìeast

two concrete proposaìs contained within it. ln a post-phiìosophical

culture the orthodox discipìinary lines which now seperate phiìosophy,

e4 Richard Rorty,rtiïethod, social science, and social Hoper, p.2ì0.
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I iterature and cultural-pol itical studies must be removed. This propo-

sal we have already briefìy considered. ln addition, it would appear

tantamount that social and pol itical theorists both speak and ì isten to

a ìarge 'popular' audience. lt is this very interchange of views

amongst themselves and soc i ety at I arge that enabl es the academi cs of

the post-Phi losophicaì culture to feeì comfortable with their conscious-

ness of that cu I turer s nature. e s

We must, however, be cautious of too readi ìy interpreting Rorty's

views as possessed of a necessary political component. As his defense

of hermeneutics is launched in I ight of the fai lures of traditional ep-

istemology, so too are his comments on the 'conversation of mankind'.

It must be kept in mind, however, that therepistemological breakdown'

was not effected by the inadequacies of phiìosophy's political goals;

rather, it was a resuìt of anomol ies which arose out of the attempts to

achieve epistemological goaìs (Truth, Rational ity, Representation).

Therein, the guiding hand was epistemic virtues, not pol iticaì ones. 0n

at I east th i s score, therefore, the breakdown of the ep i stemoì og i ca I

community need not have any necessary poì iticaì ramifications.

Rorty apPears to be of the opinion that the decl ining importance of

the epistemoìogical enterprise wi I I signal the future eroding of the

discipl inary I ines that now separate I iterary, phi losophicaì and cuìtur-

al studies. He does not seem to seriously consider the possibility that

es 'How can the post-Phiìosophical cuìture exist with a consciousness ofits own nature?' is a question which seems to perplex Bernard Wil-
liams in a recent review of Rortyrs position. See Bernard Wiìliams,rrcri tical Review: ^ consequences of pragmatism', New york Review of
Books , Apr i I 28,1983. He i s, ot course, ref err i ngE fñfcãn=. ious-
ness that one has no epistemic foundations for what one says and no
moral foundations for what one does.
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epistemology wiìì die a natural discipl inary death (akin to that of al-
chemy, for exampìe) and that other discipì inary demarcations wi ì I stay

in place. ln other words, he bel ieves that the decl ine of the impor-

tance of epistemoìogy will precipítate some dramatic changes for a post-

Phi ìosophical culture and largely ignores the possibi ì ity that our fu-
ture cuìture might weì l be our present one minus professionaì

epistemologists. l'/hat I wish to note here is the possibility that Rorty

sti I I assigns an unwarranted importance to epistemology, albeit an im-

portance attributed to its death rather than to its ìife. 'Philosophy'

has served as Rortyrs community, he has been trained in its 'discipìi-
nary matrixr. ln trying to understand its death, he assumes that every-

one else is also trying to understand it. ln rearranging his I ife, he

seems to believe that everyone eìse will soon be rearranging their's.

It is Rortyrs claim that phi losophy, in its hermeneuticaì dress,

should keep the'conversation of mankindr going. lmages of rdemocratic

plural ism' immediately come to mind. lt must be remembered, however,

that when Rorty speaks of the'conversation of mankind' he really means,

in a more precise and reveaì ing fashion, 'the conversation pìato beganr.

Now one could, of courser Çuestion whether plato - or any one for that
matter - started such a conversation and, correìativeìy, whether phi los-

ophers (as hermeneuticists) are going to keep it going. yet Rorty

thinks that more peopìe than'phiìosophersrare going to converse in the

conversation of the future - this why he speaks of post-phi losophicaì

culture. Apparently this indicates that the future of hermeneut¡cs wi I ì

not be constituted by a series of studies of Gadamer, wittgenstein, and

Heidegger by Gadamerians, l./ittgensteinians and Heideggerians. One
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Rorty is really

Does Rorty mean that, in attempting to bring them into normal dis-
course, hermeneuticists wiìì actuaI Iy converse with the voice that stems

from other 'traditions' and rforms of ìife'? Does he mean that they

wi I ì conduct conversations with the Hel lrs Angels or the latest Fami ìy

out of siciìy? Perhaps we will find them dropping by Death Row to con-

duct interviews (hermeneuticaì ones, of course) with the latest breed of

recreational killers? 0r wiìl we find them on the battlefields of Cen-

tral America or the streets of South Africa? For that matter, wi ì I we

find them on the streets at all, anywhere? perhaps they will sneak into

the corporate boardrooms and give us a ,look' at the discourse of high

finance. ftaybe they wi ì ì heìp the 'conversationr between Bìacks and

Chicanos in Los Angeles go a little more smoothìy. ¡aybe some will even

be venturesome like Sartre and provide us with a glimpse of the'Saint
Genets' that roam the docks of Barcelona.e6 After all, if they possess

the tools and desire for faci I itating the conversations of mankind, why

shouìdnr t they? f'laybe they wi I ì pìay it saf e instead and subcontract to
the William Burroughs and Hunter S. Thompsons. All of these possibili-

ties wouìd have to be worked out carefuììy, I imagine, before the herme-

neuticists couìd be expected to depart from the comfort of the normaì

discourse that nurtured both respect and freedom in them - that told

e6 The contrast between Genet and sartre is a good case in point here.
From Genet (The Thiefrs Journal: Our Lady of the Flowers) we get
some of the most sensua I wr i t ing around. riãm SartFãfrTnt cenãt)
we get an image of Genet as constitutive of every histoffi-l arche-type that has been alìeged to exist; i.e., we get sensuality phenome-
nologized French-styìe. The latter, I bel ieve, would be the kind ofrvoicerwe would, unfortunately, hear from Rortian edifiers.



Cìearer about the method, Feyerabend is also
Ifundamenta I debates between trad i t i ons wí I l

thority than the authority of laymen, i.e.,

it is at this point that we have arrived at a

by al I democratic theory; namely, 'how do we

maintain the survival and enhance the quaì ity

29\

them how they were en-soi and then al lowed them to be pour-soi.

Paul Feyerabend is one post-empiricist incl ined towards pìuraì ism who

is more to the point on this matter:

It is cìear that a fruitfuì exchange between science and'non-scientific' world views wi I I be in even greater need of anar-
chism than is science itself.e?

c I earer about the soì ut i on:

be settled by no higher au-

democratic counci Is,. And

fundamenta I quest i on posed

1 imit pubì ic power so as to

of individual life?r.

When we get down to the nitty-gritty institutional considerationa of

the pìural ism advanced by Rorty and other post-empiricists we are at

stage one in Anglo-American democratic theory. lt becomes requisite
upon us to respond to the problems encountered in articulating what a

social optimum is and to recognize the gist of Arrow,s proof that a so-

cial choice function is aìways dictatoriaì. And here we come face to
face with the fact that "the assumption of unanimity is the ideaì ist
view of political philosophy.eB

It must be granted, of course, that Rortyrs advocation of plural isrn

is largely prescriptive. ln addition, the request to hear a multitude

of vo i ces does not necessar i I y mean that one need concern themse ì ves

with the probìems encountered in trying to base a social welfare func-

e 1 Pau I Feyerabend, Aqa i nst

e8 Kenneth J. Arrow, Sociaì
Un i vers i ty Press , 1973) ,

p.l8o.

and lndividual Values (London: yale

l'lethod,

Cho i ce
p.74.



tion on individual preferences. The I iterature

that Rortyrs prescr i pt i ons are be i ng taken qu i te

ciaì and poìitical theorists. ln a recent publ

stein has lauded Rortyrs rtadvocacy of a type of

our orientation for coping with human problems,,.

an advocacy "is aìso directed to cuìtivating the

which human soì ídarity and 'Socratic virtues' are

soci aì Practi cesrr. roo
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does reveal, however,

ser i ous I y by some so-

i cat i on, R i chard Bern-

pragmatism that changes

e e For Bernste i n, such

types of communities in

concretely embodied in

So construed, this is the point at which Rortyrs social hope emerges

with social desiqn. And Bernstein (and Feyerabend) argue that this de-

sign should be effected from the bottom gp. The call is then made for

'conversation communities' in which 'civiìity and the moral ìife, can be

sustained. Apparentìy the 'recovery of the hermeneutic dímension in

science', which Bernstein feeìs post-empiricist thought has achieved,

ìeads to a recovery of Rousseanian politicaì philosophy in social-poìit-

ical theorizing. The question does remain, however, whether the desire

to estabìish such communities must presuppose the Jeffersonian ideal of

a genuineìy free society constitutive of a hierarchy of seìf- governing

units. For as Jefferson's ideaì must respond to the fact that on'ly cer-

tain hegemonic structures (read constitutions) can faciìitate the estab-

I ishment of such units, so must Bernsteinrs (and Rorty's) goaì take note

of the fact that only certain 'normal discoursesr can faci ì itate a plu-

raìity of voices.

e e Ri chard Bernstei n, Bevond

roo lbid., pp.228-229.

0biectivi sm and Relativism, p.228.
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The quandry that we get into with Rortyrs view at this point has a

paraìlel to the diìemma encountered in much of the Gadamerian strain in

hermeneutics; nameìy, how and when do we invoke traditionaì elements and

how and when do we invoke innovative eìements? But most primary: how

do those traditional elements prevent us from countenancing the innova-

tive elements? Gadamer tends to emphasize a conservation with history
and is very much incl ined to be sympathetic with traditionaì (conserva-

tive) eìements. Rorty is aìso wel I aware that traditional eìements can-

not be underemphasized; but when one emphasizes a conversation with the

present,rot as Rorty does, one cannot avoid institutional questions.

One cannot avoid the question of power.

0ne might argue that in a post-phi losophical cuìture Rortyrs herme-

neuticists are going to pìay a role simi lar to that of Gramsci's 'organ-
ic intel lectualsr in stimulating the construction of 'conversational
communities'. l,le wouìd, however, have to decide where we are going to

'pìant' themi i.e., we are going to have to discover where the various

voices will be ¡seìf-disclosed'. The problem here is refìected in what

Sartre has constantly reminded us of; namely, that there are numerous

mediations that interfere with the development of class consciousness -

the workers do not spend aìì of their time in the factories. For our

purposes we might say: the development of self-disclosures are mediated

r0r lt might be noted at this point that the dichotomy between history
and the present impl ied here has been formulated in a variety ofways. Those who would like to do away with it aìì together and areinclined to argue that the quotidianaì does not stand in the way ofan understanding of history might find some stimulation in Le-febvre's cìaim that "the history of a single day incìudes the histo-ry of the world and civi I izationil (Henri Lefebvre, Everydav Life in
!h9 l'lodern Wgr ìd, trans . Sacha Rab i nov i rch (tonAoãfTfî.n t_"n",1971), p.l+.) Apart from exhibiting phenomoìogy at its most mystí-caì, such a claim presupposes that'history,does in fact exist.
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in a variety of ways þI normal roz

Foucauìt is another thinker who wishes to view phi losophy along con-

versational I ines. He, however, has chosen to devote his energies.to

anaìyzing (or, at ìeast, rattempting to portray,) the forms of power

which control and del imit the parameters of our (normal) discourse.

From Foucaul t's perspective:

ln every society the production of discourse is at once con-
trol ìe<J, seìected, organized and redistributed according to a
certain number of procedures, whose roìe is to advert its pow-
ers and its dangers, to cope with chance events, to evade its
ponderous, au/esome materíaì i ty. ro3

As far as Foucauìt is concerned, the structures of

rarefaction among speaking subjects:

power perpetrate a

None may enter into discourse on a specific subject unìess he
has satisfied certain conditions or if he is not, from theoutset, guâì ified to do so not al l areas of discourse are
equaì ìy open and penetrable; some are forbidden territory(differentiated and differentiating) ... ro4

For whatever reasons, Rorty ìargeìy side-steps this point of contact

between his views ancí those of Foucault. His tactic up to this point

has been to play off Deweyrs optimism with what he sees as Foucauìtrs

under-estimation of the possibi ì ity of human soì idarity. As Rorty sees

things:

Dewey and Foucault make exactly the same criticism of the tra-
dition. They agree, right down the line, about the need to
abandon traditionaì notions of rationaìity, objectivity, meth-
od, and truth But Dewey emphasizes that this move 'beyond

r02 discourse. For a look at various kinds of seìf-disclosures as well
as the pol itical risks encountered by them see sheìdon l.lol in, "ThePol itics of Seif-Disclosure", pot itical Theory \ (1g76):3Zt-33t+.

r03 i{ichel Foucauìt, rr0rders of Discourse", Social Science lnformationl0 (1971):8.

ro4 lb¡d., p.17.
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methodrgives mankind an opportunity to grow up, to be free to
make itself ... His experimentaìism asks us to see knowìedge-
cìaims as proposals about what actions to try out next...ro5

As I see it, both Rorty (Dewey) and Foucauìt have something to contrib_
ute on this matter. And I bel ieve that Foucauìt¡s constant attempts to
make us aware of the omnipresence of power actualìy finds a prace in
Rortyrs over-al I phi losophy.

Rorty bel ieves that w¡th the recognition that knowìedge has no foun-

dations comes the awareness that we are able to try out a variety of

different descriptions of ourselves as beings-in-the-world. He does,

however, êlso argue that we must keep in close touch with what consti-
tutes the confines of normal discourse. lf we do not keep so aware, in
our search for a I ternat i ve descr i pt i ons r wê soon move beyond the pl ace

from which edification becomes possibìe into the land of the totaìly in-
communicabìe. There is a fine I ine over which one passes from edifica-
tion intorkookeryr. ln short, we must be aware of the confines of nor-
mal discourse, for it is an awareness that provides us with an implicit
understanding of the range of edification that is possíble.

To a very large degree, therefore, anyone who heìps us become aware

of the parameters of normal discourse - and where they are most strongly
in place - assists in the goaì of edification. Foucauìtrs depiction of

the ìoci of power andrdirectedr communication is helpful in just this
way' Deweyrs and Rortyrs optimism must respond to the Foucaults among

us if it is to have any pay-off.

r05 Richard Rorty, "l'lethod, social science, and social Hope", p.204.
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Science, Feyerabend informs us, needs both the expert and the di let-
tante (Kutrn, of course, says the same th i ng, , i n the I ong run') . A

post-Phi losophical cuìture would require both its Deweys and Foucaults.

lf it purports to be a culture wherein more than book-reading is done

(and even if it doesn't) it doesn't have a rstingr without its Fou-

caults.

By helping to explore where the external threats to our rfreedom' lie
- by the very act of rendering them threats - it is the Foucaults that
may prec i p i tate those sudden comprehens ì ons of mutua I i ty that accompany

the percept i on of a common threat. t o 6

Aìthough in a way quite contrary to how Foucauìt might be tacked on

to a Rortian political phiìosophy, the views of Karl ¡lannheim, as they

concern the strateqical component of utopian'possibìe communityr pro-
jections' might aìso help in broadening the parameters of Rorty's edify-
ing phi losophy. Here again we miqht see the post-Phi losophicaì culture
as giving credence to the advocacy of sociaì science as design sci-
ence. I o ?

I o 6 The debates between those sympathet i c to Foucau I trs approach and
those sympathetic to Rortyrs wiìl undoubtedly continr" io prolifer-ate in social and political theory circles. So will those debatesthat take as their point of departure the hiatus that exists betweenthe views of Rorty and Foucault and Habermas on the nature of commu-nication in generaì. For both Rorty and Foucault there is no ,pure
formr of communication that I ies presentìy oppressed somewhere.
Hence Rorty refers to normal and abnormal discourse and Foucault tord i rected' conversat i ons. Habermas, on the other hand, has beenquite to the contrary in developing his thesis ofrdistorted'commu-
nication, and employing, in near weberian methodoìogy, his notion ofthe 'ideaì speech situation'. For Habermasr views on the matter see
Jurgen Habermas, Communication and the lvolution of Societv (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1gl![- :

1o? l'lannheim, it might be added, may well come to be seen as someone whomediates the views of Foucault and Rorty, for he also emphasizes the
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Perhaps prevented from doing so by his Jamesian pragmatist roots,

however, Rorty does not provide us with an expl icit analysis of how edi-
fication or hermeneutics is possible. No specific depiction is given of

how traditionaì conventions are to be examined nor is one given of what

fac i I i tates the 'conversat i on of mank i nd' . Normaì discourse just rgoes

on' and the conversation, faci I itated by hermeneutics, ,simply worksr.

This lacunae, perhaps one inevitabìy rooted in that which may exist be-

tween description and expìanation, wiìl undoubtedìy continue to interest
post-empiricist sociaì and pol itical theory. lf aìternative discourses

and ways of social worìdmaking are deemed possibìe by post-empiricist

phiìosophy, social and poìitical theorists so influenced wiìl find it
most difficuìt to avoid offering expì icit formulations in response to

the inevitabìe question, 'how, and when, are such alternatives possi-

ble?r.

5.4 I{ETÀPHOR AND ]TE SYHBOLIC CONSTRUCTION f¡E S[]CIAL WORLDS

With the decìine of the positivist emphasis on the syntax of formal

language and its abiìity to portray the logical structure of the world,

an increasing amount of the research began to center on the Duhem-Quine

thesis of the network theory of language and on the nature of ontoìogi-
cal commitment impì icit in everyday discourse. The former branch of re-

search became very much the province of post-empiricist phi losophers of

science whi ìst the Iatter branch, Stimulated by the investigations of

Ryìe' Austin and I,littgenstein, was primarily attended to by rordinary

importance of understanding the power that directs, and is implicit-ìy within, hegemonic structure. See Karl l'lannheim, ldeolåqv and
llJ_gpþ: An I ntroduçt ion ro rhe Soc ioloqy of Knowìedse, îñiîiou i,t.lirrh and Edward Shits (New york: HarvèãtloõLllE').



I anguage' ph i ì osophers. yet a I though research was

along radical ly different r ines, the territory being

wi th i n the parameters determi ned by the ,turn' wh i ch

ph i I osophy had taken af ter F rege. The funct i on of

structural relation to the world was stilì deemed of

tance.

Nevertheless, whatever the reasons have been for the di

search on metaphor by post-empiricist phi ìosophers one can on

the conceptual dynamite used has only left fragments of the

ln spite of their wí ì ì ingness to entertain the possibi I ity that the

ì inguistic determination of meaning and reference is ubiquitous even

within science' most post-empiricist phi losophers have ìargeìy avoided

expending too much energy on examining the roìe of metaphor and the oth-
er tropologicaì uses of ìanguage in this and other contexts. A var i ety
of explanations, of course, couìd account for this phenomenon. For ex-

ampìe, it couìd have been that a theory of meraphor was not perceived as

adequate or pertinent to the task of undermining positivist presupposi-

tions. The pi l lars upon which these presuppositions rested - founda-

tionalism, reductionism, urtiversal reason, €pistemic convergence _ per_

haps appeared to run so deep to those who wished to uproot them that
using anything less than the conceptual dynamite that often results from

historicaì and psychologícal investigations was precìuded from the out-
set' Yet another possibìe explanation is that the underminers st¡ I I re-
mained largely tied to the Lockean tradition which had enabled the phí-
losophy of science to look so respectable in the first pìace and simoly

assumed, aìong with their blood brothers, that metaphor, being the se_

ducer that it was, should be compìetely avoided.
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pillars and that the paranoia one feels when confronted by a seductress

has subsided over time. ln fact, recent froì icking with the great se-

ductress by Quine, Davidson, and Kuhn, regardless of thei r cautious ap-

proach, is proof positive that Goodman's concern with metaphorsr abi ì ity
to make and remake worlds is not a sign of an individual psychosis.roB

As we have noted, however, many post-empiricists have been hard

pressed to concede very much importance to the role of metaphor. Karl

Popper, for exampìe, in warning us of the conceptual and pol iticaì dan-

gers in appìying the terms of science to the study of society has argued

that i n descr ib ing changes in soc ia I organ ization as ¡movements , ,,h/e

ought to be cìear that we are simpìy using a metaphor, and a rather mis-

leading one at thatr'.]oe lt is his view that when social scientists em-

ploy such a metaphor they can only hope 'to convey some intuitive im-

pressionr and that íf they use it with 'scientific pretensions, their
d i scourse enters the rea I m of ,j argon , .

Popperrs bel ief, of course, is that much of sociaì science, especial-

1y in its historicist and evolutionist guises, is plagued with not know-

ing 'where metaphor ends and serious theory begins'. science, on the

other hand, is aware of this divide and to the extent that it is worthy

of its name, it has moved beyond metaphor. 0n Popperrs account, it must

be noted, the scientific enterprise is marked by the extirpation of ex-

planations from the essentialist statements and descriptions sought by

108 Group psychosis, of course, is another matter sti I
better or for worse, has been something of which

l. Yet that, for
phi losophical com-

mun i tes have been ì arge ì y unconcerned.

roe Karì Popper, The Poverty of Historiçism
books,196\), p.ll3.

(New York: Harper Torch-
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rwhat is it'questions. Aìthough this construal of things can be argued

to be compatible with the claim that descriptive statements usually de-

fine the parameters within which our explanations operate, it often be-

ì ies the fact that science claims to have knowledge of particulars in
addition to knowledge of relations. Popper's generaì view on the matter

is actuaììy quite akin to that of Quinets, wherein it is argued insis-
tently that scientific knowìedge is achieved by rclearing tropes

away'.rr0 Speaking quite metaphoricalìy, Quine reminds us that 'after
play aì ì serious men get down to work'. 0n a Quinean construal one

might say that metaphors help dig the tunnels which provide science with
epistemic access to the rrealr - although these tunneìs, nevertheless,

serve as their inevitabìe graves.rrr

Popper and Quine are not the only post-empiricists who deny metaphor

a central cognitive function within science. Donald Davidson, in deny-

ing metaphorical statements a truth-vaìue, also pays much I ip-service to
the standard substi tution theory. Even polanyi, who, âS we have seen,

chooses to countenance non-expì icit ways of knowing, seems sympathetic

to the claim that metaphors are maintained in art but destroyed in sci-
ence.rr2 ln a simi lar fashion, Kuhn, in stating that 'unl ike art, sci-

rro U/.V.0. Quine, rrA Postscript on lletaphor-',, Ø l,letaphor, ed. Sheldon
Sacks (Ch i cago Press , l9lÐ , p. I 60 .

rrl ln a !imiìar, yet slightry more sympathetic fashion, l,lartin andHarre argue that the role of metaphor in scientific theory construc-tion is largely akin to that of intentional catechresis - used forrfi I I ing in' lexical gaps in a ìanguage. 0n their view, metaphorassists science in substituting díspositional attributes for occur-rent ones by supplying predicates whose intensional content isgreater than the extensional. For a reading of their thesis see, J.l'lartin and R. Harre, 'riïetaphor in sciencer,, l,letaphor: probìems and
PglFpectives, Êd. Dav¡d S. tliall (Sussex: fire HarvãlGEess,
I 982) .
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ence destroys its pastrr,tr3 couìd be interpreted as bel ieving that sci-
entific knowìedge is able to extirpate itself from its symbol ic origins.

However, oñ a more adequate reading - one that takes into account his

historicist understanding of science - Kuhn can be seen as saying no

more than that within paradigms science forgets it old symbol ic origins
(to the same extent that it forgets its old research problematic). 0n

such an historicist interpretation science could stiìl be very much rid-
den with symbol ic activity.

ln fact, Kuhn is amongst those post-empiricist philosophers who are

wi I I ing to draw radicaì conclusions from an investigation into the na-

ture and funct i on of metaphor, thereby br i ng i ng i nto ser i ous quest i on

the ontological and epistemoìogicaì assumptions inherent in popperrs and

Quiners views on the matter. lt is Kuhn¡s belief that those phiìoso-

phers who argue that metaphors are tcleared away' after they assist us

i n rzero i ng i n' on a phenomenon or ent i ty presuppose that nature has

onìy one set of joints - to which we gain epistemic access through veri-
ficationist or falsificationist procedures. As Kuhn sees it, however,

there is "no historical evidence for a process of zeroing inr.rr¿ ln

fact, he is even willing to admit that'metaphor reminds

guage might have located different joints".ttu
us that I an-

r r 2 ,{ i chae ì Po I any i and Harry porsch,
Ch i cago Press , 1977) , p. ì 00.

i\ean i ng (Ch i cago : Un i ver s i ty of

1r3 Thomas Kuhn, rrf'letaphor in Science", The EsJentiaì Tension: Selected
stgdies in scienrif ic Iradirion and qErc]ch'*"gõ;ilIonaãi, -rt,"
Unirrersity "f Chl."S. pr"=r t97ñ ffi

r r a rhomas Kuhn, 'rl'letaphor i n sc i ence" , liletaphor and rhouqht, Êd. Andrew
0r tony (Cambr idge: Cambr i dge Un ivers i ty pre.", lffiJ. b l A.

rrs lbid., p.414.
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0n a Kuhnian construal, in an enterprise such as science instrumentaì

effectiveness cannot be divorced from ontology - regardless of whether

that ontology is dictated by ¡observationalr or ¡theoreticaì' terms and

statements. The i ndetermi nateness assoc i ated wi th metaphor extends

across both Qu i ne's 'occas i on sentences' and the expì anatory pr i nc i pì es

of 'serious theory' which Popper aìleges demonstrate that the scientist

has moved beyond metaphor.rr6 For Kuhn, when one examines the function

of metaphor it becomes very questionabìe whether we should taìk of acco-

modating language to the world rather than of accomodating the world to
ì anguage.

From a consideration of Kuhn's view on the roìe of metaphor in sci-
ence we can get a glimpse of the kind of rationaìe that drives Goodman

to countenance metaphor as one of the most important ways of worldmak-

ing. ln fact, it is the work of Goodman that lays the phiìosophical

groundwork for seriousìy entertaining the idea that metaphor has the ca-

pacity to redefine, and provide models for the rereading of, real ity in

substantial ways. And of course, the ramifications that such a phi-

losphicaì groundwork could be seen as having in sociaì and pol itical
theory is profound indeed.

It is the combination of this sort of groundwork with

ideationaì theory of meaning which has led Lakoff and

that I i ngu i st i c metaphors are governed by metaphor i ca ì

a neo-Chomsk i an

Johnson to argue

structures that

rr6 Another phiìosopher who might weìl be deemed a post-empiricist, l,lary
Hesse' goes so far as to suggest that the rdeductive model of expla-
nation should be modified and suppìemented by a view of theoretical
expìanation as metaphoricaì redescription of the domain of the ex-planadumrr. See l'lary Hesse, I'The Expìanatory Function of f,letaphor'r,
ßevolutions and Reçongtructions in the Phi losophv of Science (bloom-
i ngton, I nd i ana: I nd i ana Un ivers i ty ereãI,- f 9EÐ ,J.ì 20.
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run deep into our thought and experience. lt is their bel ief that if
"our conceptuaì system is largely metaphorical, then the way we th i nk,

what we experience, and what we do every day is very much a matter of

metaphor'r.rr? Their examination of what they percieve as the omnipres-

ence and indespensableness of metaphor in the organization of everyday
'I if e resu ì ts in the i r conc ì us ir¡n that "The acceptance of the metaphor,

which forces us to focus only on those aspects of our experience that it
highl ìghts, leads us to view the entai lment of the metaphor as being

truerr. r ¡ I

ln a simi lar fashion, many sociaì and pol iticaì theorists, having

freed themselves from the intellectuaì confines of the orthodox 'lan-
guage of sociaì researchr inspired in large part by the positivistic un-

derstanding of science, have hypothesized that sociaì and poì iticaì
worlds, as well as the theories used to reach an understanding of them,

are structured in large part by the omnipresence of metaphor. This hy-

pothesis is often appl ied when examining the history of pol iticaì
thought, since that historyr wê are al ì awarer provides a ìandscape

which is abundant with metaphorical descriptions. Pìato's cave analogy

(perhaps the most widely acknowìedged metaphor in pol itical theorizing),
the countìess physioìogical metaphors in Hobbes, and the various techni-

cal metaphors that proved indispensabìe in providing systems and cyber-

netic theory with their initial coherency, can be readiìy cited as prom-

i nent examp ì es .

I I ? George
London:

1r8 lbid.,

Lakof f and I'ta r k
The Un i vers i ty

p.157.

Johnson, Hetaphor s l,Je L i ve Ey. (Ch i cago and
of Ch i cago Press , 1978) , p.3.
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lnvestigations into the use of metaphor throughout the history of po-

litical theory can prove inspiring for a vaiety of reasons. For one

th i ng, they can heì p to demonstrate the presuppos i t i ons of such theo-

ries. The darkness of Plato's cave and the anarchy depicted byrstate
of naturermetaphors cìearìy depict the wor'ld that Plato and Hobbes be-

ì ieved the human animal would be destined to populate wi thout leaders

and the state apparatus. Although in one sense the vaìidity of these

presuppositions need hardìy concern us in the twentieth century (since

an attempt to bring about the experimentaì situation in which to test
them would be ludicrous if not impossible), an awareness that they might

have been entrenched by way of metaphor could lead to some interesting
questions about our alleged origins. lt might even lead us to appreci-

ate the implicit modes of social organization that preceded the estab-

I ishment of the f i rst \^/estern poì i t ies - modes of organ ization that are

often brushed ovei- by grandiose rsystemst accounts.

ln addition to an understanding of the presuppositions of the distant
past' examinations into the use of metaphor in poì itical theory may also

heìp to provide an understanding of our present presuppositions. Al-
though the metaphorical origins of many of these presuppositions are of-
ten ecìipsed through our contemporary tendency to speak in terms of so-

ciaì scientific modeìs, í t is quite clear that in the last four

centuries metaphors used in the social sciences have been drawn primari-
'ì y f rom the doma in of the natural sc iences. As l'lart in Landau observes:

l'lechanism underu/rote a rigidly structured formaìism that madepossible an almost whol ly deductive study of pol itics. Evolu-tion stimulated therpragmatic revolt' that overthrew formal-
ism and transformed pol itical science into an empirical disci-
pì ine. The contemporary revival of a theoretical pol itics
derives much from prevailing moders of rsystemr, few of whichare mechanicaì (closed), most of which are bioìogical
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(open).ttt

It has often been argued that although the transfer of metaphors from

the natural sciences can reap many research benefits, it can also, given

their uncritical acceptance, lead to a constraining view of the way the

sociaì and poì iticaì worìd hang together.lzo rhere can, of course, be no

doubt that in addition to serving as a device of understanding, metaphor

can aìso be quite dangerous; as a poìitical tool it can just as easiìy

be used by those seekingrfreedomras it can be used by those seeking
¡controlr . This fundamentaì aspect of metaphor has been reflected in

Ted cohen's observation that metaphor, ì ike humor, can be used to create

intimacy, but that it can also, ìike an'in-joker, be used to precìude

the possibi I ity of intimacy (for those on the ,out,).rzr

Now a variety of arguments against the uncriticaì acceptance of 'sci-
entific' metaphors in sociaì and pcliticaì theory can be offered by

those who desire to see the sociaì sciences become more ,naturalistic'.

For example, it cculd be argued that because many social theorists are

unaware of the intricacíes of scientific deveìopments, in choosing to

use a metaphor to express a structural or reìationaì simi larity between

certain rsocialr and Inaturaìr phenomena they may be misconstruing the

use to which it is put within the scientific theory. lts use in the so-

lre ¡lartin Landau, Poì itical rheorv and poì itical science, p.7g.
r20 That metaphor can constrain and assist research is also true in theInaturalr sciences. This dichotomy, however, actualìy underempha-

sizes the complexity of their roìe. see, w.H. Leathersdaìe, The
!+ of Analoqy, l'lodel and l'letaphor in Science (Amsterdam: Nor[ll
Hol I and Publ i sh i ng Company , j97Ð

r2r Ted Cohen, 'rl'letaphor and the Cultivation of lntimacy'r, 0n l4etaphor,
ed . she I don sacks (cir i cago: un i vers i ty of ch i cago p.ã.ffi) 

,pp. ì - 10.
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cial theory to which it has been transferred may therefore precipitate a

kind of understanding possessed of nothing more than scientific preten-

tions. Such is undoubtedìy the case for those metaphors drawn from ,in-

formation-processing' theory and other artificial intel l igience develop-

ments wherein it appears that one can easily separate functional from

structural components. For exampìe, in selecting a metaphor l ike 'feed-
backr, which has largely functionaì connotations, one must be sure that
the structural medium wherein such a relation is real ized is not exclu-

sive to a specific range of entities and their corresponding properties.

Another reason for opposing the premature transfer of metaphors from

the natural to the sociaì sciences is that the explanatory resources of

the latter, even on an historicist reading, are not up to par with those

of the former. To some degree, it could be argued that this reason is

only a distillation of the previous argument. What needs emphasizing

here, however, is that even if the metaphor borrowed from the naturaì

sciences is justifibaly empìoyed (apropos the previous argument), the

resources requisite for offering an acceptable explanatory account (a

rìaboratory'; the repeatabi I ity of the experiment; prediction; et cet_

era) may not be avai labìe. what the uì timate effect might be, there-
fore, is that the research potentials opened up by the metaphor are ì ím-

ited to offering an array of what Popper has caìled ,essentiaìist'

statements. The social sciences would become increasingìy consti tuted

by descriptive accounts and the metaphors which stimulate such accounts

wouìd brush over other more specific areas of inquiry that might be sus-

ceptible to nomological explanations.
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Itlany soc iaì theor ists who warn aga inst the transf er of metaphors f rom

the natura ì to the soc i a I sc i ences, however, are not worr i ed about how

such a transfer may come to interfere with the deveìopment of nomologi-

ca ì exp I anat i ons . For them, the pr i mary danger of such a transfer of

metaphor is not so much the confining parameters which it bestows on re-

search as it is the confining parameters into which it corrals specula-

tive thought and other, 'non-scientific¡ ways of knowing, in addition to

the over-arching poì itical ramifications that ensue. ln fact, the major

concerns of the theorists who offer an opposition to such a transfer of

metaphor paral leì in many ways the concerns of those commentators con-

sidered in our first chapter who have something negative to say about

the rational ization of society and the scienticization of modes of know-

i ng.

One of the majoi- complaints offered by this group is that the growing

prevalence of mechanical and evoìutionary metaphors in sociaì and pol it-
ical theory refìects the fact that social scientists are increasingly

following the blind dictates of scientific theorizing whilst at the same

time bypassing considerations of the nature of human agency and respon-

sibility. By accepting the picture drawn by scientif ic metaphors, so-

cial and pol itical theorists become accompl ices in the procrustreaniza-

tion of the human being. ln a social science dominated by such

metaphors, So the story goes, the raison dretre of pubì ic poì icy comes

to be seen as efficiency and the neutralization of tfactors' contribut-

ing to systemic imbalance (and an rimbalance', it m¡ght be added, large-

ly defined by those metaphors).
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Those opposed to the transfer of metaphor from naturaì to social sci-
ence on the grounds that it inhibits the growth of scientific theory

construction usualìy emphasize the inappropriateness of specific meta-

phors. ln contradistinction, those who argue that the transfer faci I i-
tates the r i se of sc i ent i sm tend to concentrate the i r attack on what

have come to be known as 'roott or rdominant' metaphors.

Almost forty years ago Stephen pepper, i n not i ng that hypotheses

framed intitally on the basis of a smalì set of facts soon expand in

reference and become wor l d hypotheses or metaphys i ca l systems, argued

thatrrthe set of facts which inspired the hypothesis is the originaì

root metaphorrr.rzz ln fact, it was pepperrs view that most of philosophy

is generated by the interchange of rralternative world theories based on

di fferent root metaphorstt.L23

This notion of a root metaphor is strongly reflected in Landau,s ex-

amination of the metaphoric usage made possible by the metaphors of

mechanism and evolutionism and in his claim that such a metaphor ilstruc-

tures inguiry, establ ishes relevance, and provides an interpretative

systemrr. r24 I n a simi lar fashion, another commentator has argued that

within the 'paradigmrof the'pragmatic theory of the positive stater

the I'dominant metaphors are organic, evolutionary, and institution-

t 2 2 Stephen C. Pepper, ,'The Root ltletaphor Theory
on iïetaphor, ed. Warren Shibles (l^lhitewater,
guage Press, 1972) , p.20. See also Stephen
eses: A Study in Evidence (Berkeìey and Los

of iiletaphys icsrr, Essays
Wi scons i n: The Lan-

Pepper, World Hypoth-
Angeles: University of

Cal ifornia Press, .l948) 
.

r23 lbid. He further argued, in Worìd Hypotheses, that whenuse' is taken into account the multipl icity of metaphors
to four standard root metaphors.

124 llar tin Landau, Political Theory and poì itical Science, p.

'cognitive
'melt down'

100.
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aìlf.1tu By insinuating that a Kuhnian construal of science can strength-

en the coherency of the notion of a root metaphor, such a claim gives

credence to the views of those who argue that the root metaphors which

faciìitate further metaphorical transference can be confining. ln fact,
two other commentators, impl icitly countenancing Wol in's paraì leì ing of
paradigms and pol iticaì society, argue that ',in normal science, as in

normal pol itical times, the governing paradigms or root metaphors are

not brought i nto quest i onrr. 1 2 6

There can be no doubt that this style of argumentation - which com-

bines Kuhn's views on paradigmatic orthodoxies with the view that root

metaphors can confine intel lectual development and neutral ize poì iticai
dissent - wilì continue to attract a following that must be reckoned

with. ln fact, it is a styìe of argumentation that helps us -r_o give

credence to a simi lar deveìopment within sociaì theorizing circles.
Partly stimulated by post-empiricist attacks on foundationai epistemolo-

gies, many sociaì and political theorists interested in the study of

metaphor have begun to look more closely at the metaphors which under-

I ine, and give coherency to, those very epistemoìogies. As the intro-
duction to the thesis noted in passing, much of the history of social

and politicaì thought has been rooted in certain epistemologies. And

even if we accept, along with Rorty, that this claim is only the result

r2s Charles Anderson, "Pol itical Theory and Pol itical Science: The Re-discovery and lnterpretation of the pragmatic Tradition',, what
Should Poltitical Theorv Be Now?, ed. John 5. Nelson, p.393.

r26 Richard Harvey Brown and stanford 1"1 . Lyman, ',symbolic Realism andCognitive Aesthetics: An lnvitation'r, Structure, Constciousness andHistory, ed. R.H. Brown and S.iï. tyrañ-lG-mbridge: cambridge uni_
vers i ty Press , 1978) , p.8.
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of a rational reconstructionl2? whose parameters have been determined by

the rise of the'theory of knowledge'over the Iast couple of centuries,

there can be no doubt that the tb/entieth century has witnessed an epis-

temol og i ca ì turn i n the study

plore the metaphorical roots

prove quite inspiring.

pol itics and society. Atempts to ex-

such epistemologies could, therefore,

of

of

For many socíaì and political theorists the most grandiose pressuppo-

sitions of our times have been solidified intorobvious truthsrby domi-

nant ocular metaphors. The argument advanced is that due to the reìa-
tive stabi I i ty i n vi suai sensation, ocuìar metaphors harre heìped to

largeìy justify our search for epistemic certainty.rza And it is our

presupposition of epistemic certainties that guide the search for sta-

ble, non-historicist, pol itical objects. For these theorists, the de-

cl ining val idity of the visual metaphor dominant in epistemology, and

pol itical and sociaì theory, may wel I signal a turn to social science

studies governed by anti-ocuìar metaphors whose goal is therapeutic edi-
fication rather than foundational,/systematic theory bui ìding.tze Herein,

it is argued that metaphors borrowed from the art of reading, which are

121 Rorty oftern warns of the danger of such reconstructions, because hefeeìs they both give rise to, and pride, our whiggishness. He does,however, âlso claim that there is much to be gained from the factthat 'the history of phi losophy, I ike the hisiory of anything, iswritten by the victorsr. see his article, ,rThe Historiography of
Phi ìosophy: Four Genresil, phi losophy in History, ed. R: Rorty,et.al., PP.t+9-75.

128 Proof for their pudding also can be seen as resulting from the fact
that when hal lucinations are taken into consideration, many phi loso-phers opt for coherence theories of knowledge.

12e See the brief discussion in Alìan llegiìì, "iilartin Heidegger and thePolitics of Crises", What Shouìd poìitical Theory Be Nowil ea. JohnS. Nel son, pp. 26\-30\. -



especially abundant in Gadamerian hermeneutics, wi

take account of the rsubjectr and heìp us understand

counts of the social and poì i tical world are largeìy

than bu i ì t upon phenomena wh i ch are rd i scoveredr .

3t\
I I more adequate ì y

that systematic ac-

constructed rather

ln a similar fashion, some social and political theorists have ob-

jected to the predominance of ocular metaphors in the social sciences

because such metaphors are unable to come to terms with the fact that

most poìitical things cannot be seen. Eugene I'liller, for exampìe, in

attempting to come to terms with the fact that 'the language of pol iti-
cal inquiry is inescapably metaphorical', has argued that visual meta_

phors seem particularly unsuited given the role of metaphor in such in-
quiry; namely' providing "a way of moving from the observable or

sensibìe to the pol iticalrr.reo

The will ingness to holC the realm of the pol iticaì as somehow tran-
scendent in this manner has motivated other attacks on the reì iance of

visual and aìl other sensory metaphors. The views of Arendt are parti-

cuìary notabìe in this context. ln accepting, in a manner not unl ike

Pepper and even Kuhn, that al I phi losophical ìanguage is metaphorical,

Arendt suggests that metaphorrs ab i I i ty to br i dge ,,the gap between i n-

ward and invisibìe mental activities and the world of appearances, was

certainìy the greatest gift language could bestow on thinking and hence

on phi losophy".r3r she, too, however, warns of the danger of certain
metaphors' especialìy to the extent that we use them to clarify the na-

r 3 0 Eugene l'1 i I I er , rrl'letaphor and po I

litical Science Review /J 0979)

13r Hannah Arendt, The Life of the
York and London: Harcourt Brace

i t i cal Knowl edge", The Amer i can po-
:163.

Hi nd: Voì ume 0ne: Th i nk i nq (New
Jovanov i ch, 1977) , p. I 05.
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ture of what she considers to be the primary activity of the mind -

th i nk i nq. For Arendt, rìo metaphor drawn from the senses can poss i b I y

illuminate the activity of thinking. lf it is attempted - as she be-

I ieves the rel iance on the metaphorical language of vision in Western

phiìosophy reveals - the outcome is the inteììectuaì pitfalìs of philo-

sophical duaì isms and the incipience of scientism. The ìatter, in its
reduction of thinking to cognition, deals a death blow to the reflective
and creative aspect of this speciaì activity of the mind. Arendt there-

fore argues that "the onìy possible metaphor one can conceive of for the

I ìfe of the mind is the sensation of being al iveil.r32

Arendtrs entire phi losophical edifice is itself, however, constituted

by numerous dual ismsr33 that refìect a strong Heideggerian attemptr34 on

her part to break free of the invasion of positivistic thought in the

social sciences. These duaì isms to which she so intenseìy subscribes,

as weil as the essential ism on the nature of mind that she derives from

Husserl, wouìd not stand the scrutiny of most post-empiricist philoso-

phers. To countenance the iustification she gives for her views on met-

aphor wouìd, I believe, be a step in the h/rong direction for social and

pol iticaì theorists.

132 lbid., p.123,

r33 Al I of which appear to stem from the standard phenomenological di-
chotomy between 'worldr and 'earth'. We thus encounter in her writ-ing the fol ìowing distinctions: work/ ìaborr pol itical/social, plu-rality/nultiplicity; âction/behaviour, private,/pubì ic,
freedom/necessi ty, sol i tude/lonel iness, event/process.

r3a Namely, rTrace the etymology of any word your opponent employs untilyou fínd a lacunae between its roriginal meaning' and the present.
use of it. Then indict them for overlooking a profound phiìosophi-cal distinctionr.
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One might argue that the attack on the predominance of the visual

metaphor in the sociaì sciences has come somewhat beìatedly, especial ly

g iven the post-empi r i c i st attack on trad i ti onal /pos i t ivi st i c concept ions

of what constitutes seeinq, an attack which goes back at least to the

early views of Hanson. Herein we might stress the fol lowing: the at-
tack on visual/ocuìar metaphors can be inspiring if we are still within
the confines of a positivistic interpretation of vision and other senso-

ry activities. However, if we have broken free of these confines -

something that post-empíricism is helping us to do - then there is no

necessary reason to trade those visual metaphors for metaphors drawn

from theractivity'of reading or thetsensation of being aliver. gnce

vision itself is seen as partìy a constructive activity then the meta-

phors drawn from it need not serve to entrench the idea that knowledge

has cer ta i n necessary foundat i ona I roots .

So far we have only considered those social and poìiticaì theorists
who bel ieve metaphors enhance/confine our descriptions of the social_po_

I iticaì world and guide expìanatory resources down fruitfuì/dangerous
paths. Some contributors to these debates, however, argue that explana-

tory principìes are themseìves impregnated with metaphoric content. 0ne

pol itical scientist, for example, has argued along the fol ìowing l ines:

Expìanatory principles are thus metaphors, but metaphors thatsatisfy two particular requirements. First, they must be abìeto account for what we have already observed: the generaliza-
tions with which we began. second, they must also be abìe tosuggest new relationships later confirmed by observations;
they must be frui tfuì . consequentry, not just any metaphorwilì do.r3s

r3s I{illiam H. Panning, "What
in Pol iticaì Sciencet',
John S. Nelson, p.488.

Does lt Take to Have a Theory? principles
What Should Political Theorv Be Now?, ed.
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As this particular author concìudes, therrself-conscious study of

such metaphors for poìitics has largeìy been abandoned by political sci-
encs' due to our discipl ine's conception of theories as generaliza-

tionsrr.r36 His claim that rexplanatory principìes' are metaphors is,

however, not quite as radicaì as it might initialìy appear - for it im-

plicitly assumes the correctness of the verificationist conception of

metaphor. That conception, it might be noted, is ìargeìy rooted in the

'standard theoryr of metaphor that goes back to Aristotìe, and wherein

it is considered that a metaphor highl ights an aìready existing similar-
i ty between two objects or reìations. The view depicted in the above

passage is that a metaphor will assist the extension of our

and theories into new domains, but that at some point the

specuìations

metaphor must

be tested to see if the objects and reìations that it helps to isolate
are ¡confirmed'; i.e., determined to be rrealr.

Qu inean v iew of metaphor noted ear'l ier.

It is, at heart, the

This particular quotation does, however, heìp us in getting that much

closer to the heart of the matter impl icitìy at hand; namely, the rift
that separates verificationist and constitutivist views of metaphor.

l'lany theor ists, Ers we have seen, in arguing that pol it ical robjectsl

transcend the ìimitations of contingent sensation and the metaphors

drawn therefrom, object to the verificationist view. Hence, Hi ì ler and

Arendt argue that metaphors which can be tested and confirmed on empiri-

cal grounds are necessariìy metaphors that cannot provide us with an un-

derstanding of that which is uniquely and most importantly poì iticaì.
Hence, thei r opposi tion to a heavy rel iance on metaphors borrowed from

r36 lbid., p.502.
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- s i nce they be I i eve that such metaphors are

necessarily those whose 'empiricaì confirmation¡ gives a faìse sense of
rcertain pol iticaì knowledger. The inevitable resuìt, so they argue, is

a conception of the pol iticaì void of an understanding of human açJency

and those eìements ('historicaì consciousness', et cetera) which, al-

though they may have their roots within it, uìtimatelyrtranscendr indi-

viduaì sensation. [tne ¡ias we see throughout this argument?: it is

assumed that all rscientific' metaphors are 'empirically confirmedr in

the natural sciences; the image of science, therefore, is thoroughly

positivist.r3? Although the theory of 'empirical confirmationr to which

reference is being made is not stated explicitly, given the emphasis on

sensation in the argument it wouìd appear it is one which does not coun-

tenance anv inferences. At ìeast positivists had trouble with this sort
of thing!l

t'l ilìer, however, wishes to avoid what he sees as the subjectivism and

historicism of the constitutivist view. As he readiìy admits, his view

presupposes that pol itica'l things 'have an inteì ì igibìe structurer, rra

and that rpoì itical knowìedge is fundamental ly non-metaphorical'.r3e yet

although he grants that we can have knowledge of poìitical things ,in

themselvesr he feel s that our express i ons of th i s knowl edge i s perhaps

inextricably metaphorical. His attempts to pay credence to both views,

r3? lt is indeed strange
assumption with him.
been some time since
completely dead (cf.,
qu i ryrr) .

that Hi I ler of al I peopìe sti I I carries this
As we have seen earlier in this chapter it has
he decìared that positivism was more or less
'rPositivism, Historicism, and politicaì ln-

r38 Eugene l'1 ilìer, r¡i\etaphor and politicaì Knowledge,', p.ì69.
r3e lbid., p.ì68.
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therefore' can be seen as forcing him to reject a thesis fundamental to

much of twentieth century phi ìosophy; namely that the I imits of language

are the ì imíts of the world. The alternatives to this concept¡on, how-

ever' are not that numerous. The most common one is that which invokes

the intuition aììegedly constitutive of a 'pre-scientificr, pre-ìinguis-

tic awareness. f4i ì ler has trouble with this phenomenological alterna-

tive. Another alternative, that there is practical knowledge of these

things which is implicit and linguisticaììy unformalizable he strangeìy

enough does not consider. And yet another aìternative, also one which

flilìer does not consider, (but one which we wiìl consider in our chapter

on Scientific Real ism),140 one drawn largely from research in cognitive

neurobiology, suggests that ìingusitic formulations are only one small

part of information-processing ('knowledge') in general. Rather than

any of these, Hilìer seems to fee'l most comfortable with a bizarre vari-
ant of nineteenth century perspectivism. He argues accordingly:

Pol itical inquiry is the attempt to move from the perspectives
to an integral view, from opinions to a grasp of the thing inits wholeness. lt proceeds by taking a variety of opinioni or
viewpoints into account ... The closer we approach an integralor comprehensive view, the more ful ìy we are abìe to appreci-
ate both the truth that each metaphor makes manifest and the
Partiaì ity of that truth.14l

The viabi I ity that 14il ler sees in such an alternative ìeads him to

argue that 'metaphoricaì thinking is like a ladder,ra2 and that poì¡ti-
caì inquiry 'can move beyond íts metaphoricaì beginningsr. The generaì

Quinean view is therefore countenanced but the roots of that view - that

140 Yet an
abou t

1 a r Eugene

142 lbid.,

aìternative which doesn't necessariìy have anythinq
the rpolitical things' which Hiller is referring to.

14i lìer, rrl'letaphor and Poì itical lnquiry't, p.167.

p.168.

to say
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empirical adequacy is possible - are not. l,/hether any coherency is es-

tabì ished by f1i I ìer's position is another matter indeed. His alterna-
tive seems to be founded on the same sort of faith that guides many I ib-

eraì democrats' advocacy of pìuraì i ty and progressi i.e., that the Good

(for l'1 iller, read Truth) emerges from the totaìity of diverse views on

the matter.

14i I ìer, however, beì ieves that this is the onìy aìternative ìeft to

those who want to avoid the unconvincing historicism impl icit in the

constitutivist interpretation of metaphor - an interpretation that
rreliminates the possibiìites of testing politicaì metaphors by an inde-

pendent grasp of what is reaì'.r¿3 According to 14i ì ìer, it is hard to
see' given constitutivist assumptions, how 'rpolitical inquiry can yieìd
anything more than a history of pol itical symbols that have proved use-

fuì to people at one time or another, depending on their poìiticaì pur-

Posesrr. r 4 4

l'1 iller's opposition to the constitutivist view of metaphor seems to

be ìargeìy rooted in what he sees as the inevitable historicism growing

out of the cìaim that pol iticaì reaì ity is constituted by metaphorical

ìanguage. lt might be noted, however, that constitutivist views of met-

aphor, oF of any other symbols, do not necessari ly have to countenance

historicism. One who subscribes to such a view may simply argue that

the metaphorical structure of poìiticaì life remains the same over time.

r43 lbid., p.166.

144 lbid., p.169,
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lndeed, it is strange that 14i I ìer draws the historicist inference so

readiìy. For as we have seen, one of the major arguments against meta-

phoricaì descriptions of the poìitical bases its criticism on the a'l -

ìedged fact that such structures can become very permanent - guiding our

thought and our actions. ln addition, many psychoìogicaì theories over

the ìast one hundred years have readí ly countenanced the symbol ic struc-

ture (and construction) of reaìity whiìst at the same time allowing that

the structure (s) remai ned real i tiveìy stabìe over time. Jungian icono-

graphic studies, Iaden as they are with the invocation of historicaI ar-

chetypes, are perhaps the most mentionabìe in this regard.

Even though many constitutivisits readily admit that poìiticaì reali-
ty is necessariìy historicist, l'1 ilìerrs case is not won on this point.

l'1 il ler refers, in a critical manner, to the political symboìs of the

constitutivists that have rserved peopìe at one time or anotherr. pìay-

ing off against the historicist gambit, however, makes the impì icit in-
dictment rather problematic; i.e., what temporal sì ice is being referred

to by rat one timer? Those l'larxists, for exampìe, who are inclined to-
wards symbol ic-cum-hegemonic studies, wouìd consider this eìement of

time verv important. lf that temporaì sl ice corresponds to the reign of

a particuìar mode of production then there is no reason why they should

feel less secure in conducting their studies. ln additionr nìãñ/ would

argue that the real art behind cultural criticism is being abìe to rec-

ognize that certain symboìs onìy stay around for so long. ln both of

these cases, however, the appropr ì at i veness (for those sympathet i c to
the approaches) of the study of symboìs is not at all diminished. Sub-

scribing to historicism, zìs we noted in our discussion of Rorty, does

not mean giving up doing things in the present.
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As far as the cash value of their research goes (and I am not

supposing that it is anything), it does not appear that const¡tutivist
views necessari ly have anything less to reap than the rperspectivist¡

position to which l4iììer adheres. ln fact, many of the anaìyses open to

the former are closed to the Iatter.

Constitutivists would have no trouble entertaining the possibi ì i ty

that certain dimensions of socíal and pol iticaì real ity (19g4, et cet-
era) are best expressed through novels and other 'l iterary mediums. They

are also well equipped to point to the fact that certain pol itical phe-

nomena are best expressed (or created) through specific metaphors (for

exampl e, threat by rdomi no effect' ; magn i tude by rstar wars, ; d i stance

by 'third worìd') and that pol iticaì action is eíther guided or stimu-

I ated through what m i ght be ca I ì ed tcr i ses metaphors , (for exampl e, 'The

Doomsday Report') .

Constitutivist views could aìso quite adequateìy take account of the

argument that our abiìity to create worlds may be ìimited by a crisis in

meaning theory.r4s Nothing precludes the advocates of such a view from

arguing that metaphors might serve certain 'ethical' purposes (for exam:

pìe, in heìping to I ink the notions of ,the individual' with that of
Ithe pol itical order'). And if they were oriented aìong the construc-

tional ist ì ines of Goodman (this is not an impossibiì ity) they would

apPreciate that the adequacy of a metaphor results from the nature (ae-

gree) of its projectibility.

14s As is al leged by Tracy B.
What Should Potitical
pp.2\l -2\8 .

Strong, "Nihi l ism and poì itical Theory",
Theory Be Now?, êd. John S. Neì son,
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As was mentioned earlier, however, l'1 iller's position and that of the

constitutivists are not the only aìternatives one can choose when exam-

ining the reìation between metaphors and other symboìs and the sociaì-
political world. ln a co-authored book, Elder and cobb, have invoked

Kuhn for conceptual support in a manner guite simiìar to the sociolo-

gists of knowledge who we have already considered. As they see it:
The overal ì cultural configuration of which symbols are a part
constitute something of a social paradigm characterizabìe in
much the same term that Kuhn has used to describe a scientific
paradigm. lndividual understanding of this social paradigm isìargely'tacit knowledgerwhich is acquired simpìy througñ ex-
perience and which often cannot be art¡culated expl icitly.tnu

Aìthough they invoke Poìanyi to give credence to the view that

'knowledge of the sociaì paradigmr is largely tacit, they nevertheless

seem to agree with lv1 iller - perhaps much to his awe - that some measure-

ment procedure is required in the study of symbols. As they put it:
The distinctive features of a symbol ic perspective on pol itics
are to be found not so much in its methodoìogy as in the ques-
tions it asks and the framework it offers for interpreting re-
search findings. This is not to say, however, that the per-
spective is without methodologicaì impl ications. I t tends to
require a measurement approach that is distinctly more pheno-
menologicaì in nature than those commonly used in survey re-
search. r a 7

The integration of measurement techniques and symbol ic anaìysis does,

however, introduce one to a variety of problems the depth of which can-

not be underestimated. Primary amongst these problems is that of meta-

phor and reference. As we saw in our section on metaphor earlier in the

thes i s, th i s prob lem has been deemed \^/orthy of concern by th i nkers as

14 6 Char l es D . E l der and Roger I"l .
(New York and London: Longman,

!47 lbid., p.152.

Cobb., The Po ì i t i ca ì Uses of Svmbo I s
rg83), p.ì43.
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diverse in orientation as Davidson, Goodman, and Ricouer. ln one of the

more classic studies of symbolism in political science, Edelman has made

a distinction between condensation and referential symbols as fol lows:

Referential symboìs are economicaì ways of referring to the
objective elements in objects or situations: the elements
identified in the same way by different people.r4s

Iand]

condensation symboìs evoke the emotions assocíated with thesituation. They condense into one symbolic event, sign, oract patriotic pride, anxieties, rememberances of past glories
or hum i I i at i ons , prom i ses of future greatness: some one of
these or aì ì of them. r4 e

Although Edelman did go on to argue that 'no example can ever be

whol ly free of either referential or of condensation symboìsrr,rso his

presentation of things largely assumed the vaì idity of many positivist
presuppositions, incìuding the distinction between cognitive and non-

cognitive activities.

ln one way it is rather strange that right at the time when the ref-
erential status of scientific terms becomes so probìematic attempts to

discern the referential aspects of metaphor become so important. To a

ìarge part it appears that this has happened as a result of post-empiri-

cist attempts to draw into question the positivist distinction between

cognitive and non-cognitive activities. And as a result of such at-
tempts a two-pronged attack emerges - one trys to show how the classical

cognitive activities do not I ive up to their name, and another which at-

r48 ¡lurray Edelman, The
versity of lìlinois,

14e lbid.

150 lb¡d., p.7.

Symbol ic Uses
1964) , p.6.

of Politics (Urbana, lìì.: Uni-
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itiver elements f unction in a way similar to
cogn i t i ve funct i on i ng. The Kuhns and the

t-empiricism have ìargeìy been responsible

and Goodman for the I atter.

There i s, however, Do necessary reason to bel i eve that post-empi r i -

c i st devel opments wi I I cont i nue to support attempts to expì i cate the

referential nature of metaphor. The force of their attacks on the no-

tion of representation and the idea that there arerreferentsr in an ex-

tra-mental' extra-linguistic reaìm can only make one very dubious wheth-

er they are going to expend their resources on asking the same questions

about metaphor as they did about the ontoìogical status of robservablel

and rpostuìatedr entities.

But if examinations into the referents of metaphorical statements and

other symboì ic Cevices are deemed as constitutive of a degenerating re-

search Programme, metaphor and symbol study in the social sciences could

wind up taking some unexpected turns. One such turn may weì ì be that

towards what has become known as Symbolic Realism (whose practitioners

also do not seem to mind the ìabel ,cognitive aesthetics'), a position

that quite readi ly countenances the constitutivist view of metaphor.

The eìements of design becomes very tantamount to such an approach

wherein the propositional axioms of the logicaì positivists are seen as

on par with the 'guiding assumptions' that those influenced by Kuhn so

frequently (and ìoosely) empìoy, and the world-versions which are just

start i ng to come i nto vogue as a resul t of Goodmanrs I atest efforts.
The extent

as drawing

which recent developments in symbol ic Reaì ism can be seen

the conceptuaì and terminoìogicaì resources of post-empi-

to

on
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ricism is clearìy i llustrated in the following passage from a book which

heralds its general approach as a 'new paradigm with broad impì ication

for all human studies':

The perspective of cogni tive aesthetics has several advantages
for social scientific discourse. Fírst, it permits us to go
beyond the debate between the positivists' copy theory of
truth and the intuitive approach favored by idealists. sec-
ond, a cognitive aesthetic framework draws attention to the
the central role of paradigm innovation in the development of
science. Both the artist and the scientist, as wel ì as thepoìitician or citizen who is seeking to create a new mode of
publ ic discourse, are seen as having a basic affinity: They
are creating paradigms through which experience becomes intel-
I igibìe. Third, by stressing the world creating aspects of
scientific innovation, a cognitive aesthetic approach provides
a bridge between what experts do and what all of us do in our
everyday ìives. We aìl create worìds.rsl

The influence which post-empiricist thought can be seen as having on

the formu I at i on

apparant. lt is,

lsr Richard Harvey Brown
Cognitive Aesthetics:
History, eds. Richard
Cambr i dge Un i vers i ty

and S tanf ord ,\. Lyman, I'Symbo I i c Rea ì i sm and
An I nv i tat i on" , Structure, Consc i ousness , and

Harvey Brown and Stanford 11. Lyman (CarnOr iage:
Press, 1978) , p.6.

of this declaration from Symbol ic Real ists is readi ly

of course, a very interesting formuìation and one pre-

sented in a tight enough fashion to be nearìy inspirational I n what

has become nearìy programmatic for many social and poìitical theorists,

the positivist position on such matters is reduced to their ,.opy theory

of truthr . l.Je are then introduced to some neo-Kuhn i an parad i gm ph i ì oso-

of what exact I y const i tutesphizing. Although a specific definition

such paradigms remains somewhat vague, the insinuation is clearly that

they serve as some sort of (mental?) classificatory system that organ-

izes an otherwise chaotic array of experiences. The tone of the insinu-

ation, at this point anyways, remains unmistakenly Kantian.
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This particular formulation, as well as others akin to it, does, how-

ever' depart from the Kantian problematic in some very fundamental ways.

The categories of mind which Kant spoke, we must recalì, were conceptu-

al ized as rigid and permanent; moreover, they were what enabled rexperi_

ence' to be possibìe in the f irst pìace. They \^,ere not f ìexible and

malleable entities that alìowed 'experience, to be organized one way

now' and countless other ways at countìess other points in time. For

Kant, they gave us, enabled us to have, one world.

As we have noted before, the groundwork for multipìe worlds theoriz-
ing was provided via the historicist tendency rampant within German

ldeaì ism. And systematic coherency was the epistemologicaì haì ìmark of

much of the legacy that foìlowed in the wake of such ideal ism. By con-

trasting'the positivist copy theory of truth'with rthe intuitive ap-

proach favored by ideaì istsr, the authors of the above formulation are

attempting to overlook the fact that their approach is very much a part

of that very legacy. They may well have something important to contrib-
ute to sociaì scientific discourse, to the same extent that those propo-

nents of the constìtutivist view of metaphor may welì have something to

contribute. To deny that either of these schools of thought are not

firmly rooted in the tradition of (l inguistic) ideal ismrs2 is, however,

only possible after the past-time of philosophy is radicaììy reshuf-

fìed.rs3

rs2 ldeal ism in general and I inguistic ideal ism in particular are not
necessari ly compatibìe, nor equivaìent, doctrines. ln fact, in ournext chapter we wilì examine to what extent a form of ìinguistic
ideaì ism can be seen as entering into various formulations of Scien-tific Realism.

r s 3 Let me rema in true to my o\^Jn pos i t ion on these matters. The h i stor-ical deck may well be reshuffled in this fashion one day. The tíme
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That German ldeal ism should be viewed as the backdrop against which

much of the work that goes under the rubric of Symbol ic Real ism takes

shape is, however, guite secondary to our considerations at this point.
It is rather the post-empiricist contribution which is most problematic

- specifically the support aììegedly forthcoming from Kuhn,s notion of
paradigmatic science.

For Brown and Lyman, the paradigms of which they speak ',provide the

frameworks for structuring appearance, for creating those real ities that
become accessible to our understandingr'.rsa Extending theír empìoyment

of Kuhnian verbiage, whi lst urging us to view such paradigms as ¡meta-

phoricr, they also feel quite confident in claiming that t'in normaì sci-
ence' as in normaì poì iticaì times, the governing paradigms or root met-

aphors are not brought into guestion'.rss rhe primary import of these

basic theses - that 'formal thought has the power to name the reaì'
alìegedly compeìs us to except that 'tintelìection is a highìy pol iticaì
¿çltl. 1s 6

This conceptual integration of what might be cal led a constitutivist
view of metaphor with a Kuhnian phi ìosophy of science provides the in-
vestigative fuel for Brown's and Lymanrs brand of symboì ic Real ism -

"the view that the only realities accessible to us as Knowìedge are sym-

for such a reshuffling is, however, presently - ¡doctrinarilyr
premature. We must remain sincere to, and conscious of, our contem-poraries; í.e., we must speak in a discourse that fits.

1s4 Richard Harvey Brown and Stanford H. Lyman, "symbol ic Real ism andCognitive Aesthetics: An lnvitation',, p.9.
rss lbid., p.8.

1s6 lbid., p.9.
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steadfast to the tendency of many

to presuppose that the content of

symboì ic constructions are rmeanings', Brown and Lyman further presup-

hermeneutic in-pose that I'analysis of meaning construction involves a

terpretation of action, FUìes and ¡s¿se¡5rr.rsa By stressing the notion

and function of paradigm ìnnnovation as the rcreation of a world¡, how-

ever' Symboì ic Real ism is aì legedly abìe to overcome 'the traditional
dichotomies between subjectivist and objectivist ways of theorizing'.
Its contribution to sociaì and poìiticaì theory is outìined by Brown and

Lyman as fol lows:

The aesthetic approach to paradigm constructions draws the so-
cial scientist into a consciousness of the paradigmatic I imits
imposed by his own outlook. ln this process he becomes criti-
caì of the modes by which his discourse proceeds and opens
himself up to the possibi ì ity of a multipl icity of discourses
by wh i ch he m i ght proceed better and farther . r. s e

They are also very ready to point to b/hat might be called the Fcu-

caultian element in aì I of this:

The notion of paradigm innovation as the creation of a worìd
ra i ses the guest i on of power. what wor I ds m i ght be more or
less useful to the powers that be or to aspiring nonel ites?
How is the power or capacity to create such worlds differen-tial ly distributed sociaì ly: l.lhat is the proper role of in-
teìlectual5?reo

rs? lbid., p.5. ln order to provide a glimpse of the kind of conceptual
meat that Brown and Lyman beì ieve is impl icit in this thesis, it
might be added that they also claim that such a view ttranscends
both scientific real ism and romantic ideal ismr.

rs8 lb¡d., p.7.

rse lbid.

r6o lbid., p.6
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That Kuhnian-Rortian-Goodmanian phi losophies can be used to lend sup-

port to such a perspective is quite obvious. lndeed, post-empiricist

influences are readily admitted by many contributors to Brown¡s and Ly-

manrs col lection of essays. ln an article which takes issue with the

content and ramifications of transformations in the grammar of our po-

I itical understanding, Tracy Strong heralds Kuhn's The Structure of Sci-
entific Revoìutions as the seminal work in such investigations.r6r Like

Lyman and Brown, Strong also bel ieves that the social scientific exami-

nation of such transformations may welì make possible an ethical-politi-
ca I payof f . As she sees i t:

0nce the structure of such revolutionary transformation is
sketched out, it may then be possible to suggest some forms ofwriting and discourse that might (though certainly not neces-sarily) produce similar transformations in our time.r62

I n urg i ng a dramaturg í ca I mode I of pol i ticaì discourse and renact-

ments', Strong urges (via metaphor) social and pol itical theorists to

appreciate that "we may not be persuaded by a play, but if it be a good

Pìay' we have no choice but to recognize that it is thereil.r63 The mes-

sage in this metaphor is not so difficult to unpack; it is one that em-

phasizes the mal ìeable yet organized component of any received socio-po-

litical understanding - it points to the fact that such understanding

may change (ìike any play) but aìso that while the performance is on, we

must ab i de by the correspond i ng ì y entrenched norms of raud i ence behav-

r61 Tracy B. Strong, rrDramaturgicaì Discourse and Political Enactments:
Toward an Artistic Foundation for pol itical space,r, Structure, con-
:ciousness, and History, ed. Richard Harvey B.o*nliffinford i{.
Lyman, p.240.

162 lbid., p.2\2.

,.63 tb¡d., PP.256-257.
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i ourr .

what is quetionable about Strong,s approach, and others akin, how-

ever' is the attempt to rsketch outt the structure of the revoìutionary

transformations that affect our understanding of the pol itical. The at-
tempt is, of course' most questionable when such aìleged transformations

are conceptually set within a Kuhnian probìematic. ln speaking of para-

digm-cum-worìd- creation Symbol ic Real ists are employing Kuhnrs work in
a rather I oose and decept i ve fash i on.

Brown and Lyman, wê have already seen, argue that the creation of

such worlds is something'alì of us do in our everday livesr. This is a

very powerful claim. We have Iearnt from our last chapter that such a

cìaim is very much the province of Goodmanian phi losophy. Goodman, how-

ever' resists the temptation to speak genericaììy in terms of paradigms.

Rather, his views are very much ridden with the narrower notion of ,var-

iations and variations thereuponr. styìes of I iterary quatation, iusi-
caì composi tion, metaphorical reference, and even the entrenchment of
previously vague predicates are alì part and parceì examples of ways of

worìdmaking. One might even say that worlds are easier to make and re-
make within a Goodmanian probìematic than within a Kuhnian problematic.

Given, that is, if it realìy is worlds which rwe make'.

Rom Harre, in an articìer64 wherein he deveìops the notion of 'archi-
tectonic man', in making reference to changing standards of fashion and

acceptable architecturaì notions of what constitutes 'l iving space' is,

r64 The article, "Archiperience", is also
(pp.l39-172).

tecton ic l'lan: 0n the Structur ing of L ived Ex-
contained within the Brown and Lyman col lection
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for exampìe, operating more wi thin the Goodmanian probìematic. Brown

and Lyman, orì the other hand, i n speak i ng of Þarad i gms of exper i ence

seem to be constantly emphasizing a more grandiose notion of world-mak-

ing - more akin in import and substance to Kuhn's much misunderstood

claím that Newtonian and Einsteinian scientists rl ived in different
wor ì ds | .

However' even if we overìook Kuhn's more recent retraction of the re-

ceived import of his cìaim and go with rworìds', (in the later Kuhn, ex-

empìars pìus disciplinary matrixes) it does not follow that on a Kuhnian

construal such world creation is something rwe all do everydayr. Kuhni-

an rworldsr, apart from being the exclusive conceptuaì I iving space of

scientists (i.e., members of a specific community) are not susceptible

to such dramatic alteration. ln additìon, even if we allow the socio-

political extension of fundamental Kuhnian notions, such worìds (para_

digms) would not be created by 'a citizen seeking a new mode of public

discourser. Kuhnian paradigms (worlds) are both more constraining and

irreducible to acts of individual whim than either Brown or Lyman seem

prepared to adm i t.

Even strong, who largely resists the generic approach of Brown and

Lyman, neverthel ess seeks to 'sketch out the structures of revol ut i onary

transformationsr, aìbeit, in order to achieve an understanding of how to

most adequate ì y effect fur ther such transformat i ons . Such an attempt,

however' would find more conceptuaì affinity with a phi ìosophical Leni-

nism than w¡th the view of Kuhn.
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The pardoxicaì thing about Kuhnrs The Structure of Scientific Revolu-

tions is simply that it refuses to countenance such a rstructure, as

traditionaì ly understood; structure is the province of ¡normal science,.

ln addition' even if there was such a structure, the tacit, non-formal i-
zable component of scientific change would preclude its specification.
With¡n the problematic she has decided to theorize, Strong wouìd actual-
ly be weìl-advised to conclude that just as a 'good' play must be ac-

knowledged whether it persuades us or not, our acknowìedgement that the

play has changed comes quite in spite of the fact that we largeìy remain

in ignorance of exactìy how (or why) the Þerformance has changed.

One can provide numerous other exampìes to substantiate that the ten-

dency within post-empiricism that sponsors paradigms,/worlds/discourses

phiIosophizing can Iend much support to the ,reasearch programmer of

something I ike Symboì ic Real ism. Such conceptuaì support may also be so

interpreted to fuel the optimism of those sociaì theorists, impr icit'ly
interested in the import of lvlarx's rE ìeventh Thes is on Feuerbachr , who

cìaim that¡rour recognition that sociaì order is a conctruction invites
us to activeìy reconstruct our worìdr. res rhe optimism embedded in

claims ì ike this, however, bel ies some centraì probìems of the entire
symbol ic Real ist approach and other rpost-empiricist' symbol studies.

Those social and pol itical theorists who are interested in iconogra-

phy and the role which symbols pìay in our everyday (pol itical) ì ives

can' of course, be seen as remaining ìargeìy within the Durkheimian tra-
dition.r66 Conceptual resources provided in general by the linguistic

r6s Richard Harvey Brown
Cognitive Aesthetics:

and Stanf ord t4. Lyman,
An lnvitation'r, p.9.

rrSymboìic Realism and
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turn that phi ìosophy has taken in twentieth century, as weì I as those

resources specifical ly offered by much of post-empi ricism can, however,

be seen as greatly assisting those theorists in their attempt to inte-
grate the Romant i c not i on of man as se l f-creat i ve wi th the Kant i an no-

tion of man as constituting a phenomenal worìd. Granted alì of this,
however, such theorists seem bound to choose between an Hegel ìan or Ni-

etzschean approach.

What I mean by this is that they appear bound to choose between an

approach which ìooks upon the products of symboì construction as mono-

I ithic entities constituting a culturaì tradition (or a hegemonic poì it-
ical discourse) or an approach that underl ines the necessari ly fragment-

eds and inevitabìy disjunct products of such rworld-making'endeavors.

A third approach is, arguably enough, also possible; nameìy, that where-

in the ìatter, Nietzschean, approach is seen as providing the resources

for achieving a new culturaì tradition or poì iticaì discourse. Tracy

Strong actuaìly appears to be predisposed to this very outlook on

things, âs is exhibited in her advice to pol itical theorists to disen-

gage themselves from the reigning (and constraining) discourse by em-

ploying chaos producing metaphors, riddles, and even si lence as weì I as

unorthodox styles of writing (i.e., aphorisms). Such techniques, so the

al ìegation goes, wi I I shake up the reigning discourse and (possibly)

provide the groundwork for conceptuaì izing (and viewing) poì iticaì I ife

166 Accordingly, many sociaì theorisits who have become interested in
symbol study and the. (unacceptab ì e) d i st i nct i on between cogn i tive/
non-cognitive activities vía the affective infìuence of post-empiri-
c i st deve lopments , hera ìd the work of I'lary Doug I as as a dec i s ivecontribution to such debates. For a glimpse of the work of the lat-ter as well as some of the age-oìd questions that stimulate such de-bates see l'lary Douglas, Natu!gl. Symbols: Explorations in Cosmoìoqy
(New York: Penguin goots, 1973) .
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Hegel and Nietzscher,

of both of the i r ap-

ticaì worlds.

however, such an approach assumes the va ì i d i ty

proaches to understanding (and making) sociaì-poì i

The bugbear in al I of this is language. lluch of twentieth century

philosophy in general and post-empiricism in particular is paving the

way for the incipience of a ful l-blown ì inguistic ideal ism. Language,

at once simpìy a method for communication, is increasingìy coming to be

seen as constitutíng that which is communicated. Herein ì ies the worìd-

making power of language that is recognized by the Goodmans of Angìo-A-

merican phiìosophy and the Gadamers of its Continentaì cousin. Since

language is by def inition a sociaì artifact the worlds it create jæ
facto come to be seen as generical ly binding monol ithic entities. lf
symboì construction is inevitabìy ì ìnguistic (or, more precisely, if the

study of such construction cannot break out of the labyrinth of lan-

guage), then it appears that iconography is by nature rworld-view' anal-

ysis. Hence the tendency in much of post-empiricist social and pol iti-
cal theory to speak in terms of discourses, traditions, and worlds.

Hence also the radicals'calì for the imaginative deveìopment of ¡alter-

nat i ve conceptua ì schemes ' .

0n the other hand, however, if one emphasizes the necessariìy hegem-

onic nature of contemporary discourse and political understanding, then

one is ìeft hard-pressed to develop an adequate account of how and why

such discourses ('worlds') chanqe. This problem, of course, in one form

or another plagues aì I those thinkers who have tried to formulate the

schism that sparates tradition and innovation and who remain remarkably

destined to operate within the confines of a debate whose parameters

were estab I i shed by Parmen i des and Herac I i tus.
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The predominate tactic employed by those theorists who wish to avoid

the overìy simpìistic talk that resuìts from genericrworld view'philo-

sophizing (i.e., rthe tradition of Western Rationaì ism'; ,the Anglo-A-

merican culturer; rthe naturaì scientific paradigm'; 'the conceptuaì

scheme of bourgeois ìiberal democratsr; rthe white l,lan,s worldr; et cet-
era) is to emphasize idiosyncratic ways of worìd-making. Such idiosync-

racy need not be'subjective' (indeed, given languaqe it can't be) - it
may simply be the province of different 'ìanguage-gamesr. ln Derridean

phraseology, we might make the paradoxicaì cìaim that our world is con-

sti tuted by, and viewed through, var ious frames. The world of pìato,

and of the positivists, is inextricabìy a rworìd well ìostr.

Post-empiricist symbol studies conducted by social and poì itical
theorisits along Nietzschean lines, can be seen as impìying some inspir-
ing theses about the human animal and proposals for theorizing about

that animaì. Such studies may help social and poì itical theorists in

giving renewed emphasis to the Sartrean claim that humans are possessed

of no essence but necessari ly embody the possibil ity of freedom.r6? As a

resul t of such studíes cul turaì patterns may be accepted as severeìy

c i rcumscr i bed and subj ect to change but, neverthe I ess , at one and the

same moment' also considered as general enough (primarily because of the

intersubiective nature of language) to serve as the subject for expìana-

tory purposes. rSituational anaìysesr in the fashion of Goffmanr6B

L6't And if they were operating within these horizons, emphasis
also be extended to the import of other Sartrean claimsi i.e.,is the f uture of l,lan' and 'f,lan is condemned to invent man at

might
'flan

every
i nstantr .

168 see, for exampìe, I rving Goffman, The presentation of seìf ingeJ Li fe (New york: Anchor Books,TSS[-_ - 
- 

-
Ever y-
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might also be seen as providing resources for the examination of the

wwor I -mak i ng aspects of everyday ì i fe. The importance bestowed upon

fraqmentary thought and sociaì organization by post-empiricist symboì

study would also heìp immensely in freeing up the orthodox tendencies in

many Harxist analyses of oppression, the mechanics of class formation

and the loci of power of ideological state apparatuses.

Attention might also be paid to those who have ìong argued that so-

ciaì and pol iticaì theory should be concerned with the 'integrative, or-
ciering aspects of an entire society'. Social and Political itself, how-

ever' would be seen as an on-going activity rather than a reified
product of an otherwise unaltered culturaì world; for such theory is in-

evitabìy framed through yet another frame (through normal discourse?).

0n such a construal greater appreciation might also be paid to those

'symbol ic interactionists' who offer impì icit conceptual resouces to the

attempt to comprehend how the Hiedeggerian attack on the spectator theo-

ry of knowledge sti ì ì permits the mediation of varied discourses

('worlds framed'). Herein, the post-structural ist claim that fundamen-

taì dimensions of the social-pol iticaì worìd are created in the process

of wr i t i ng must a I so be counteneanced.

With the countenancing of the latter post-stucturalist claim, how-

ever, also comes a consideration of Derrida's fundamental maxim that in-

terpretations ('constructions', rframes') can be caììed into question at

any time.r6e Herein, conceptual space is provided for demanding that

16e For a brief, but amazingly interesting, ìook at the kind of workthat inspires many French post-structural ists see Jacques Derrida,
'lsending: 0n Representation", sociar Reasearch 4! (.l9g2) z29l+-326.ln Derrida's opinion: "RepresentãG-bãco;ãr the most general cat-
egory to determine the appprehension of whatever it is that is of
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cultural and pol itical theory be constitutive of unrestrained criticism

of contemporary society as welì as necessariìy possessed of the resourc-

es for rre-creation'. Hence the inevitable consideration that must be

paid to those cultural critics who, for exampìe, wish to view the pol it-
icaì through the 'lenses of ecstasyt t¡o or who urge i\arxists to view the

worìd in ways other than through the rmirror of productionr.rzr Hence,

even the importance of noveìs and science fiction.

Although extending a poì itical importance to innovative and presrip-

tive socio-political theory (and thereby enlarging our appreciation of

various frames and our capacity to judqe), post-empiricist sociaì

thought, in its semioìogicaì phase, if it desires ralternative worìdsr,

must at the same time underì ine the importance of being aware of the

proiectibi I ity of conjectures.r?2 lt must recognize that an rescape from

freedomrmay have intrinsic value. llarcuse is one social theorist who

concern or interest in any relation at al ì. Al I of post-Cartesian
and even post-Hegel ian discourse, if not in fact the whole of moderndiscourse, has recourse to this category to designate all the modi-fications of the subject in its relation w¡th an object". (p.310).
ln this particuìar article he weaves together, pulìs apart, and jux-
taposes the traditional pol itical and epistemological uses of theterm 'representation'. The tactics employed throulhout paraì lel his
more renowned conflation of the'end(s) of man'as depicted in theteleologicaì sense and the 'death of metaphysicsr sense. ln thelatter, we wiìI recal I, the death of metaphysics inextricably brings
about the death of I'lan (as a universal subject, as an agent within
H i story ' as possessed of a const i tut i ng consc i ousness, êt cetera) .

r?0 see, for example, Timothy Leary, The pol itics of Ecstasy (London:
Pantheon Books, .l970).

r?r Jean Baudrilland, The Jv1 irror of Production, trans. l'iark poster (St.
Louis: Telos preil W -Baudr', lland, of course, is certainìy
not unique in making this request - poì iticaì theorists as diversein orientation as Kollantai and Arendt also have very simiìar thingsto say. For our purposes' Baudriìland is interesting because his
request is made in the midst of a semiologicaì examination of liar-xism. lt is aìso important to note that he is I istened to by manyl'larxists; i.e., he is in more of a position to di;¡upfîheir normaì
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understands this matter. He depicts it thus:

No matter how much art overturns the ordinary meanings of
words and images, the transfiguration is still that of a given
material. This limitation of aesthetic autonomy is the cóndi-tion under which art can become a sociaì factor.r?3

Ia nd]

whi le art bears wi tness to the necessi ty of I iberation, i t
also testífies to its limits. what has been done cannot be
undone; what has past cannot be recaptured.r?4

The import of all of this, of course, is something which has been men-

tioned on numerous other occasions throughout this chapter. lt has a

necessary parallel to a similar phenomenon in architecturaì design;

namely, that what one builds is in large part necessariìy determined by

the resources at hand and by the constitution of structures that are to
be altered.r?s

!/ith primari ly onìy this one, largeìy pragmatist ì imiting factor
(symbol ic constructions and interpretations thereof must fit) rrs post-

d i scourse.

\72 lt must, shall \¡Je say, make bed-fellows out of popper and Goodman.

1?3 Herbert l'larcuse, Tbe Aesthetic Dimensiqn: Towards a Çritique ofHarxist AestheticsJe"rîã;f8"".ãn-.ffi t97BJ p.4l= rr-

174 lbid., p.68.

1?s For some interesting insights into the connections between sociaì
and archetectural (spacial) ways of world-making, as wel ì as how thelatter del imits the former see Robert sommer, personal space: The
?gþ?yioural Basis of Desisn (Engrewood ctiff., N.J.r p..nft"-Hull,
1969). Another mi ldìy interesting piece of work in this regard is
Robert David sack, cqnceptions of space in social rhouoht: A Geo-
grgp!'ric Perspective (tlinneapotis: univers'rry of ¡t¡nlÇot" Frõ,
1980).

r?6 iïany would argue that an awareness of this basic del imiting factor
has been expl i c i t throughout the work of even the most 'prescr i p-tive' (normative? ideal ist?) pol itical phi ìosophers. For a look at
how Thomas Horers projections were inevitabìy rooted intconcretelhistorical and political-structuraì analyses see Louis i\arin, "To-
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empíricist social and poì iticaì theory seems capable of opening up an

inestimatable number of unexplored horizons. lt appears aìmost inextri-
cably destined to continue forcing the tradition to underl ine its basic

affinity to artistic endeavors. lf sociaì and poìiticaì rheory of this
variety, however' continues to draw its support from post-empiricist de-

velopments in Angìo-American phi losophy of science it wi ì ì have to

appreciate how taìk of rdesignr is potentialìy beset with the same prob-

ìems that plague the intentional idiom in general.

5.5 CONCLUDING COlllhlENTS

some twenty-five years ago c. wright Hills expressed his regret at

the influence the philosophy of science was having in the social scienc-

es by way of the fol ìowíng, not so passive, query:

The young, i t has frequent ì y been not i ced, are often corrupt i -
ble, but is it not curious to see older scholars of sociaì
sc i ence a ì so made uneasy by the pretens i ons of the ph i I oso-
phers of sc i ence? I ? ?

ln many ways, i\4iìls subscribed to a posítivistic image of science. He

was quite comfortable in stating that'everyone agrees that scientific

advance is cumulativer and thatrfor oners work to count it must relate
to what has been done beforer. The latter, he insisted, was needed to

'communicater, and for objectivity.rze ln many other ways, however,

l'1i I ls was expl icitly Feyerabendian:

ward a Semiotic of Utopia: pol i
Thomas iïore's Utopia'r, S:!ructure,
Richard Harvery Brown and Stanford

t11 C. Wright t4ills, The Socioloqicaì
versity Pres, j95Ð, p.123.

1?8 lbid., p.127.

ticaì and Fictional Discourses in
Consc i ousness and H i story, êd.

l'1. Lyman, pp. 261-282 .

lmagination (London: 0xford Uni-
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Advance in methods is most likely to occur as modest
general izations stemming from work in progres ... The slogans
we ought to raise are sureìy these: Every man his own metÀod-oìogist! llethodologists! Get to work!r?s

That i\lillsr views might appear contradictory to some nicely illus-
trates the extent to wh i ch twent i eth century ph i ì osophy of sc i ence has

categorized our thinking about science. lt would be interesting to

know, if he were aì ive today, how l'1 i ì ìs would have reacted to post-empi-

ricist developments. His reaction may wel I have been that they rdefied

common senser. Nevertheless, if he was to continue to display ambiva-

lence about such developments in the phiìosophy of science it would

probably be a unique ambivaìence. Being versed in the phi ìosophy of

sc i ence has become important for most soc i a I theor i sts. lndeed, in an

increasing number of cases the verse has become the whole diaìogue - it
is here that the line between being a philosopher and being a social

theorist becomes very blurred. Perhaps t4i I ls would have scolded contem-

poral'y theorists for al lowing their rmeta-theoretical' ref lections to

interfere with their perceptions of the real world. And perhaps they

wou I d have responded that the , rea l wor I d' had become sta ì e, and that
they had onìy jumped at the chance to taste something new. lf such an

interchange were to take place those responding to t'l ilìs would not be

misdescribing things - they have indeed jumped at the chance which post-

empiricist developments have offered them.

of

in

Post-empiricist phi ìosophy in generaì, and post-empiricist

science in particuìar, has influenced sociaì and pot iticaì
a var iety of \^/ays. For those inc I ined to th ink that any

ph i ì osophy

theor i sts

ph i I osophy

L7e lbid., pp.l22-123.
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of science is ipso fact natural istic, post-empiricism is seen as lending

support to the quest for a science of society. Those who invoke Kuhn

when arguing that their research has become'paradigmaticr (and hence

rscientificr) are part and parcel of this group. So are those, I ike Da-

vid rhomas, who argue that since post-empiricism has rprovenr that al I

scienti f ic expìanations are necessari ly theory-laden and hol istic, then,

because social scientific explanations are of this nature, social sci-
ence can become Inatura I i st i c' .

0ther social theorists, sti l I Iargely under the conception of science

that positivism provided them \^/ith, point to post-empiricists develop_

ments to show that since vaìues are an inextricabìe component of re-

search, even science proper cannot reach the ¡scientific idealr There-

fore, as the inference goes, one must not expect social science to
achieve such an ideaì. Such a construaì, of course, ends with the ques-

tion: rlf an objective, value-free research is not possible in science,

why expect it to be possibìe in the social sciences?'

Yet others who have been influenced by post-empiricism in this regard

then proceed to champion'muìti-methodr, rmulti-paradigmr research.

Several sociologists of knowledge often offer support to this proposaì

by arguing that multi-method-cum-anarchist research is actu?lly what

const i tutes the work of the natura ì sc i ent i st. others i nvoke Qu i ners

indeterminacy thesis and the 'doctriner of incommensurability that stems

from Kuhn and Feyerabend in attempts to substantiate this and other rel-
ativistic claims.
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Then there is that group of thinkers who beìieve that post-empiricism

has 'recovered' the hermeneuticaì dimension of science and thereby re-

stores credence to investigations into the nature of man as a being-in-

the-world. Phenomenological ìy-incl ined pol iticaì theory (in the tradi-
tion of Arendt) often steps in at this point to receive what i t
considers its ìong-overdue recognition. The hermeneutical construal,

coupled with the confìation of paradigms and worìd-views, aìso has ìed

to an increased intensity in the debate about relative rconceptuaì

schemes' .

The emphasis that is being increasingly placed on the (rather loose)

examination of paradigmatic thought, world-views, traditíons and dis-
courses, however, need not be seen as providing support to the kinds of

anti-scientisms depicted in our first chapter. The primary stance of

those cr i t ics \^/as that there was a wor ld to be preserved that sc ience

would either destroy or be unable to consider. But the relativization
of what constitutes the scientific world-view by Kuhn and Feyerabend, as

wel ì as the attack on attempts to formaì ize a rational /irrai-ional dis-
tinction within'world-views'by sociologists of science, have ìed many

sociaì theorists to drop the distinction between a scientific and a

'non-scientificrworld-view. The picture we therefore get is of a mul-

titude of worìds in colìision, and nowhere in this picture do we see a

pre-scientific world-view that demands our attention. And with the

countenancing of a multiplicity of worlds the emphasis is no ìonger on

the search for the True and the Good but, if anything, on the search for
the Beautiful - for that which al lows us to look at things in a variety
of ways.
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Paying credence to the mandate that 'wi th worìd-view analysis comes

symbolic anaìysisr, many social theorists have set out to investigate

how the human animal constructs their varied social worlds. And the in-

dication seems to be that post-empiricist deveìopments wiìl continue to

ìend support to such endeavors. Symbolic reaìism, and the study of what

Harre has calledrarchetectonic manr, has yet to have its hey-day in so_

ciaì and politicaI theory circles.

0f course, much of the work in sociaì

ph i I osophy of the soc i a I sc i ences that has

ricist deveìopments proceeds in radicaì ly

ble directions.

and pol itical thought and the

been influenced by post-empi-

d i st i nct and often i ncompat i -

The emphas i s on parad i gms as wor ì d-vi ews conjoi ned wi th a countenanc-

ing of incommensurability, has led many theorists to proclaim that rè-

search in the social sciences must proceed under the fulì recognition of

conceptual and cultural relativism. Hany symbol ic real ists, on the oth-

er hand, who feel that post-empirícist deveìopments have primari ìy shown

the inval idity of the cognitive/non-cognitive distinction, tend to coun_

tenance a multipl icity of ways of social worìd-making that often defy

categorization into monol ith¡c ¡\n/orìd-views' or rconceptuaì paradigms,.

The whoìe notion of a sociaì construction of real ity is, for them,

largely non-problematic. Even if it were, however, the specific units

of social construction wouìd be considered so diverse as to preclude the

championing of the kind of cultural relativism which often stems from

'traditionrand¡world-viewr talk. The latter kind of ralativism re-

ceives support from Feyerabend when he talks of rWestern Rational ismr,

the'Black Cuìturer, and the'Women's Culturer . Those i nf ì uenced by

someone Iike Goodman, however, would not be able to speak in such sh,eep-
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ing terms. Feyerabendians, we wi.ll recall, in speaking of rtraditions,

and forms of ìifer, may have set out to take account of diversity, but

along the way they have ended up ignoring it.

Those sociaì theorists who feel that post-empiricist developments

have helped give renewed emphasis to the practical/theoretica.l knowledge

and impl icitlexpl icit knowìedge distinctions aìso do not ride too wel I

on the incommensurability bandwagon. Kuhn, we wiìì recall, has argued

that there is no formalizable aìogrithm for theory choice to which sci-
entists can always appeaì. This heìped to get the incommensurabi Ì ity
baì I rol ì ing. Feyerabend, in arguing for it from a radical meaning-var-

iance stance has done much to increase its momentum. 0n most counts,

however, incommensurability refers to theoretical knowledge and has its
roots in either the ìack of a formaì izabìe alogrithm for theory-choice

or the theory-ìadeness of observation. For those who wish to make the

distinctions noted above, however, there remains the possibility that
practical or implicit knowledge can skirt the incommensurability quag-

mire. This possibi I ity has not yet been given enough systematic atten-
tion in the literature.

I am of the opinion that in the philosophy of the social sciences at-
tempts to give credence to the possibi ì ity of transìation achieved via
practical knowledge are usual ly at ìoggerheads wi th those attempts that

seek to prove or disprove the vaìidity of searches for a rational
bridgehead that can be appealed to in formal ly translating 'what other

cultures have to say'. This situation is actuaìly very much on par with

the contrast between the symbol ic and inter-cuìtural diversity counte-

nanced by some symbol ic real ists and the monol ithic entities invoked by
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those who speak of rconceptual schemes' and rforms of ì ife'. ln both

cases, wê mi ght say, someth i ng ak i n to i ndetermi nacy wi ns out over i n-

commensurabiìity.

The importance being directed at the role of practicaì knowledge in

translation could be seen as lending support to an increase in symboì

studies and, through such studies, to examinations of how we frame the

social world. The Goodmanian strain in post-empiricism can also be seen

as lending support to those symbolic realists who have decided to study

what specifically constitutes our symbolic present rather than the gran_

diose symbols which some allege once constituted our past and now shape

our present. And the increasing amount of work on symbolic entities and

symbol ic communication does lend some credence to the proposal that the

social sciences be viewed as one of the design sciences. lf such stud-

ies, however, do not move towards a more Derridean (or at least Goodma-

nian) perspective the possibility always reamins open that they wiìl be-

gin to emphasize more and more the role of intentional ity in symboì

construct i on. For i n the standard use of the term, 'des i gnr , perhaps

more than any other word, provokes an image of both an aqent and a qoal.

Here the proposal for sociaì science as design science would not seem as

radical as it might be, Since the primary questions for its practition-
ers would be very old ones; namely, rwhat is the nature of intentional i-
ty?' and, rhow do we get hold of it?r.

We have seen' however, that there is no necessary reason to expect a

return to the Verstehen alternative to positivism I those influenced by

post-empiricist developments. Those developments, I ike positivism, have

not been sympathetic to cìassical meaning theory and the intentional
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idiom. They do, however, appear to provide some justification for exam-

inations into the l imiting factors of discoursive interchange, as weì l

as for examinations into the role of tradition and innovation in commu-

ni ty development.

The importance that post-empiricism (botn expl icitly and impl icitly)
places in aì ternative descriptions wi I ì aìso undoubtedìy continue to

stimulate 'possibìe sociaì worlds' theorizing. Herein pol itical phiìos-

ophy gy weìì be viewed as prognostic, not so much in the way that Tof _

fìer and co. are pretensiously prognostic, but rather in the way which

horoscopes for the coming day are prognostic for one who does not take

astroì ogy ser i ous I y. That a rpred i ct i on, may be recogn ized by everyone

as runfounded! does not mean that no one is going to listen to it. l,iany

very welì may - 'simpìy for the fun of it,. Besides, just as the un*

founded prognosis of the horoscope sti ì I compels the unbel iever to hy-

pothesize certain connections between what they thought were necessari ìy

disjunct elements of their experience (as weìl as draw inferences there-
from) ' so too might ¡unfoundedr prognostic phi losophy lead us to consid-

er relationships between what were once thought to be disparate phenome-

na. The progressive story of l'lan as told by our ancestors is
undoubtedìy a fiction, as Derrida alleges, but this need not concern us

here. When one feels one is going nowhere there is lots of time for
pìay.

With the structure of this chapter I have also impl icitly tried to

indicate some of those areas of social and politicaì theorizing to which

Post-empiricist developments couìd be seen as providing conceptuaì sup-

port.
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one generaì area of influence (depicted in section 5.2) is that which

has stimulated discussions on ¡paradigms' and rwor'l d-views'. The views

of Kuhn and Feyerabend emerge as very important in this regard. Al-
though the social component of paradigms is often deemed tantamount, the

accentuation is often on the conceptual component and its constitutive
rguiding assumptionsr. Here we witness a concern with looseìy defined

monol ithic entities. The probìematic generated is largely del imited by

competing views on translation and by the doctrine of incommensurabili-

ty. Soc io log ists of knowledge stand to reap the most rer^/ards f rom the

debates that ensue and they are increasingly organizing the stage upon

which future debates wi ì ì take place. Strangeìy enough, however, the

content of these debates inevitably revolve around standard phi losophi-

cal questions; namely, those of rruth, Rationaì ity, and i\ethod. what

many practitioners of the social sciences so influenced behoove to ex-

tract from these debates is a theory of practical knowledge; i.e., a

theory of action. But up to this point the haunting spectre has always

been Reìativism.

The second general infìuence which post-empiricism can be seen having

in the social sciences (depicted in section s.Ð is marked not so much

by those concerned with world-views in general as it is marked by those

concerned wi th, and the relation between, tradìtionaì and innovative

worìd-views. Herein, interchange is conducted within a probìematic

whose parameters are I argeì y determ i ned by eth i ca I stances. The pro-

nounced tendency is an advocacy of pìural ism and a championing of the

innovative. The question as to how we are going to make the poì itical
room wherein the numerous voices of the different'traditionsr and

I I i fe-forms' can be heard returns us to the fundamental problems of po-
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I i tical phi losophy and democratic theory. The over-arching point of

contention is when and how to acknowìedge the existence of power whilst
seeking a plural ity that countenances innovativeness. Concrete propo-

saìs for what Rorty has cal led the post-Phi ìosophical cuìture, as wel I

as ana I yzes thereof, however, appear to be few and short i n com i ng.

Those thinkers, infìuenced by post-empiricist developments, who decide

to entertain a multipì icity of world-views and take a rRortian turnr

wilì almost certainìy find themselves breathing the often passive air of

politicaì philosophy.

A third area of infìuence (depicted in section 5.4) one which I think
wi ì ì increasingìy extend into unexpected domains, predominantly reflects
ne i ther an exuberant proc I amat i on of many wor l ds nor an aesthet i c-cum-

politicaì demand that those worìds be alìowed to interact and tspeak'.

F irst and f oremost it ref lects a recognition of a mul*"iplicity and div-
ersity that defies the neat and tidy categorization into a world/para-

dign/life-form/tradition - a categorization often presupposed by those

who make the above proclamations and demands. The stimulus for this
recognition comes primari ìy from studies into the substantive content of

aì leged worìds and the respective tools of their correlative organizaton

anc construction. Herein post-empiricism, in generaì, fuels the inter-
est in design by continuing íts attack on the positivist image of an ah-

istorical uni-structuraì world and, in particular, by Goodman's de-

piction of the diversity of elements that permit the projection of any

possible and actual world.

As I see th i ngs, the poss i b I e routes that can be taken by research

i nf I uence are theconstitutive of

folìowing:

this third area of post-empiricist
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lf this latter possibiì ity was effected, however, the ,l'

way that we have come to understand andrappreciater it - wouìd

caììy decentered - 'right out of focusr, shall we say. But i

very 'l' which is presupposed by severa,I post-empiricists,

1.
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By placing an emphas!s on the Fpecific structure and ways of con_
Þtruct ino soc ia ì wor r ds, tne Gãffiwãffign, 

"ãîïã *tu" r-ly, and guite ironical Iy, give rise to a renewed period of neo-positivistic sociaì science and ìend support to present studiesso incl ined. The response on the part of the posi tivists wouldbe something like: 'you have shown us that there are multipìeworìds (rooted in different epistemic virtues, social norms, otcetera) where we had on I y thought there Ì^/as one. Thank-you very
much . Now we w i I I attempt to ana I yze the structure of theseworlds with our own tools of analysis (which we will now acceptare rooted in different epistemic virtues, 'tacit knowledge' ...whatever). You post-empiricists were wrong in thinking thãt yourhistorical-sociaì-psychoìogical critigues of our porition wouìddo any irreparable damage to logical analysis -pe.l se,.

However, if the post-empiricist attack on the cognitive,/non-cog-nitive distinction (primari ly that by Goodman) heìd the day, the
'move towards designr might weì I pave the way to studies which
emphasize the indespensable importance of the symbolic construc-tion of social real ity. Herein, we can see two further possibiì-ities:

a) lf, gnder the mandates of Symboì ic Real ism, social scientists
continued to adhere to the intention¡ i¿¡om in a non-pragma-tist way (ana if they adhered to it in a pragmatist *uy ,u
know they would not reaììy be adherinq to it), the road wouldbe repaved back to the old Verstehen debates.

b) lf, under thg mandates of Symbol ic Real ism, social scientistsdid not pay rhonest' recognitionJo t¡re intentionaì idiom (and
post-empiricism provides many good reasons for not paying suchrecognition), then research wourd move rapid.ly in a dirãction
towards somethíng akin to Derridars attempts at dissemination.

i n every

be radi-

t is this

and other

phiìosophers, when they argue that 'warranted assertibility' is the be-

a1 I and the end-al I of epistemic justification.



Chapter VI

CLEANING UP THE STREETS WiTHOUT EXTER[lINATING ALL THE
KIDS: A L(](]K AT SCIENTIFIC REALISM

6.1 IIIElll¿CIfCIN' BEIpllq yiLLAcE ATHEISM If] tIE KÀLErp0sc0pE 0E
REALISlll I.N ]TE PHILOSOPHY fìE SCIENCE

It is the goaì of this chapter to take a therapeutic and criticaì
ìook at some of the more generic arguments and doctrines that underl ine

the image of science that one receives from the post-empiricist philoso-

phy of science. l'1any of the arguments that wiìl be presented can be

found in the work of self-proclaimed 'Scientific Reaì ists' or in the

work of those writers whom, in a conscious attempt to free themselves

from the discoursive parameters of their phi losophicaì forebearers,

would simpìy prefer to cal I themseìves evolutionary natural ists. The

import of these designators, which wi I I be empìoyed loosely throughout,

wi I I become apparant towards the end of the chapter.

A therapeutic chapter such as this is necessary for a variety of rea-

sons' albeit reasons which will really show their force only after the

chapter is read. rDoes this phenomenon stem from the fact that Scien-

tific Reaì ists and evolutionary natural ists offer us yet another image

of science?r Perhaps. Perhaps not. Let it only be said at this point

that old ìanguages may not be adequate to the task of parcing up new

worlds or of surviving admidst new discourses. This sort of claim is
fundamentaì to much of post-empiricism - what I am suggesting is simply

that we recognize its import throughout the reading of this chapter.

- 351
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Nevertheless, ret us consider some of the reasons for offering a

chaper of this sort. I'lost scientif ic realists are in agreement with
post-empiricist phi ìosophers concerning the invaì idity of positívist
presupposi tions and dichotomies. They do not, however, feel the same

incl ination to invoke the grandiose hoì istic notions pronounced among

many post-empiricists - not i ons that prov i de a perhaps unj ust i f i ab ì e

credence to the recent styìe of rworldsr, rdiscoursesr, and ,traditions'

theor iz ing. And i t i s these very sty les wh ich r âS \^/e saw in our last
chapter, fueì the course of relativism and Symbol ic Real ism in social

and pol iticaì theory circles. A critique of the roots of such theoriz-
ing could therefore prove very beneficial.

A second reason why I have chosen to present matters thus i s because

the approach of the people presented in this chapter receives much of

its impetus from Quine and Selìars - two phiìosophers who reacted force-
ful ìy to positivist presuppositions, and heìped to get the post-empiri-

cist cause rolling. The thinkers who have been influenced by Quine and

Sel ìars appear to me to fal I into two (loosely construed) categories.

There is that group influenced by Quine on the nature of ontologicaì

commitment and by Sel lar's argument that to have good reasons for ac-

cepting a scientific theory is to have good reasons for believing in the

existence of the postuìates of that theory. The debates that these Sci-
entific Real ists get into tend to center around the question of the va-

ìidity of inference to the best expìanation. Another group is consti-
tuted by those deepìy influenced by Quine's portrayaì of naturaìized

epistemology and by Sellars naturaìism and his attack on the l,lyth of the

Given (ttre fiytn: that existence comes to us other than through the de-

scriptive categories of science). This is the kind of scientific real-
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ism that most visibìy rears its head most predominately in this chapter.

As we wi II see towards the end of the chapter it may also be a kind of
Scientific Realism that comes very close to throwing its metaphysical

surname to the wi nd. I ts presuppos i t i ons are perhaps best reveaì ed i n

its acceptance of Quine's dictum that'epistemology is science seìf-ap_
pliedr.

A third and final reason for taking a ìook at what these phi losophers

have to say i s that a number of theses advanced by them may have some

profound influences on sociaì scientific theorizing in the future. 0ne

of these theses suggests that the way we view ourselves is as concept-

mediated as the way we view the world. The strength of this thesis com-

pels us to consider the possibil ity that the folk-psychological concepr,s

so prevalent in the intentional idiom constitute a theory and, moreover,

a theory whose usefulness may have outl ived itself. Another thesis, one

which may in the end contradict the former one, draws on research in
cognitive neurobiology and suggests that our ì inguistic formulations are

only one (perhaps very smal ì) part of the total information-processing

that const¡tutes the human animal.

ln presenting the substantive content of this chapter as a therapeu-

tic alternative to the kind of post-empiricist philosophy considered in
chapter four, r may be paving the way to much confusion. For the pur-
pose of cìarification it must first of aìl be mentioned that the philo-
sophical positions of even self-proclaimed Scientific Real ists form no

unified monolith. Here we witness no 'school' even akin to that of the

Vienna Circle; indeed' one might say that factional ism is the order of
the day within debates about Scientific Real ism.



Secondly, it must be pointed out that in many

tific Real isms that wi ì I be considered in this

tive of a post-empiricist phiìosophy of science.
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ways the var i ed Sc i en-

chapter are representa-

They all find concep-

tual sustenance in attacks on the positivist image of science. Toa
large extent the primary point of departure between pos¡tìvists and re-

aìists concerns the ontological status which the latter readiìy extends

to the theoretical entities postulated in scientific theory construc-

tion. ln fact, the debates between positivists and reaì ists perhaps

best reveaì s the sch í sms that ex i st between ì ate-twent i eth century Sc i -

entific Realism and its alleged historical precursors - plato, the pro-

ponents of rabstractr mathematicaì entities, the crude materialism of

the nineteenth century,r et cetera.z Exactìy how many Scientific Reaì_

ists have 'moved beyond' the kind of post-empiricism which has been em-

phasized up to this point will become increasingìy clear throughout this
chapter.

Aìthough contemporary Scientific Real ists need not be materiaì ísts(i.e., 'if the scientific community at some time is agreed that al Ithere realìy is are fieìds of force why shouìd we believe in some ati-quated bui lding-block theory?'), many have offered defences of certainforms of material ism. See, for example, J.J.C. Smart, phí losophy andscientif ic Realism (London: Routìedge and Kegan paul, l96t:
ln a criticaì examination of Sellars'brand of Scientific Reaìism, Basvan Fraassen impì i ci tì y poi nts out how contemporary real i sts i n thephi losophy of science can be seen as departing from the old battle-
I ines. As he expresses in the opening words tò his articìe: "Thereare a number of dimensions of the real ism-nominal ism controversy. Thetopics comprise: necessary connections and causality, aispositions
and counterfactua I s, space and t i me, the ex i stence of abstract ent i _ties and mathematical objects, the existence of the theoretical enti-ties of science. 0n al I of these except the last, Seì lars takes a
non-real i st I i ne ...". See Bas C. van Fraassen, "Wi l fred Sel ìars onScientífic Real ism'r, Dialosue t4 (1975):606.
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Severaì authors have, of course, tried to construct typologies of the

various kinds of Scientific Real ism and the respective claims championed

by each. 0thers have argued that, apart from the assertion that there

is a 'mind-independentr worìd, there are certain common phi ìosophical

stances impl icit in any formuìation of Scientific Real ism. Wi ì ì iam New-

ton-smith, for exampìe, as an opening strategical move in his attempt to

demonstrate that the real ist position is incompatible with the underdet-

ermination of theory by data thesis, has outl ined what he sees as the

four rbasic ingredients' of any scientific Real ism. So portrayed, these

const i tute:

l. The 0ntological lnqredient: scientific theories are either trueor false and which a given theory is, it is in virtue of how theworld ìs to speak the truth or faìsity of a theory is to tarkof the truth or falsity of the conjunction of the postulates.

The Causaì lnqredient: if a theory is true, the theoretical
terms of the theory denote theoretical entities which are causai-ly responsibìe for the observabìe phenomenon whose occurence isevidence for the theory.

The Epistemoloqical lngredient: we can have warranted bel iefs(at ìeast in principìu) corrcerning the truth-values of our theo-ries.

2.

l+. The Thesis of converqence: the historicaì ìy generated seguenceof theories of a mature science may weìl be a sequence of falsetheories but it is a sequence in which succeeding theories havegreater truth-content and I ess fa ì s i ty content than the i r pred-
ecessors. 3

As broad as the import of these ingredients are,

fail to capture the specificities of many formulations

al ism. ln fact, any study which attempts to enumerate

of Scientific Realism seem necessariìy destined to

they never the I ess

of Scientific Re-

the various kinds

fail in just rhis

3 Wi I I iam Newton-Smith,
Rational ity in Science,
del Pub l i sh i ng, t 980) ,

'rThe Underdeterm i nat i on of Theory by Datail, i n
ed. R. Hi ìpinen (Dordrecht, Hol land: D. Rei-

pp.9 I -92.
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fashion.l At one and the same time, they incìude and preclude too much.

The rontological ingredient' of which Newton-smith speaks has, of

course, been decisive to the argumentation of many self-avowed Scientif-
ic Realists. several realists, for exampìe, in varied attempts to es-

cape from what they see as the inevitabìe epistemoìogical reìativism of
the radical meaning variance thesis championed by many post-empricists,

argue that the truth-condition of a proposition is distinct from its
mean i ngful ness. 0ften such argumentat i on stems from the beì i ef that as

correspondence theory of truth must be a fundamental component of any

wel l-deveìoped scientific Real ism. As Laurence sklar sees it:
whatever real ism about theories means, it should include aclaim that truth is correspondence to objective reaìity (in
the metaphysical selrse in which this is à controversiaì the-sis) '...

Wedding the ontological ingredient with a demand for such a corre-
spondence theory is aìso often implicit in the view of those who argue

that a defence of rea I i sm rh i ngesr on the i ssues of reference and

truth.6 0ther commentators seem convinced that the ontologicaì and epis-
temological ingredients must be conioined in the formulation of Scien-

tific Reaì ism or, more precisely, that a causal theory of knowledge can

actualìy be seen as implicity r^/ithin the 'picturing theoryr of realism.

W¡ I I iam Rottschaefer puts the matter thus:

For a look at further such attempts, albeit interesting ones at that,
one might consult Geoffrey Hel lman, 'Real ist principlei", phi losophvof science f0 (.l983) :227-2t+9; and Hiìary putnam, ',Three rinãilt sci-entific Real ism", The phi ìosophical Quarterly J2 (.|992) :195-200.

Laurence Sklar, "saving the Noumena,', philosophical Tooics lî0982):89-no. 

-See, f or exampìe, Edward A. f4acK i nnon, 'rSc ient i f ic
Debatesrr, Phi losophy of Science 46 (lglÐ ?530.

Reaì i sm: The New
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lf knowledge results from a causal interaction between knower
and object, an onto'logicar basis is provided for an under-
standing of how the Knower might come to a knowìedge of what-is by means of its causal effects upon his cognitivã apparatus

Thus the ru 'l es of p i ctur i ng are const i tuted by the phys i -caì, physiologicaì, and psychorogicar raws governing the in-teraction of object and perceiving organism.'

Further support for Newton-Smith's claim that the ontologicaì and causaì

ingredients are fundamental to Scientific Realism comes from those phi-
losophers, I ike Richard Boyd, who argue that the entities referred to by

wel l-establ ished scientific theories exist, and that Scientific Real ism
I'entails that experimental evidence for a theory is evidence that those

causaì relations it describes operate to produce the reguìarities in

observab I e phenomena wh i ch the theory pred i cts. 8

ln much of the ìiterature the ontological ingredient is represented

by thersernantical thesis'; namely, that the theories of science provide

us with a lìteral description of the world.e rhe coherency of such a

thesis may be said to be presupposed by Sellars in his claim that within
the confines of the ful ly deveìoped 'scientific image¡ theoretical terms

William A. Rottschaeffer, "0rdinary Knowìedge and Scientific Realism,,,in The. Philosoply of l{i ìfred sel lars: Queries and Extensions, êd. Jo-seph c. Pitt (Dordrecht, Hor ìand: n. Reid"ì publ i.hi"s, 1g7g),pp.ì40-ì4ì.

ee Richard Boyd, rrReal ism, underdetermination, and a causal rheory ofEvidencerr, Nous 7 (.l983): l. For a rather truncated defence of Scien-tific Realism offered on the grounds that reaìism is unavoidabte atthe level of causal descríptions of experimental situations (i.e., de-scriptions embodied in rphenomenologicaìr laws) see Nancy Cartwright,
How ihe Laws of phvsics Lie (Oxford: Clarendon press, lig¡) . Cart_wright, it might be addedr pFoVides an account that is real ist abouttheoretical entities and yet anti-realist about fundamental laws andgeneral theories.

0ther Scientific Real ists, however, argue insistently that the seman-tic issue of truth must be kept indepeÃdent of the ontological issueof real ism. See, for an example of such argumentation, llichaer Dev-
itt'Eg.lÞ and rruth (princeton, New Jersãy: princeton universityPress, 1984).
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acquire rfirst class semantic statusr. such a claím, of course, is an

update of the Piercean cìaim that in therfina,l community'of rationaì
inquiriers rtheoriesr as such disappear.ro And it is precise.ly craims of
this nature which many reaì ists (and non-real ists al ike) would argue pay

credence to Newton-Smith's inclusion of the'thesis of convergence,as a

fundamental ingredient of any formulation of scientific Real ism.

Scientific Realism has, however, been defended on a variety of
grounds not covered by Newton-Smith's four 'ingredíentsr. perhaps most

renowned amongst these alternative ways are those constitutive of what

van Fraassen has recentìy caì ìed the rdemand for explanation¡ . rr pro-

ceeding abductiveìy, the argument is that if scientific theories were

not (approximately) true or possessed of central terms that (approxi-

mateìy) referred, one would not be able to account for the rsuccess, of

sc i ence.

Such an abductive inference is implicit in Smartts cìaim that "if the

phenomenaì ist about theoreticaì entities is correct, we must bel ieve in
a cosmic coincidencer'.r2 lt has aìso led Htlary putnam (¡n nis Realist
days) to argue that real ism must be considered an ,over-arching' empìri-
caì hypothesis, since without it the rsuccess of science would be a mir-

community' of rational inquirers bel ieves
Th is ref lects h is ep istemoìog i;li;;:

Putnam, that Truth is ideal warranted as-

rr Bas C. van Fraassen, The Scientific lmage (0xford: Clarendon press,
l98o), p.34. For van rraasse-n, t¡'e'ãffid for explanationr is real-ìy onìy a demand for "imaginative pictures which i-,",r" " hope of sug-gesting new statements of observational regularities and correctingold ones".

r o For P i erce, what the 'f i na ì

is real constitutes reaìity.
s i s, recent I y champ i oned by
sertibility.

r2 J.J.C. Smart, Phiìosophy and Scientif ic Reaìism, p.35.



acler.l3 such logic may also be inevitably responsibìe for

Boydrs claim that rrscientif ic Reaìism offers an explanation for
gitimacy of ontological committment to theoretical entities'.ra

can a I so be found i n the argumentat i on of those who have chosen

fend Re i chenbachrs ¡pr i nc i pì e of the common causer . r s
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fuel i ng

the I e-

And it

to de-

Apart from van Fraassen's diatribe, the employment of such arguments

for Scientific Real ism have been shown by Laudan to have gained a legit-
imacy not justified by the historical record.r6 And perhaps most damag-

ing of aìl to this defence of real ism has been Arthur Fine¡s forcefulìy
argued thesis that the abductive inference and the impì icit real ist de-

mand for explanation bel ies a most obvious form of circular reasoning.

As F i ne puts th i ngs:

The issue over reaìism is preciseìy the
shouìd believe in the reality of those
t i es, re I at i ons , processes , and

i ssue as to whether we
individuals, proper-

so forth, used i n

r3 Hiìary Putnam, I'VJhat is Reaì ism?'r, The Aristotelian Societv 76
\1915-76) : I 7ö. Therei n, real i sm í s advocated as uei ng super ior onheuristic gr-ounds. putnam, we wiìì recaìì, has receñtìy begun to
champion a form of anti-metaphysical reaìism which he calls rinternal
real ism'. This conceptuaì change of pace on Putnamrs part reflects aparticular bias; namely, he assumes that wi thout the rontoìogical
(metaphysical) ingredientr aì I formulations of Scientific Real ism aredoomed. What has, however, become very probìematic for many phi loso_phers is whether or not this metaphysicaì ingredient is decisive to
such formuìation. È1any have argued that anti-metaphysical argumentsare not damaging to natural istic versions of Scientific Real ism.See, for exampìe, ¡awaffiIEilrrNaturalized Epistemoìogy and lvleta-physical Real ism: A Response to Rorty and putnamr¡, pñi losophicaì
Topics ì3 (t982) :155-170.

r4 Richard Boyd, ¡rReal ism, Underdetermination, and a Causal Theory ofEvidence", p.2.

1s See, for example, James Robert Brown. "The l'1 iracle of Science,' phil-
osoph !ca I Quar.rer ìy 32 (1982) :232-21+\. I n speak ing of g posteñTi
correlations (those which can onìy be determined a pãrterîoilTññ
wishes to defend realism by arguing that the ,imf,"ãffi-explain'
significant correìations in a range of phenomena is often simply theimperative to postulate theoretical enti ties. As van Fraassen ade-
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we I I -suppor ted exp r anatory hypotheses . Now what i s the hy-pothesis of realism, as it arises as an expìanation of scien_tific practice? rt is just the hypothesis that our acceptedscìentific theories are approximately true, where'being ap_proximately truer is taken to denote an extratheoretical rela-tion between theories and the worìd. Thus, to address doubtsovei- the rea I i ty of re I at i ons pos i ted by exp I anatory hypoth-eses' the real ist proceeds to introduce a further explanatoryhypothesis (reaìism), itse.lf positing such a relation ("pp.oxl
i mate truth) . r ?

ln fact, the force of criticism has led Smart to reformuìate his
originaì position,rB and other phi losophers incl ined towards real ism,

apparantìy overcome by the problems involved in assuminq that an infer_
ence to the best explanation wilì iustifv belief in theoreticaì entí-
ties, have opted for a reaì ism about postulated entities premised aìong
rinterventionist' lines. Such added color to the Kaleidoscope of real-
ism in late twentieth century philosophy of science is lan Hacking,s re-
fusal to countenance a real ism about theories and rruth. For Hacking,

quateìy argues, however, the 'explanatory imperative', if driven bythe common cause pr i nc i pl e, seems necessar i I y bound to demand thevery deterministic theories of the world which many realists havepainstakingly sought to reject. The primary epistemic virtue for vanFraassen is, of course, êfipiricar adequacyi he therefore sees the de-mand for explanations of universaì regularities as an unwarranted re-quest' save such explanationsr abi I ity to increase that very adequa-cy.

r6 As Laudan reads it, that very record shows that the reference of cen-tral terms does not ordain success on a theory; that an empirical ìysuccessful theory need not be true nor approximately true; and thatfuture theories do not subsume the content of past theories nor ex-plain their failure. These, in fact, constitute only a few of hisexamples. His paper is becoming increasingly influential and a read-ing of it would be well-advised. See Larry Lauaan, rrA Confutation ofconvergent Reaìism", philosophy of Science 4g (l9gi):ì9-49. rt mightbe added, however, that the substantiîGntent of the paper has beenforceful ly and critical ly responded to by two 'seìf-avowed, real ists.To hear how the other haìf speaks, therefore, one shouìd also consultCìyde L. Hardin and Alexander Rosenberg, ,,ln Defense of Convergent
Real ismr', Phi ìosophv of science 4! (lgBz) :60\-615. Furtner-dialogueis al=o próGã--ËfrauaãiEòunter ,rReatism |vithout the Reaì,,, phi-
Iosophy of Science !ì (ì984) :156-i62,
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enqineering emerges as the proof of Scientific Realism about entities
i.e., our best evidence for the

from the fact that u/e can ,usel

phenomena. ln short, if such

i nto nature then we are just i f i ed

ex i stence of theoret i ca I ent i t i es comes

them i n exper i ment to create and bu i I d

entities help us in interveninq deeper

in believing in their existence.re

Further i ngred i ents to an a I ready i ndetermi nabl e stew resul ts from

the fact that many Scientific Reaìists have aìso insisted that global

coherency must remain a fundamental epistemic virtue of a real ist phi-
ìosophy of scíence. c.A. Hooker, for example, has argued that "The goaì

of Reaì ism is nothing less than the construction of the true model of

real íty, a unified account of the world, including its reasoning inhabi-
tantsrr.to As Hooker sees it, rthe final, true science is a presumably

fuily internally gìobal theory, the ultimate in unity,.2r Hìs account

has an obvious Piercean-cum-seììarsian ring about it.

r? See Arthur Fine, "The Natural 0ntoìogicaì Attituderr, in ScientificRealism' ed. Jarrett Lepìin (Los Angetes and Berkeìeyi Uni"uEE;i
cal ifornia Press' r984), p.86. For another kind of attack on simi rarreal ist argumentation also see the article by llichael Levin in the
same volume, "What Kind of Explanation is Truth?il, pp.l24_.l39.

18 J.J.C. Smart, "Laws of Nature and Cosmic Coincidencest', phi losophicalQuarterly 35 (t985) t272-2Bo

I' see lan Hacking, Rçpresenting ?nd rn!erveninq: rntroductory Topicsin lhe Philosgphy of Naturat SciencãGlo?T6e: c"rt ldg" U"iversi_ty p=rã, iFïl -0ne of thä most cogent presentations of his posi-tion is the chapter entitìed I'ExperimeÃtation and Scientific Real ismrl(which atso appears in phiìosophicat Topics .t3 (t9g2) rjl_gll . For adif ferent style of .""'l]õTbout theoretical entities, anti_real ismabout expìanatory ìaws, see Nancy cartwright, How the Laws of physics
Lie. For cartwrightr w€ are justif ied in calliñg ";G-tity 

,reaìl
when we understand, via experiment-generated descriptions, *h"t itscausaì properties are. A fundamental paradox whích can be discernedin interventionist accounts stems from the fact that they often avoid
i ndepth cons i derat i ons of the extent to wh i ch the descr i pt i ons of
sa id i ntervent ion are embedded i n a part icu lar theoretica-ffiparatus.
0n i ntervent ion i st grounds, cou ta not-tnffiq i* person .ìå i, tr,"tbelief in God is justif ied because prayer G-rks,?
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ln similar fashion, others have argued that explanatory unification
is the decisive component recognized by Scientific Realists in their
countenancing of the postulation of theoretical structures.z2 lndeed,

one Scientif íc Realist, in c'l aiming that 'global excellence of theory is
the fundamental measure of aì ì ontology,, r. has argued that the impor_

tance of expìanatory coherence and unity may weì I be rooted in the fact
that theyrrare some of the brainrs criteria for recognizing information,

for distinguishing information from noìse,'.2a

6.2 EEIQ!!-IËE-uUiYFBçE flE con[loN SENSE: ELI[lINATIVE rllATERIALIsM ANÐ
REPLACElllENT REALiSlú

Not only do many Scientific Realists offer ringredients' not covered

by Newton-Sm i th ' s typo I ogy, severa ì refuse to countenance those wh i ch

are included in his account. ln fact, in the work of two of the most

fire-brand reaì ists writing today - c.A. Hooker and paul Churchland - we

see a forthright rejection of foundational epistemologies.2s According-

20 C.A. Hooker, rrSystematic Reaìism',, Synthese 26 (l97\)

C.A. Hooker, ,,0n Globaì Theories',, philosophv
097Ð 2159.

z )+6/.+ .

of
2T

Sc i ence \2

22 See, f or example, l'1 . Fr iedman, ,,Explanat ion and Sc ient if ic Under_standing", Journal of phi losophy 7l (.l974) :5-lg.
To see how such a thesis fits into his larger philosophical edificesee' Paul 14. churchland, scientif ic Reaìism ang[ the plasticity oft4ind (cambridge: cambrioge unñe.sity piõ-Tg79l pp.lF
Paul I'1 . churchland, "The Anti-Reaìist Epistemology of van Fraassen,s
Jhg Scientific !mase", pacific phi losophicat Quariårlv 63 flgAii 22;1.Others' remaining more autooiogr;phl;;T in-thiTr analysis, may weììargue that the importance which these epistemic virtues "=rlru inchurchland's phiìosophy is actually rrooted' in sellarsr views on ex-pìanatory coherence! Remaining serious, however, a,l 

.l we can sayabout the aì ìegation that this epistemic virtue is rooted in thebrain is that it requires much substantiation from neurophysiology.

24
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lY, many phiìosophers have argued that Scientific Realisms which are

compatibìe with such a rejection serve as unconsidered I imiting cases to
Rortian-styled construals of the scientific enterprise as simply another

discourse.26 lndeed, in paying credence to the possibility that tradi-
tional post-empiricist attacks on foundational îsm may have enthusiasti-
cal ly overstated thei r case, Hooker has argued that such a rejection
does not entai I that:

l.

')

one cannot draw a ìegitimate observationaì/theoreticaì dichotomy.

there are no epistemoìogical asymetries among the claims of sci-ence' so that these claims can be ordered in respect of epistemo-logical primacy or acceptabi I ity.

semantic content is purely non-ostensive and that the notion ofostensive definition must be given up.2?
3.

Even more radical than Hookerts rejection of foundationaìism has been

Churchlandrs recent reiection of the following theses (theses which are

often assumedd fundamental to any real ist programme):

l.

)

on the whole our bel iefs must be at least roughly true.
the terms of 'maturer science must typicaì ìy refer
th i ngs.

to rea l

3. the Reason of humans wi I I

true statements.2 8

eventuaì ly encompass al ì and/or on I y

See the bibil ìography for the works of Hooker and churchland.

For example, see victor ia choy, "1,1 ind-Body, Reaì ism and Rorty's Ther-âpy", us Synthese 52 (1982) :5tS-5t+1.

C. A. Hooker, "Systemat ic Rea I ism,', pp. t+2k-\25.

church I andr s forma I pronouncement on where he stands v i s the rej ec-tion of these theses can be found in "The Anti-Reaì ist Epistemoìogyof van Fraassen's The Scientific. lmgqe, Pacific Phi losophilal Quarter6l (1982) 2226-235. rn" r"-¡..tion of ihe second rhesis, ro rhe effectthat there may be no natural kinds represented þy our scientifictheories, can be found in a recent art'rcìe wherein cnuEñlaiæ_b."n¿

z5

z6

27

28
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what reaìists like churchland wish to give expression to is a Scientific
Realism that is opposed to both the instrumentalist component in posi-
tivism that claimed that theoreticaì terms possess meaning and positiv-
ismrs more sophisticated view, wherein ít was cìaimed that the meaning

such terms possess is due onìy to their connection with experience.

This juxtaposi tionaì formulation can, of course, be found ìn the earìy
work of Pauì Feyerabend.2e Such real ism also owes a fundamental debt to
Hempelrs argument that those positivists who sought to 'el iminate, theo*
retical terms could not avoid making reference to theoretical enti-
ties'3o lt is also indebted to the philosophical stance taken by sellars
as represented in the fol ìowing dictum:

It is not that the rphysical thing frameworkr doesn't sustainenouqh inductive general izations, but rather that what induc-tive generalizations it does sustain, it sustains by a covert
i ntroduct i on of the framework of theory i nto the phys i ca 

,l

th i ng framework i tsel f.3 l

ln a very influential paper, the inevitabìe ramifications of such real-
ism, that our robservationaì' ìanguage posits entities that are ontolo-
gical ly on par with the entities postulated by the ,theoreticaì, lan-

29

of Scientific Reaì ism comes very close to merging with a form ofpragmat i sm; see, I'conceptua l progress and word/wo.Ta Re l at ¡ ons: l nSearch of the Essence of Natural Kinds'r, Canadian Journaì of philoso-
Phy, 15 (lg8¡) :l-17 - ---
see Paul Feyerabend, 'rAn Attempt at a Reaìist rnterpretation of Ex-per.ience", Realism, Rationaìi.sm e¡gl sciçntif ic Hethod (cambridge:
Cambr i ase unTvilfiy n.ffi rf pp. lÆ .

carl Hempel, I'The Theoretician's Di 'lemma: A study in the Logic ofTheory constructionr', Aspects of scientific Explanation and 0ther Es-savg_!n !þ l!_Llesophy of scierrce-lñãffi?f,-ïr,ffi p==rñeil,
pp.17 3-226 .

3r A much earl ier argument of his as re-presented in Wi lfred sel Iars,l'ls Scientific Real ism Tenable?,,, in pSA j976: Volume Two, eds. F.Suppe and P.D. Asquith (East Lansing;¡liffi"n, p¡,iloGi,y of Sci_ence Association, l97l), p.315
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expressed nearly a

The kind of Scientific Real ism that emerges from this phi losophical

background is at once radical and cautious in its epistemological and

ontological cìaims. What it inevitably sponsors is a consideration of

our rcommon-sense' framework as simply another theoretical matríx.
Here i n, the un i versa I acknowl edgement accorded the common-sens i ca I ma-

trix is explained as simply resulting from the fact that it lis just the

theory that qot there firstrr.33 The question of ontologicaì committment

bracketed for the time being, Scientific Real ism so construed proceeds

from the postulate whereinr¡our observational ontology is rendered ex-

act'ì y as dubious as our non-observational ontoìogyr.s+

what is most probìematic for this kind of scientific Reaì ism

ont.ic spectre is acknowìedged has in part been reveaìed by the

formulations recentìy outl ined in an article by Gary Gutting:

once the

foìlowing

2.

3.

Basic Real ism: the postuìated, unobservable entities of theoret-icai science do in fact exist.

Rgplacement Real ism: there is nothing except the postulated en-tities of science.

Radical Repìacement Reaì ism: he postulated scientific ontoìogyis to replace even our common-sense ontology of thought, pur.uf-
t i ons , fee ì i ngs, and the persons who have them. 3 s

33

The article is, in fact, very necessary reading.rrThe 0ntoìogical Status of Theoretical Entitiãs"
in the Phi tosophv of Science, J 0962) t3-27.

See Grover llaxwe I I ,
, l'1 i nnesota S tud i es

See Pauì ¡1. churchìand, scientif ic Realisn and the plastiç.r_!J ofl'1ind, pp.4l-45. This specif 'rc referencffi",n p"g" 45-
Paul t4. churchland, "The Anti-Reaì ist Epistemology of van Fraassen,s
The Scientific lmaqe", p.227.
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The real gist of what remains probìematic for this kind of Scientific
Real ism is perhaps best cìarified by invoking Sel lars, depiction of the

so-caìled ri'1anif est and Scientif ic lmages'. Sellars has attempted to
g ive coherency to the a I ì eged nature of these images by contrast i ng

them, within an historical perspective, with what he cal ls our ,origi-

nal' image of the world. For Sel lars, the original image of man_in_the_

world is best characterized as rra framework in which aì ì the 'objects,
are persons".36 Sel lars is, however, guite concerned with preventing a

common confusion that one may have with this characterization from aris-
ing. clarification on his part is offered by way of the foìlowing exam-

ple:

A primitive man did not believe that the tree in front of him
r^/as a person, i n the sense that he thought of it both as atree and a personr âs I might think that this brick in frontof me is a doorstep. rf this were so, then when he abandoned-uhe idea that trees were Þersons, his concept of a tree could
remai n unchanged, al though his bel iefs about trees would bechanged. The truth is, rather, that oriqinalìv to be a treewas a way of being a Þersol, âS, to usil-ìlo=Jana.l ogyto be 

" t¡"ñFi; æ of being a pìane f igure whenprimitive man ceased to think of what we cal Ied trees as per-sons' the change was more radical than a change in belief; it
r^/aS a change in category.t,

For Sel lars, the correlational and categoricaì refinement of this
originaì image - epitomized by the gradual de-personalization of its ob-

jects - precipitated the shaping of the manifest image. ln the manifest
image the primary objects are persons, inanimate things are no ìonger

35 See Gary Gutt ing, rrsc ient i f ic Rea I
Se I I ars : Quer i es and Extens i ons ,
l and: D . Re i du l pu¡ l i rf.l '' ng, t97ál

Wi lfred Seì ìars, "phi losophy and
!.j 91.", Percept i on and Rea ì i t¡
196Ð , p. t o.- -
tbid.

i:r", i n The Ph í I osophv of Wi I fred
ed. Joseph C. P i tt (Dordrecht,lo I -
, p.ì05.

the Scientif ic lmage of l,ianil, in
(New York: The Human i t i es press,
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considered to 'do, things in the manner in which

doing them. Within the manifest image man first
himseìf as a being-in-the-world. lndeed, such

pace provides the rudimentary base from which the

a l ph i l osophyr has ar i sen.
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we now speak of people

comes to conceive of

a conceptua I change of

tradition of rperenni-

The manifest image, in sel lars view, is in many ways a 'scientific
imager itseìf; i.e., the correlationaì and categorical refinement of the

originaì image by the manifest image partial ìy paraì ìels the explanatory

refinement of the ìatter by the postulationaì theory construction indi-
cative of the scientific image. Historical ly speaking, the major clari_
fication that is in order here is that whi ìe rrthe manifest image took

shape in the mists of pre-history, the scientific image has taken

shaPe before our very €/esrr.se

However, the rad i ca l changes wh i ch the man i fest i mage was, and i s,

bound to undergo is foreshadowed by the fact that our view of ourselves

is as concept-mediated as our view of the objects of the rexternal,

world.3e That such radicaì changes can be seen as methodoìogically una-

voidable is outl ined by Sel lars as fol lows:

The man i fest must be construed as conta i n i ng a concept i onof itseìf as a group phenomenon, the group mediating between
the individual and the intel I igibìe order. But any attempt to
explain his mediation within the framework of the manifest im-
age was bound to fail, for the manifest image contains the re-
sources for such an attempt only in the sense that it provídes
the foundation on which scientific theory can bui ìd an expla-natory framework; and wh i I e conceptua I structures of th i s

38

39

lb id. , p,5,

For an elaboration on this very important thesis, wherein reflectionis brought to bear on the social character of conceptuaì thinking,
see Sellars article, "Empiricism and the phiìosophy of È1indr', in Sci-
€, Percept ion, and Rea ì i ty.
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they are not def
c image of man
i nes of the way
n the wor I d.4 o

Sel lars depiction of the manifest and scientific images has fueìed

much debate in Anglo-American philosophy of science and philosophy of

mind. sellars largely urges us to view the manifest image as a primi-
tive sort of conceptuaì scheme incìusive only of the observable features

of in (animate) I ife and a simpìe theoretical eìaboration thereof (an

elaboration inclusive of thought, feeì ings, sense-impressions, et cet-
era). To a large degree this construaì fuels his attack on the instru-
mental ist component of positivist thought, proponents of which inevitab_

ly deem rpicturing' as the 'inaìienable perogative of the perceptual

level of our current conceptual structure'.ar ln such an attack we often

hear sel lars making an eguation straight-away between manifest image/ob-

servat i ona I framework,/common sense.

Thus in his defense of Scientific Reaì ism Selìars entertains the pos-

sibi I ity that in the scientific image the notìon of a person that we re-
cieve from the manifest image wi l l be replaced by a rmultipl icity of
ìogical subjectsri i.e., that 'in principrer the ranguage of physicar

theory 'rcoLtìd repìace the common-sense framework in aì I its rolesr.a2
Such impì icit optimism can, in fact, be seen as fueì ing Feyerabend,s

early argument that there is no reason why we should not now attempt to

W. Sel lars, "Phi losophy and the

For Sellars' argument in this
and Hetaphvs i cs: Var i at i on on
xegan Paul, 1968),JpE¡0.

lbid., p.ì46.

framework are bui lt on the manifest image,
nabìe within it lt is in the scientif
the world that we begin to see the main out
which man came to have an image of himself

t-
in
in

40

4r

Scientif ic lmage of I'tanr,, p..l7.

regard, see Wi lfred Seì lars, Science
Kantian Themes (London: Routl"ãge anA
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replace the theoretical framework of sense-impressions with the ìanguage

of micro-physical theory. ln fact, Feyerabendrs unrestrained attack on

phenomenaì istic accounts of experience (wherein sense impressions are

accorded primary ontologicaì status) precipitated what to most positi-
vists would have been a ìudicrously incomprehensible thesis; namely,

that 'experience', as traditionally concieved, is not essential to the

acquisition of scientific understanding. As Feyerabend argued, for ex-

amp ì e:

A theory (such as erectrodynamics) may be understood even by abì i nd person. The onr y d i fference between a bì i nd person anda seeing person consists in the fact that the first one uses adifferent part of the theory (or of the consequences of thetheory) as his observation .Ianguage. 
Hence, even a bì ind per-

son may understand 'red' and simi lar terms (of his theoreticaìlanguage) and there is no reason why he soulO notJexplain 'red' to a seeing person rby ostensionr. This beingso we cannot assume that when ceasing to be blind he automati-
caì ly improves his knowledge of redness.a3

Although his views have changed in remarkable ways over the years,

Feyerabend was indeed quite emphatic in insisting on the validity of

such a perspective.aa ln response to the question which has so stimuìat-
ed empiricists over the centuries 'What do sensations contribute to our

understanding?', his response was quite forthright: .Taken by them-

selvesr âS they wouìd appear to a comp,Ietely disoriented person, they

are of no use, e i ther for understand i ng, or for act i onil . a s

43 Paul Feyerabend, "An Attempt at a Real istic lnterpretation of Experi-ence", p.33.

44 It might be noted that an indepth examination of his moreviews may welì reveaì that they are not alì incompatibìe withhas to say here.

r ecent
what he

Paul Feyerabend, rrscience Without Experiencer', in
í sm and Sc i ent i f i c t'lethod (Cambr idge: Cambr idgeE'lFp. t33.

Real ism, Rational-
Un i vers i ty Press,

45
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ln his request for scientists to abandon the entire common-sense

conceptua ì framework, however, Feyerabendrs pos i t i on has been cha I I enged

in an equally emphatic way by Sellars himself. ln outìining his discord

with Feyerabendrs views Seì lars, whi le agreeing "that the conceptuaÌ

framework of rcommon sense' is, in the last analysis, falser,+e never-

the I ess obj ects to speak i ng of that f ramework as a fa ì se theorv. on

Sellars account, "the conceptuaì framework of common sense has no exter-
nal subject-matter and is not, therefore, in the relevant sense a theory

of anyth ingrr. + r

sel lars' major point of contention with Feyerabend, however, is on

another matter. lt is a contention, conceivably enough, that may be

fueled by the disagreement over the rtheoretical' status of the common-

sense conceptuaì framework - for Sel ìars does admit that common-sense

concepts have an irreducible 'practical dimensionr.as Nevertheìess, what

Sel ìars is most desirous to underl ine is that 'rthe abandonment of the

common-sense framework wouìd result in serious methodological and con-

ceptual lossrr.ae Parting company in this fashion with Feyerabend on

wi lfred sel lars, "Scientific Real ism or lrenic lnstrumental ism: Acritique of Nagel and Feyerabend on Theoreticaì Explanationr,, in
Phi losgpþicaì PgrsÞectives (Springfield, I I I inois: chartes c. Thom-âs, 1967) , p.338.

lbid., p.339.

lbid. , p.351+. The extent of disagreement between Sel lars and Feyera-
bend on this matter may not be as great as it appears. Feyerabendhas, however, stated the foì ìowi ng: 'rThe fact that the pragmaticproperties of some parts of the everyday language have remainã¿ un-
changed may weil be due to the fact that the peopìe using these par-ticular sections are not interested in science and do not know itsresultsrr. see Paul Feyerabend, "An Attempt at a Realistic lnterpre-tat i on of Exper i encerr, p.3 l .

lbid. , p.355.
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methodoìogical issues, sel lars does, however, rejoin him for the ontic
feast. His expìanation for the temporary conceptual departure?: ,,no

one who stresses the methodological primacy of the framework of common

sense is committed to preserving either outmoded common sense be-

liefs or common sense constructs ... in the corpus of scienceil.so

This ìatter point of contention, however, can be seen as beìying a

more important aspect of Sel lars' depiction of the manifest and scien-
tific images. For Sellars, âs we saw in our depiction of his views in
our chapter on post-empiricism, 'sense impressions' are reaì ly theoreti-
cal entities, taìk of which has arisen to provide an explanatory account

of the perceptual aspects of physicaì objects. such taìk, al legedìy,
will find no place in the scientific image of things. perhaps quite un-

expectedìy, however, Sel lars does not advocate a ful l-blown Quinean

physicalism. The reason for this is because he beìieves that the scien-
tific image's eguivaìent to thetstates of perceptionr of the manifest
image (tne theoreticar eraboration of sense-impressions, described in

the adverb i a I mode; i .e. , rJane senses the book red I yr) must reproduce

the 'logical spaces' of secondary quaìity concepts. These equivalent

states' Sel lars aì leges, are constituently possessed of 'sensa, - 'theo-
reticaì inner nonphysicaì events, - that represent the emergent property

of sensing irreducible to the physical states depicted by the scientific
i mage. One i s thus forced to back-track somewhat and rec ì ar i fy what

sel lars says about the repìaceabi ì ity of the 'primary objects' of the

manifest image by the 'muìtipl icity of ìogical subjectsr in the scien-

tific image' ln fact, such clarification is impl icitly forthcoming from

s0 lbid.
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Sel I ars h imsel f when he states that:

the idea that persons 'reaily arer such mu,ltipricities
does not require that concepts pertaining to persons be anary-gable into concepts pertaining to set of ìogicar subJãcts.
Persons may rrea,l ìy ber bund,les, but the concept of a personis not the concept of a bundle.ur

Argumentation of this sort can, in fact, be seen as precipitating
Selìarsrview of the aim of philosophy as being constitutive of the fus-
ing of the manifest and scientific images into arunified image of man-

in-the-world'. Hore precisely for Sel lars:

the most fruitfur way of approaching the probìem of integrat-
i ng sc i ence wi th the framework of sóph i st i cated common lunr"into one comprehensive synoptic vision is to víew it not as apiecemear task but rather as a matter of articuìating twowhoìe ways of seeing the sum of things, two images of maÃ_in_the-worìd and attempting to bring them together in a rstereo-
scoPic view¡.s2

Sel lars bel ief that 'sensa' and the ascription of intentions to oth-
ers (for Sel lars, intentional properties have a functional significance)
necess i tates that the man i fest image must be reconc i ì ed wi th the sc i en-

tific image has, however, met with some opposition from other Scientific
Real ists. c.A- Hooker, for exampìe, has argued that the apparant vaì id-
ity of Sellars argument is rooted in his construal of secondary qual i-
ties as simple and homogeneous and in his'Principle of Framework Trans-
formation Adequacy'. Hooker out,l ines that princip'le as for ìows:

For any two conceptuaì schemes S, S', if Sr is to be an ade_quate successor conceptual framework to s then sr must be ca_pable of expìaining aìì the phenomena describab.Ie in S; but slwill not be capabìe of this unress it is abre to reconstructwithin its resources the same ìogical structures (,ìogical
spaces') of each of the concepts of S. s 3

Wi lfred Sel lars, Science, perception and Real i ty, p. l0l
lbid., p..|9.

5t
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to the demand

that any successor conceptual framework must reproduce aì I of the con-

ceptual relationships among the concepts of the succeeded framework, as

well as any other logícal characteristics of those concepts, for exam-

ple, simpì icity and homogeneity.sa ln ì ight of the matter at hand, this
amounts to the demand that in the scientific image something akin to

'sensar reproduce the I I og i ca ì spacer (read structure) of the secondary

qual ities. ln short, from the supposition that the having of sense Ìm-

pressions is of a homogeneous nature, and can therefore not be reduced

to systems of particualr components none of which possess such an attri-
bute in their own right, Sel lars is led to the conclusion that persons

cannot be exclusively reduced to the multipìicity of non-homogeneous

ìogical subjects depicted by the scientific image.

Seizing the bull by its horns, irowever, Hooker simply attacks Seì lars
main suppositions; namery, that there is a simp'l icity and homogeneity to

the manifest image as welì as to the secondary qualities discerned

therein. For Hooker, there is real ly no such thing as the manifest im-

age brought to bear in experience; such a thing is 'largeìy a myth, ,,an

ideal ised construction of a certain sort extracted from a changing ka-

ìeidoscope of conceptual schemesil.ss ln reaì ity, the experiences of the

species has been dictated by ilmultitudinous conceptual schemes, stretch-

As presented, this principle
pictions that Hooker gives it.
for the I nev i tab i I i ty of the
Srudies 32 (1977) 2339,3\3.

rbid., p.336-337.

lbid., p.3t+2.

is actually a synthesis of two de-
See C.A. Hooker, "Sellarsr Argument

Secondary Qual ities¡¡, philosophical
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i ng over centur i esrr. s 6

Th i s attack on the I neat separat i on' wh i ch Sel I ars has drawn between

the manifest and scientific images has some major consequences. such

conseguences are partìy foreshadowed by Seìlars' unjustífied inference

from the premise that secondary qual ities are experienced as irreducible
homogeneous propert i es to the conc I us i on that they are such propert i es.

lnvaìid syììogisms of this nature, however, are not the prime mover be-

hind the hard rain that befal ìs Sel ìarsr vision of the aim of phi loso-
phy' The reaììy hard rain faìls as an inevitable result of the evoìu-

tionary nature of'manifest imagetconceptuaì schemes - that at no time

can we $ priori dictate what conceptuaì components of a given conceptuaì

scheme must be 'expìained' by its successor. As Hooker notes, sellars
has impl ici tly run together concepts and beì iefs. The apparantness of
Sellars' reportinq on how the manifest image is beìies the fact that hís

construal of secondary quaì ities as simple and homogeneous "represents a

bel ief of unknown truth vaìue formulated in terms of secondary qual itv
concepts which are' qua ostensively defined, agnostic on the subject,r.s?

By way of a reìated example, Hooker notes the import of recognizing Sel-
lars' conflation of bel iefs and concepts in this regard as unjustified;
i-

in at least one version of the llanifest lmage the beì ief that
al I sol id objects are completery fi ì ìed with matter in therelevant sense would be represented as just that, a beìief, nolonger as part of the concept of soì idity.sg

57

tbid.

l b id. , p.34.l .

lbid., p.3\2.
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Attacks akin to Hookerrs on Sellarsian arguments for the inclusion of
qual itative properties in the picture of the world provided by advanced

science can only lend conceptuaì support to the kinds of replacement re-
alism outlined by Gutting which we mentioned earìier.5e ln accepting

that aì I conceptual ta'lk about sense-data are necessari ly theory-laden

one can see the import of Feyerabendrs radical stance on the matter. As

Paul Churchland argues (in neo-Feyerabendian fìavor), if h/e accept that
rrsensations are just causaì middle-men in the process of perception

the possibiìity of a dramatic modification and expansion of the domain

of human perceptuaì consciousness - without modification of sense organs

- becomes quite realr'.60 rhe onìy real bugbear that remains in all of

this is whether one should champion the in-principle-replaceabi l ity of
¡manifest image'predicates and corresponding ontoìogies, or-, being more

forthright, claim that given the superior explanatory account of neuros-

cience, they ought to be replaced by thal taxonomy. This di ìemma, Fê-

maining even given a fulìy deveìoped defense of eìiminative materiaìism,

serves, in fact, as a point of contention between pragmatists and more

thorough-going scientific real ists. Thus Churchland, quîte optimistic
about science 'coming closer to ideal of seeing reaì ity as it reaì ly

is', in championing the replacement of the common-sense taxonomy, states

that he isrradvocating onìy that we assist a process that has been un-

derway for many millenníarr.6r One the other hand, Richard Rorty, one of

se For a differentìy inspired attack on Sellars' views of perception,
see James l'/- Cornman, "Sellars on Scientif ic Realism and perceiving",
in PSA 1976: vglume Two, ed. Frederick suppe and p.D. Asquith (Eã=tLansing, 14ichigan: phi ìosophy of Science Association, r g77),
pp.344-358.

60 Paul Churchland, Scientif ic

lbid., p,36. Churchland, of

Realism and the Pìasticity of l,1ind, p.ì5.

course, has recent ì y vo i ced some scept i -
6L
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of el iminative material ism, has outl ined, on

prevents his advocacy of scientific reaì ism on

I am not in any sense craiming that the customary vocaburaryof introspection is 'í I legitimater. Rather, I am merelyclaiming the same ìegitimacy for the neuroìogical vocabulary
¡ly attitude is, not that some vocabuìaries are 'iììegiti_mate¡, but rather we shouìd let a thousand vocabularies bloorn

and then see which survive I take no sides on the questionof whether the material ist is right in his prediction that the
ord i nary ways of report i ng on i ntrospect i ons wi I I wi ther
away62...

I t couìd wel I be said that optimistic-cum-voìuntaristic and agnostic

stances respectiveìy divide the scientific real ist and pragmatist on

this matter. 0n methodological grounds, however, the pragmatist may

have to concede something to the mandates of evoìvinq conceptual schemes

as outl ined by the real ist. ln fact, if we acknowledge that the common-

sense conception of man-in-the-world is best described as a'ìooseìy in-
tegrated patchwork of subtheor i es ' then even Se I ì ars t demand that we

methodologicalìy honor the categories of 'the, i\anifest lmage until

'the' scientific lmage happens on the scene emerges as a presription

that stands in the way of theoretical innovations. As Churchland point-
edly notes, "the rfactsr, as currently conceived and observed by us,

form the starting place for theoreticaì inquiry, but its successful pur-

cism about the possibi I ity of finding a 'final rrue Theory'. seePaul Churchland, 'rConceptual Progress and Word/World Relatiåns: lnSearch of the Essence of Natural Kinds", Canadian Journal of philoso-
phv 15 (t985) :1-tJ. we wiil soon =ee hãiltlF"ffi=, ¡i aby evoìutionary-naturaì i stic considerations.

62 Richard Rorty, "ln Defense of Eliminative l,laterialism'r, in lilaterial-
i-sm g-nd the Hi¡d-Bocv probìem, ed. David t4. Rosenthar te nEi*oãaCliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1971), pp.229-230. For his classic de_fense of el iminative material ism also see, in the same volume, Ror_ty's article ttiïind-Body ldentity, privacy, and Categories,,,pp.l74-199.
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suit may weìl reveal that we should vacate that starting place as hasti-
'I y as poss ib 1e,,. 6 3

The inevitable ramif ication of championing eliminative materialism to
any extent is that it gives one conceptual footing for entertaining the

possibiìity that the conceptuaì apparatus, and corresponding categorical
distinctions, of any given common-sense theoretical framework need not

have its Ilogicaì spaces' preserved by a successor framework.6a The most

powerful ramif ication, however, of evaluating common-sense distinctions
as part of theoretical matrixes6s is that the reaìm of the intentional -
of propositionaì attitude - befall the same fate as taìk of secondary

quaì ities and 'subjective perception,. ln short, what a thorough-going

eì iminative material ism (under the guise of replacement reaì ism) must

inevitably calì into question ìs the whole store-house of foìk psycholo-

gy and its rel iance on sentential attitudes.66 Fueled by an el iminative

63 Paul churchìand, Scientific Realism and the plasticitv of 14ind, p.b4.
54 lt might be noted that Sellars' interpretation of the iïanif est lmageas an homogenous monol ith, which partly precipitates his demand forthe preservation of the rlogical spacer of its concepts, has been at-tacke by a variety of phiìosophers of different persuasions. GaryGutting, for example, has argued thatrrthe i'lanifest lmage cannotcomprise, without contradiction, both llarxist materialism and Budd_hism; yet each of these proports to be, in principle, a total worldview". See Gary Gutting, r¡scientific Reaì ismr,, in The phi ìosophy of

Wi lfred seì ìars,. ed. Joseph c. pitt (Dordrecht, Hol 1""a, ol ReidelPublishing, 1978), p.615. ln aìl fairness to Sellars, however, Isuppose one could siply counter this argument \^/ith the repìy: ,pro-
pgrtinq to be a worìd-view and actualìy being one are two quite dis_tinct things'.

tt 0r, if we want to pay some regard to Sellars on this matter, as anramalgam of concepts which feign theory-hoodr. For a brief attack onthe attempt to construe common-sense as constituting a theory, seeBas c' van Fraassen, "0n the Radical lncompleteness of the iïanifestl.mage", PSA W: Volume Two, eds. Frederick Suppe and p.D. Asquith(East Lansing, 11icnigran. p¡'irosophy of Science Association , 197Ð,pp.335-3\3. l'lore on th i s matter ì ater .
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materiaì ist stance6? it is this very questioning which can be seen as

serving as the halìmark of a fundamental version of scientific real ism.

l{e will ìook at the resources for this scepticism vis a vis fork psy-

choìogy after a consideration of the evoìutionary naturalistic aspects

of scientific reaìism. ln fact, we will see how a scepticism in regard

to foìk-psychologícal taxonomies (and corresponding sententiaì atti-
tudes) also emerges from evolutionary-naturaì istic considerations.

6.3 FUELING THE ENTERPRISE:
REAL i Sltl

A LOOK AT EVOLUTIONARY NÂTURALiSTIC

Hany of those real ists who have been influenced by the Quinean re_

quest for a naturaIized epistemoìogyrs are perhaps more appropriateIy
caì led (tol ìowing Hookerrs suggestion) evolutionary natural istic reaì_

ists. 0n a variety of counts, however, their views are almost indistin_

67

It might be pointed out at this point that in extending at ìeast aquasi-theoretical status to common-sense tdescriptions,, one is ac-knowìedging that in its invocation of countless unobservabìe entitiesfolk psychology may weil be saic to be parily õõnlffiu oy ,naive
scientif ic psychorogy'. However, the import of this, as r,ryrås Brandhas aptly noted, is that one must admit that, ,'Sel lars' distinctionbetween the I'lan if est and Sc ient if ic images doe not correspond to thedistinction between fork and scientifiè psychorogy [since]upon cìoser inspection, terms referring to nonobservabìes are seen toappear in foìk psychological explanationsr,. see i'lyìes Brand, lntend-j_E-g and Act i on: Toward a ftatuf_¿.1_jZed Aqt i o_n íh"o.u f ðår¡.Ë,
iïass. : i'1tr press, rg8I[pp. rBFï6Ç:n."fiig Hooker,s account ofa 'changing kaleidoscope of conceptual schemesr, however, overcomesany conceptua ì prob I em that may be prec i p i tated by Brandr s observa_t ion.

The dístinction between el iminative material ism and the identity the-sis in the phiìosophy of mind must arways be acknowledged. The 'lat-
ter, which appears to have so far received most of the attention insocial science circles, supposes that mental state talk can be re_duced to talk of bra in states; in short, i t supposses that the tovocabularies are referentiaì ly identical. El iminative material ism,on the other hand, is, at the one and the same time, more radical andìess optimistic in regards to this matter. lt argues that such a re-
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guishable from a natural istical ly-oriented pragmatism. ln fact,
or not, ês self-proclaimed scientific real ists, this group of

may well be tossing their metaphysical surname to the wind is a

we will shortìy explore.
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l'leta-phiìosophicaì concerns aside for the time being, however, it may

well be said that for this kind of realism many of the excesses and di-
ìemmas of post-empiricist phi losophy stem from the fact that its propo-

nents have not adequately responded to the I imitations placed on the hu-

man animaì's cognitive apparatus by the environment within which it
evolves. 0n this account, post-empiricist developments reflect a thesis

that is common to the Kantian-cum-ìinguistic turn in philosophy; namely,

that our knowìedge of the worìd is posssibìe because we, ât least in

part' structure that worìd. However, because it is largely constitutive
of this very legacy, much of post-empiricism - quite in spite of poppe-

rian infìuences - has been prevented from underlining the Darwinian

claim that we learn about the environment by being chal ìenged by it.
lluch of post-empiricism, for exampìe, in not paying due attention to

Quiners argument that natural language emerges as an end result of a

duction is not going to come about - that taìk of mental states willsimpìy be el iminated in favor of more (pragmaticaì ìy?) adeguate ta-xonomies. 0n the el iminative materiaì ist's score-card taìk of be-
I iefs and desires wi I I one day suffer the same fate that talk of
wi tches and ph ì og i ston has a ì ready suffered. Any resaonab I e anthol o-gy in the phiìosophy of mind will give depiction to the intricaciesof the debates between identity theorists and el iminative material-its. Two nicely structued ones are c.v. Borst, ed., The 14ind/Brain
I dent i tv Theorv (London: The ftacti i I I an press, l97O) anã-O"'Tffillãlsenthal, ed., l'laterialism and the llind-Body Probìem (Engelwood
Cl iffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hal l, 1971) .

68 see w.v.0. Quine, "Epistemology Naturalizedr', in 0ntoìoqicaì Reìativ-
i-!.Y._and Other Essavs (New york: corumbia univ"ffi,@,pp.69-90. He wi I ì recal I the ral lying cry that accompanies this re-quest: 'epistemology is science seìf-appl ied'
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trial and error process of adjustment,6e is led to give an unjustified
emphasis to the possíbiìity of language to change almost spontaneously _

and to thereby rgestaì t' i ts users i nto unencountered wor ì ds.

Aìthough evolutionary natural istic real ists applaud much of the post-
empiricist attack on positivist presuppositions, they are unconditionaì
in their rejection of a First Phi losophy - including that which dictates
the Il inguistic turnt. Fundamentaì to these real ists is the acceptance

of the principìe that 'once a science is born, phi losophicaì assumptions

no longer have a privileged statusr. So argued, their stance is often
guite simpì isticaì ìy expressed. Feyerabend, for examp,le, at one point
in his thorough-going Real ist days, once claimed that, r,as opposed to
positivism' a reaì istic position does not admit any dogmatic and incor-
rigible statement into the field of knowledgsil.ro

lndeed, what might appear to many as the urtimate presupposition of
evoìutionary naturaì istic real ism has been best expressed by Hookerrs
(perhaps unintentionai ly) truncated claim that "To be a scientific Real-
ist is not easy - it requires that science be taken real isticaì ly, hence

seriously".' r For the opponents of evoìutionary natural ism such a claim
reveals that its defence of scientific real ism rests on a specific sort
of faith or, at best, a 'pragmatic choice of research programmes,. Sci-

69 ln ì ight of the objections from those who argue that the explanatoryaspect of natural languages is not ubiquitous _ i.e., that there areseveral other uqes of ìanguage - we might say that this principìe ap-plies straightìcross the =pã"trum. ln short, we would be claimingthat rtr i al and error' governs jokes, sarcasm, commands, retorts, etceter a .

Pauì Feyerabend, I'An Attempt at a Rear istic lnterpretation of Experi-
encef ' , p.35.

C.A. Hooker, "Systematic Reaìism,r, Synthese 26 (197t+):409.

70
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entific real ists, however, as we have arready seen, have a variety of
reasons for choos i ng the 'conceptua ì scheme, of sc i ence as the best
(theoretical ly) specuìative apparatus for apprehending the world. Be-

sides, the allegation of 'faith, is very inappropriate in this context.
The invocation of contemporary evolutionary theory is not irrevocably
dogmatic. Unl ike rel igious foìk, for whom the Great Book speaks of the

worìd ti I I the end of time, the evoìutionary naturaì istic real ist may

quite readiìy admit that therstory' of evolution may weìl undergo dra_

matic aìteration - i-e., that the science of tomorrow may weil be (in

fact, probably wí ì I be) radícaì ly different from the science of today. ?z

We wi I I have no choice but to empìoy our contemporary theoretical re_

sources (aìl the while keeping a closse eye on possibìy innovative de-

veìopments). Especialìv on evolutionary grounds, there is no contra_
d i ct i on here.

As part of their advocacy of a turn towards naturalized epistemoìogy,

evolutionary natural istic real ists champion a natural istic approach to
the theory of rational ity in general and to the issue of perception in
particuìar. t'Jith their replacement of the positivistsr sense-datum mod-

el by a vigorously deveìoped information-processing modeì of knowledge

acquisition, ?3 evoìutionary natural istic real ists provide us with the

This possibiìity, we will note, aìso receives
Kuhns and Feyerabends of post-empi r i c i sm; on anour inability to comprehend the inticracies ofpast necessariìy becomes an inability to foreteìthe science of the future.

sustenance from the
historicist reading,
the science of the

I the i ntracac i es of

73 For a glimpse of some of the philosophical consequences of such a re-placement, ee C.A. Hooker, "The lnformation-processing Approach tothe Brain-ilind and its phi losophical Ramifications', pñi losopny anaPhenomenoìoqica.r Research 16 (l97Ð: r-r!. How tnis i"pìãF,,.,"nt over_comes many of the fai lures (in fact, how it accounts for the fail_ures) of sententiar epistemorogies is nicery d;;i.t"a'-ìn patricia
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resources for conceiving of the human animaì as simply one very elabo_

rate repistemic engíne'.'a rpso facto, what is decisive to note is the

fact that the posssess i on of a part i cu I ar cort i ca I structure rrrepresents

a commi tment on our part (aìbei t nei ther voìuntary nor conscious) to
certain ways of understanding".?s viewing perception in this I ight, what

wants underlining is that rour present way of seeing the worrd is,
though incorrect, pragmatical ìy the ìeast confusing and simplest way of
organizing our visual experienceil. ?6

Al though certain evoìutionary natural istic real ists may wel I argue

that'our present way of seeing the world is incorrectrbecause it nec-

essari ly fal ìs short of the 'truer picture that onìy the 'ful ly devel_

opedrScientific lmage can provide us with,?? not alì of them need argue

accordingìy. 'lncorrect'may be invoked in this context for a variety
of reasons' one of these reasons finds sustenance in evolutionary theo-

smith churchl3nd, "Language, Thought, and lnformation processing,,,
Nous l4 (t980) :jt+7-j7o.

?a As Paul Churchland, urges,',we must contrive to step out of our paro_chial self-concePtion, to transform our narrow concern with the ra-tionality of beìief into a gìobar concern, with the parameters of op-eration of 'epistemic engines, generar ry',. See pauì fi. churchìand,Sçienr!f ic Rearism and the præ-us_tly oi Hind, p.6. Arso-see patri-cia Smith c¡'ñiG'na 
"nãT"ttr. Cnrr.ñT"iE-,,Statking rhe Witd Epis_temic Engines", Nous ì/ (lgA:):!-lg

7s c'A' Hooker, "Empiricism, perception and conceptuar change',
Journa I of Ph i ì osophy 3 097Ð :7 I .

c.A. Hooker, "An Evolutionary Natural istic Real ist Doctrine of per-
cept ion and secondary Qua ì i t ies', lrlinnesota Stu4i_es. in the ph i losophyof Science g 0976) zI+27. - - --
The tendency to argue thus is quite apparent in the work of Hooker,while it is becoming increasing.Iy ress apparent in the recent work ofchurchland. For those who don't argue so the importance of champion-ing Real ism (apropos picturinq) becomes less of an issue (i.e., put-
nam' Rorty, Feyerabend churchland?). This is also why many wouldargue that a defence of scientific Real ism inevitabìy winas up u"ing
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rY in general. Disregarding the Lamarkian twist that phiìosophers often
endow it with," there is nothing in the Darwinian account of evolution
which necessari lv compels us to equate the process of adapting to the

world with our acquiring rknowledge' of that world. To speak generaì ly
of survivaì value is not to say how our species is fitted to survive.
Knowledge (as'representations') may be at best an unsystematic and pe-

ripheral by-product of bioìogicaì adaption and genetic change in gener-

aì. correlatively, it is alo quite possible, on the evolutionary ac-

count' that the brain may be more compìex than it is smart i.e., that we

are not possessed of the resources for either rknowingr how our repre_

sentations hook up with the world or the adequacy of those representa_

tions.?e

a.defence of praqmatism. 0n this and related issues one is weì Ivised to consuìt R. Nola,rrParadigms Lost, or the l^Jorìd Regained:Excursion into Rea.Iism and rdearism in Science', Sinthese
( I 980) :317 -350. iïore on th i s ma t ter I a ter .

ad-
An
t+5

7A As perhaps Popper has when he speaks of rincreasing versimi ì ituder.For some of the relations that popper sees between bioìogy and knowì-edge, see Karl R. Popper, Qbjeclive-Know.ledqe.: An EvorutionaLy. Ap-proach (London: Oxf oro uni"e-rs ity pæ7t) . wnffiÏ *¡=r.'to underl ine here is that there is no necesssary reason to subscribeto Lamarkian optimism (humanism) on matters epistemic; in short, thatthere is no over-riding reason to assume that through 'trial and er-ror' ('conjecture and refutation') we wi I I increasingly be able topro'ride increasing.ly rbetterr representations (via tnãory) oi 
"uunour species-specif ic environment. Abiding by the mandates of ¡¡G:tion and variance, we may only be abìe to iay that we are rrepresent-

ing'different, pêt-haps more multifaceted, components of that envi_ronment.

We wilì shortly see how a consideration of these possibilites fuels
much of churchìand's phi losophy. There Ís another very important ra-mification of this scenario; namely, that the brain's capacity forknowledge may be tragica.I 'ly incompatibìe with its having survival
va I ue.
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Another aspect of the evolutionary story aìso justifies the evoìu-

tionary naturalistic realist in speaking of rincorrect perceptions,;

namely, the species-specific nature of the environment within which the

human animal evolves. This aspect, however, onìy reaì ly causes troubìe
for metaphysical - God's Eye view - realists. several realists, on the

other hand, will insist that it does not illeg¡t¡mize the championing of
the ontologicaì component which Newton-Smith argues is fundamental to
the defence of Scientific Reaì ism.

Donald campbel l, for exampre, in arguing that ,,the evoìutionary per-
spective is fuì ly compatibìe with an advocacy of the goaìs of real ism

and objectivity in sciencer,,Bo has invoked the work of Konrad Lorenz to
support his general thesis. For Campell, the import of Lorenzrs work is
that it gives credence to the view that rthe mind has been shaped by ev-

olution to fit thoe apects of the world with which it deals, just as

have other body partsrr.8l This can,however, be seen as a rather loose
presentation on Campbel I rs part. What, for example, might consti tute
'mind' in this regard? ltlentaì (conceptual) representations? Are these

representations adequateìy captured by r inguistic (theoreticar) t.axono-

mies? And further yet, what is constitutive of 'fit'? precision of
rpicturing'?

There can, in fact, be no doubt that claims such as campbeìlrs re-
quire evaìuation by the most advanced biological sciences of the day.

lndeed, the very nature of such claims necessitate that further phi lo-

80 Donald r. campbel ì, "Evolutionary Epistemology,,, in The phi losophyKar'l Popper: 
. 
The .! ibrary of L iyilrq ph i ìosopñers, @r"-l[ Aooted. P.A. Schtipp (Open Court, il tinor .\D- -'

8r lbid. , p.\\7,

of
l,
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sophical discussions on the saìient issues must be imbued with an aware-

ness of recent deveìopment within those sciences.

It does' nevertheless, remain quite clear that the species-specífic
nature of environments is that aspect of evolutionary theory which most

promi nently fuel debates over whether or not evolutionary epi stemology

is compatibìe with ontological realism. some philosophers, of course,

question the vaì idity of the whole notion of evoìutionary epistemology.

0ften their attacks are directed at the Quinean request for natural ized

ep i stemol ogy, 8 2 often they stem from an eva I uat i on of the supposed sc i -
ent i f i c status of such an enterpr i se. I s

Some phiìosophers, however, notably less critical of the enterprise,
argue that evolutionary epistemoìogy can be seen as lending conceptual

support to both reaìism and anti-realism.81 Still others remain more

forthright in their view on the matter. Gonzaìo r,iunevar, for exampre,

has recently argued, in direct opposition to Campbeì l, that evolutionary
epistemoìogy necessari ly undercuts the real ist cause on semantical and

ontoì og i ca I grounds. ln arguing that "the bioìogical foundation of

82 see, for one smal l examp'le of such criticisms, Harvey siege,l, ,Justi-
fication, Discovery and the Natural izing of Epistemoiogy',; pÁi losophvgf scignce 4/ (ì980) :297-321 . For a ãounrer ro siugãì '. ãiricismsfrom within the Quinean camp, see paul A. Roth, ,,Seigeì on Natural-ized Epistemology and Natural Science',, phi losophy -of 

Science 50(lg8¡) :l+82-493. 0f course, the phi rosophiõ or putnam, Rorry, andFeyerabend provide one with a whole storehouse of criticisms that canbe used, to varying success, to attack the Quinean call for natural_ized epistemology.

83 once again, fol a small sample of such criticisms one might consultCarla E. Rary,rrCan Darwinian lnheritance Be Extended From Bioìogy toEpisremoìogy?',, pSA ì (t982) t356-369.

84 A'J' Cìark, "Evolutionary Epistemoìogy and 0ntological Reaìism,,,
Phi losophicat Quarterrv 34 (r984) :a8z-aÕô. For crark, t¡,is duar sup-port may be extended on semantical grounds
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knowìedge leads to the re,'ativitv of perception, inter r ígence, and sci-
ence", 8 s l'lunevar advocates a rperf ormance, model of knowledge; i .e. ,

"the question of rationality should be determined by whether science is
structured so as to carry out its function (enabr ing the species to ,get

aìongr in the \n/orld) tt.ae For iïunevar, evoìutionary consíderations compel

us to colìapse metaphysics into epistemo.logy; ,,the way the universe ,re_

ally is' or 'realìy is notr is relative to an interactional frame of
reference". s ?

There is no doubt that the extent to which the evoìutionary aspect of
naturaì ized epistemoìogy pul ls against the ontological claims of many

scientific realists is something that requires much further clarifica-
tion'88 what emerges as interesting at this pont in our discussion is
the extent to which a heeding of evo'lutionary theory in generar may pro-
pel evoìutionary natural istic real ists to question the taxonomy of our

8s Gonzaìo l'lunevar, Radical {¡oWl-ed.æ (lndianapolis, lndiana: HackettPubì ishing, l98l);.4. Ft."r,g.ly enough, however, l,lunevar bel ievesthat the 'utopian man,/machine symbiontsr of the future wi I I have thecapac i ty for ' tota I knowl edge' .

a6 lbid', p'50' clearly, the self-admítted influence of Feyerabend onl'lunevarrs thesis has not been extended to this particulår formula-tion. For Feyerabend, we wiìì recall, what contstitutes rgetting
along' is really what is most problematic.

81 lbid., p.37. What is interesting in l,lunevarrs work, especially inì ight of our previous chapter, is his wi I I ingness to consider thepossibiìity that rrlf science is an attempt to satisfy inteìlectualcuriosity, then it seems that the queen of our intellect was not bornin problem-solving but in pìay¡' (p.6g).

88 lt might be noted that there is a neo-Davidsonian ploy that pinpoints
some of the incoherencies in trying to argue either for or againstonto log ica l rea l ism g iven the spec ies-speã i f ic nature of-env i ron_ments. The gist of such a p.loy wourd be osmething r ike this: ,if weare necessari ly compel led to evolve within a species-specific envi_ronment how can we say, êither way, whether of not there are otherenvironments; i.e., how cou.ld we get out of ours to identify othersand if we can't identify others why say ours is onìy one?i.
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common-sense view of the world. We have ear'l Ìer seen how the import of
Sellars' depiction of the I'lanifest and Scientíf ic lmages, as welì as his
thesis that the common-sensicaì account of the worìd serves as a model-

theoretic paraì ìeì to the structural relations of language itserf, has

provided several resources to scientific real ists in championing an

el iminative material ist stance. From that stance, we wi ì I recaì l, the

categoricaì distinctions and corresponding ontologies of common-sense

are rendered at Ieast as dubious as, and irreducible to, the taxonomies

of theoretical science. From a purely evoìutionary naturaì istic per-

spective we have a paral ìel. Acknowledging that rhuman software, is
constantìy changing compels us to seriously countenance the possibi I ity
that common-sense is "just the theory that got there first'.8e

ln fact, what may wel ì be garnished from a natural istic perspective

are the resources for attacking one of the most fundamental assumptions

that fuels rhe r inguistic turn that phi ìosophy - in both its positivist
and historicist guises - has taken in the twentieth century. lt is, in

fact, an assumption that has precipitated many of the dilemmas of post-
empiricism - from radicaì meaning variance to incommensurabi ì ity - the

extirpation from which often seems to require the neo-idealist counte-

nancing of a multitude of actuaì ways of worldmaking. paul Churchland

isoìates this assumption for us accordingly:

It is the assumption that, for the prurposes of a theory of
knowl edge and i ts growth, one's knowr edge (or our knowr 

"åg",or knowledge., period) at any time is rerevantry and adequateryrepresented by a set or system of sentences or propositions
r heor ¡es orJnowreãæ-Eu*n"o rffiirìoffil

things I shal I caì ì sentential epistemolågies. ro

8e As is aptly phrased by paui Churchland,
Plasticity of tlind, p.44.

Scientific Real ism and the
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There is, of course, rìo doubt that there are tendencies within
post-empiricism which also indicate some dissatisfaction with the view -
decisive to sententiaì epistemo''ogy - that knowìedge (,,earning) is both
governed, and refìected, by the ability to procede from one proposition_
al stage to another. Goodman, for exampì e, i s qui te i n agreement wi th
churchland that we would be much better off if we no longer viewed

knowìedge as hav ing propos i t iona I or j udgementa I f oundat ions. l.Jhen he

advocates considering knowledge as the tdiscovering and devising of fit
of al ì sortsr , Goodman i s urg i ng that we cease constru i ng knowr edge as

Justified rrue Beìief, wherein 'beliefs' are sententiaìly individuat-
ed. er

lf one looks closely enough, other parallels can be discerned between

churchlandrs attack on sentential epistemologies and deveìopments within
post-empiricism. Wlat wants emphasizing here, however, is that any

post-empiricist reaction to sentential empistemoìogy one discovers no

direct and substantial reference to the functioninq of the brain itself
as proof of the inappropriateness of the sentential paradigm. ln short,
we do not see the post-empiricist rushing into the lab of the neuros-
cientist to examine the sources of the dilemmas generated by sentential
epitemology; rather, we find them joining rank with rmagiciansr, novel-
ísts, and artists. rf in fact, this is onìy a matter of preferred com-

pany so be it. However, on these (pragmatist) grounds there is no nec_

90 Paul ¡1 . Churchland, rrKar_ì popperrs philosophy of Science,r, CanadianJournaì of Phi losophy 5 0glÐ 2155.

For a short consideration of just how deep the acceptance of the the_sis that knowredge is justifled.true berief pu.r"ut", phiìosophy ofsc i ence from Hume to Feyerabend, see suppers rrAfterwordil 
i n TheJffi *,.$ Thgories, second Edìtion, ed. Frederict suffi(urþana: University of lllinois press, 1977), pp.7l6_729.

9l
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essary reason not to give an ear to the company to which the evolution_

ary natural istìc reaì ist would I ike to introduce us.

Evoìutionary natural ists I ike Hooker and the Churchlands have a vari-
ety of reasons for entertaining a scepticism about the benefits that can

be reaped from the traditional sententiaì approach. ln its very con-

strual of knowledge, for example, this approach is necessari ìy I imited

in appreciating the extent of cognitive activity that is díscernible in

all the non-human entities not possessed of any linguistic capacity as

traditionaì ly understood.ez rn addition, and most shockingìy, the epis-
temologist who analyzes knowledge sententiaì ìy is aìso ìeft groping for
explanations to account for the obvious cognitive activity exhibited by

pre-l inguistic chi ldren and those adults (inclusive of deaf mutes and

those extensively brain damaged) lacking any capacity for understanding

ì anguage anci speech. e 3

one may, of course, take a neo-chomskian pìoy and argue that there is

a (bioìogical ly?) innate functional organization that at some stage of
evolutionary development (uotn phyìogenetical ly and ontogenetical ìy)

both makes possible, and is refìected by, ì inguistic activity. The evo-

Communication abiìity is another matter here.

These, of course, are only two of the most obvious shortcomings. Forthese and numerous other i nstances of the i nsuff i c i enc i es of senten-tiaì construaìs of knowìedge one is weìl aãGea to consult the foì-
I owi ng papers: c. A. Hooker, ¡rThe I nformat i on-process i ng Approach tothe Brain-f/tind and its philosophical Ramif ications',, pñilo;o;;v andPhenonenoloqical Research 16 (j9iÐ: l-t!; paut Churchlund, iffimina_
tive llateriaìism and the Propositional Attitudesrt, Journal of phiìos-
ephl 78 (198t) 267-9o and ',ts Thinker a Natural úi;ffi¿¡_e-l-egËîl
(1982) z22J-2J8; Patricia Sm¡th-Churchland, ,,A perspective on l,lind_Brain Researcht', Journal of Phi losophy 77 (l9BO) t1g5-207 

"ÀJ 
,,Lan_

guage' Thought, and lnformation processing", Nous l4 (lggo) t1\7-l7o;Patricia Smith Churchìand and paul 1,1. Churchland, r,StalIing tnå WitaEp¡stemic Engine'r, Nous l/ (lgA¡):5-tg.
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lutionary natrual ist, however, wi I ì not be convinced by thi pìoy; in-
deed, they can provide a number of counter-instances to such a thesis.
For example, although we must throw specuìation to the wind and admit

that the matter is excìusiveìy the province of cognitive neurobioìogy,

Patr i c i a church I and has urged us to cons i der some of the contemporary

research on hemisphere special ization. As churchrand argues, many de-

velopments therein:

have revealed that the left cerebral hemisphere is normaì ìythe center of ì inguistic competence, whi le the right hemi_sphere is especiaìly competent at certain apparantìy non-lin-guistic tasks, such as visuo-constructive recognition of human
faces. e a

Churchland admits that a counter to such research is expectantly forth-
coming from those convinced of the vaì idity of the sentential approach;

i.e., rra determined sententialist might try to save his theory by argu-

ing that the processing in the right hemisphere is onry apparantry non-

linguisticrr.e5 As Churchìand aptly notes, ho\^/ever, the best we can say

of such a counter is that it is 'decidedly ad hoc'. And as ad hoc, it
can only turn to research in the neurosciences for subtantiation. Even

if we al ìowed that it may get such substantiation (which, âS we wi Lr

soon seet fiãf necessari ìy not be possible) this sti I I remains to be

seen' Hence, a scepticism in the face of sentential ism on this matter

is still quite warranted.

This specific exampìe, however, onry rea,lìy serves to introduce us to
the more genera ì argument that evol ut i onary natura ì i sts have d i rected

against diehard sententiaì ists. Stemming from a consideration of ìan-

9+ Patricia Smí
cess i ng", p.

lbid.

th Church ì and, "Language,
165 .

95

Thought, and I nformat i on pro-
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guage in ìight of its use by evolvinq epistemic engines the argument can

be seen as baicaìly two pronged. As paul Churchland notes, the natural_
i st perspect i ve compe ì s us to apprec i ate that:

ìanguage use. is something that is learned, by a brain alreadycapable of vigorous cognitive acitivity; ìanguage use is ac_quired as onìy one among a great variety of 'lãariea manipura-tive skills; and it is mastered by a brain that evorution hasshaped for a great many functions, ranguage use being the verylateste6...

That i inguistic representations are Iate-comers from an evolutionary
perspective is not, however, al I that the evolutionary natural ist wishes

to underline. I'tore importantly, what the naturalit brings emphasis to
is that even as a ìate-comer ,language 

remains a superficial and periph-
eral mode of information-processing in generaì; i.e., that:

even in humans it may pray a rerative'|y minor roìe in ouroveral l cognitive activities the buìk of cognition maytake place in other subsystems, and for ìow principrãs ínappr i-cable in the linguistic domain.e?

The upshot of ar ì of this? rf, as the evorutionary naturar ists ar-
ìege, neuroscientif ic research substantiates that rperceptuaì, ski I ìs
are broader than 'linguistic skiìrs, we must ret go of the view that con-

siders cognitive representation as necessari ly sentential and informa-

tion processing as basically processes of inferences between proposi-
tional states within deductive and inductive parameters. es rhis, in

Paul Churchland, "El iminative iïaterial ism and
tudesrr , p.83.

the Propositional Atti-

e7 Patricia Smith Churchland and pauì l,l.
Epistemic Engine", p. .l6. Churchìand, "Stalking the Wi ld

96

eB lt might be noted that these naturaì ist conclusions receive much sup-port from the work of Jean piaget. piaget, for exampìe, arso arguesthat language is not the excìusive r""ni of representation - that itis only one smail part of the semantic functions ín generar. He alsoargues, â9âinst much of positivism, that logico-maihematicaì struc-
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turn, has some profound conseguences. perhaps most dramatic of these

conseguences is that we are compeìled to entertain the possibility that
through I inguistic representations we are necesssariìy mis_perceiving

real ity, ee or, less metaphysical ly speaking, that sentential epistemolo_

gies are necessariìy unabre to provide an adeguate depiction of the re-
Iation between any given cognitive state and incoming information.roo

ln I ight of what has already been said about eì iminative material ism

in this chapter it should aìso be noted that an obvious consequence of
these naturaìistic considerations is that "expìanations drawn from neu-

rophysioìogy wiìl alway be defective in one decisive respect - they will
have no trunk with representation, sententiaì ly conceivedil.lor yet if
the expìanations of cognitive activity that are forthcoming from neuro-
physiology are not going to fit into the constraining parameters drawn

up by sententialists then here too a scepticism must be championed vis a

tures are not derived unique'l y f rom ìinguistic forms. For a simpìi_fied discussion of these matters, see Jean Piaget, Genetic Epistemol-9ey, trans. Eleanor Duckworth (New york: r.J.w. Nort;;E'.;igro).
e' To a large degree this rfact of the matter¡, shar .l u/e say, fueìs thecìaims that 'conceptuaì schemes' remain irrevocably speculative andthat the brain may be more compìex than we (vis ringuirii; i"p..="n-tations). The serious countenancing of the latter possibility hasrecently ìed churchland to argue that the human animaì (as epistemicengine) may weì I be a total rrepresentational crippìe'. lt is on

llese naturalistic grounds that he also argues that all 'naturalkinds' we think we have discovered may weÍì onry be praqmaticarkinds' For a discussion of these possib¡iities, see paul churchland,rrConceptuaì progress and Word/Worìd Relations: ln Search of the Es_sence of Natura '| K i nds", canad i an Journa ì of pri ì osophy 15(lgg¡) :l-tJ. tlore on rhir m"ttFEG. -.--

r00 Clarif ication is perhaps in order here. I,/hen naturalists like thechurchlands claim that many information processing states are notisomorphic with, or captured by, sententiar attiiudes, *nut-tnömean is that those statesrrare not describabìe in terms of the per_sonrs being in a certain functional state whose structure and ele-ments are isomorphic to the structure and elements of sentences,,.See Patr icia Smi th Churchìand, 'rLanguage, Thought, and I nformation
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vis our folk psychorogicar notion of ourserves. This, of course, is a

hearty claim and it requires some examination. Taking a gl impse at the

'opposition' to this construaì may facilitate this examination.

Zenon Pyìyshyn ¡ ã prominent researcher in artificiaì intel I igience
and computationaì psychology, in attempting to clarify how cognizers act
on the basis of representations, has recentìy made the folìowing craim:

what makes it possibìe for humans (and other members of thenaturaì kind inform?vore) to act on the basis of representa_tions is that they instantiate such representations physicaììyas cogn i t i ve consequences of operat i ons carr i ed out on these
COdeS. I 0 2

It is Pylyshyn's view that since computers aìso operate on the basis of
such codes, we are justified in arguing that cognition is a type of com-

putation' Now aìthough substantive clarification may welì be in order,
the major point of contention between our natural ist friends and cogni-
tive scientists I ike Pyìyshyn does not stem from the ìatterrs claim that
humans act on the basis of representation. Rather, it stems from what

Pylyshyn claims constitutes such representations. After arguing that
the rmind' is best viewed as roperating upon symbol ic representations or

Processing", p..|17. Throughout their work rinformationr is usuaìlyused quite loosely, as in: "the state S of an object O contains theinformation that p just in case 0 would not be in s unless p,,. Forthis particurar c.larification, see patricia smith churchrand, ,,A
Perspective on Hind-Brain Researchil, p.194. However, for a look athow the not i on of i nformat i on proa"r= i ng states maps onto thechurchlands' more refined notion of ,caì ibrãtiona.l content,, see pa-trícia Smith Churchìand and paul ¡1. Churchland, "Stalking the Wi ldEpistemic Enginer,, pp. l4-l!.

r01 Patricia Smith churchland, "A Perspective on Hlnd-Brain Research,r,p'ì96' For a discussion of whether or not materialists shouìd reaì-ly concern themselves with such a 'terminoìogicaì gâp,, see Richard
T:.at:rriïind as rneffabre", in t'rind in Nature, ed. Richard 0. Ervee(5an Francisco: Harper E Row, lgg2) , pp.6O_gg

102 Zenon l{' Pylyshyn, conjputation and Coqnition: Toward a Foundation
f or cosn ir ive sc ience-Gãm¡G", muil-¡rîî pr"ÇEail ffi
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codesr' Pylyshyn then rets the cat out of his conceptuar baggage by

claiming the fol lowing:

The semantic content of these codes corresponds to the cont.entof our thought (our bel iefs, goãls, and so on).ros

Pylyshyn weìì knows what major presupposition lurks behind such an

otherwise innocent craim; name'ly, that the propositionar attitudes of
foìk psychology wí ì ì consti tute these very codes. As we have come to
appreciate, it is this presupposition which naturalists like Hooker and

the churchlands are attempting to undermine. ln an attempt to defend

this presupposition Pylyshyn actualìy intensifies this point of conten-
tion by arguing that "we can assume that the taxonomy or descriptive vo-
cabuìary over which our beì iefs are expressed has made correct cuts
through phenomenarr. I o4

The kind of research programme that cognitive psychologists r ike py-

lyshyn advocate is, therefore' one primari ly constítuted by the search

for the most efficient code that can be used for manipurating proposi_
tional attitudes. lt is a search ubiquitous in artificial ¡nteì I igence

and one that receives its philosophical justification from rfunctional-

ism' in the philosophy of mind.ros rhe proponents of these positions are
often sa i d to be advocat i ng ' top-downr research, s i nce they presuppose

that we a l ready know what const i tutes the rhard-warer of cogn i t i ve rep_

ro3 lb¡d., p.xviii.
ro4 lbid., p.20.

r0s For two dif ferently-inspired evaluations of functionalism, see p.iï.
Churchland and p.S. Churchìand, rrFunctionaì ism, Qual ia, and lnten_tionatity¡', phitosophicaì Topics j2 (t9gt),izi_1\5-'unJ'Þuuì tl.Churchìand, ,,ls Thinker a Natural Kind?r, Dialoque 21(1982) 2223-238
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to f i nd the un iversal software

and man i pu ì ate these representa-

The counter position that is forthcoming from the evolutionary natu-
ral ists is that, since language is onìy one part of information process-

ing in general, we cannot assume that propositional attitudes are going

to reveal the integracies of cognition. lt is the naturaìists,view
that we cannot avoid 'opening the skul I' in our attempt to understand

how the human an ima I constructs representat i ons of the externa I wor ì d.

It is upon such a conceptuaì pìatform that the natural ist advocacy of
neurophvsiological research is based. As opposed to computational psy_

choìogists I ike Pylyshyn, the naturaì ist is steadfast in their request

for a rbottom-upr research programme in the cognitive sciences.ro6

Pyìyshyn's claim that the taxonomy of foìk psychologyrcorrectly cuts
through phenomena' is also the subject of much contention. 0n a thor-
ough-going naturaì ist account the attribution of mental states to people

is not the result of reading these states rstraight off the world, in

fine essentialistic style. Nor are such attributions deduced from a

subject's behaviour, nor are they inductiveìy inferred from one,s ortrn

state.r0? lndeed, ofì a natural ist reading even the tendency to speak of

ro6 A standard compìaint, that the functional ists have about rbottom-up,
research is that, although it may enì ighten our view of what consti-tutes the stfucture of cognitive activity, it wiìl be unable to of_fer a depiction of its functionalist characteristics. For a brieflook at how bottom-up rffiIiãfrett ¡e-a¡ìe to provide us withan understanding of such characteristics, see patricia Sm¡th church-' 
ì and, rrA Perspect ive on l,l i nd-Bra i n Researchr¡ , pp.206_207 ,

r0? For a discussion of these matters, see pauì ¡1. churchìand,',The Log-icaì Character of Action Explanationsil, phi losophical Review 7g(1970) 221\-236. AIso see pauj ¡,1. Churchiand, ¡,Eliminative l,îateriaì_
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ourselves as possessing mental istic attitudes is an end result of the

fact that ¡mentai states' have served as hypotheses for explaining be_

haviouri i.e., our tendency to treat bel iefs, desires, hopes, et cetera
as 'facts of the matterr is simply the result of the fact that folk psy_

choìogy (read: common sense 'wisdom') has become an entrenched theorv.
As churchìand notes, "the intentional ity of mentaì states here emerges

not as a mystery of nature, but as a structurar feature of the concepts

of folk psychologyrr. roa

It is becaue they view these rstructural featuresr as constituting a

theoreticaì matríx that the naturaìist is led to argue that we cannot

forgo criticalness - we must evaìuate the corpus of foìk psychology as a

theory' Since folk psychology stands in need of such an evaluatíon we

cannot assume that its categories serve as a neutral and sufficient base

from which an understanding of cognitive activity can be generated.roe

ism and the propositional Attitudes", pp.69_70.
108 Paul t4. Churchland, 'Eliminative l4ateria.l ism and the propositional

Att i tudesr' , p. 70 . For a more extens ive I ook at why churci-' I and con-siders folk psychoìogy to constitute a theory, see paul Churchland,Scientif ic Reaìism and the pìasticity of r,rind, chapter 4.
roe Defences of foìk (intentional) psychology in r ight of the church-landsrattack will no doubt continue to proliferaie 

"*pon"ntialìy inyears to come. Hopeful ly, such counters wi I I not overlook the dif-ferences between churchlandian attacks on folk f,Çchology anJ ;"rli-er behaviouristic attacks on the intentional idiom. -ôrl. goar inthis chapter, we wi rì reca.lì, was onry to offer a 'therapeutic, cri-tique of much of post-empiricist thought from the vantage point ofother rtheories of knowìedge' which h",r" ,gone beyondr-poSitivistmandates; hence, I âfl, regrettably enough, avoiding an analysis ofthe criticisms of both the churchrands'ãonstrua'l of fo'lk psychoìogyas a theory and their further view that it constitutes a Þa{ theorythat should be repìaced. For a rook at a variety of .r¡trcisms ofthe Churchlands' position on these matters one is wel'l advised toconsult the foì lowing articles: Terence Horgan and James Woodward,rrFoìk Psychology is Here to 
. 
stay'.,. The phi,losophiçar Rev_rew 94(lg8¡)3197-226i patriciaK¡tcher, ,'rn o"tã; täarpsy-chology", Journal of P¡i ìosophy 81 (t984):89-lO6; A"rU"r"-von Eck_
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The natura I i st confronts the goa I s of artificiaì inteì I igience re-
search with a wel l-founded scepticism. lf propositional attitudes do

not embody our primary mode of representation - if language is only one

smal I part of information processing in general - then their 'ideal, in-
stantiation in a computer software program wiìì still prove an inade-
quate depiction of the totaì cognitive activity constitutive of an epis-
temic engine I ike the human animal. rr2 Hence, orì natrual istic grounds

there may wel'i be good reason for arguing that, apropos the human ani_

ardt, "rogliti.ve^Psychorogy and principred skepticism". Journa.¡ of
!&-sopl¿ 8l (1984):67-88; K.v. wiìkes, ,,pragmatics ¡Å sffiË'"iäTheory in Common Sense,,, lnquíry 27 (ì9g4) :33g136j.

11o The reasons for such an aìlegation are ubiquitous throughout theirwork. For a cursory gì impse at a whore spectrum of them, see espe-cial ìy Paul Churchland, "ls Thinker_ a Natural Kind?il, Dialogue 2l(i982) :223-238. rn many waysìnñl-"*r 
"i i¡," c;r;;;rånalind soodcompany in the argumentation of Stephen Stich. For an extensive ex-amination of why fork psychology is unabre to specify content forpropositional attitudes ('S beìieves that p'; ,S hopes tfrãI p'; rS

desires that P'; et cetera), see Stephen Stich, From Folk psycholoov
to_cgqni tive Science: The case Against Ber ief-Gr¡r.,an;ffi
¡1lT Press J 9Ð.-

rrr As stephen stich notes: ,'lf aì I talk of bel iefs, desires, expecta_tions, preferences, fears, suspicions, prans, and the r ike were ban-ished from the socia'l sciences, those disciplines as we know themtoday wouìd disappear 0f course, this observation might beviewed as a two-edged sword, indicating not that fork psychorogy ismore respectab ì e than the Church I ands ma i nta i n, but rather that thesocial sciences which share its conceptuaì apparatus are themselvestargets for el imination from the growing canon of science.,, seestephen Stich, From Folk psvcholoqv to coãni tive science: The case
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mal ' there are, in princip'le, Iots of things computers ,can,t dor.r13

The scepticism which the naturalist may well have towards much of
rartificial' intel ì igence research is not, however, a scepticism that is
extended to aìl 'scientificr attempts to discover the intricacies of hu-

man cognition. lndeed, that the naturalist will readily turn to the re-
sources of neurosc i ence to cr i t ¡ gue the runn i ng assumpt i ons of the pro_

ponents of artifical inteì ì igence is proof of this fact, ln short, the

naturaìist, in their critique of artificiaì intelìigence research, is

not in search of some g prìor rfunding and founding, Lebensweìt.

Precisely what natural ist accounts of cognition and epistemic engines

may welì, in fact, undermine is aìr that has hitherto been aììeged to
constitute the thumanr. The acknowledgement that there is a high degree

of 'covert intel lectual actìvity, seriously caì ls into guestion the

whole storehouse of variously formulated views ofrhuman, conscious-

nessr!a which have vigorously competed with each other for centuries.
And the fact that cognitive control is distributed - "that a distinct
subject that is aware cannot be identified",rr5 also compels us to whol_

Aqainst Bel ief, pp.2l 3-2jL,
rrz llore normativeìy oriented functional ist theories in the phi losophyof mind are a'lso in for hard times once we accept that there is nostructurar isomorphism between cognitive activity and sentences.
r'13 For a more phenomenologically-inspired critique of artif icial ¡ntel-ligence, see Hubert L. Dreyfus, w!?t_computers can't Do: A critiquegll_Aftif icat Reason, Revised faiti;n (N-'"--york: T"rpã. & Row,1979) . At one and the same time Dreyfus gives too much to, andtakes too much away from, the artificiai inteììigence peop'le. Froma natural istic perspective his criticisms are both somewhat paro-chriaI and not as radical as they couId be.

rr4 !ncludíng the Freudian triad.
rrs For this particular formulation, see C.A. Hooker, rrAn Evo lut ionary
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ly revise (or, more probabry, do away with entirery) the c'¡assica.¡ views
on rself-hoodr and personal unity.tr6 0n a natural ist construal of
things there is reason to bei ieve either that the human beinq has any

pìace of epistemic and ontic grace, or that it wiìl remain on the ,his-

torical stager until the species is extinct.rr?

To appreciate that the brain rris unì ikely to have been adequately
grasped by foìk theory in the misty dawn of emerging verbal izationrrrrs
is to appreciate the tentative nature of the categorical distinctions
which facilitate our descriptions of both the external world and our
rinner I ifes'' lt is to see as radicaì ìy cÌrcular the argumentation of
those who cìaim that "it appears paradoxical in the extreme to deny the
existence of entities which both make the very enterprise of science in-
tel I igibìe and serve as the ìogicaì subject of what is sensori ìy dis_

Naturaìistic Rearist Doctrine of perception and Secondary Quaìi_tiesrr, l'linnesota Studies in the philosopi.rv of Science g (j976):40!.
rr6 ln an article wherein the concept of consciouness is assessed inI ight of a naturaì istic interpretation of cognition, patricíachurchland outl ines some of these transformationi that may weì I bein store for us. See patricia Churchìand, ,,Consciousness: TheTransmutation of a Conceptr, pacjfic phi losophical Or"riàrl" 6t+(.l983) :80-95. Herein, churchlanã-ãG-unãEl ines a fundamentat seì-larsian thesis; nameìy, that introspection is neither transparentnor re.liabìe. Attacks, from a naturaristic perspective, on phenome-nological and emergentistic construals of perceptual consciousnessare also nicely presented in paul Churchìand, ilReduction, 

Quaì ia,and the Direct Introspection of Brain states¡', Journal of É¡,iIosophy82 (lgg¡):8-28. For a different perspectiuå ffi ä"ïron"ou,assumpt i on that there i s a rcenterr to th i nk i ng prevents us fromappreciating the continuity of 'consciousnessrbetween animal andhuman ì if e, see Norman r'ta rcorm, 'rThoughtìess Brutes', proceed inqsand Addresses of the Amer i can pni t osoph i ca i 
---nå.offi 

i on \6(197Ð:5-20.

rr? There is, in short, no
that it wi I I necessari
rbe i ng of I anguager .

reason to expect (as do Foucault and Derrida)ly be replaced on the historical stage by the



criminatedrr.rle To appreciate that even 'logical subjects

are Iargely 'brought to ìifer by theoretical taxonomies is

the impl ications - both conceptuaì 'ly and biorogicar ìy - of
worìd where nothing is sacred.
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of sensat i ons '

to apprec i ate

evoìving in a

lf' as the naturarists aììege, the on,ly way we are going to arrive at
an adequate understanding of cognitive activity is by engaging in ,bot_

tom-uprresearch then many of the traditional problems of epistemoìogy

and the philosophy of science are going to emerge as simpry pseudo-prob-

ìems. Seeing them as pseudo-problems, however, wi I I not be a signal
that we have returned to positivist times. pseudo-problems for the pos_

itivists, we will recall, resuìted from questions phrased outside of the
confines of ideal language - their view was that if we remined royal to
those confines such probìems wou.ld simpry ,d¡sappear,. The naturaì ist
is being more radical at this juncture. For them, the road to bypass

the source of the probrem isnrt going to be paved by drawing a nice dis-
tinctíon between 'impure' and rideaI ranguages. For the natura.l ist,
the source of the problem may weì I be language itself.

rr8 Patricia churchland and Paul 11. churchland, "Stalking the wi ld Epis-temic Engine", p.7.

rre such a claim apparantly embodies l'largolis' fundamental opposition toany formu I at i on of the I rad i ca I repÌ ãcement, thes i s; ."u' Jor"ph iïar_golis, "Scientif ic Realism, 0ntoìogy, and the Sensory ¡todesr,, phi_
losophy gl Science J6 (1969):lt4-lãô. fiargolis' view is, in'sh#t,that el iminative materiar ism is seìf-refutîng. The probrems thatplague his view, however, come into clearer focus when it is con-trasted with striking'ly simi rar argumentation; ê.g.,: 'it is para-doxicaì in the extreme to deny the existence of God since wewouldn't be here to deny anything if it wasn,t for Him,. For abrief and critical look at this style of argumentation, see patriciaSmith Churchland, rrls Determinism Seli-Refuting?i,, l,lind 90(1981):99-10ì.
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It is from this perspective that sorving the probrems generated by

questions of Truth, Rationaì ity, and Hethodology - as formu.l ated within
the sententiaìist problematic - may not be deemed by the naturalist to
be tantamount to an understanding of science. lf, however, such ques_

tions are not deemed of fundamental importance then many of the post-em-

piricist diìemmas (i.e., Ìncommensurabiìity), generated by certain re-
sponses to them' are also not going to appear as standing in the way of
achieving a tentatively adeguate understanding of the epistemic products

of science' lndeed, it is the evolutionary natural ist who suggests that
the philosophy of science would be welì-advised to expand its conceptuaì

resources in developing a systematic theory of epistemic iqnorance.

ô.4 IHE IIIAGE fll REPRESENTATT0NAL cRrppLES:
IN LEAVING LANGUAGE EEHTND-

ru PARADOXES GENERATED

Although an evolutionary natural istic perspective, may prove to be

therapeutic vis a vis much of post-empiricism it may inevitably present

some problems for the rradicaì replacementr scientific real ists who sub-

scribe to its underlying mandates. Both cl¡ff Hooker and paul church-
land have argued that there are several good reasons for replacing the
common-sensicaì taxonomy of folk psychology with the more refined taxon-
omy of cogn i t i ve neurosc i ence. Both, at various times, have also
claimed that such a replacement Ìs justified given the greater exprana-

tory globaìness of our mostradvancedrscientific theories. ln launch-

ing a defence of the empìoyment of this epistemic virtue in assessing

the adequacy of respective conceptuaì schemes, Churchìand even claims
that it actually constitutes one of the brainrs rcriteria for recogniz-
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ing informationr.r2o

ln extending some of his earìier scepticism about the representation-
a I adequacy of I anguage, Church I and has, however, recent ì y gone some

distance in bìunting the rearist sting that his phirosophy often car-
ries. Here we witness him arguing that, even if the world is not an
rinfinitely-layered explanatory onion', ',there is sti I I no guarantee

that there exists a unique and final theory (= set of sentences) flaw_
lessìy adequate to its complete description".r2l The reason he offers
for such rglobal' scepticism is encapsulated in the fo.l lowing confes_
s i ons:

I think it wourd be a mìracre if evorution had a.lready fittedus out with cognitive .ffir"nt that is structuraily adequateto represent i ng the deepest myster i es and subtì est i ntr i cac i esof the cosmos. 1 2 2

Ia nd]

I think that the idiosyncratic 'linguistic structures we caHtheories, and even the idiosyncraiic neura,l systems we cailbrains, wi I I prove to have fundamental shortcomings, gua mediafor models of reality.tzs

The gist of these confessions? churchrand is underrying the possi_
bility that rreality' may well be more complex than b/e (as speculative
ep¡stemic engines) are smart. Hence his recent scepticism about the
possibi I ity that we wi I I ever discover natural kinds and corresponding

natural laws. Hence his conclusion that the human animal may well be a

r20 Paul Churchland, "The Anti-Realist
The Scientif ic lmager', p.231 .

Epistemoìogy of van Fraassen's

rzr Paul l'1 . Churchland, "Conceptuaì progress andln Search of the Essence of Natural Kinds',, p.

Lz2 lbid.

123 lbid.

Word/Wor I d
15.

Relations:



total 'representational crippìe' that is destined

contend wi th on I y 'pract i ca I k i nds' .
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to epistemologicaììy

This conclusion, however' generates a variety of paradoxes. The the-
sis that the human anima'l is a representational cripple has, of course,
an obv i ous neo-Kant i an r i ng about i t. As advanced by church ì and, how-

ever' it is apparantry not the product of armchair phirosophizing -
throughout most of his work the aì ìegation is quite clear that it re_

cieves the 'empirical supportr of cognitive neuroscience. But if the
human animal is a representational cripple how do we know that the evi-
dence of the neurosciences teì ls us anything about the human animal _

for is not therevidence' inextricably part of a theoretical taxonomy?

ln short, if the human animal is a representational cripple how do we

know that the human animal is a representational cripple? How can ,we,

(qua specuìative epistemic engines) attempt to prove (falsify) such a

thesis? By scientific exper iments bolstered by our most systematical ly
global account of the worìd? But if the human animal is a representa-
tionaì cripple wi ì I we not systematical ly misrepresent what is happening

i n those exper i ments?

Alì of this, of course, has ramifications for those who champion the
epistemic virtue of globaìness as a criterion for evaìuating conceptual

schemes' Certianìy we must acknowledge that if the human animal is a

representational cripple then we are going to have to reject piercers

notion of an'ideal Iimit theory', as well as many of its historical de_

scendents - including Sellars' 'scientif ic image, (wherein alì theoreti-
cal terms acquire 'first class semantícal statusr) and Hookerrs 'fuìly
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internally globa.l theoryt.r24 churchrand, for examp'le, apprecíating the
import of his 'representationaì cripple' thesis has recentìy questioned

the notion of a rcomplete and Finaì True Theoryr. rndeed, his views on

the matter serve as a nice break from most of the naiveìy optimistic
construals of scientific real ism.

l{hy then does Churchìand sti I I cal I himself a scientific reaì ist, for
would not his views best be described as constituting a form of pragma_

tism, or a neo-Kantianism flavored by twentieth century naturalism?
Churchland has recently cìaimed that he remains a scientific real ist for
three basic reasons. As enumerated by him these reasons are the foìlow-
i ng:

l. The term rrearismr stilì marks the principal contrast with itstradì tional adversary, positivistíc instrLmental ism. Whateverthe i ntegr i ty of the not i on of truth, theor i es about unobserv_ables have just as much a c.laim to truth, epistemicar ry and meta-physical ly, as theoG about observables.

There exists a worrd, independent of our cognition, with which we
i nteract, and of wh i ch we construct representat i ons: for vary i ngpurposes' with varying penetration, and with varying success.

Our best and most penetrating grasp of the rea.l is sti r ì he.ld toreside in the representations provided by our best theor ies.Globaì exceì lence of theory remains the fundamentar measure ofrational ontology. rzs

r2a see c.A. Hooker, "0n G'lobar rheories'r, phi ,losophv of science 42(197Ð1.153-119. l.Je might note that if ;he-human anim"t-ii-u repre-sentationar crippre the on.ly possibi ì ity for achieving fur ìy gìobaìtheories may arise from what might be cal ìed a 'ref,resentationalfreezer - wherein evolving I inguistic schemes reached some sort of(built-in) structural limit. E.ven here, however, we would not havea fuìly global account of how the world 'realìy is,.
r2s Paul l'1 ' Churchland, I'The Anti-Realist Epistemology of van Fraassen,sThe Scienrif ic .L4ggg", pp. 23\-235

1.

?
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Now ìet us take a look at these reasons for being a scientific reaì-
ist' With the first, churchland is sti I I ìaunching a frontal attack on

positivism. And rightìy So, for the influence of positivism on this
matter has been so great that underlining this rpoint of contrast, is
stiìl warranted. To a rarge degree, however, bestowing the rearist ra-
beì on those who extend the same ontologicaì status to unobservables as

they do to observabìes is somewhat anachronistic. Not onìy can ideal-
ists take such a stance, but so too can many of our non-real ist post-em_

piricist friends - including Kuhn, Rorty, and Goodman.

The second reason that Churchland offers for being a scientific rea'l-
ist is to a ìarge degree a residual left-over from the Great Debates

stimulated by the Great Questions of phiìosophy. Basicaìly it is an up-

dated version of the 'there is a mind-independent worìd!r stance. lt is
a stance, however, that ìoses much of its sting when we do away with
talk of 'mindr; 'there is a brain-independent worìdr just doesn,t seem

to inspire the same kind of enthusiasm or convictions. l{hen the sweep-

ing Cartesian (intuitive?) brush no longer paints the great divide in
question its very coherency diminishes greatly. At what point does the
¡worìdrstop and'our'brain's representations of ¡t begin? lsn,t per-
haps talk of representation on this score, as Rorty al leges, just a I it_
tìe bit ludicrous - isnrt it perhaps a further residue of the Great rra-
dition. Doesnrt it bring with it all the paradoxes of the

scheme,/content d i st i nct ion wh ich Dav idson has h igh ì ighted f or us? l^lhat-

ever the problems generated by its formuìation this second claim of
churchland's can certainìy be championed by a whole spectrum of phiìoso-
phers who resist the labeì of scientific real ist. lsn't something akin



to it impì icit in Goodmanrs c'laim that wor.Id-versions can

structed out of ex i st i ng wor I d-vers i ons?

\o6

only be con-

It is, however' really the third reason he provides that Churchland

beì ieves contains the rcentral claimr of scientific reaì ism. Although

he is scepticaì about us ever having a fu.l ly gìobar theory (due to our

representational ì imitations) churchland sti l I feels that globalness is
the epistemic virtue that marks our rbest theories,. Although concrete
examples of such theories are seldom forthcoming from churchland, appa_

rantìy at this point in time it would be something which,rencompasses

particìe physics, atomic and morecu'lar theory, organic chemistry, evoru-
tionary theory, biology, physiology, and materialistic neurosçis¡çsrr.r.zø

lndeed, it is churchlandrs beì ief that rrthe greatest theoretical synthe-
sis in the history of the human race is currentry in our hands'.rz?

To a ìarge degree th¡s third reason for being a scientific real ist is
rooted in a Quinean construaì of ontological commitment.r2B Even Quine,
however' is willing to acknowìedge that we must distinguish between the
short term and long term efficaciousness of a theory and be prepared to
compromise our epistemic virtues in the short term if we want benefits
in the long term to accrue. r2e churchland would undoubtedly acknowledge

that such a'cost-benefitranaìysis has at various times in the history

Lz6 Paul H. Churchland,
Attitudes", p.lS.

121 lb¡d.

rrEliminative l'lateria'l ism and the propositional

r28 Namely, that belief in variables is
theor i es I quant i fy over them.

¡ 2 e See, for exampl e, the short d i scuss i on
ing Ent i t iesr,, The l^/ays of paradox
iïass . : Harvard Un ivers i ty pr.ilEe 

)

only justified if our,best

in W.V. Quine, ,'0n l'1uìtiply-
and 0ther Essays (Cambr i dge,
, pp.259-26\.
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of science led to a de-emphasis on the appropriateness of ,global excel-
lence'as an unconditioned epistemic virtue.r3o Twentieth century phys-
ics is aìso ìiving proof that 'global excellencethas not been dictato-
rially invoked to herald either the wave or partícle interpretation in
quantum I ight theory as the c.Iear victor. churchìand is crearry to be

lauded for his attack on van Fraassen's advocacy of rempirical adequacy'
as the onìy non-pragmatic epistemic virtue; however, on his own account
i t would appear that globaì excel lence may wel I compete at times wi th
simpl icity as the determining epistemic virtue. ln fact, one could just
as easily point to the phenomenon of vertebrate habituation in arguing
that simpì icity is, in the rast anaìysis, the primary criterion emproyed

by the brain in 'extracting information from noise,.

It could, of course, be argued that churchrand is so vehement in his
insistence that gìobal excellence is the primary epistemic virtue _ ,the

fundamentar measure of ar ì ontorogy' - because he wants (needs?) some-

thing like it to separate cognítiveìy meaningful discourse from all oth-
er accounts. I n so many other ways, however, Church.l andrs ph i I osophy i s

moving increasingly towards pragmatism. This schism can be seen in fact
as generating several problems for his advocacy of scientific reaì ism.

churchland forcefuì ly argues that sententiaì epistemoìogies are wronq

in assuming that aìl knowledge is propositionar. rt is his view that
the sententiar ists overrook the fact that language is onìy one part of
information processing; indeed, that through r inguistic representations
we are systematically misperceivino reaìity.

r30 Feyerabend has become infamous
mises. See especial ly paul
Verso Press, 191Ð .

for offering examples of such compro_
Feyerabend, Aqa inst l,iethod (London:
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ln many ways, however, Churchland can be seen, ãs a resuìt of this
very thesis, as providing support to the pragmatist position of Richard

Rorty' For if through 'language we are misperceiving real ity, no ì in-
guistic idiom can claim any kind of ontological primacy - no descriptive
(expìanatory) discourse rcuts the world at its joints,. But here we

lose alot of conceptual support for arguing that some discourse is more

cognitively important. Al I language (incìuding the most eìaborate ac-
counts of physics) rcuts us offr from the world.

We will recall Aristotìets problem about finite space - what are its
boundaries, what is outside of these boundaries? A simi lar problem

plagues those who argue that language is onìy one small part of informa_

tion-processing in generaì - who reject l,littgenstein's view that Truth
is the 'totaì ity of speakabìe things,. The probrem is this: we cannot

linguisticaììy (theoretically) invoke the rother side' for epistemic
justification. And without the invocation we cannot even say that mod-

ern science is 'denotationally refining' th.e 'practicaì kinds, with
which we, as representationaì cripples, are forced to contend. Herein

scientific realism (recall Hooker: ¡scientific realism means taking
science seriously') irrevocably merges with pragmatism.

All of this need not undermine the evolutionary natural ist,s view of
cognition. Even if 'denotational refinement' is a myth it may wel I be

the myth that drives the human animal to dispìace its oìd ways of talk_
ing' And it may well be that since our capacity to build is enhanced by

speaking (theorizing) in certain ways rather than other ways we wil l in-
creasingly, in our evolution as artificial worìd-making animals, in-
creasingly employ the evolving physicaì istic idiom. Here may be the
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speculation aside, however, aìì of this does not serve to necessarily
undermine even churchland's account. lt simp'ly serves to underl ine the
fact that 'taking science seriouslyr means ceasing to do First phi ìoso-
phy - as logical anaìysis, as paradigm talk, as ,global accounts,. For

some it may mean ceasing to 'do philosophyr altogether; i.e., it may

weìl be time for Hooker and churchland to þecome cognitive neuroscien-
t ists.

Nevertheless, whatever company evoìutionary natural ists may choose to
parlance with they must remain committed to the most important mandate

that separates them from both positivists and the pragmatist-cum-neo_i_

deal íst post-empiricísts. They must continue to underì ine, and empìoy

in self-críticism, their bel ief that "phi losophical doctrines are held
explicitly to evolve in dynamic interpìay with the evoìving scientif ic
wor'l d view itseìfrr.r3r

6.5 P0sT-ElìlPrRrCisll| flN TRrAL: NEU HoRIZoNS Ílß HEGEL REVTSTTEp?

ln the above outlíne of the naturaìistic alternative to the post-em-
piricist critique of positivism I have only hinted at the general points
of contention between these two philosophies. ln the remainder of this
chapter, I wi I ì outl ine the gist of some more specific criticisms that
scientific reaì ists and evolutionary natural ists i n part i cul ar may wel I

r 31 C. A. Hooker, trPh 
i

c i sm, popper i an i sm,
losophy and l'leta-ph i losophy
and Rea l i sm,r, Synthese J2

of Science: Empiri-
(197Ð 2206.
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direct agaínst their post-empiricist contemporaries. Arthough it is my

bel ief that such criticisms can posítiveìy serve as a support for an ev_

olutionary natural istic i nterpretation of science, the import of such

criticisms, given the scope of this thesis, shourd merely be read as

proof positive that the post-empiricist interpretation of the epistemic
products of science is certainìy not the fina'l word. Through such a

reading it is hoped that it wi ll become apparant, by inference, that
many of the post-empiricist theses ìaunched in phi losophy of the social
sciences and sociaì and poì iticar theory have been fueìed by a cursory
reading of what the 'received view' presentìy is in the phiìosophy of
science' ln the concìuding chapter an attempt wi I I be made to outl ine
what kind of contribution an evolutionary natural istic perspective of
the sort already outl ined could have on the discourse that continues to
take place between phiìosophy of science and sociar and poìiticaì theo_
rY.

The two major sources that

respectively important in the

most post-empiricists have drawn from are

fo I ì owi ng ways:

l. The Arqument From Historv: r,/hen studying the history of science,
the revidence' compers us to consider a rmeta-induction,; namery,

that since severaì raws and genera.l theories (a'long with the cor_
responding postulated entities) which the scientific community

has accepted in the past have proven to be falser oF have been

falsified, or simpìy no ronger rwarrant assert¡bi 'l ity,, there is
no reason to assume that the I aws and theor i es wh i ch the sc i en_

tifíc community presentry accept are any more ì ikeìy to rcut na-

ture at its joints'- are not anymore ìikeìy to refer or indicate
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truth' ln short, the history of science does not warrant us in
adhering to a whiggish view of science. The ber ief in epistemic

convergence is no more than a contemporary optimistrs myth.

2. The Arqument From the psychologv of perception: Research in cog-

nitive psychology informs us that al ì seeinq is on par with a

theoretical undertaking, âlbeit one that is speculative and sys_

tematic. Kant¡s famous thesis has been vindicated: rintuitions

without concepts are br ind'. This proves a very important dis-
covery and has ramifications right across the phi ìosophical spec_

trum. lt is primari 'ly important in forcing us to recognize that
no epistemoìogicaì ly significant distinction can be drawn between
robservat iona r t and I theoret ica r I languages. r,Jhat has been tra-
ditionaìly considered to constitute postulation theory construc_

tion also constitutes our 'common-sensicaìr .language 
and everyday

interaction with the worrd. As a resurt, ventures wi r r prove un-

successful which appeal to a non-theoretical substratum in at-
tempting to rreduce' theories to common epistemic denominators.

Representative of popper¡s attack on the'psychorogism' of the

ìogical empiricists (especiaììy of the phenomenaristic variety)
the rejection of such a distinction aìso fuels Sellar's depiction
of the rmanifest image' and Rortyrs lauding of a 'world wer I

lostr. lt a'lso ìies at the heart of Goodmanrs wiilingness to
countenance a pluraìity of wor'r ds and Feyerabendrs rejection of

non- immi nent research methodologies.

Largely as a result of his own fai ìure to
many commentators have disptayed an uncanny

Quine often has to say about physical theory

be expl icit on the matter,

abi I ity to read over what

being free of the indeter-
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mínancy that affects the translation of naturaì languages. The Duhemian

network theory of beì ief is then often conjoined with his indetermìnacy

thesis and results from investigations into the history of science and

psychoìogy of perception to yield support to the foì iowing claims so

pronounced in post-empiricist phi losophy:

3. f'leaninq Relativitv: No scientifíc terms or concepts are poss-

essed of a meaning that does not resuìt from the theoreticaì ma*

tr i x i n wh i ch they are embedded. Thus the doctr i ners name that
countenances mean i ng var i ance: , the c ì uster theory of mean i ng, .

4. lnscrutabilitv (Relativitv) of Reference: The referents of any

given scientific theory - that which is denoted by its central
terms - cannot be fixed extra-theoretically. Hence the ratest
anti-metaphysicaì chant red by Rorty, Goodman and putnam: The

metaphysicaì urge that compeìs one to argue that the terms of any

scientific theory refer (or approximateìy refer) to an extra-rín-
guistic (theoretical) wo¡-ld is founded on a fundamental miscon_

cept i on of representat i on.

0ntoloqical Relativi ty: As a necessary corrolary of the inscrut-
ability of references, it becomes impossibìe to speak of the en_

tities of the wor.ld - 'fundamental' orrderivativer - apart from

how they are depicted by a given theory. Ontoìogy is inextrica-
bly theory relative.

iïethodolooical Relativism: Hethodologicaì standards and epistem-

ic virtues are also theory (paradígm, tradition, et cetera) rera-
tive. Read Feyerabend: to argue that a theory is epistemical ìy
more successful than another is to erroneousìy assume that there

are extra-theoretical methodological principles and rules.

Ã

6.
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It is these four theses which make up the substantive content of perhaps

the most renowned doctrine championed by many post-empiricist phiroso_
phers and the social theorists influenced by them; namely,

7' The Doctrine of lncommensurabílity: since the meaning and refer-
ences of terms (concepts) and methodoìogies employed in scientif-
ic expranations are rerative to the theory in which they are em_

bedded, the possibiìity of translation and cross-theoretical
comparison is precruded. To assign epistemic primacy to a par-
t i cuì ar theory i s, at best, the resur t of a pragmat i c (and theory
relative) assessment. r 32

Over the last few decades, many post_empiricists, most notably Kuhn

and Feyerabend, have attempted to strengthen the argument from history
by conducting historical investigations into specific periods of scien-
'¡-if ic research' The varied results of such investigations have usualìy
been employed to show as inadequate the rationaì reconstructions of con-

temporary science given by philosophers of science who believe that,
wi thout universal evaiuative principìes and methodologies, SCience can_

not be attributed the status of a rationaì enterprise. l{ithout this ra-
tional component, it is argued, w€ are precìuded from suggesting that
science progresses and that its epistemic products are slowly converging
towards a representation of the real.

r32 Read Nietzsche: "Therreal worìdr- an idea no ronger of any use,not even a duty any ronger - an idea grown useìess, superf.luous,conseguently a refuted idea¡ let us bol ish itl (Broad'dayì ight;breakfast; return of cheerfuìness and bon sens, plato blushes forshame; all free spirits run riot.),' (rwilEnî or rhe rdors).
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The historical picture that is presented by the Feyerabends and Kuhns

reveals much ad hoc behaviour on the part of índividual scientísts and

changing standards of acceptable rational justif icationaì procedures.

The epistemic virtues of simpl icity, predictive success and explanatory
coherence are depicted as being lauded on some occasions and totally ig-
nored on others. rt is concìuded that the history of science, in its
diachronic approach to the subject matter, is able to reveal the provi-
sional val idity of al l rational standards and justificational procedures

- something to which the philosophy of science, in its excìusively syn_

chronic approach to the subject matter, is necessarily blinded.

To a large degree this supposed confl ict between the diachroníc and

synchronic approaches can be seen as itself resting on yet another trou-
bled 'dogma of empiricismr - nameìy, the descriptive/normative distinc_
tion' lt is, in fact, Quite strange that post-empiricist historians of
science of al r peopre shourd often neg,ìect to appreciate this point.
lndeed, the major tactic on the part of the Kuhns and Feyerabends - at_
tempting to prove as irre,levant the mandates of present day phi ìosophy

of science by displaying the historicaì traditionrs unwiìlingness to
heed to them - is a littìe contradictory given their broader phiìosophi-
cal perspectives. For if incommensurabíìity rules, then alì ìogical and

historical reconstructions must necessariìy be impregnated with the

theoretical dictates of contemporary science. Kuhn especiaì ìy seems to
have no trouble writing overly descriptive accounts of past periods of
normal science whilst at the same time entertaining the possibiìity that
Newton and Einstein tlived in different worldsr.
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That the study of history in general has become as questionable and

contentious as it is wouìd almost be good enough reason for ceasing to
empìoy the past in indicting the present. But given that Kuhn obviously
(albeit impì ictly) presupposes the vaì idity of Davidsonrs attack on his
position by alìowing the past a most generousrbenefit of the doubt,, as

wel I as the possibi I ity that 'thistorical ly developed theories radical ìy
underdetermine the rational reconstruction of these theories,,, r33 one is
definitely left wanting better reasons for indictíng the mandates of the
present' Given the broader nature of thei r phi losophicai perspectives
both Kuhn and Feyerabend wouìd be well advised to pursue something akin
to Lakatos' rat i ona ì reconstruct i ons. r 3 4

To the extent that the argument from the psychoìogy of perception has

been empìoyed to give support to the worìd-making theory of Goodman and

of the Symbol ic Real ists in the social sciences, post-empiricism might
also have over-stated its case somewhat. The opinion of many of those
working in the field is that the distinction between sensory, phenomenal

and cognitive aspects of the visuaì process have proved to be less cìear
than traditionaìly considered. However, they are also convinced that
the study of its exact ì imits in particuìar contexts is the province of
natural ized epistemo'Iogyt3s and, more than .¡ ikely, requires considerab'¡e

cooperat i on between psycholog i sts, ìog i c i ans, and cybernet i c i ans. r 3 6

r33 As phrased by Edward l'lackinnon, ilscientif ic Realbatesrr, phi losophy of Science 46 (lglÐ r507.
r' 34 þ/h ich were noted in sect ion j.2, note #A.

13s See John Heffner, ,'Some Epistemological Aspects
Vi sua I Percept i on,', pSA I (j976) : l65_t7\.

ism: The New De-

of Recent Work i n

r36 see Jacques Voniche,rrGenetic Epistemoìogy within the context of Ev-olut ionary Ep istemo,logy", change ano proãress in iïodern sc ieg, ed.
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The quest i ons as to why we cons i der ha l I uc i nat i ons as cases of
epistemic fai lure and how perceptual experience is structural vis a vis
the perceptua I process are perfect i nd i cat i ons of the magn i tude of the

problem. And it is a magnitude that is not I ikely to be captured ín the

kind of specuìative phraseoìogy rooted in the by now aìmost redundant

claim that rintuítion without concepts are bl ind'. lt is quite strange

indeed that speculativeìy incì ined phi ìosophers would jump at the work

of a Hanson in order to cìaim the'psychorogy of perception'as a part-
ner in their onslaught on positivist dichotomies and then trot away,

along the rosy path of possible worlds theorizing, never checking back

to see how their former partner is doing.

some critics, for exampìe, have been 'less robust in their anarysis of

the ìmport of attacks on the observation/theory distinctions. c.A.

Hcoker, for exampìe, is incr ined ro accept that the evidence is much in

favor of dropping the distinction but bel ieves that it points more in

favor of a continuum of theory-ladeness than in favor of a homogeneity.

Preserving the view that concepts are information-processing structures
he argues that' rfor aì ì intents and purposes" some are rgenetícaì ly
programmed' and some are learned. The former, which he denotes percep-

tually active concepts' are essentiaìly observationalìy untheoretical
and are a necessary condition in allowing the species to have intelligi-
ble perceptual experience. Constitutive of the three-dimensional world,
time, causaì ity, identity, et cetera, these concepts ,'arise from the

deeper structure of the world at large and our particular neurophysiolo-
gy - and we retreat to this level whenever we wish to make epistemologi-

J.C. Pi tt (Dordrecht,
pp .199-232.

Hol land: D. Reideì Publ ishing, 198Ð,
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cally less daring claimstr.r3? Hooker is convinced that although these

concepts account for the reì at ive stab i I i ty of common-sense vocabul ary
their contribution to the semantics of scientific theories is rather
smalì' Their terminoìogy has acquired an observationaì role rather than

a reportinq role in observation.l3" Having been with mankind for ,mille-

nia'they remain essentiaììy theory-neutral - a neutrality that will be
I'affected onìy by radicaì neurophysioìogical change,r.r3e As Hooker sees

it, as far as the scientific enterprise is concerned,,their only vaìue

is that they are needed to supply part of the instructions for introduc-
ing theory-laden terms that are to acquire a reporting role in observa-

tiOnrr.l40

The import of alì this, of course, is that the positivistic tendency

to estabì ish the distinction g priori is overturned whi ìst at the same

time the urge to move headlong towards ìinguistic idealism is given no

f uel' I'/híle accepting that without First Philosophy the observat ional/
theoretical dichotomy is a wiìl o, wisp, we must also appreciate the

fact that the human animal is, and aìways has been, the stop_gate for
idealism.

r3? c.A. Hooker, I'systematic Reaìism', synthese 26 (197\):I+og-\gl .

r'38 Akin to Kuhn's and Hansonrs distinction between'seeing,and ,seeing
as' (also indicative of the respective assigning of dispositionaland occurent properties) .

r3e c.A. Hooker, "Empiricism, perception, and conceptuar change,,, cana-
d i an Journa I of ph i ì osophy 3 0973¡ 273. "-"r-

r40 c.A. Hooker, rrsystematic Realism,', p.4g7. Hooker denotes his thesisas a rmild-radical, quasi-empiricist account of the observation lan-guage' (!) .
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under such a construa'l, it can be argued that the'conceptuaì frame-

work'which the species possesses at any given time has evolved with the
species' orqanization of perceptual information. The rframework, is
simply not taken and placed over the data. The tendency on the part of
some post-empiricists to make reference to rconceptuaì schemes, as some

sort of entity thatlfits'over and organizes disparate subject matter
has, of course, some strange paraìlels in social scientific circìes;
perhaps the most interesting one being the attempt by some to find ,par_

adigmatic thoughtr and then force it on their respective discipl ines.
Davidson¡s attack on this misconstrued notion ofrconceptuaì schemes' is
again appropriate here - arthough his is an attack certainìy not
ìaunched from a natural istic standpoint (indeed, much of what he has to
say smacks of ideal ism) .

Natural istic attacks on the observational/theoretical language dis-
tinction of the positivists are also quite ammenable to the fact that
I'it is not until incoming information has been abstracted, conceptual-
ized, etc', and trained into something resembl ing propositionaì beì iefs
that anything properly called data emerges".r4r And whether the control
of any part of this process is located in the cortex, or- distributed
throughout deeper regions in the brains, or c.loser to the sensory organs

themseìves, is soìely a matter of fact to be studied by none other than

the investigative methods of natural science. The gist of this posi tion
remains that it is the entirety of this process that we are making ref_
erence to when we speak of our perception of the mind-independent worìd.

141 C.A. Hooker, ',An Evolutionary
t i on and Secondary Qua ì i t i esi, ,of Sc i ence 9 0976) : 4 10 .

Natura ì i st Rea I i st Doctr i ne of percep-
l'linnesota Studies in the philosophy



Futhermore, the indispensibiìity of the 'totaI
introduces a conservative element and one is able

gestion that the world of perceivings is in a

at the behest of theory". t a z Not on ì y do theor i es

on a neutral material, but the structure itseìf is

by theory or bel iefs or Iinterestsr.r43
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i ty' of th i s process

to I'underm i ne the sug-

constant state of flux

not i mp I ant structure

not soìeìy determined

The implicit inference that appears to abound in much of post-empiri_
cist thought is that since there is no ontoìogical distinction between

observational and theoretical ìanguages then there is no significant
methodological or epistemological distinction either. This rather gen-

eric conflation of ontological and epistemoìogical aspects often fuels
the countenancing of radicar meaning variance, reference rerativity, and
rconceptual scheme, incommensurabi I ity.

Evolutionary naturaì ísts have been at the forefront in demanding that
the ontologicaì and epistemological aspects of attacks on positivist
presuppositions must not be conflated. Pauì Churchland, for example,

accepts Quine's rejection of any epistemological ly significant analyi-ic/
synthetic distinction (thereby accepting that intensional bias is

r42 c.A. Hooker, "Empiricism, perception and conceptuar changer, p.6r+.
143 This particular attack on some of the generic tendencies of post-em-piricism receives much sustenance f rom l,laxwell's important paper oftwenty-five years ago, wherein it was argued that the observational/theoreticaì dichotomy is an integraì pari of science albeit, an in_tegral part that arises natural ly out of our sensory I imitations.See Grover iïaxwell, "Thfõitological Status of Theoretical Enti-

lju:", lçlinnesota Studies in the philosophy of Science 3 O962)t3_27.
R t trrough-rhilr" oG- *nffitã ii teruture f or heur ist icpurposes, it is important to keep ín mind that the real distinctionson this matter are between observable and unobservabìe entities anduntheoretical and theoretical Janguaqes. As van Fru"...ffi,-'i'ican be seen that even I'taxwe I I co¡nm i ttea the catego.y ri.iut " i n-volved in blurring this distinction.
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reverywherer) r 4 4 and acknowl edges that any robservat 

i onr vocabu ì ary i s

extensionaìly biased (at root, simply because it',parses the worìd aìong
certain lines rather than along other ìines").rnu Churchìand,s accep_

tance of these theses comes, however, without condemning himself to the
view that any hol istic thesis of meaning and understanding inevítably
precìudes any notion of translation - thereby compelling ,sincere think_
ers' to champion radical incommensurability.

churchland avoids this s'l ippery srope by simpry rejecting the craim
that meaning and understanding are determined by the set of all accepted
sentences' For churchland, when one is treating meaning as a col lective
affair one must stop equating the notion of radical incommensurabi I ity
with the impossibility of a perfect translation. Rather, if one sub_

scribes to the view that "communication depends on semantically impor-
tant sents¡çssttrar then one can argue that a workable translation must

simply preserve these very sentences. Translation need not even maxim-

i ze agreement nor preserve d i spos i t i ons to assent to observat i on sen-
tences' Herein it is argued that traditionally considered analytic sen-
tences are simpìy those whích the community of speakers have not found
adequate alternatives to and are, therefore, unwilì ing to displace; they
thus remein high in semantic importance.r4?

raa See Paui ¡1 ' churchland, rrTwo Grades of Evidential Bias", philosophyof Sc i ence 42 (j97Ð :251 . r

r4s lbid., p.258.

L+6 Paul churchrand, scientif ic Rea'lism and the pìasticity of r,rind,p.35.

r4't such a thesis can arso be seen as rending support to those who arguethat an observation may be theory-ìaden Ëut not raden with the theo_ry under question; in short, to those who draw a distinction betweentheory-laden and theory-neutraì. See, for exampre, l{i r r iam A. Rott_
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Given such a position it becomes possible to see incommensurabiìíty

as a matter of degree and transìation as the possibìity of'¡advancing
from semanticaì ìy important foundations' and ,becoming increasíngìy bi_
lecticalrr'148 lt is with this thesis in mind that churchland is quite
prepared to offer a rather flexible definition of the process of inter-
theoretic reduction; nameìy, rrdetermining which of the two conceptual
alternatives allows us to construct a consistent and coherent account of
our experience as it pressed further and further into unfami I iar do-
mainsrr'r4e lt is aìso such a thesis that bolsters churchland,s claim
that an robservationr vocabulary'ris itself just another theoreticaì vo-
cabuìary, one distinguished from others in that it is the current
vocabulary of 'first responser to the causal impingements of the envi_
fOnmentSrr.Is0

One can see, therefore, how it is possible for the scientific Realist
to introduce a methodological continuum of theory-ladenness that. over-
comes the positivist error of establishing the observation and theory
distinction a priori, whiìst at the same time avoids many of the dilem-
mas of post-empíricist thought. lt is from such a vantage point that
coherency can also be readily discerned in the evolutionary natural istrs
wi I I ingness to entertain "the possibi ì ity of our being trained to make

schaefer, "9ldinary Knowledge and Scientific ReaIismil, in
losgpllv of WilfreÇ Seilarg., ed. Joseph C. p¡tt (Dordrácht,D. Reidel publishing, 19rt), especiai ty p.i35.

148 Pau,' churchrand, scientific Rear ism and the p_Lesticitv
P. t t.

r4e lbid., p.87. Herein Churchland is not
tues of cons i stency and coherency i n ain van Fraassenrs sense of pragmatic.

The Phi-
Hol land:

of lv1 i nd,

construing the epistemic vir-
pragmatic way - at least not

rs0 Paul churchland, 'tTwo Grades of Evidentiar Bias',, p.289.
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than thesystematic perceptual judgements in terms of theories

common-Sense theory ì earned at mother r S kneeil. r s r

ln a similarly cautious way some realists have attempted to show how

one can construct a modified cìuster theory that, al ìowing for overlap
of content, permits one to bypass the quagmire of indeterminacy by dem-

onstrating how both transìation and referential continuity between theo-
ries is possible.rs2 Truer to the ontological ingredient of their posi-
tion, however, a large number of scientific real ists have argued that we

must compìetely forego the neo-Platonic tendency to construe meanings as

determining reference. Rather, so argue these real ists, it is the ref-
erence of a term that determines its meaning and, moreover, there is a

causal connection between the referent and the actual utterance of the

term' The sl!ppery-sìope to incommensurability is bypassed since the

reference of a term is heìd to be determined by facts about the referent
itself.

This so-called 'causal theory of referencer, as it stems from the

work of Putnam and Kripke,rs3 is alleged by its proponents to be able to
show how two scientists from different historical periods can be talking
about the same entitv even though they may hoìd divergent beliefs about

rsr Paul churchland, scientific Real ism and the plasticitv of Hind, p.2.
rs2 For a careful 'ly argued attempt of this nature, see peter Smith, Re-gl ism and^!he Proqress of Science (Cambridge: Cambridge UniversityPreE, UAlf
1s3 This very important and controversíaì theory is forceful ly presentedin Hiìary Putnam, 'rThe itleaning of ,l'leanini',' and nexptånåtion and

Ref erencerr, in t'rhr__!anqu?æ. and Rearitv (cambriage; ðamoridgeuniversity Press, r97Ð. nn int"ns"ry 
"ì!ued and, o.r severar is-sues' sì ightly divergent account, âlso appears in sauì A. Kripke,

!qp!lo and Necessitv (Cambridge, llass., 'H"ru"rd 
University press,

t98o) .
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that entity' ln short, Since there is a causaì connection between the
experential effects of the entity in question and the originaì appr ica_

tion of a term to those effects, the reference of that term is ontoloqi-
caìly immune to the desriptive revision which it may ìater undergo via
its place in a different theory.rs4 0n such an account, a ,ìinguistic
division of laborr- also governed by a causaì process - is invoked to
expìain the fact that not al I present users of a term were around for
the original baptizing of the entity (or effects thereof) in question.

It is the acceptance of a somewhat modified causal theory of refer-
ence' for exampre, which has read Hartrey Fie.ld to argue against Quine,s
view that the meaning and reference of terms is relative to the theory
in which they are embedded. As Fieìd argues:

what r contest in this argument is the assumption that the se-mantic rerations of denotation and signification are in anyinteresting sense, 're'lative to the conãeptuaì schemer; on myview they are perfectìy objective rerations which hord betweenterms on the one hand and extrar inguistic objects or sets ofobjects on the other. The existencã of referentia.l indetermi-nacy shows onry that the re,lations of denotation and signifi-cation are not well-defined in certain situations.rs5

For Field, the 'more generaì' relations of partial signification and

partial denotation can be employed to account for the referential indet-
erminacy which is apparant in certain situations. ln fact, Fieìd is
guíte ready to admit that it is possibìe that '¡science wi lì never reach

rsa Hence, what becomes important for the causal theory is the necessityof drawing a sharp distinction between referential and attributiveuses of Ianguage. For a discussion of this matter, see Keith S.Donnel lan, trReference and Definite Descriptionsr, ¡n'ru"riÃq, Neces_gitv, glq Naturar !(inds, ed.. stephen p. Schwartz (rthaca, N.y.:Cornetj University presl , 1977), pp.U2_65.

rss Hartrey Field, - "Theory change and the lndeterminacy of Reference,,,Journat of philosophy 70 (197Ð:4g1.
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the stage where all of its terms are perfectly determinate,r.rs6 To some

extent, however, Field underestimates the extent to which the notion of
partial denotation undercuts the coherency of a realist semantics. For

if we are honest.ly scepticar about how c.loseìy we have represented an

entity (effect, property, et cetera) when we speak of the denotation or
extension of a singular or generaì term it does appear somewhat ques_

tionable whether we gain anything by taìking about its rpartial, repre-
sentation or partiaì denotation. To some extent the invocation of ,par-

tialr in this regard can overcome some of the problems associated with a

str ¡ ct I y determ i nate causa I theory of reference. 0n the other hand, i f
it is used too extensively it appears destined

pragmat i st, rant i -representat i onsr stream wh i ch

r¡cism.rs?

0ther scientific real ists have attempted to overcome the partial ref-
erential indeterminateness that even seems to plague the standard causal

account of reference without employing the partial denotation maneuver.

Thus Hardin and Rosenberg, whi ìe paying due credence to the overar r im-
port of the causal theory, have argued that aì I scientific real ists have

to do to demonstrate the increasing explanatory success of theories is
rrto show how, in particular cases, the terms of past theories served to
isolate some of the causal roles played by the entities of present theo_

r iesil. 1s I

to

is

be gobb I ed up by the

rampant in post-empi-

r.s6 lbid., p.480.

1s7 For an interesting look at how a scientific real ist has interpretedmetaphors as tools of denotational refinement, see Ríchard N. Boyd,"l'letaphor "ndiÃ*o-ry change: Ì{hat is l,letaphor a Èletaphor For?r, inf'letaphor and rhouqh.t, ed. Andrew 0rtony (cåm¡r idge: cambr idge uni_vers i ty press , 197Ð .
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A tactic simi lar to Hardin,s and Rosenberg¡s has also been used by

those real ists uncomfortable with the fact that the causaì theory can be

seen as providing an inappropriate account of theoretical-context terms

ì i ke pos i tron and photon, 'terms of wh i ch we exper i enced nei ther the
referent nor its effects in initially fixing their referenceil.rse As

Jarrett Lepì in has aptly noted, the referents of such terms ,,is gener_

ously speculative at first, and the hypotheses introducing them rather
tentativerr'r60 For Lepì in, however, this fact of the matter need not
compel us to champion indeterminacy. ln his view, ',it is reference as

fixed by current theory rather than as fixed by past theory that pro-
vides the basis for evaluating coreference".l6r Hence Lepl in argues that
we are justified in saying that an earr ier theory may have been wrong

about the nature of the referent of a present theoretical term but that
it wasnrt wrong about its existence if 'ran intervening experimentaì re*
suì t successful ìy predicted by the ear r ier theory becomes part of the
foundation for the lattertt.L6z

The phys i ca I i st aspect of the causa I

something that can be employed by the

tempts to bìockade the ,incommensurabi I i

r i c i st ph i I osophy of sc i ence has taken.

theory of reference is clearly

naturalist in their varied at-

ty turnr that much of post-emp¡-

However, the 'benef i t of the

rsB Cìyde L. Hardin and Alexander Rosenberg, ,,ln Defense of ConvergentReat ism,,, phi losophy of Science 49 (l9gã):614.
rse Jarrett Leplin, rtRef erence and Scientif ic Realismr,, Studies in theHistorv and phi tosophv of Science ì0 (tg7g):2J1.
r6o lbid., p.279.

r6r lbid., p.292.

r62 lbid., p.280.
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doubt' that many proponents of the theory perhaps too generously give to
the past every time coreference cannot immediately and determinately be

establ ished is' of course, ârì often questionable maneuver.r63 Extending

the benefit of the doubt to the past - whether as part of the over-arch_

ingrprinciple of humanity' or not - is itself in need of an extensive

theoretical justifícation. lt is also a maneuver that can be seen as

providing conceptuaì fueì to a thorough-going pragmatist account of
translationi i.e., there is nothing necessarily 'realistr or rdetermi-

nater about i t.

ln addition, it is bìatantry obvious that the causar theory presup-

poses that there is at ìeast a respectable number of natural kinds in
the world - something which the naturalist, especially if they champion

the rrepresentational crippìe' thesis outìined earlier, may welì be

scepticaì about.r6a Nevertheless, in I ight of a critique of post-empiri_

cism, there is much that can be mustered from the historical account.s

provided by the proponents of the causaì theory. The theory does have

numerous problems but what has been worked out in its account of the

fixing of the extensional component of terms does pose a serious chal-
ìenge to the advocates of radical indeterminacy and incommensurabi I ity.

r63 For an attempt to patch up the causal
despensab I eness of the 'benef i t of the
'lOn Theory*Change and llean ing-Change"
(197Ð ;\o7 -t+2\ .

theory by emphas i z i ng the i n-
doubtr, see l'1 ichael Levin,

, Ph i I osophy of Sc i ence \6

164 For such a scepticism about
k i nds, see Pau I Church I and,
I at i ons: I n Search of the
nal of Phi lossp[y l! (lg8S)

the causa ì theory's re l i ance on natura lrrConceptual Progress and Word/World Re-
Essence of Natural Kindsr', Canadian Jour-
zl-17
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Given the ubiquitous acceptance of the radical meaning variance theo-

ry by post-empiricists, however, many naturalists and scientific real_
ists have launched a fuì ì scale attack on that theory, rather than at-
tempting to provide a theory of reference that can co-exist with meaning

variance. For many critics, post-empiricists, in their overly generic

construal of the network mode'l of explanation and meaning, have been un-

able to provide an expìicit account of how new meanings apparantìy arise
out of context that undergoes some 'peripheral' change. Feeì ing such a

dissatisf action with post-empiricist accounts, Kate l'1 illikan has recent-

ly pointed to a variety of problems associated with the network modeì of
belief and the thesis of radical meaning variance. I'1 illikan argues that
not only does the'total interactionistrhypothesis of the network model

and radical meaning and bel ief variance theories need a lot of case work

to back up its¡ claims, it is unì ikeìy to ever qet such support. As she

argues:

Not al I of my ber iefs do end up interacting with one anotherin such a way that thÇ either support one another or herp
d i scred i t one another . I ndeed, an enormous number of one,sbeliefs never face a trial at all; they are never either chaì_
ì enged or conf i rmed i n any way. t. u

ln fact, it is fliìlikan's view that the network model of belief and con-

cept format i on i s at I oggerheads w i th the coherency theory of truth
championed by most of its advocates. The primary contradiction is
po i nted I y out I i ned by her as fol ì ows:

lf it were also true that no inner term-iterating program
couìd be tested without testing all of oners other term-iier-ating programs simuìtaneousìy, the probrem of weeding out emp-ty or faulty concepts from the system by the test of coherence

165 Ruth Garrett t'l iìlikan, Languaqe, Thought, and 0ther Bioìogicaì cat-gqgr.ies: New Foundat ions tor nea j ¡sm (Cambffig;G=il-ñl f p.ãG,
r9E4)--p .321 .



wouìd certainly be a completely hopeless one.r66

The mere fact that we do isorate contradictions between

and beliefs, l'1 illikan argues, is proof positive that

test evoìving concepts in smal I sub-groups.
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certa i n concepts

it is possible to

The rejection of an ontoloqical lv significant observational,/theoreti-
cal language distinction has, of course, heìped us to further appreciate
how Quine's work has been indispensabìe in reveaìing the ludicrousness

of the positivist presupposition that the meanings of terms (and propo-

sitions) can undergo no alteration whilst the propositions (and theo-
ries) in which they are embedded can be assigned varying truth values.
ln light of attacks on meaning variance, it must be noted, however, that
a fundamental Quinean thesis has been argued by many post-empiricists to
necessarily lend support to the radical indeterminacy of translation and

ontological relativity. This thesis, of course, is the infamous under-
determination of data thesis, which holds that "physical theories can be

at odds with each other and yet compatible with alì possible data even

in the broadest sense. ln a word, they can be ìogicaì ìy incompatible

and empi r ical ìy equivaìentil. r6?

Now there is admittedly quite a few probìems generated by Qu i ne's
formuìation of the underdetermination of data thesis. ¡lany of these
problems are rooted in his claim that physical theories are underdeter-

mined by al I possibìe observations. Hence , for many ph i I osophers who

defend Quiners thesis in one form or another, ilth/o theories are empiri=

r66 lbid., p.298.

r6? W.V.0. Quine, ,,0n the
Journal of Phiìosophv

Reasons for the I ndeterm i nacy of Trans I at i onil,67 0970) | 179.
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caì ìy equivalent is to be understood as the claim that the theories
agree on the distribution of truth-values over those propositions deemed

observationalrr.r6s

such a formuration, however, appears to necessari .ly precìude the pos-
sibi ì ity of two scientists who subscribe to such incompatible theories
from ever deciding upon a cruciaì test, al ì cruciaì test parameters

wouìd necessari ly underdetermine the two theories in question. lndeed,

as we have seen, the refusal to countenance the possibility of a crucial
test is part and parcel of the radical incommensurability platform. yet

in such a refusal those who assert that two theories can berlogícaìly
incompatible and empiricar ly equivalent' appear to be turning a br ind
eye to actual scientific practice. lndeed, as one commentator has

pointed out they may welì be assuming that "the account of robservation'

Iis] strictìy appr icab'le on,ly to theories capabre of expraining their
own measur i ng devi sesrr. l 6 e

It would also appear that the notion of 'rogica'lìy incompatibre, is
hard to defend given a strong underdetermination account of possibility
coupled with a whole-hearted rejection of the observationaì/theoretical
language distinction. To díscern logical incompatabilites we must
project two theoreticaì apparatuses; but, as many phi losophers of sci_
ence have aptly noted, "we have no such grasp of what the theoreticaì
apparatus is over and above its place in the theory in questionr,.rTo Ac_

168 Wilìiam Newton-Smith, "The Underdeterminatíon of Theory by Data,r,
lalio.na.l it" in Science, êd. R. Hilpenen (Dordrecht, Holìand:Reidet Publishing Co., lggo), p.g5.

in
D.

16e Èlark Hiìson, r'The Observationar uniqueness of some Theoriesr,, Jour_na I of ph i I osophy // ( I 9BO) :220 .
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counts of interna.l coherency aìong with pìausibiì ity must a.lso be, on a

strong underdetermination account, necessari ly underdetermined. lroni-
cally enough, it is scientific realists who have often underlined the
gist of this; i.e., that rractuaì judgements of relevance and confírma-

tion in science are not independent of, indeed are heavily conditioned
bY, the very theories with respect to which the judgements of relevance

and conf i rmat i on are madeil . r ? r

ln addition, âlthough Quine is incl ined to reject their inclusion,
there is some question as to whether the notion of alì possible strong
underdetermination thesis - in its emphasis on all possibìe observations

- can properly exclude counterfactuaì observation propositions.r?2 ln-
cluding such'inaccessable facts,, however, wouìd seem to severely limit
the number of theories in the history of science which have actualìy
fuìfi I led such a criterion. 0n a related issue, it is also questionable

whether or not theories which are aììegedly observationally equivalent
shouìd be equal ly underdetermined by aì I possible ampi ifiable facts. ln

a criticaì review of the underdetermination thesis, l,lark Wilson has ex_

amined whether its proponents shouìd include this component. As I,Jilson

notes, "the key point to notice is that both the observational and the

ampl ifiabìe facts about a system S consist in counterfactuals about what

wouìd happen if a system S'external to S were allowed to interact with

r?0 See, for example, Laurence Sklar,r,Saving the
cal Topics t3 (1982):106.

r71 As noted by C.A. Hooker,,'0n Globaì Theories"\2 (197Ð:t65-t66.

Noumenarr, Phi losophi-

Ph i I osophv of Sc i ence

r72 Putnam, for exampìe, argues that such an exclusion is not permissa-ble. See Hi ìary Putnam, "The Refutation of Conventional ism,,, in
Ii19: Lansuage,^?nd Real i tv (cambr ídge: cambr idge universi ty press,
197Ð , pp.t79-183.
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itr''rr¡ lf al I possible ampl ifiable facts are included in the account of
observational equivalence then the proponents of underdetermination have

perhaps ventured afar from a concrete analysis of actual scientific
practice. For, as l^/iìson concìudes, ,,onìy certain types of physicaì
theory are hospitable to this conception of possibility,,.ir+

Richard Boyd has also argued that many problems are generated for the
proponents of the strong underdetermination thesis as a result of their
impl icit' and naive, acceptance of a principle which essential ìy holds
that'rif two theories have exactìy the same deductive observational con-
sequences' then any experimentaì evidence for or against one of them is
evidence of the same force for or against the otheril.r?s ln Boyd,s opin_
ion this principle is entírely unacceptable if the antecedent refers to
the observat i onal consequences of the theor i es by themseìves wi thout
auxi I lary hypotheses employed in the deduction. That the principìe sim_
ply just doesn't depíct the intricacies of actual scientific theorizing
i s i I ìustrated, Boyd argues, by the fact that i ts proponents wouìd be

led to cìaim "that the experimental evidence for classicaì mechanics is
exactìy as good as that for special reìativity, if only both theories
are stated abstactly enoughtt.Li 6

1 ? 3 l'lark Wi I son, ',The 0bservat i ona I

r74 lbid.

Un i queness of Some Theor i es,', p.2 ì ì .

r?s Richard N. Boyd, rtReal ism, Underdetermination and a
Ev i dencerr , Nous 7 e9l Ð zZ .

176 lbid., p.3.

Causa I Theory of
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Although many of the above criticisms of the underdetermination the-
sis have been advanced by self-avowed scientific real ists they certainly
need not have been. r^/hat many of them do po i nt to is that the propo-

nents of underdetermination have largely been led to their radicaì con-

clusions because they have often failed to appreciate that alongside any

understand i ng of 'theoryr must go at I east a rud imentary understand i ng

of the reìationships between, and the rores assumed by, auxi ì 
.lary 

hy-
pothese, models, predicate calcul i, FUìes of inter_theoretic reduction,
et cetera. rn fact, it wourd appear that such an understanding wou.¡d

also preclude many post-empiricists from so readi ly accepting that the
indeterminacy of translation necessari ìy fol lows from any reformulated
underdetermination thesis. For as many scientific realists are quick to
point out, the advocates of indeterminacy, ontoìogical relativity, and

incommensurabi I íty have also "seriously over-emphasized and oversimpl i-
fied the semantic disparaties between general theories because of
[tnei r] negìect of the compìex roles of models and so-cal led auxi ì iary
theoriesrr.r??

Al I of this points to perhaps the most major presupposition on the
part of proponents of underdetermination, radical meaning variance, and

incommensurabi r ity; namery, that the history and contemporary state of
science is marked by competing 'core theories'.r?8 The very notion of a

r77 C.A. Hooker, rrsystematic Reaìismr, Sythese 26 (lgllr):l+65.
1?8 At this point we must, in ar 'I fairness, appreciate the great dividethat separates Quiners defence of underdetermination and indetermi-nacy and the Feyerabendian defence of radical incommensurabiìity.

we must arso note that Quíners notion of 'rogicaily incompatib,le andempirically equivalent theoriesr is still tìed to a distinction inkind between observational and theoreticaì statements. Davidsonrsargument that indeterminacy and incommensurability actually pullaqainst each other should also be kept in mind.
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core theory' however, is something that is stirl open to much debate

within a variety of philosophical and scientífic circles. lndeed, one

commentator has forceful ly argued, for exampìe, that 'rthe notion that
there is a firm body of doctrine cal led rNewtonian particle mechanics,

is a philosopher's fictionil.r?e

The possibi I ity that there is no

nately stands to radical ìy undermine

I ied on by severaì post-empiricists

the va I i d i ty of much of ph ì I osophy of

nounced suppos i t i on that such core

what is particularìy apparant in many

inspeak

such th i ng as rcore' theor i es def i -

the historicaì reconstructions re-

i n the i r var i ed attempts to debunk

science. ln addition to the pro-

theories are isolatible, however,

post-empi ricist critigues of posi-

t.erms of ' sc ient if icr versus ,non-tivism is the tendency to

sc i ent i f i c' wor I d-vi ews. To a ìarge extent, this is the resuìt of a re_

fusal to countenance either the anaìytic/synthetic distinction or an

ontologicaì ly signif icant observation/theory distinction; i.e., at root
it can be seen to be the resuìt of the repracement of the .latter-day

positivist deductive account of scientific explanation with the renowned
Inetwork model t .

This tendency to speak in terms of world-views can aìso be argued to
be a result of the wi I I ingness of several post-empirícists (and even

positivists such as Neurath) to contrast the epistemic achievements of
science with those of reìigion and mythorogy. The incrination (which is
actually rooted in positivism) to treat the latter as a unified monoìith
has ìed to the incìination to construe the former in a similar fashion.
Thus in the work of Kuhn we find several contrasts between the Newtonian

i?e itlark wilson, "The Observationar uniqueness of some Theoriesr,, p.212.



and Einsteinian 'world-views;, and in

the I abyr i nths of rGa ì i ì ean sc i ence' .

\3t,

Feyerabend we are quided through

It is, in fact, these kinds of interpretations that give such concep-

tual credence to the accounts provided by historians of science. And it
i s these very accounts wh i ch often const i tute the , resource base, for
the doctrine of incommensurability - which provide an apparant coherency

to the Kuhnian cìaim that every significant theoreticaì change in sci-
ence is an indeterminable conceptual revolution. Such claims, of
courser cãFl usua I ly be d i scerned wi th in many

pluraì istic components of post-empiricism. lt i s a I so of ten apparant

grant validity to the
that the tendency of severa I post-emp i r i c i sts to
inferential chain they see running from meaning variance through rela-
tivity of reference to ontoìogical reìativity is dialectical ìy manifest
in, and conditionec by, their bel ief that the 'fundamental intelìectual
entity in science is the theoreticaì worìd-rriewr.rBo

Such a generic interpretation of the scientific enterprise precipi-
tates a variety of difficulties and dilemmas. perhaps foremost amongst

these is the brurring of the distin,ction between reducing a theory and

reducing a science. The blurring of this distinction, which Sel lars has

constantìy warned against, rer a.lmost necessi tates that no cìear reduc-
tíon (either conceptuaì or nomological) wi I I be found to ever occur in

r'80 A few scientif ic realists, it might be noted, have aìso, unfortu_nately, heìd such a bìeief. ln fãct, these very words are from c.A.Hooker, "0n G l oba ì Theor i es,,, p. .l53.

t8r' For Sel lars' criticism of the tendency to blur this distinction, seelVi ìfred Seilars, "Theoretica,l Expranation", in lhi rosophica] per-spectives (springf ierd, ilr.: charìes c. Thomas,JgeJ[:r-pecia¡ypp.332-33\ .

of the relativistic and
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sc i ence.

what remains very questionabìe, however, is whether the emproyment of

'worìd-viewsras the pivotal ingredient in descriptions of science is at
al I appropriate. lndeed, it may weì 'l be that onry an exuberant neo-

Hegelian tendency in post-empiricist philosophy of science, rather than

in-depth historical investigations, has fueled the bel ief that a theory
is somêhow constitutive of arscience'orrworìd-viewr or 'globaì con-

ceptual schemer. As one commentator has succinct.ly argued:

Theoretical systems, rìo matter how complete, are always atbest modifications of our worrd-view. ih"y "r" merery margi-nar changes to the comparativeìy vast system of expectationswhich our biologicaì and cu.ltura'l heritage provides.rs2

Viewing theoretical systems in this manner aìso reminds us that there
are necessary and intrinsic operational I imits to Feyerabend's proposed

methodoìogicaì pluraì ism; since "we must remember that methodoìogies are
aìso modifications of our world-view, and not constitutive of itil.1B3

Al I of this arso helps us to see the import of the ser rarsian dis-
tinction between substantive and methodoìogica'l correspondencer.B4 rules
and the naturaì istsr distinction between constitutive and acquired meth-

odologies. simply because we argue that methodoìogicaì rules are ¡ot
anaïytic - as in positivism - we are not necessarily led to construe
them as being simply the result of, and subject to the whim of, sociaì
convent i on.

182 J.N. Hattiangadi
Lanquaqe. Loo i c.
drecht, Hol I and:

r83 lbid., p.135.

r84 Wilf red Sellars,

, "A l'lethodology Without llethodologícal Rules,', in
and l'lethod, êd. R.S. Cohen and fl.l.l. Wartofsky iOo._D. Reidel Pubìishing, t983), p.ì30

I'Theoret i ca I Exp ì anat ion,, , p. j 30.
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0n a naturalist account there is all the reason to believe that'we
do not know in advance how we know anything,.r8s Aìthough this natural-
ist principìe substantiates that the mandates of scientific investiga-
tion are g posterior from the standpoint of species history it does not,

however, give credence to the view that they are not g prior from the

standpoint of individuals or groups of individuals. What it does give

credence to is that the epistemic mandates we prescribe sìowìy evolve,

in dynamic interplay, with our scientific knowledge.

Ultimately, therefore, the naturaì ist congradulates post-empiricism

for its varied attempts to escape the orthodox confines of positivist
thought. At one and the same time, however, it sees its relativist,
historicist, and neo-ideaì ist fì ights of fancy as ìargely being a prod-

uct of its newìy found freedom. The natural ist, it might be said,r86
provides the post-empiricist rebelìion wíth a rhome-baser - the only
home-base alì rebellions can be said to need. ln doing so, the natural-
ist simpìy underl ines the fact that the story we tel I of science - the

story we tell of anything - is irrevocabìy conditioned by our contempo-

rary understanding of the human animaì. And if our stories are not con-

ditioned so in the present they wiìl - if they are to become part of hu-

man understanding - be so conditioned in the future.

ln conclusion, therefore, we

'home-base' that the natural ist is

following story:

might say that it is only from such a

now quite justified in tel ì ing us the

I85

1a 6

As
of

ln

Hooker puts it in C.A.
Science: Empiricism,

a fl ight of fancy.

Hooker, ¡rPh i
Popperianism,

I osophy, and
and Rea I ismr',

l'leta-Ph i losophy
p.209.
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we can see ourserves retrospective.'y as evorved apes eventhough our evolutionary ancestors cou.ld not simirarìy envisionthemseìves prospectively as potentiaì rational hominoids. r8?

La1 
Ì:Li' i:=;:ïiT'r#,ffi,j8r# ËH* or rt (Dordrecht, Hoì-



CONCLUSIt]N:

As was quite cìear from the introduction, this thesis had a number of
goals to achieve. Host pronounced amongst them, perhaps even serving to
define aì l others' was to provide a ìook at how debates withing Anglo-A-
merican phiìosophy of science have influenced the conceptions of the hu-
man animal offered by sociaì and pol iticaì theorists. correìativeìy, an

attempt was made to discern how deveìopment within these debates could
be employed by social and pol itical theorists. Throughout, this study
has both paid heed to contemporary developments and projected those de-
velopments into the future. I t is only hoped that indulgence in the
latter has not defied the standards of projectibi I ity which have been
(impi íci tly) drawn by present day discourse.

Setting one of the stages upon which future developments would un-
fold, thís thesis began, we wi l I recall, with a review of a number of
arguments advanced by peopìe who have been, or presently are, opposed to
the scientific study of the human anima,I. Although they were diversery
varied in rationale, many of these arguments were premised on the bel ief
in a 'pre-scientific' awareness that both constituted and gave meaning

to our experience of the world and interchange with each other. The in_
dictment on much of modern science was that it had severed itseìf from

this constituting worìd by apprying onìy the categories of ,forma],

knowl edge to the I content ' of exper i ence.

Chapter VII

(]N F[]RGING A DIALI]GUE BETWEEN WI]RLD-trAKERS
AND EPiSTEIilIC ENGINES

-438-
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Propelìed by the supposition that the bounds of such a ,technique'

now extend beyond the ivory tower to every facet of social (and private)
existence' many anti-science arguments blended straight-away ínto ful l-
scaìe attacks on the modern world and the technologies which serve as

its backbone. rndeed, in many instances the proponents of such argu-
ments could be seen as offering the resources for radical pol itical dis-
sent .

Quite in spite of the fact that they were more often than not fueled
by a fierce opposition to Comtean dictates, many of the anti_science,
anti-technoìogy arguments presupposed an image of science that was bra-
zenly positivist in its depiction of the epistemic strategies pursued by

the human animal. l'lore of ten than not it was dif f icult to discern
whether the attack being waged was directed againstrsciencetor against
a positivist depiction of that enterprise and its epistemic produci.s.

ln a preì iminary attempt to extirpate the obviousìy provocative baby

from its contaminating ba-th-water, a look at the running epistemological
assumptions of twentieth century positivism was provided in the second

chapter. Therein it could be seen how a particular philosophy of sci_
ence was able to avoid resoonding to questions that many opponents of
the (scientific) rationaì ization of society deemed of fundamentaì impor-
tance. Not onìy were intuitionaì rproceduresr, guestions of metaphy_

sics' and ethical pronouncements considered cognitively meaningless by

the positivists. Befalìing the same fate were also most of the alleged
rpseudo-expìanations' of the human animaì provided by sociaì and pol iti-
cal theorists and roosery phrased in the intentionar idiom.
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ln order to get a closer ìook at the methodological presuppositions

of theralternativer to the positivist-inspired explanations that many

critics lauded, a discussion of the Verstehen tradition in the social
sciences was provided in the third chapter. As we came to see, however,

that tradition is certainìy not constituted by a consensus on how best
to proceed in offering interpretations of human action, divergent cul_
tures, and the muìtitude of cuìtural entities which mediate human inter-
change. Within a tradition that ís often lauded for providing the re-
sources for assessing a pre-scientific realm of meaning what was

discovered, on one possibìe reconstruction, was rampant dissension and

factionalism.

Perhaps responsible for such factional ism is the fact that, in an in-
creasing number of cases, those thinkers whose work is constitutive of
the verstehen tradition have invoked the metaphor of reading a text to
give some coherency to the interpretationaì procedure which they advo-

cate. Largely as a resurt of the emproyment of this metaphor, however,

the process and products of interpretation are viewed less as reflecting
knowìedge of self and others (anA the possibi I ity thereof) as they are

viewed as the (partly) unconscious interchange of biases rooted in oners

own cuItural and historicaI matrix.

Without too generical ly construing the import of what the Verstehen

tradition has to offer, one would, nevertheless, not be unjustified in
claiming that many of its previously fundamental notions have undergone,

and are continual ly undergoing, drastic recategorization. lndeed, in
light of the mounting infìuence of various enthnomethodological and de-

constructional ist strains, many of those thinkers who had set out to
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demonstrate how human understandinq \^/as possibìe, as well as how it
could be enhanced, now champion the untlimate ilìeqibility of action and

human i nterchange.

Perhaps under-estimating the degree of internal strife that plagues

the Verstehen tradition, several social and pol itical theorists have re-
centìy claimed that post-empiricist developments in the phi ìosophy of
science ìend support to some of the fundamental mandates of that tradi-
tion' ln a similar vein, many of the descedents of the critics of posi-
tivist-inspired explanations in the sociaì sciences have invoked post-
empiricist deveìopments to support their varied claims. ln I ight of
this al leged nourishing factor, ãñ examination of post-empiricist phi-
Iosophy of science and related post-empiricist developments was provided

i n chapter four.

It is, in fact, quite obvious that much of post-empiricist phi losophy

of science places a great emphasis on the rore of vaìues, metaphysicar

outlook, âDd sociaì conditioning in the acquisition of scientific knowl-

edge - a consideration of which positivism had largeìy brushed aside.
Although many post-empiricist attacks on the mandates of positivism are
quite specific and remain very much within the confines of what might be

construed as'analyticrphilosophy, many of the attacks have been stímu-
lated by investigations ínto the history of science and by the findings
of gestalt psychologists. Combined, these attacks draw into fundamentaì

criticism much of the prescriptive philosophy of science that fueled the
positivist cause. 0f aì ì the major positivist claims and the plethora

of more specific assumptions that have been attacked by post-empiricism

the fol lowing are perhaps the most recal labìe:



l. the positivist rel iance
tences.

4\2

on the stable meanings of rprotocaìr sen_

distinction.

employed in an
scientific dis-

)

¿

Ã

6.

4.

the acceptance of a sharp observat i on/theory d i st i nct i on.

the claim that theoreticaì statements could be excrusively re-duced (and, therefore, 'e'I iminatedr) via anarftic corresponå"n""
:Y1:t, to those statemenrs of the phenomenar istic (or physi."iri-
r I cJ Þase.

the sharp bifurcation that positivists drew between the contextsof scientific discovery and justification.

the positivist reìiance on the analytic/synthetic

the criterion of cognitive meaningfuìness that wasattempt to exclude metaphysical statements from
course.

the belíef that the products of scientific knowìedge subsumed andextended the results of prior theory.

lf rationalry reconstructed in an acceptable way one can see that
post-empiricist attacks actuaì ly constitute a new rimage' of science
quite unl ike the image provideci by positivism. This new image sustains
much of its apparant coherency as a resuìt of the tendency of many post_

empiricists to employ hol istic notions when speaking of the scientific
enterprise' Aìthough many of these notions were originalìy intended to
take account of the fact that science is a sociar enterprise, or to pay

credence to the Duhem i an network theory of be I i ef and mean i ng, the i r

contemporary usage often precipitates much confusion. rn a very generar

sort of way, it couìd be argued that this confusion, indicative of much

of the post-empiricist problematic, wi,l I continue to pìague post_emp¡ri_

cist thought in the future. The nature of such confusion couìd, per-
haps, be described by way of the fol lowing story.

7.

I'luch of post-empir icst ph i ìosophy of

i n the troub I es encountered i n try i ng

science had its initial genesis

to justify the projectibi I ity of
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inductive inferences in scientific theorizing. This is very important
to note in trying to come to terms with contemporary post-empiricist de_

velopments ' Today, holn/ever, it appears that much of post-empir ic ist
phi losophy is becoming increasingly concerned with the projectibi ì i ty of

'conceptuaì schemes' and rworld-versionsr and tends to think that'hab-
i t' or rtrad i t i on' has someth i ng to do wi th the parameters of that pro_

jectibi I i ty. what were rfacts of the matterr some time ago are now

'normal discourser, 'paradigmatic thought', and rforms of ì ife'.

The ease with which we now tark about worìd-views (versions, tradi-
tions, et cetera), however, beìies what might be some fundamentar chang-

es in Angìo-American post-empiricist tirought. I think that we can at-
tempt to get a look at the extent of these changes by noting that both
those who talk about conceptual relativity and those who talk about cul-
tural relativity are inclined tc speak of traditions, discourses, and

worlds. Not only do they use the same terms, they speak of them as if
they were entities. There is rapid'ly becoming a confration in post-em-

piricist thought of what was once distinct cultural and conceptual ter-
minology.r Post-empiricist thought is increasingìy equating that which

is proiected with that from which it is proiected. This is post-empiri-
cism in its teasing idea.l ist guise. At the same time, however, post-em-

piricist thought is constantìy reminding us that only certain things are
projectible. This is post-empiricism in its teasing pragmatist guise.
This credence which is being impì icitly paid to both the tradition of
German ldeaì ism and to Kant is creating a tense problematic within post-

r lndeed, in elaborating on
claim that much of the
stems from I'a sc i ent i f i c
Putnam, Reason, Truth a¡d

this point one may welì concur with putnam¡s
relativist tendency within post-empiricism

theory i nsp i red by anthropol ogy". See H i I aryHistory, p.126.
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empiricist philosophy that wíll confound social and poìitical theorists
for some time. lndeed, it is a tension that requires much clarification
by phi ìosophers and sociar and por iticar theorists ar ike.

Although the tendency towards hor ism in post-empiricist phi Iosophy

both refìects its attempts to escape positivist confines and belies much

confusion, social and pol iticaì theorists have often interpreted such a

deveìopment as indicating that something far more fundamentaì is begin-
ning to brew in the phi losophy of science. Post-empiricist deveìopments

have often been invoked to substantiate that relativism and historicism
have won the day. Among alìegations on the part of social and pol itical
theorists is that science is now being seen as onry one form of knowr_

edge amongst many; that the epistemic products of science are now in-
creasingly being viewed as social constructions; that scientific theory
construction is now finaì ly being admitted to possess an inextricabìe
tacit, informal, and practicar epistemic component; and that increasíng
importance is now being praced on science as a hermeneutic activity.

The employement in post-empiricist phi ìosophy in genera,l of terminor-
ogy like traditions, conceptual schemes, paradigms, discourses, and
Iworld-views' has indeed contributed much to interpretations I ike the
above' However, what social and political theorists do with these no-
tions and how they perceive their over-al ì import is, however, another
matter' The tantamount guestion at this point in the thesis became

whether or not post-empiricist developments actuaily contributed, oF

could validìy be seen as contributing, conceptuaì resources to those so-
cial and poì itical theorists who championed epistemic and cultural rela-
tivism; who are call ing for a return to traditional hermeneutics; or who
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on par wi th postulational theory
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ion of symbols and symbol ic mediums was

construction in the naturaì sciences.

The presentation of post-empiricist thought reveaìed that it was in-
deed becoming exuberantry radicar vis a vis positivism, but that the

Pragmatist element implicit in so much of ¡t (even in what might be seen

as Feyerabendrs epistemological anarchism and Goodman,s I inguistic
ideal ism) prevents a whoìe-hearted turn towards relativism or tradítion-
a I hermeneut ícs. l'lost conceptua I ìy damag ing to the def enders of c lass i-
cal Verstehen is the aìmost unanimous attack, from within post_empiri_
cism' on the supposed epistemic and ontic primacy of the intentional
idiom' That post-empiricism cannot be so easi ly invoked to booster the
claims of the varied anti-scientisms is also prevalent in the fact that
their pragmatizing of theory extends across the ìinguistic spectrum. No

demarcation criterion is offerecj for distinguishing talk of ,purpose ra-
tionaì actionr (poiesis) from talk of technicar expertise (techne). And

furtherr rìo such criterion is provided, impricitìy or otherwise, that
wi I ì faci I i tate attempts to speak of an intersubjectivi ty engendered by

discourse as fundamental ly distinct from an intersubjectivity engendered

by rpractical enr ightmentr. what was admitted, in a very optimistic
wãy' was that post-empiricism can be seen as contributing to the propo_

sal that the sociar sciences be viewed as one of the design sciences.

ln spite of its optimistic intonation, however, this latter conces_

sion is forthcoming in a very truncated form. To the same extent that
in the work of Feyerabend the phi rosophy of science has ìost track of
the structure and limits of experiment, so too wiìl social and political
theory which continues to be influenced by post-empiricist developments
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increasingly be unable to determine the source, content, and limits of
desiqn' And for the sociaì sciences, of course, these I ímits are prima-
ri ly fixed by the structure and r imits of resource ar rocation, valua-
tional and economical. ln short, one might say that social and por iti_
cal thought excrusive.ly dríven by the winds of post-empiricist
phi ìosophy wi ì ì become increasingìy Iess cogni zant of the institutional
infrastructures that mediate human interchange and faci ì itate (or ham-

per) ways of soc i a I wor ì d-mak i ng.

ln order to determine whether such a scenario is necessarily the fate
of social and political thought that countenances the failures of posi-
tivism, a therapeutic chapter seven was provided. Assessed therein was

whether oi' not post-empiricist thought needed to go to such rengths to
express its fundamental departure from the categorical distinctíons of
positivism' The variants of Scientífic Real ism countenanced in this
chapter were those which misht just as well be classified under the ru-
bric of evolutionary natural istic real ism. such variants are ,real ist,
simply due to the fact that they procìaim that our robservational, and

'common-sens i ca I I taxonom i es (and correspond i ng ontoì og i es) are no more

'purerr than the rtheoretical' ontologies of modern science. They are
evolutionarily naturalistic because they resist First phiìosophy and

take up the Quinean dictate that 'epistemology is science seìf-appl ied,.

Apart from the import of their more specific assauìts on the positi-
vist image of science, there are some interesting parallels that can be

discerned between evolutionary naturaì istic real ism (ENR) and the post_

empiricist phiìosophy of science which is indebted to the ,linguistic
turnrdepicted throughout this thesis. In a conclusion of this nature
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the fol-i t wouìd be appropr iate to emphasize,

lowing paral lels:
in a protracted manner,

l' ln both post-empiricism and scientific realism the conception ofscience offered is not restricted to the 1gq-rc of science. rn anattempt to give expl ication to the sociaì-component of the scien-tific enterprise and the sociaì dãtermînation of its epistemicproducts, much of post-empiricism has increasingly turned to thesociology of science for conceptuaì resources. To the same end,the varied stories provided by historicaì reconstructions arealso reì ied upon. Scientific real ists, on the other hand, abid_ing by the Quinean dictate that 'epistemoìogy is science serf-ap-pìiedr, increasingry turn to research in the psychoìogy (neuro-physioìogy) of perception and cognitive neurobiology iÃ'order tosubstantiate that ¡science', is a generic epistemic strategy pur-sued by the species - albeit, u strutegy that ís inextiicablyInormalr, driving both 'common-sensica.Ii accounts of the worrdand those accounts offered by radvanced physicaì theory,.
2. lmpl icit in their respective attempts to turn investigative at-tent íon a\^/ay f rom an exc rus ive concern wi th the rog ic ãr =. ienceis the refusaì, by both post-empiricists and scientifi.-real ists,to seriously countenance a strict demarcation between science androther forms of knowing'. The rejection of such a rine of demar-cation can be conducted in a variety of ways. One can, for exam-Þìe, rsoftenr our view of science by emphasizing that the tacit/impl icit erements of cognition ailegedry ãonstitutive of'non-scientific'ways of apprehending the worìd (art, et cetera)are ubiquitous even within science. The Poìanyis and Kuhns frornwithin post-empiricism are especia,lìy important in underriningthis approach. rn a simirar fashion, one can soften our view ofscience by remaining radicaììy nominar ist and by arguing that theway art ¡carves upr (symbol izes) the world is not dissiñi lar fromhow science carves it up. This approach is refrected quitestrongìy in the work of Goodman and íts 'linguistic cousin per-meates the work of Rorty. Further attempts to soften science arealso prevalent in the work of putnam and Feyerabend, wherein itis argued that scientific theory construction presupposes a notinsubstantiar amount of practica'l knowledge. An arternativestrategy to empìoy in rejecting any demarcation, one that'hard-ens' our view of what have traditionar ry been considered ,non-

scientificr ways of knowing is one that emphasizes that even thetaxonomies which resu'lt from common-sensical accounts of theworld are necessari 'ly theoreticar in nature. Such a strategy, ofcourse, is at the heart of the seì rarian craim that exiitencecomes to us onìy through the descriptive categories of rscience,.
I t is a strategy fundamentar to our scientii¡c rear ists (evoru-tionary naturaìists)

3' To a very large degree, both post-empiricists and scientific re-alists are emphatic in their insistence that h/e cannot underesti-mate the extent to which the world we inhabit is a world that re_
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suìts from categorica'l distinctions. such a thesis has profoundramifications. perhaps primary amongst them is that which as-saults our cartesian biases, which compeìs us to accept that ,the
thing which thinks' is itse,ìf the resurt of an over-arching cat-egorization. Fof thorough-going scientific rear ists the cãnceptof a person is simpìy something that has been 'brought to .life,
by the categorical distinctions of the'manifest imagá'- its re-placement by a multipl icity of ìogical subjects in the ,scientif-
ic imagerwill pu " cgnceptua'l development on par with de-person-al ization of the ob¡ects of the ,original image, (i.e., theattr i but i on of i ntent i ons to the wi ndi and h i gñ seas was onceubiquitous within 'common-sense' - there is no reason to beì ievethat the attribution of simi lar intentions to ,persons' wi I I for-ever remain ubiquitous). This claim reflects a fundamentaì the_sis cf many scientific reaì ists; namely, that the terms (taxono_mies) of our most advanced'sciencer increasinqìy acquire'firstclass semanticaì statusr. There i=, óGTG, â símilar themein much of post-empiricist phi rosophy. lt can be discerned inmany of the attacks raunched against the presuppositions of theverstehen theor i sts, and i s ref l ected i n many of the conceptua rsympathies extended by several post-empiricist philosophers tothe Foucaults and Derridas of continentar thought. Herein, wesee an unrestrained attack on the presupposition that there is arsubject to history' and that the human' being is a ,universaì

categoryr. lndeed, in an increasing amount of their work severarpost-empiricists are impl icitly payìng credence to Foucauìt,sclaim that the human being is rapidty ueing repraced on the his-torical stage by the being of ranguage. ln addition, in the workof radical constructionaì ists I ike Góodman one can discern paraì_lels to Derridars mandate that in analyzing worrds-viewed(frames) we must, at some point, come to view ,ourselves,as con_stituting, and being constitutive of, nothing more than yet an-other frame. The import for sociar and poritiãar thought år tni=paral leì between scientific real ism and post-empiricism? A thor_ough-go i ng scept i sm must be champ i oned rvhen eva I utat i ng thoseItheoriesr which rely on historicaì reconstructions and whichgain their coherency from the invocation of the,Ego,, the,natu-ral kind human beingr, rl'lanrs universal essencer,- and the rcon_
stituting consciousness'. Futuristic ramifications? An unres-tra i ned attack on a I I metaphys i cs of 'presence' .

I f we were to scan the hor i zon of twent i eth century ph i ì osophyfor some words to express a fourth paraì re'l between post-empiri-cism and scientific realism we might, in a very cautious way, in_voke the sartrean c la im that the human ¡eîñî'possesses no es-sence but has the possibiìity of freedom'. ii,i= invocation, ofcourse' would require taking these words out of their origina'lcontext; in a very ironic way, however, they serve our purposesjust fine. They serve to express the extent to which both post-empiricism and scientific real ism countenance a ,dialectic' be-tween tradition and innovation. Both post-empiricism and scien-tific realism, although acknowredging that olr innovations mustpay heed to the impl icit standards oi projectibi I ity ordained bycontemporary soc i ety (theory) , neverthel ess recogn i ze that the
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colliecturaì nature of knowledge requires a correspondíng criticalculture. lndeed, such a cuìture is presupposed by an ãvoìution_ary natural ist I ike Hooker when he argues that ,,the creation ofsocial theory becomes a ref,lection of varues and conceptua.liza-tions and, vice versa, the curturar evo.lution of a society becomea (partial) function of theory developed,,., This element of crit-icism ('freedom') is also countenanced by those post-empiricistswho, in accepting the Barthesian cìaim, thatra work takes prece_dence over i ts authorr , argue that our hor i zons of expÀctat i onare a necessary result of the fact that a muItitude oFïT..p."_tat i ons have a r ready been attempted and accepted. what bothpost-empiricists and scientific reaì ists are in concensus aboutis that we can no longer regard the worìd as simpìy ,viewed,.
One might say that both accept (ironicalty enough) in" HuiO"gg"_rian thesis that the human anima,| no tonger possesses the,op-t ionr of be i ng a spectator - that we are æeessari-ry. aqents inwhat we observe.3 lndeed, scientif ic realirïs wr,o -orgu" iïãt ìin_guistic categories are necessariìy inadequate to the task of rep-resentation are perhaps ar ìowing conceptua'| space for the counte-nancing of I inguistic ideal ism; i.e., there wi I I aìways be anunbridgeabre híatus between incoming information and our i inguis_tic formurations of that information. Kantian overtones aside(as wel I as critigues thereof) one might say that scientific re-aìism is offering an expranati.on for-r^/ry epistemic 

"noin., "runecessar i ly (ì ingu ist ic) wor ld-mak ing rnaci¡_-ThñForumen-tioned hiatus may, in ta.t}ãun-iEr tñE'cess,of metaphor- metaphors do not simp.ly fiìì in 'indexica,I gaps' within a ran-guage' they extend and/or manipulate the rloose endsr of our al-r^/ays incomplete sof tware programmes. Aìthough quite specuìative,such a possibility may help to show that our capacitv for world-
mak i ng i s I im i ted (and enhanced) by tunOamõEfiaes ign de_fects' . a

5. ln both traditional post-empiricism and the kind of scientificreal ism countenanced herein a strong pragmatist component can bediscerned. Such pragmatism can be seen as partry rooted in thewi I I ingness of both these phi ìosophicar perspectives to counte-nance the existence of covert inter rectuar activiety. This co-vert component can be liGGo by both to pragmaticaily account;i;";;' í 
";;;;;ì'.

c.A. Hooker, "phirosophy and lleta-phirosophy of science: Empiricism,Popper i an i sm and Rea I i sm,,, Synthese 32 (lgl5i :221 .

ln all fairness, one should consult Heidegger's own view on this mat_ter. See l'lartin Heidegger, I'The Age ot-i¡le World picturerr, in The
Qi.lest.i.on concern i nq Jechno roqy and 0iher Essays, trans. |./i il i"m r_ouË(New york : Gar ¡ aÀu Füu I i s¡r ¡ nõ , lglil
ln ì ight of this point one might a'lso attempt to trace the variety ofparal lels that can be seen between the post-empiricist notions of'framingr andtworìd-versionsrand what is involved for scientific re-al ists ¡n postulational theory construction.
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hypotheses' - it signals a fusing of the traditional distinctionbetween, 'knowì edge about' and Inow'l edge by acqua i ntancer . r npost-empi r i c i st thought the acknowì edgãment of th i s componentfuels the cìaim that rour ski r,ls "." tão compìex to be describedby theory'; in scientific real ism it precipitates the cìaim that'our brains are more compìex than we are smartr. rn both, itsponsors scepticism about the positivist claim that aì I of what
ii^::"* ,::n b" propositional ly iustified publ icìy via proposi-trons. rndeed, in much of post-empiricism and scientif icTearismtlit¡,"ris that knowredge is ,justif ied true berief I is forcefu'l-ìy rebuked. such a rebuke is a necessary consequence of the re-al ist attack on the representationa'l aaequacy of sententia'l epis-temoìogies. And it is refìected strongìy in post-empiricism,s
emphasis on the roìe of habit and the ôoodmanian thesis that
"knowi ng or 

- 
understand i ng îr =".n as rang i ng beyond the acqu i r i ngof true beriefs to the discovering and devising of fit of ailsorts'r. s

Post-empi rícism, we wi I I recal l, offers us a story about humanbeings as worrd-makers that unfoìds within the parameters of athorough-going (albeit, often impl icit) phi ìosophical pragmatism.Kuhnrs normal science, Rortyrs norma.l discourse, Feyerabendrstraditions, and even neo-Quinean conceptuar schemes - a.Ir ofthese notions invoke some erement that, whi rst remarkab'¡y removedfrom the positivistsr criterion of cognitive meaningfurness, nev-ertheless constrains the projection of arternative wor.|ds/dis-' courses,/conceptual schemes,/hypotheses/paradigms. These elementsare' moreover, imbued with an over-riding socia.l (tinguistíc)component. For post-emp i r ic i st thought, tñ" Tirñ¡.t ili-åorrr-nity is the stop-gate for idear ism. we hear a remarkabry simi,larstory from scientific reaì ism - the theme remains pretty much thesame' only the prot is artered. For scientific rear ism the stop_gate for ideal ism is, and aìways has been, the particular neuro_physiologicaì make-up of the human animal.

6' Both post-empiricism and scientific realism point to the need fora philosophy.of enqineering. ln their emphasis on local and spe_cific knowledge and th"ir (varied) pr"r"ni"tions of the thesisthat much of our experience is infìuenced by rneedsr, port:"mpi_ricists and scientific real ists al ike unoerl ine that what shouldincreasingly enter into philosophy is a consideration of ourpractical (spatiaì) orientation to the worìd. rn both one candiscern an opposition to the Huxìeyian dictate that ,order inscience and art is okay but it shouid be avoided in poriticsr.6For both post-empiricism and scientific rea,¡ ism order 'in poi itic.is inevitable.

Neì son Goodman, Ways of Wor I dmak i nq, p. I 3g.

such a dictate fuers much of the discussion in Ardous
New Wgrìd Revisited (London: Granada publishing, lggt).formulatíon can be found on pages 40-41 . 

o

Hux I ey, Brave
Its explicit
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ln spite of the simi raríties that one might specu'lativery suggest

exist between post-empiricism and scientific real ism there wi l l aìways

remain some fundamentaì points of contention between these two phí ìo-
sophicaì perspectives. A'lthough it is arguabry itserf a¡post-empiri_
cistr phiìosophY (vis a vis its attack on positivism), scientific real-
ism indicts much of post-empi ricism for having fai ìed to adequateìy

underl ine the distinction between the sociaì and biological constitution
of the human anímal. Although this distinction is often unformaì izable,
the conceptual negìect of it has resulted in a lack of emphasis given by

post-empiricism to the fact that as a species we are unwillingìy com_

pel ìed to operate under the mandates of certain forms of understanding
because we have been ordained by nature with a specific neuro_physioìog_

ical make-up.

The recognition of such a distinåt¡on by scientific reaì ists has en-

abled them to move beyond post-empiricismrs (perhaps overìy) exuberant

attempts to escape the confines of positivist thought. Transfered to
their attack on both positivism and post-empiricism this recognition is
exhibited in the distinction drawn by real ists between ,acquired' and

'modifiedr epistemic capacities and structures. Through the appl ication
of this latter distinction to the observational/theoretical ìanguage dì-
chotomy, the question of language in general, as well as the related
topics of reference and meaning, the picture of science that emerged

from the perspectíve of scientific realism served as a limiting contrast
to the image of science provided by post-empiricism. s'low.ly fading into
the background was the spectre of ontological reìativity and incommen-

surabi I ity that has marked so much of more radicai post-empiricist
though t .
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The image of science that scientific real ism provides us with does

not, of course, need to be regurgitated at this point. we might note,
however, that to the extent that val idity marks the real ist construaì of
sentential epistemologies as based on only one of the species, tools for
organizing information, the way is opened up to reasses the practica\/
theoretical knowìedge distinction. Herein, one does not need to invoke
notions ì ike the 'matrix of shared meaning' or the rconstituting activi-
ty of the Lebenswelt' in order to account for the apparantness of ,prac-

tical knowredge'. practicaì know'ledge emerges as simpry the whore

storehouse of information that language is unable to formulate at thís
point (and perhaps at all points) in time. So although it could be said
that the phenomenologists and the scientific real ists are ironical ly in
agreement (against much of positivism) that this 'mediumr exists, the
import of what the latter says inval idates the attempt to get at this
underìying medium via a number of carefurìy emp.loyed repochsr.r

Perhaps the most fundamental claim of the kind of scientific real ism

countenanced here i n, however, i s that the ontoì og i ca I status of postu-
lated theoretical entities is on par with the ontological status of the
'Lerms of ordinary 'common-sensicaì, ìanguage. The acceptance of such a

claim can ìead us, ipso facto, to the conc'lusion that our common-sensi-

cal notions of ourserves may form a theoreticaì matrix (torr psychoìogy)

whose usefulness has perhaps been outì ived. A.longside an adequatery de-
veloped el iminative material ism, the import of such conclusions , if
widely accepted by sociaì and poì iticaì theorists, would precipitate a

? For an interesting look at how Sellarsian Scientific Realism and Hus-serlian phenomenology can be seen as being conceptuaily compatib,r e onseveral points, see Gary Gutting, ',Hussãr,¡ and scientific Rea.¡ ism,,,Phi tosophv and phenomenorosicar Research J! (r97g) ,\zlsð. - "
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rapid decrease in the importiance presently assigned in their studies to
the intential idiom. lt would undoubtedìy aìter the face of the social
sc i ences forever.

ln heìping us explore the biologicaì determinants ofrculturer rather
than simpìy the possibìe ways of social worlci-making, an evoìutionary
naturaìistic philosophy of science and of epistemic engines may weìl be

said to be to post-empiricism what normar discourse is to edifying phi-
ìosophy. lt would, however, make for some pretty interesting discourse

itseìf. Given this, as welì as the import of the claim running through_

out this thesis - that a phi losophical laq best depicts the relationship
between the phiìosophy of scíence and theoretical innovations within the

sociaì sciences - it wouìd be useful to try and discern the possible ra-
mifications for social and political thought of the varied mandates of
evolutionary natural istic real ism (ENR).

size the folowwing:

We might, for example, empha-

l. ln a very fundamental way, ENR argues that the 'ìinguistic turnl- aììegedìy the province of the twentieth century - is ar,l thatphilosophy has ever been. And herein it wishes to underline thefact that language never has been, and never wi I I be, enough.Resisting the private and sociaì comfort of the proverbiar arm-chair' ENR underì ines the importance of experiment in aì ì cogni-tiveendeaVorS.lndispensabletoitsffirir.i'"gaof
post-empiricist phi losophy, as wel I as the social and pol iticaìphi losophy that crystaì ì izes in its wake, has been ENR's postu-late that epistemic engines process information in ways otherthan through ìanguage. r t therefore necessari ìy provides concep-tual support to those research programmes that seek to isolate,via experiment, those arternate ways. By way of a very Iiteraìmetaphor' one might say that ENR champions the intimacy that re-sults from g¡reninq the skuil. And who today thinks that when weopen the rlffi tinã u"liefsr, rspirit,, ,mind,, 'vitalsourcer , _tebenswer t? 0n th i s score ENR doesnrt rea r ì y haveanything to offer the 'socialr sciences. 0n this score wirat isprobìematic in the question'can the sociaì sciences become sci-entific?¡ is not the term rscientific' but rather the myth of thersocial'. rn Aristoteìian terms we might say that on this scorethere is no happy medium between animal-hood and God-hood.
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As a corolìary of the above, ENR, ä,lthough accepting of the Qui-nean thesis that language extends the señses, and understanjingof the fact that social and pol itical theory wi r I for some timerevolve within the confines of the ì inguistic turn, has a defini_tive response to those who work within the rhermeneutic dimen-sion'. ln spite of ail its bluntness that response has a re-sounding echo the resonance of which cannot go unheeded; namely,reveryone has a brain and central nervous Iy=t"r, not everyonewr i tes or reads books' .

ln the wake of its attack on the ringuistic turn, ENR offers us amore enl ightening view on the nature of rationaì ity in general.Herein, it is irrevocabry rdemocraticr - Eri t seeks to extendrrationality' to other species and to those human animars notpossessed of linguistic capacities. ENR helps to exterpate thenotion of rationarity from the confines of traditiona'l ('con-scious') decision-making theory. Linquistic ways of sociarwor l d-mak i ng emerge, under the mandat.s offiñl as on ì y one sma ilpart of cognition's 'exploration of possibi r ity structures'.s rnfact, as a resurt of this broadening of the notion of rationar ity(i 'e', it development within a phi iosophy of epistemic engines),
ENR emphasizes the possibí.lity that on traditionar accounts, thehuman being may well be an irrational animal.e

ln an optimistica'l ìy cynicaì sort of way one courd a'lso arguethat the mandates of ENR ser i ous r y underm i nes stud i es wh i ch at_tempt to rspond to age-ord questions rike ,what is the nature ofpoìitical man?r and 'ls man inherently good?', et cetera.ro rheresources rer ied upon by ENR in outì ining its picture of the hu_man anima l and i ts epi stemi c stategi es are i ndeed, âS one

3.

\.

For a development of this notion,
Cul ture: Sci ence and Cul ture as
(197Ð :223-244.

see C.A. Hooker, "Explanation andAdaption", Humanities in Society 2

' This impì ication of a thorough-going naturar istic phi rosophy, ofcourse' offers a paralìel to some of the logicaì paradox", 
"i-,ich 

Ken-neth Arrow has argued plagues so many formulations of rational choicetheory. See, _for exampl e, Kenneth J. Arroul, Soc i a I Choi ce and I nd i -v idga I ya r ues (London: ya r e un ivers i ty press, DZt.Ë ilo*Ëi"col lection of articles deal ing with such issues see Brian Barry andRussell Hardin, eds., Rational fti?.?nd lfrational Society?: An lntro_duction and sourcebooklEGïy H¡t* s"g" pubìications, r9g2). An-other interesting article to consuìt, one wherein reflection isbrought to bear on psychological findings and the learning (education-al) process in general, is Stephen p. Stich, 'rCould l"lan Be An lrra_tional Animar?: some Notes on the Epistemoìogy of Rationa r i ty,,,Sythese 64 (t985) :115-j35.
ro lluch of post-empiricism, we wi I I note, especial ìy in its relativistand pragmatist guises, has also drawn into question the presupposi-tions of those who suppose that one might concìus iveìy arr ive at ananswer to such questions.
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commentator has noted in passing, ¡rgoing to jack political phi_Iosophy off its cIassicaI assumptions,,.ti Under the mandates ofENR the study of politics, one might say, wiil take us back be-yond the rearìy Greeksr. And by tñis I do not mean that ENR willgive us the resources for exproring '0riental' times! ENR, wêmight recal r, can be seen as quitã sympathetic to the import ofthe Foucaurtian mandate that we aboìish rrlanr as a universaì cat-egory.

Apart from de-emphasizing the supposed importance of the GreatQuestions which have p,lagued the history of socia'l and po.l iticaìthought, ENR does, of course, fuer " =.upticism about the positi-vi st rel iance on poì i ticar behaviour. The resources musteredfrom evolutionary macro-biotõflãiFcognitive neurobiorogy notonìy assists in extirpating socio-por iiicar research from thelabyr inth of ranguage. They can arso assist the sociar and po-litical theorist in penetrating behind the warì of behaviour.

5- A social and po,l iticar theory guided by the epistemic mandates ofENR would certainly precipitate an increased concern with biolo-gicaììy-reìated social issues.r2 This, of course, is no smallpackage. such issues, as any cursory refrection wou,ld revear,include poì lution, food suppìy, nutrit¡on, popuìation controì,and 'drug abuse'. Ecorogicar and niche theory ín generar cou,ldbe appl ied to increase our understanding of violence, leadership,the relation between rsociaìr and 'phylicaì' "nui.onrunt., andcompetition between individuaìs, parties, and nations.r3
6. SNR, . by heì p i ng us to see soc i etysurvival enterprise also assists us

i oura I , and cu I tura I proper t i es as
show i ng that the surv i va I needs of

and cu l ture as a coì l ect ive
i n viewi ng organismiã$ffi

i nteract i ng . By hencefor th
individuals, societies, andthe species overlap, the picture of things provided by ENR may

r1 see Glendon Schubert, 'rporitics as a Life Science: How and why thelmpact of llodern Bioìogy wi l ì Revolutionize the study of pol i ticaìBehaviour", in-Elgìoqv qnd por itics, êd. Aìbert somit (The Hague:I'touton press , l9l6), p. l64 -
12 Nothing, of courser pr€Vêñts phi ìosophicai ideal ists or even theoìo-gical ìy-oriented pol itical theorists from aìso examining such issues.What I am simply arguing at this point is that ENR, aue to its epis_temic mandates' corrd onìy increase concern with them.
rs For a review of some of the deveropnents on these matters within po-I iticaì science, see Glendon_Schubert, _"psychobiologicaì pol itics,,,

'an iournar of poriricar science 16 (rôg¡l ,slslËle . Aìso seeThomas wi"g"l"' 
^@ sci'eices:. An Emerqinq para-diqm (Bourder, cororaao:-wu.tvlu* F"il-r 9g2), especially parrs| ,2,5, and /. 0f course, the ear l i u.t áog"nt request th i s centuryfor such a poì iticaì science was put forth by vJar ras in l9og. seeGraham war ras, Human Nature in por itics (tin.årn, universîty of Ne_braska Press, lW



l'luch of the above has, of course, been formulated in a very gener i c
and cursory fashion. The degree of impact that ENR wi I I have on soc i a ì

and political theory in the future will in large part depend on its hav_

ing ready at hand some pretty definitive formulations of eliminative ma-

ter ial ism, reductionism, ârìd gene-cUìture co-evolution. ra ln f act, FC_

plete with a thorough-going el iminative material ist stance and its
attack on sentent i a ì ep i stemol og i es, ENR may wel I not have anything to
offer to any of the traditionaì fields in the sociaì sciences. Fol low-
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well provoke concern for posterity; i.e., it may well increasethe demand that we deveìop po'liticar theories whicñ can adequate-ly assess how publíc policy is functionaìly reìated to the prob_lem of survivaì. Howevel even if cynicism continues to reign onthese matters, ENR continues to underr ine that there are no uni-versaìly applicable solutions. Vaìue trade-offs are a necessaryconsequence of the fact that al ì poì icy must be context-sensi_tive. what we rearn first and foremost from ENR on this score isthat traditionar formurations of the ,Generaì I,Jeìfarer point tonoth i ng but a dangerous myth.

L4 lt is the whole notion of gene-culture co-evolution that perhapsneeds the most clarification tefore real benefits can be reaped fromENR. 0n most reductionist accounts, of course, the notion is reject_ed forthright. However, even in the view of Dawkins space is provid_ed for developi ng a theory to account for how cul tural transmi ss ions(via'memes') can give rise to a form of evoìution. For Dawkins, thepossibility does room that we can 'turn against the tyr"nny of ourseìfish replicators'. rn fact, his notion of ,meme-machinesr can beseen as provid.ing some conceptual; support to the Goodmanian ,world_
makersr which have periodica,l,ly entered our account of things. Hisviews on this matter as deveroped in the ìast chapter of his book(f¡re seltisn Gene), however' appears brazenìy and bizarrely specula-tive - as werì -as quite incompatibìe with much of his rargår thesis.The largeìy unjustified supposition that the notion of gene-cultureco-evolution is a coherent one is also apparant throughout charles J.Lumsden and Edward 0. Wilson, promethean Fire: Refìections on the0riqin gf tlind (cambridge, ¡'t".r.f-FãGIa universiry press, r9g3) ,especiaì ry pages rg-20. rt is quite crear that unsubstantiated spec_ulation on such a matter may onìy read one back onto the pitted roadaìong which phi ìosophical dual ists have long stumbled. For a ìook athow much of socíal and pol itical theory is destined to also so stum_ble, see Christopher Nichols,'¡Neurobioìogy and Social Theory: SomeCommon and persistent problems'r, phiìosopñv of the Social Sciences lJ( i g8:) z2o7 -23t+ .



ing post-empiricist mandates, much of socia.l and poìiticaì
been lead to the exciting yer cozy wcrlds of I iterature and

by the mandates of ENR sociaì and por itical theory may weil

and finaì ìy, discover that it is resting on its death bed.

come to see the euphoria provided by post-empiricism as akin

phine that so often conceaìs one,s ìast gasp.
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theory has

art. Lead

anguishìy,

It may welì

to the mor-

Even in its emphasis on evolutionary theory ENR may not be providing
support to those who argue that in biology,¡sociaì theory at ìong last
meets that part of sc i ence most reì evant to i t',. t s rhe pr imary propo-

nents of such declarations - the sociobiologists - may themselves be in
for some pretty forcefu.l rashings from ENR. t{e wi ì ,l recaì ì, for exam-

Þìe, that ENR sponsors a thorough-going scepticism about the supposed

epistemic and ontic primacy of the categorical descriptions of common-

sense psychoìogical rwisdom' . lncluded therein is taìk of bel iefs, de-

síres, intentions, feel ings, et cetera. And what does almost every so-

cio-biologist proud of their heritage seek to expìain? A Iook at any of
their writings wi I i provide an answer to this question; nameìy, altru_
ism, agressiveness, jealousy, resentment, passivity, et cetera. How_

ever' as Richard Burian has nicely pointed out (using the appropriate
terminology of Richard Lewontin), what socio-biologists I ike Edward 0.

wi lson calì rgeneraì traits of the speciesr would most suitably falì un-

der the rubric of 'barroom wisdomr. 0n Burian,s construal, what the so-

cio-biologists have failed to appreciate is that tthere is little or no

reason to suppose that the behaviors picked out by any available de_

r s Edward 0.
p.xii.

Wi I son, 0n Human Nature (New york: Bantam Books, 1982) ,
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scriptive apparatus are under direct genetic controlil.re Burian gives an

explicit expression to a mandate of ENR that must be heeded by aìl so-
cial and pol iticaì theory; namery, 'we cannot go out and describe the
world in any old way we pìease and then sit back and demand that an ex_

planatory and predictive theory be buiìt on that descriptiorì,,.r,

Dubious about the methodological assumptions of much bioìogical ly-re-
lated social theory, ENR, in emphasizing that ¡rationa.l ityr may be a

ì ímited rather than an absolute character of the species, can also be

seen as sponsoring a scepticism about social and poì itical theory which

approaches environmental ìy-related issues in an optimistic way. lt can,
in short, be seen as underlining the possibirity that'rwe may now have

reached a point where we are no ìonger equipped, as a species, success_

fully to survive in the environment we have created for ourse'lves,,.rg

This possibi ì ity, of course,

ph i I osophy of the human an i ma ì and

nances evolutionary theory. Such a

is one that cannot go unnoticed by a

its epistemic capacities that counte-

phi losophy we have seen, is not per-

r6 Richard 11. Burian, "A r'rethodo.logicaì critique of sociobÌoìogy", inThe Sgciobioloqv^Deþate: Readinãs on the Ethical aqd Scientific ls-sues cs¡ncerning s".1"¡¡.lggr, ea. nrti,u, L. chrpl"ilNffiH;_per 6 Row pubìishers, j97B), p.3gl.
r7 lbid. Burian, it might be added, is arso after wi rson for the rat_terrs supposition that behavioural 'traitsr necessarily correspond toa genetic trait. For a 'look at a depiction of further epistemorogi_cal problems inherent in sociobiology see the sixth chapter of Hi_chael Ruse, Soç!ob!otooy:^ 

. Sense or Nonsense? (Dordr";;;; Hot tand:D. Reidel pubrishing,lg85)l rner" *", 
"= courd onry be expected,numerous objections to sociobiorogy on ethical grounds. Thef oo not,however, really concern us here. Neverthe.less, for a tempered criti_cism on such grounds one might consu'lt peter Singer, The ExpandingCircle: Ethics and Sociobioloqy (New york: irleridian Books, ì9gl).

rB This possibirity is framed accordingry by an otherwise optimistic po_I iticaì rheorist. See Aìbert Somitl åA., Aioloov 
"na 

poi iii"r, p.9.
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adequate to the task of
survival. lndeed, due to 'design defects', 'know'ledge, may we'l ì have

minimal survivaì varue. To the same extent, ENR cannot forgo the possi-
bility that human animals are nothing more than survival machines for
biological replicators - aìbeit, machines that may welì one day outìive
their usefuìness. ENR, in short, must inevitabìy reveaì as onìy a prej_
udice the assumption that the decisive component in evolution is the
good (or preservation) of the species. what may well be primariìy deci_
sive is the preservation of the gene.rr

The entertainment of this latter possibi I ity as wel I as of the thesis
that our brains may weìì be more compìex that ,we, (aproÞos theoreticar-
ìinguistic representations) are rsmartr, does, however, pâint some

gìoomy consequences for socíal and poltical theory. cultures and socio-
political worlds may well be consritutive of experiments which we as a

species quite unwittingly undergo. l,/hat may be most probrematic, in
other words, is whether we can undergo such experiments and exercise

re Although the subject of much heated and criticar debate, decísivereading for a consideratíon of this matter is Richard Dawkins, Theself.ish Gene (London: Granada pubrishing, ì97g). G;"rÃg'".p.årrffito the possibil ity, here is some of Dawkinst eroquent ;;r;;: ,,The
first survivar machines probab.ly consisted of nothing more than aprotective coat. But making a 'living got steadiry harãer as new ri-vals arose with better and more effective survival machines Fourthousand mi I I ion years oñ, what was to be the fate of the ancientrepì icators? They did not die out, for they are past masters of thesurvival arts. But do not rook for them fioating .loose in the sea;they gave up that cavarier freedom rong ago. Now they swarm in hugecoìonies, safe inside gigantic lumberiÃg iobots, sealed off from theoutside world, communicating with it by tortuous indirect routes, ,ìâ-nipuìating it by remote contror. They are in you and in me; theycreated us, body and mind; and their preservation is the ultimate ra-tionaìe for our existence. They have come a ìong way, these repìica_tors. Now they. go by the name of genes, âDd we are their survivalmachines,,. (p.2.l).



control over them.2o The answer to

those aspects of the socio-poì iticaì

gical (or any) knowledge?' may weìì

don I t determ i ne any such th í ngr . z r

460

the question'How do we determine

world to which we wi I I apply biolo-

be a resounding 'in ìarge part we

Hooker,',Explanation and
, Humanities in Science 2

There is, in addition, another interesting aspect to ar1 of this -

something which the early critics of scientism and the infìuence of the
philosophy of science wouìd have found quite ironic. lf the human ani-
mal, via its representational facul ites, is systematicaì ìy misperceivinq
reaìity, then a philosophy, ìike ENR, which argues such a thesis is ac_

tuaìly ìending conceptual resources to those social and politicaì theo-
rists who champion a scepticism towards Grand rheory. lf our represen_

tational capacities are necessarily inadeguate to their traditionalìy
supposed task then ENR, if it remains true to ¡ts task, must sponsor, at
most' a pi-agmatist stance on such Theory. ENR deaìs a death bìow to
those who argue that in a Brave New World central control wiìl necessar-

iìy be exercised over our cultural and political experiments. ln a sim_

i lar fashion it undercuts the argumentation of those who suppose that
such controì is possible because the Aìphas are in possession of a Theo-

ry that depicts the Real.22 ln accounting for how science survives gíven

zo For a discussion of this matter, see C.A.
Cu I ture: Sc i ence and Cu I ture as Adapt i on"(197Ð:223-245.

zr ln short, it may be possibìe that a fundamentar myth shapes DanierBelìrs claim that the ¡post-industrialr society is necessarily markedby more rconscious' decisíon-making.

22 0n the other hand, ENR can be seen as providing support to those whoargue that Brave New World is a state of affairs wherein we wouldhave moved beyond attempts to rrepresentr - as opposed to create -the Real. 0n such an account, Brave New l^Jorld would most certainlybe a bonus ' Ah, the dread and tragedy avo ided if there r^/ere no morerreflectionr! yet if one day such a Brave New worìd happened on the
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no permanent epistemic foundations, ENR underl ines that the nature of
ourrsymbolic expressionsrwiìl be subjected to the same radical altera-
tion in the future as they have been i n the past. At the same t i me,

however, it underrines the fact that a critica,l curture is presupposed

rather than destroyed by the on-qoinq practice of science.

scene'we'would not be here to welcome or rebuke it. lf Brave NewWorld is the greatest gift possibìe, ,we,would not be here to re_ceive it. Does one discern a para'l ìer here to that phi 'losopher whoonce claimed to have moved beyond nihirism? Nietzche thought he waspaving the way for the 'grand pol itics' of this century. He was,however, orìly continuing the ìegacy; in his hope he was misguided.Rather than 'Dionysus versus the crucified', Eis maxim should havebeenrNeither Dionysus nor the crucifiedr- onry shape.less, yet shap-
i ng, creatures .
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